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Preface to ”Failure Mechanisms in Alloys”

    

(“Nothing is without a cause”)

Aristotle

According to various textbooks, the definition of “failure” is the lack of satisfaction of a purpose

(lack of fitness for purpose) or goals or the inability of the material/structure or process to serve

certain requirements (e.g., to fulfill standard specifications). The process aiming at the determination

of the root cause(s) of the failure in order to establish certain prevention measures is usually denoted

as “failure analysis”. The failure investigation process is a fascinating logic procedure; encompassing

an intensive thinking action, starting from the final event and going backwards, explores the subtle

relationships of a chain of events, linked by a “cause-and-effect” joint. The evidence provided by the

extracted findings builds the necessary documentation to support the failure hypothesis. The stronger

and more complete the documented objective evidence is, the more solid and realistic the failure

hypothesis is.

Although, at a first glance, the term “failure” provokes negative feelings, regarding the

consequences of a failure event, a latent positive character exists from a different perspective.

Failure analysis is a problem solving and improvement technique which constitutes a common

approach for a broad spectrum of industries, improving the integrity of safety and accident

prevention, environmental performance, plant maintenance, and quality assurance. The utilization

of failure prevention tools and techniques meets many applications of risk assessment in engineering

applications, from nuclear reactors to automotive/aerospace industries and from financial/banking

systems to service sectors. In addition to the academic research, industrial expertise offers a profuse

knowledge resource and, through the participation to complex and multifaceted failure analysis

projects, a solid learning system is constructed, ensuring sustainability and excellence with a strongly

positive impact to the society.

The interdisciplinary nature of failure analysis makes this topic very challenging, encouraging

team working and knowledge sharing from various professional and scientific areas. In the specific

volume of Metals, emphasis is placed in metallic materials (metals and alloys) and the various

disciplines assisting in the analysis and interpretation of failures, such as materials science, applied

mechanics, corrosion, tribology, manufacturing technology, modeling, and simulation. The Special

Issue “Failure Mechanisms in Alloys” is a rich collection of high-quality research papers from

esteemed authors, including twenty five articles (25), two reviews (2) and one editorial (1) which

“opens” the volume, introducing the contributing papers and providing a classification of the topics

provided. The contents, which cover a broad spectrum of failure mechanisms (e.g., erosion corrosion,

fatigue, creep fatigue, creep, corrosion, and environmentally-assisted cracking, wear), investigation

techniques (both experimental and numerical/stochastic), and industrial manufacturing processes

(such as metal forming and machining), make this laborious treatise an attractive “Memoir” for

researchers and professionals, from both the academic and industrial world.

xi



The rewarding results of the creation of this Special Issue are shared among the main

contributors: the authors, the reviewers and the MDPI Metals Editorial team, whose valuable efforts

are reflected in this amazing knowledge journey. As a final note, the continued support of the

colleagues and management team of the ELKEME—Hellenic Research Centre for Metals S.A. is

gratefully acknowledged.

George A. Pantazopoulos
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1. Introduction and Scope

The era of lean production and excellence in manufacturing, while advancing with sustainable
development, demands the rational utilization of raw materials and energy resources, adopting cleaner
and environmentally friendly industrial processes. In view of the new industrial revolution (through
digital transformation), the exploitation of smart and sophisticated materials systems, the need for
minimizing scrap and increasing efficiency, reliability, and lifetime, on the one hand, and the pursuit of
fuel economy and the limitation of the carbon footprint, on the other hand, are absolute necessary
conditions for the imminent growth in a globalized and highly competitive economy. These parameters
require the development and fabrication of high-resistance metals and alloys and the explicit knowledge
of their potential damage and degradation processes, in order to ensure long-lasting service, avoiding
undesired, costly, and catastrophic failures.

The occurrence of unexpected failures in critical industrial and transportation sectors could
lead to serious accidents or even to catastrophes, having a crucial impact on infrastructure and
society in general. Profound knowledge about failure mechanisms in metals and alloys is an absolute
prerequisite, which leads to the understanding and determination of the root source of the failure(s)
and to their successful prevention. Together with failure mechanisms, the recognition of service
conditions (temperature, type or nature of the environmental parameters, loading conditions, assembly
parameters, and interactions with neighboring components) and the information pertaining to the
industrial production processes involved in the fabrication of the metal component are of critical
significance in order to put all the failure “puzzle pieces” in a meaningful and reasonable order.
The “reconstruction” of a failure event is mainly focused on the interpretation of its natural complexity
and the unfolding of the logical sequence of the events involved. These failure-linking stages, which
occurred concurrently, intermittently, or successively, gave rise to the final ultimate failure, in a
“backward-thinking” procedure. The organization of a failure investigation is a multi-step, structured,
and disciplined process that must be limited in time and budget, according to the requirements and the
project objectives. The collection of the “pieces” and “clues” during a failure investigation is a diligent
and multi-tasking process. In the real world, missing pieces disrupt the continuity and clarity of the
“cause-and-effect” chain relationships, converting them from deterministic to fuzzy or stochastic.

Failure analysis is an interdisciplinary scientific topic, reflecting the opinions and interpretations
coming from a systematic evidence-gathering procedure, embracing various important sectors,
imparting knowledge, and substantiating improvement practices. The deep understanding of a
material or component’s role and properties is of central importance for “fitness for purpose” in certain
industrial processes and applications. The “scheme” presenting the interaction loci of the failure
analysis area can be simply presented as the “knowledge triangle”, illustrated in Figure 1.

Metals 2020, 10, 117; doi:10.3390/met10010117 www.mdpi.com/journal/metals1
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Figure 1. The failure analysis “knowledge triangle”, presenting the interaction areas and the central
role of the understanding of a material or component’s role and properties.

2. Contributions

The Special Issue “Failure Mechanisms in Alloys” contains in total twenty-seven (27) research
articles [1–27], with two review papers among them (see [9] and [24]). The contents of this collection
cover a wide spectrum of the cross-disciplinary fields of the entire domain of failure analysis, providing
valuable contributions in diverse and challenging topics exhibiting interests in the investigation of
failure mechanism, industrial processes, and approach methods (Figures 2–4). Moreover, different
groups of materials are involved in the presented studies (Table 1).

Almost the complete range of the general types of failure mechanisms has been addressed in
the published works gathered in this Special Issue. Instant overload as well as progressive failure
modes are included (Figure 2a). More specifically, the broad category of static overload includes more
generic subjects also from the field of manufacturing-related topics, where the effect of deformation
and fracture was studied as an important and undetached ingredient of the fabrication process per
se (e.g., hot and cold working, machining). Therefore, the mostly “intense area” (Overload/Static)
comprises studies concerning general deformation and fracture phenomena, as the result of instant
loading/testing conditions [4,9,10,14,15,19] and studies related to manufacturing and production
processes [6,7,12,13,16,20,22,25,26]. Testing and modeling procedures addressing the evolution of
deformation and fracture during forming [7,13,26], the impact toughness, [4] and certain production
process characteristics [25] are also included. Nevertheless, shear fracture processes that emerged in
machining and chip formation are also part of this broader group of studies, relevant to manufacturing
topics (see [12,16,20]).
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 2. (a) Categorization of the subject “Failure Mechanism”, as it was addressed by the studies
contained in this Special Issue; (b) distribution graph presenting the number of papers focused on the
various failure mechanisms, which were ad hoc considered herein for simplicity purposes.

“Progressive” or “delayed modes of failure” possess exceptional interest in various industrial
sectors, such as the chemical, mechanical, and manufacturing industries and in plant machinery.
Four basic categories can be distinguished (Figure 2a):

3
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a. Creep and Creep Fatigue failure modes [2,9,17,23];
b. Fatigue and Cyclic Loading [8,9,18];
c. Corrosion and Environmentally Assisted Cracking [3,5,11,21];
d. Wear and Surface Degradation [1,24,27].

The relevant number of studies’ distribution graph is presented in Figure 2b.
It can be seen from Figure 2b that manufacturing-related topics occupy a significant percentage of

the content, reflecting the importance of failure assessment and the emergence of failure and damage
prognosis and prevention, as the basic component of the knowledge and learning processes required
for quality improvement in industry.

Considering the “Process/Industry” as a classification criterion, the published studies are relevant
with certain industries or processes involved as far as the observed failure mechanism is concerned
(Figure 3). More specifically, the main industrial processes involved are presented as follows:

(i) Casting and Metal Forming [6,7,11,13,15,19,24–26]
(ii) Machining [12,16,20]
(iii) Chemical/Petrochemical [3,17,21,23]
(iv) Heat Treatment [22]
(v) General Plant Machinery [1,9,18,24]

Figure 3. Classification according to the “Process/Industry” relevant criterion, addressed in the studies
of this Special Issue.

The metal component manufacturing industry (casting, metal forming, and machining) seems to
be highly involved, as one of the primary industrial component production sectors, in highlighting the
efforts in understanding material behavior and taking actions for failure prediction and prevention.

Based on the “Investigation Method/Approach”, several broad categories can be distinguished
(Figure 4):

1. Phenomenological and Experimental [1–9,11–27]
2. Numerical Modeling [6,7,10,12,13,15,25,26]
3. Statistical and Stochastic [8,16,20,22,25]
4. Systems or Quality [9]
5. Combined (experimental, analytical, numerical model, etc.) [3,6–8,12–16,18–20,22,25,26]

As can be readily observed, the experimental and empirical approach is the dominant methodology
of failure investigation. In addition, the emergence of numerical simulation, using finite element
modeling (FEM), tends to be very popular in the prediction of material behavior and potential failure
prevention. The contribution of quality and organization systems is very promising in the case of

4
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complex processes, where teamwork in process planning, risk assessment, resource allocation, and
implementation of improvement actions is a key concept in modern quality assurance and management.

Figure 4. Classification based on the relevant “Investigation Method/Approach” followed in the studies
of this Special Issue.

A broad range of materials was covered in the present studies (see Table 1). Ferrous metals
(structural steels, stainless steels, and special resistance steels) are more frequently investigated,
indicating the importance of this material type in engineering constructions and in severe
process environments.

Table 1. Representative types of engineering material types of investigation.

Material Type Reference

Structural and pipeline steels [1,5,9,13,16,20,22,27]
Cast iron [14,19]

Special resistance and stainless steels [3,4,9,11,17,18,21,23,24]
Wear resistant coatings and surface layers [24,27]

Ti, Ti alloys [7,12]
Al alloys [13,25,26]
Mg alloy [13]

Cu, Cu alloys [6,9,10]
Nanomaterials [10]

W–Cu composite [15]

3. Conclusions

The present collection of studies reflects the profound interest in the specific field of research,
covering a wide range of failure mechanisms, processes, and investigation methodologies. The majority
of the studies followed a phenomenological and experimental approach, while it seems that there was a
general contribution tendency toward numerical simulation, to further enrich the value of the research
results and broaden the application perspectives, especially in the case of larger-scale metal-forming
and manufacturing processes. Ferrous alloys (structural, special purpose or resistance, stainless steels,
cast irons) constitute the majority of the studied materials, since they are considered one of the principal
sources of construction components and are used in various industrial sectors.

On a final note, it is hoped and strongly believed that the accumulation of additional knowledge in
the field of failure mechanisms and the adoption of the principles, philosophy, and deep understanding

5
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of the failure analysis process approach will strongly promote the learning concept as a continuously
evolving process, leading to personal and social progress and prosperity.
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Abstract: Erosion corrosion performance of API 5L-X65 carbon steel was investigated at three different
impingement velocities (3, 6 & 12 m/s), five different angles (15, 30, 45, 60, & 90◦), and with/without
solid particles (average particle size of 314 μm). The experiments were conducted in 0.2 M NaCl
solution at room temperature for a duration of 24 h and the results showed that the maximum erosion
corrosion rate was observed at 45◦ irrespective of the velocity. The highest erosion corrosion rate
at 45◦ was due to the balance between the shear and normal impact stress at this angle. Ploughing,
deep craters, and micro-forging/plastic deformation were found to be the main erosion corrosion
mechanisms. The maximum wear scar depth measured using optical profilometery was found to be
51 μm (average) at an impingement angle of 45◦.

Keywords: impingement; erosion corrosion; API 5L-X65; flow loop; wear scar

1. Introduction

Erosion-corrosion is a combined material degradation mechanism in which material is removed
by the mechanical process of erosion coupled with the electrochemical process of corrosion. This is
one of the serious problems being faced by many industries and is responsible for multibillion-dollar
losses due to premature equipment failures [1]. Erosion corrosion is ranked as the 5th most common
degradation issue in fluid handling systems (pumps, compressors, piping systems in offshore oil/gas
facilities, desalination plants, etc.) and has direct consequences in terms of equipment safety [2–6].
This problem gets more aggravated by the presence of high amounts of solid/sand particles of different
morphologies in the flowing fluid [7,8]. These high velocity solid particles strike the stationary and
rotating equipment in the presence of fluid mixed with water and/or oxygen and thus cause unplanned
plant shutdowns, resulting in multibillion-dollar loss [9]. The seawater in desalination plants, cooling
systems, fire-fighting systems, and power generation industries is very corrosive and if present together
with solid particles, can reduce the equipment design life significantly by the combined effect of erosion
and corrosion.

So, therefore, in order to overcome this problem of erosion corrosion in the industries, a detailed
erosion corrosion database is required which can assist in developing erosion corrosion models
for better prediction. The development of efficient prediction models depends on realistic and
reliable experimental data obtained by simulating the real-time industrial conditions. The erosion
corrosion behavior of carbon steel being used a lot as pipeline material can be investigated by
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conducting the experiments in flow loops. The design of such flow loops enables the researchers to
investigate the erosion corrosion problem by controlling different parameters such as angle, velocity,
fluid type, temperature and amount/type of solid particles etc. However, due to its high cost of
maintenance, construction challenges and space limitations within the research laboratories, such types
of experimental facilities are limited.

According to ASTM G73-98, corrosion is the progressive loss of original material from a solid
surface due to continued exposure to impacts by liquid jets. The problems usually arise when a stream
of water impinges on, or flows over components especially whenever there is a change of flow direction
and/or a change in the cross-sectional area of the flow passage [10,11]. In erosion, solid particles
entrained in high-velocity jets are repeatedly impacted on the metal at oblique angles, resulting
in material removal from the surface, whereas corrosion is a material loss because of chemical or
electrochemical reactions [12]. Erosion-corrosion caused by flowing fluid with/without solid particles
is a form of tribo-corrosion material removal mechanism as it damages both the surface layers, (passive
film or corrosion products) as well as the base metal. The degradation mechanism resulting from the
combined effect of electrochemical and mechanical processes seems very complex [12–15]. The material
removal during erosion corrosion process can be either by chemical dissolution or by erosion simply
due to fluid flow alone or due to the impingement of slurry mixed with solid particles. There can be
more intricate situations in which electrochemical corrosion can have synergistic effects [13,14] and the
synergistic effects of erosion-corrosion can be considerably higher than the individual effect of erosion
or corrosion.

So therefore, the main objective of this study was to evaluate the erosion corrosion behavior and
underlying erosion corrosion mechanism in one of the most commonly used pipeline grade carbon
steel material API 5L-X65. The experiments were conducted to examine the role of various parameters
such as impingement velocity (3~12 m/s) and impingement angle (15◦~90◦) on the erosion corrosion
behavior of this steel in 0.2 Mol NaCl solution at room temperature with/without solid particles
for a duration of 24 h. The eroded surfaces were examined using Field Emission Scanning Electron
Microscopy (FE-SEM) and optical profilometer to understand the erosion corrosion mechanism.

2. Experimental Procedure

2.1. Erosion-Corrosion Test Apparatus

In order to carry out the detailed experimental investigations, a state of the art mini-flow loop was
designed and manufactured locally as shown in Figure 1. A centrifugal pump was used to circulate
the fluid in the flow loop. To investigate the effect of solid particles, the discharge pipe was equipped
with a venture-tube with a controlled stream of solid particles. The two-phase mixture flows into the
erosion-corrosion test cell and then to a cyclone separator for separating the solid particles before
returning back to the main reservoir. The test cell is equipped with a fixed convergent nozzle (3 mm
diameter nozzle made of 316 L stainless steel) to produce the required liquid jet velocity. The cell also
has a sample holder, which can be used to fix the specimens at five different impingement angles.
All of the components of the flow loop such as pipes, storage tank, cyclone separator, valves, pump
etc., were made of corrosion resistant 316 L stainless steel. Fluid jet velocity was calculated using
ultrasonic water flow meter (Model: Wprime-280W) and pump speed was controlled with the help of
650 V SSD drive control panel. Taylor 9940 N temperature gauge was used to monitor the temperature,
whereas 15 kW pump (Lowara Company: Vicenza, Italy) was used for fluid pumping.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the flow loop showing the details of its components; (b) State of the art
in-house designed mini flow loop.
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2.2. Test Specimens and Sand Particle Characterization

Table 1 shows the composition of pipeline grade API 5L-X65 carbon steel used in this study.
This material is one of the most commonly used piping material for transportation of fluids in
petroleum, desalination and many other industrial applications due to its distinct physical properties.
It has appreciable ductility, strength, weld-ability, and can be heat treated to achieve desired
properties. Its average Vickers hardness (HV) was measured using a CSM Micro Combi hardness tester
(Diamond indenter) under 2N load (P) over an indentation time of 10 s and was found to be 298 HV.
The specimen preparation involved cutting, mounting and grinding. The specimens were cut into
20 mm × 20 mm × 5 mm dimension, hot mounted in Lucite material to expose only (20 × 20) mm2

surface area to the impinging fluid. The hot mounted specimens were ground up to 600 grit size paper.
The samples were cleaned with acetone, rinsed with distilled water and subsequently dried with
a drier before conducting each experiment. The specimens were weighed to an accuracy of 0.01 mg.
Figure 2 gives an overview of the whole process of specimen preparation.

Table 1. Detailed chemical composition of API 5L-X65 carbon steel used in the experiments.

Elements C Mn Fe Cu Mo Ni Cr S V Co P

Wt.%
Compositions 0.165 1.29 98.1 0.0548 0.0092 0.0183 0.0275 0.0062 0.0076 0.0063 0.0015

Figure 2. Specimen preparation process showing all the steps involved from the start till end.

Sand particles with an average particle size of 314 μm were used for erosion corrosion
investigations. These silica sand particles were from Riyadh region of Saudi Arabia and supplied by
a local company, based in Jeddah.

2.3. Test Procedure

Erosion corrosion tests were performed according to ASTM-G-73-98 and tap water from sweat water
line was used to prepare the solution for experiments. The solution tank (Figure 1) was filled with
an approximately 69 L of 0.2 Mol NaCl solution. The specimens were hot mounted, ground to 600 grit
size SiC paper and subsequently weighed before fixing in the test cell. The specimens were fixed in
an-inhouse designed specimen holder (Figure 1) inside the test chamber under a 3 mm circular nozzle for
fluid impingement. Erosion corroison experiments were carried out at three different velocities (3 m/s,
6 m/s, and 12 m/s) and at five different impingement angle (15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦ and 90◦) for a duration of
24 h. After each experiment, the specimens were cleaned using a soft toothbrush to remove any loosely
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attached corrosion products, subsequently cleaned using acetone, rinsed in distilled water and dried with
a drier (Figure 2). The weight before and after the experiments was measured using a digital balance
up to 0.01 mg and erosion corrosion rate calculation was done as per equation 1 based on ASTM G1-03
standard. The K is a contact to have the corrosion rate in desired units and a value of 3.45 × 106 was
used in these calculations. Each experiment was performed thrice under each experimental condition for
data repeatability.

Corrosion Rate =
Weight loss (mg/g) ∗ K

Density of sample (g/cm 3) ∗ Exposed Area (cm 2) ∗ Exposure time (hr)
(1)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Effect of Impact Angle and Velocity on Corrosion Rate

Figure 3 shows the corrosion rate (without solid particles) of API 5L-X65 carbon steel as a function
of impingement angle at three different velocities. The maximum and minimum corrosion rates were
observed at 45◦ and 90◦ angles respectively. It is reported in the published literature that both the shear
and normal stress play a vital role during fluid impingement and shear stress is dominant at lower
angles and vice versa [8]. The highest corrosion rate observed at 45◦ is due to the balance between
shear and impact force [8]. Corrosion rates were increased with an increase in velocity, though overall
trend remains the same at all velocities. There was no significant difference in the corrosion rate
between 3 m/s and 6 m/s, however, corrosion rate was significantly increased at 12 m/s, which is due
to an increased wall shear stress values at this velocity. The shear stress is reported to be one of the
important factors, which increases the corrosion rate at high fluid jet velocities. This finding, which is
reported extensively in research, states that mass transport of oxygen increases with an increase in
fluid velocity and that will increase the corrosion rate of the material [16].

Figure 3. Effect of impingement velocity and angle on the corrosion rate (without solid particles) of
API 5L-X65 steel.

Surface Morphology of Corroded Surfaces

Surface morphologies of corroded specimens were examined using FE-SEM as shown in Figure 4a–e.
It is interesting to note that corrosion pattern and wear scar morphology was changed with impingement
angle indicating that different stresses are acting at different angles. Impingement points (circled in
Figure 4a–e) changed from elliptical at lower angles to more round/circular at higher angles. Figure 4a
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shows the presence of plate-like circular holes in specimens eroded at 15◦. This was because of the fact that
the corrosive slurry attacked the target material surface locally at this angle. On the other hand, the fluid
has its maximum velocity and forms a wide stagnant layer which by covering the entire surface of the
specimen promotes susceptibility towards localized material loss/corrosion [17]. The wear scars were
found to be neither continuous nor deeper and observed to have gaps among each other in the direction of
the fluid movement. Figure 4a,b show an elliptical to circular morphology at the impingement point which
can be attributed to the maximum tangential force/or shearing stress at lower angles. With an increase in
impingement angle, normal impact/extrusion force was increased as well. The wear scars observed at
30◦ were found to be wider, deeper and continuous as compared to those observed at 15◦ as shown in
Figure 4b. The electrolyte stagnation may have occurred which ultimately resulted in pitting [4]. However
with continued fluid flow of high shear stress, elongated corrosive wear scars were observed. At 45◦

impingement angle, number of wear scars and the total affected area was much more when compared
both with lower than and higher than 45◦ (Figure 4c) angle. The wear scars were found to be continuous.
As the impingement angle was increased (>45◦), normal impact component became dominant. At 60◦

angle, the wear scars were less in number and shallower in depth (Figure 4d). On the other hand, at 90◦

angle the normal stress component was maximum and after the impact, the fluid does not have enough
energy to erode the surface deeper (Figure 4e).

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM) micrographs (a–e) of wear scars after
corrosion experiments (without solid particles) at 15–90◦ angles (circled points show high-velocity regions).

3.2. Erosion Corrosion and Mechanism

Figure 5 shows the erosion corrosion rate (with solid particles) of API 5L-X65 carbon steel,
as a function of impingement angle and velocity. The trend observed was similar to the one observed
in Figure 3, however the values of erosion corrosion rates were higher than the ones without the
presence of solid particles. The fluid jet velocity is an important parameter which can increase the
erosion-corrosion rate and both are related through a relationship E = K(V)n. In this equation, E is
the erosion rate, K is the material constant (K depends on particle size and impact angle), V is the
fluid velocity, and n is the velocity exponent. The value of n in the case of slurry erosion corrosion
was reported to be around two [18]. Both the horizontal and vertical components of kinetic energy
play a vital role during erosion corrosion of the materials. It is reported that vertical component of
kinetic energy (KE) is responsible for the solid particle’s penetration into the material, while horizontal
component controls the ploughing during erosion corrosion experiments [18].

Figure 5. Effect of impingement velocity and angle on erosion corrosion rate (with solid particles) of
API 5L-X65 steel.
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Figure 6a,b shows that longer erosion scars of ploughing were observed at oblique angles of
15◦ and 30◦, suggesting that horizontal component of KE was dominant at these angles. Another
observation is that larger surface area is affected by abrasive particles at lower angles than at higher
angles. Severe plastic deformation together with deep ploughing and increased surface activation was
observed at 45◦ angle, which was mainly due to the balance between shear and normal impact stress.
The effect of microcutting was not that significant at 60◦ as confirmed by the presence of shallow and
shorter erosion scars. Some wider erosion scars were also observed due to an increased friction force
of sliding abrasive particles and this resulted in high normal impact stress. At normal impingement
angle, the particles hit the surface with maximum kinetic energy and imparted highest normal impact
force which resulted in the formation of flakes and platelets. These flakes were subsequently removed
due to multiple strikes of the incoming particles (Figure 6e). Furthermore, the erosion scars became
wider and some micro cracks also found at higher angles because of increased surface hardness due to
work hardening. After multiple strikes of the sand particles, average hardness was found to be 303 HV
and slight increase in weight loss was observed after 60◦ angle.

Figure 6. FE-SEM micrographs (a–e) showing different features of material removal during erosion
corrosion experiments.
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3.3. Correlation with Erosion Corrosion Model

Correlations are important to develop reliable erosion corrosion prediction models. The prediction
models presented as a function of impingement velocity, angle, particle size/shape and substrate
material properties [19–22]. One of the early erosion prediction models was the one developed by
Finnie et al. [18]. The model shows the following relationship;

ER = AFsVn f (θ) (2)

where ER is the erosion rate (mg/mg), A is an empirical constant, V is the particle impingement
velocity, and n is an empirical coefficient. It was reported that a value of 1.73 can be used safely for the
empirical coefficient for various oilfield materials [23]. Fs is a particle shape coefficient and it is equal
to 1 for angular sand particles. While f (θ) is a function of the impact angle as below;

f (θ) = x cos2 θ sin(wθ) + y sin2 θ + z (3)

Whereas w, x, y, and z are empirical constants which depend on the material being eroded.
The suitable values of the model constants for carbon steel, assuming V has units of ft/s are discussed
elsewhere [23]. In this study, the impingement erosion data were correlated using above-mentioned
model. The values of A and z were determined by performing a regression analysis using MATLAB
software. Lower and upper bounds for A were found to be 0.012 and 0.0396 whereas for z, they were
0.428 and 0.572 respectively. Values of the correlation coefficients were found to be R2 > 99%, showing
a good fit using the given parameters [23]. Furthermore, using known parameters as mentioned
above, erosion rates were calculated at v = 12 m/s at 15◦ to 90◦ angles respectively. Figure 7 shows the
comparison between experimentally obtained erosion rate versus the one calculated using Finnie’s
model. The calculated erosion rate showed a good agreement with the present experimental data
of API 5L-X65 carbon steel. It was deduced that Finnie’s model can be safely used to determine the
erosion rate with a reasonable accuracy. However, the parameters for this model given and calculated
are specific to current test materials and test conditions.

Figure 7. A comparison between the experimental erosion corrosion rate and theoretical data calculated
using Finnie model at 12 m/s fluid impact velocity.
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3.4. Effect of Erosion on Corrosion

Figure 8 shows the individual as well the combined effects of erosion-corrosion. It is clear that
erosion has a considerable contribution to the overall material loss in terms of erosion corrosion. It was
observed that the introduction of solid particles increased the erosion-corrosion rate of API 5L-X65 steel
at all impingement angles. However, the synergistic effect at 45◦ and 90◦ angle was more significant as
compared to other angles.

Figure 8. The synergistic effect of erosion on corrosion with the introduction of solid particles on
material loss.

At 45◦ angle, particles penetrated much deeper into the specimens due to the combined effect of shear
and impact stresses, which increased the erosion corrosion (Figure 8). It was found that at 90◦, due to
extensive extrusion and fracture of platelets, erosion enhanced the corrosion significantly. Corrosion rate
was considered here as a pure corrosion damage (without solid particles) and solid particle effect was
considered as erosion corrosion (the combined effect of erosion and corrosion). So the effect of erosion
on corrosion was obtained by subtracting the corrosion values from total material loss observed during
erosion corrosion experiments. With the introduction of solid particles, surface roughness was increased
and that accelerated the localized attack. There was a close relationship between contact force exerted by
the particles on the surface and predicted material degradation rate as reported elsewhere [24,25].

3.5. Wear Scar Penetration Depths Using Optical Profilometer

Figure 9 shows the average penetration depth of wear scars at the impingement point
(high-velocity region close to impingement points) when the experiments were conducted at 12 m/s at
five different angles for a duration of 24 h. These regions (impingement points) were selected expecting
that the effect of shear and/or normal impact stress will be the highest at these points. Typical 3D
image analysis of wear scars and their penetration depths were recorded using A GTK-A 3D optical
profilometer from Bruker Co. (Billerica, MA, USA) as shown in Figure 10.

It is clear from Figure 9, that with an increase in impingement angle, corrosion (without solid particles)
rate was increased and that was quite obvious with an observed increase in penetration depth as well
(Figure 10). The maximum depth was observed at 45◦ and it was found to be 36 μm ± 5. As explained
earlier, the maximum depth was expected at 45◦ due to the balance between shear stress and normal stress
as is also seen in Figure 10A. However, in the case of erosion corrosion (with solid particles), the particle
ploughed deeper and the maximum depth of 51 μm ± 5 was observed at 45◦. At 90◦ angle particles strike
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with their maximum kinetic energy and activate the surface by extrusion which results in platelets. These
platelets later fractured and removed by the subsequent impact of the particles as shown in Figure 10B.
The 3D image of Figure 10B shows that the affected area exactly at impingement point for angle 90◦ was
also eroded and recessed scars were wider with maximum depth of 35 μm ± 3.

Figure 9. Variation of wear scar penetration depth (μm) during corrosion and erosion corrosion
experiments at different angles.

Figure 10. Cont.
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Figure 10. Cont.
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Figure 10. (A) 3D images obtained using an optical profilometer at high velocity regions near
the impingement points in the absence of solid particles; (B) 3D images obtained using an optical
profilometer at high velocity regions near the impingement points in presence of solid particles.
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4. Conclusions

An experimental study was performed using a Flow loop to investigate the corrosion and
erosion-corrosion behavior of API 5L-X65 at five different impingement angles (15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦ and
90◦) and three different jet velocities, i.e., 3 m/s, 6 m/s and 12 m/s at each angle. The eroded surfaces
and wear scars were examined to determine surface morphology/penetration depths. The following
conclusions can be drawn from this work;

1. The maximum corrosion and erosion corrosion rates were observed at 45◦ angle due to a balance
between shearing force and normal impact force. However the synergistic effect at 45◦ and 90◦

angle was more significant as compared to other angles.
2. The effect of erosion on corrosion is quite significant as striking solid particles cut the surface and

activate the localised sites and thus accelerate the corrosion damage.
3. Corrosion and erosion corrosion rate was increased with an increase in the impingement velocity.

This was mainly due to high shear and normal impact stresses in the absence of solid particles
and due to the high kinetic energy in the presence of solid particles causing more mass loss.

4. Ploughing, elongated erosion scars, and metal cutting were the dominant erosion corrosion
mechanisms at oblique angles, whereas extrusion, flattening of ridges and fracture were dominant
at high angles.

5. The corrosion product or oxide layer was not stable under these severe conditions of high velocity
fluid impingement which resulted in more material loss.
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Abstract: Background—Creep-fatigue damage is generally identified as the combined effect of fatigue
and creep. This behaviour is macroscopically described by crack growth, wherein fatigue and
creep follow different principles. Need—Although the literature contains many studies that explore
the crack-growth path, there is a lack of clear models to link these disparate findings and to
explain the possible mechanisms at a grain-based level for crack growth from crack initiation,
through the steady stage (this is particularly challenging), ending in structural failure. Method—Finite
element (FE) methods were used to provide a quantitative validation of the grain-size effect and the
failure principles for fatigue and creep. Thereafter, a microstructural conceptual framework for the
three stages of crack growth was developed by integrating existing crack-growth microstructural
observations for fatigue and creep. Specifically, the crack propagation is based on existing mechanisms
of plastic blunting and diffusion creep. Results—Fatigue and creep effects are treated separately due
to their different damage principles. The possible grain-boundary behaviours, such as the mismatch
behaviour at grain boundary due to creep deformation, are included. The framework illustrates
the possible situations for crack propagation at a grain-based level, particularly the situation in
which the crack encounters the grain boundary. Originality—The framework is consistent with the
various creep and fatigue microstructure observations in the literature, but goes further by integrating
these together into a logically consistent framework that describes the overall failure process at the
microstructural level.

Keywords: creep fatigue; crack growth; grain boundary

1. Introduction

The process of fatigue failure is physically and macroscopically described by crack-growth
behaviour. The situation is complicated when creep is also present, because this provides an additional
mechanism for plastic deformation and crack growth.

In the case of creep-fatigue, an engineering structure fails when the crack length achieves a critical
value. The total damage is the accumulated effect of cycle count, temperature, and period (frequency).

Some of the ways this has been modelled is to prove a mathematical representation of the various
components of facture mechanics [1–3] or to apply curve fitting [4–6]. However, this is not the present
topic. Here we are more interested in the progression of crack growth at the microstructural level [7–10],
specifically the way the crack navigates through the grains and along grain boundaries under the
combined effects of cyclic loading and creep. Existing works do not provide an integrative treatment
of this process.

This paper develops a microstructural theory for crack growth. It does so by adapting existing
mechanisms of plastic blunting and diffusion creep into an integrative conceptual framework.

Metals 2018, 8, 623; doi:10.3390/met8080623 www.mdpi.com/journal/metals25
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This provides a logically consistent framework that describes the creep-fatigue failure in terms of
microstructural damage.

2. Background Literature

2.1. Phases of Crack Growth

It is generally accepted that the process of crack growth under cyclic loading is divided into three
phases (Figure 1) [8]: crack initiation, crack propagation, and structural fracture. Specifically, the first
stage presents a threshold, below which there is no crack growth. The second stage shows a relatively
steady state, in which the crack growth rate increases steadily with the increasing number of cycles
(this is always described by Paris’ Law [11]). The final stage represents an unstable situation, where the
engineering structure fails within a small number of cycles.

Figure 1. Three stages of crack growth.

2.2. Established Principles in the Literature

Crack growth caused by fatigue effect is attributed to plastic deformation at a crack-tip plastic
zone, wherein the plastic deformation occurs via dislocations [7]. Ordinarily there is a preferred plane,
and in that plane there are specific directions along which dislocation motion occurs; the slip plane.
The axial (tension or compression) loading is decomposed into a normal stress, which is perpendicular
to the slip plane, and a shear stress, which is parallel to the slip plane. This shear stress then results in
the movements along the slip plane. This implies that shear stress contributes to plastic dislocation,
and then results in crack growth. In this case, the axial loading is transformed into the shear stress to
produce fatigue propagation.

The simplest form of dislocation is edge dislocation, see Figure 2, which represents a simplistic
grain unit. Specifically, the dislocation starts from the extra half-plane of atoms (plane I), which is
identified as a defect. When a shear stress is applied, and its magnitude is sufficient, the bond between
atom A and atom B is cut. Then, the bottom of all planes move to the right, and atom B is bonded
with its neighbouring atom (atom C). In this case, a new half-plane of atoms (plane II) is generated.
Under the shear stress, this irreversible process is successively and repeatedly presented, with the final
result being the creation of a step at the edge of this unit. The process is irreversible because the other
atoms in the grain also move into new positions (not shown in the figure) due to other disturbances,
hence the atoms do not spontaneously revert to their original positions (plastic deformation). Hence,
the dislocation is an enduring feature of the grain. It can, however, be sent in a new direction should
the orientation of the shear stress change, as occurs in reversed loading. By this means, the plastic
deformation is produced due to the motion of numbers of dislocations. In addition, there may be
atomic displacement perpendicular to the plane, hence causing a screw dislocation. In practical
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situations, the behaviours of edge and screw dislocations are mixed, and both contribute to the overall
plastic deformation of the grain and ultimately of the macroscopic deformation of the part.

 

Figure 2. Edge dislocation process.

As mentioned above, the half-plane of atoms is regarded as the source of dislocation. The edge
of this half plane is terminated within a grain; hence, a large number of dislocations are piled up,
and then plastic deformation arises for the grain as a whole. This implies that the cracks caused
by fatigue are initiated within the grains and then are propagated through the grains, causing the
observed transgranular fracture phenomenon.

However, the creep mechanism gives a different crack-growth behaviour; crack growth along
the grain boundary. In general, crack growth caused by creep is attributed to diffusion behaviour,
which is presented as the movements of vacancies [12,13]. Under the creep situation, a constant
applied loading leads to stress concentration at the triple points which are formed by the three adjacent
grains (Figure 3). Normally, diffusion is a behaviour of atomic shifts from an area with high stress
concentration to an area with low stress concentration. In this case, the atomic movements due to the
diffusion mechanism results in the convergence of vacancies at the triple points, which then segregate
the triple grain boundaries.

By this means, the micro-crack is initiated at the grain boundary. After the process of micro-crack
initiation, the localised stress is highly concentrated at the crack tip, which then recruits more vacancies
from the bulk of the grain, and these are diffused to the crack tip along the grain boundary. This leads
to further propagation of the creep crack along the grain boundary. High temperature provides more
favourable conditions for diffusion behaviour, hence advances the creep crack along grain boundaries.
Thus, creep failure is strongly temperature dependent.
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Figure 3. Crack growth by diffusion mechanism.

Overall, crack-growth behaviours of fatigue and creep follow different principles; specifically,
fatigue effect occurs via cracks through the grains, while the creep effect involves fracture along the
grain boundary.

Significant research effort has been exerted to explore the crack-growth path, through performing
fatigue tests and observing the fracture surfaces (fractography). These research efforts mainly focus on
the specific features of crack growth for fatigue or creep, such as the creep damage caused by triple
points [14–16] and grain-boundary effects for fatigue-crack growth [17,18].

In summary, the literature proposes multiple mechanisms at the microstructural level to describe
the crack-growth process.

Stage I: Crack initiation

(a) Dislocation behaviour [19] is a key mechanism at crack initiation. This effect is widely
accepted [19]. This effect causes the slip planes to extrude or intrude, which results in stress
concentration at the surface and then leads to crack nucleation.

(b) The strain energy release rate [20,21] determines the crack-growth rate. This mechanism
underpins the unstable stage after the threshold of crack initiation. In this stage, increased energy
accelerates the increase of crack-growth rate at the beginning phase, which is then retarded due
to reduced energy and finally achieves a stable state.

(c) The shear effects [22,23] provide opportunistic directions for crack growth. This mechanism
involves the direction oriented at 45◦ providing a more favourable condition for crack growth at
the initial phase of stage I.

Stage II: Crack propagation

(d) The plastic blunting process [24–27] has asymmetrical effects in the tensile and compressive
loading cycles. This mechanism describes crack-growth behaviour in one loading cycle.
The tensile loading blunts the crack tip, and the new crack surface is created due to a shearing
effect. Then, when the loading is reversed, the surface created under tensile loading remains
(crack extension) because of a crushing effect.

(e) The crack tip plastic zone [28–30] enhances crack growth. This mechanism involves a highly
localised stress around the crack tip. This, on the one hand, results in plastic deformation
(crack opening) at the crack tip; on the other hand, it gives a more favourable situation
for diffusion.

(f) Diffusion creep [12,13] provides a mechanism that leads to grain elongation and then further
crack opening. In addition, since atoms diffuse from a high- to a low-concentration region,
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more vacancies are generated and converged at the crack tip, where highly localised stress is
presented, which provides a more favourable situation for creep damage.

(g) Existing precipitates [31] cause fatigue resistance. The mechanism is mainly that precipitates are
the obstacle to dislocation, and hence restrain the process of crack propagation.

(h) Crack deflection (change of direction) [32] preferentially occurs at the grain boundary. This is
determined by the twist angle and the tile angle.

(i) Triple-points [14–16] provide a mechanism for significant stress concentration, which provides a
more favourable stress field for creep damage.

(j) A region with a high density of micro-cracks is particularly weak, and supports crack-branching
activities [33].

(k) The slip bands within grains [34] may cause the crack to re-direct within grains.

Stage III: Structural failure

(l) The plastic energy [23] available exceeds the need for producing the new crack surface. The excess
energy is applied to form voids, and thus further worsens creep-fatigue resistance.

2.3. Gaps in the Body of Knowledge

Although the existing literature [22,23] indicates three stages of crack growth from initiation
to failure, the implications of this for the behaviour of the crack at the grain-boundary effect is
unclear. The grain boundary is known to play an important role in both fatigue-crack and creep-crack
growth in different ways; hence, a grain-boundary effect cannot be ignored. Despite the apparent
comprehensiveness of the above list of mechanisms, the literature contains many disparate findings
without an obvious integration into a holistic theory for the crack propagation process.

Hence, there is a need to develop a framework to link these details together, to propose a coherent
set of mechanisms for the steady stage of crack growth at the grain level, and to involve grain-boundary
effects. This ideally needs to consider all the loading effects (fatigue, creep, and creep fatigue) at the
microstructural level.

3. Approach

The approach in the present work was to start with existing principles of fatigue-crack and
creep-crack growth (Section 2.2), and then conceptually develop a microstructural model of the
creep-fatigue crack-growth process. This was achieved by imagining the process from the perspective
of atoms in orderly grains and at the grain boundaries (where the orderly arrangement between atoms
breaks down). The bonds between atoms inside a grain are strong, relative to the bonds between
atoms at grain boundaries. We sought to identify a coherent set of mechanisms that would affect the
bonds between atoms, for all the loading regimes. We integrated multiple existing concepts at the
microstructural level, such as the plastic blunting process, the mechanisms of dislocation, and the
diffusion creep process. These processes are extant in the literature, and our contribution is to integrate
and apply them to the fine scale to give a new understanding of the interaction between the underlying
mechanisms. In addition, a number of new mechanisms for crack growth were also proposed to
construct a comprehensive conceptual framework.

Since the principles of crack growth of fatigue and creep are different (the fatigue effect occurs via
cracks through the grains, while the creep effect involves the grain boundary cracking), the fatigue
and creep crack-growth behaviours were discussed and illustrated separately. In this microstructural
conceptual framework, three stages of crack growth from crack initiation to structural fracture were
included. The second stage of steady crack growth is the primary focus. This is where the majority
of the lifetime is consumed. It also presents multiple situations regarding the position of the crack
relative to the grain boundary. The result is a proposed theory of the failure mechanisms, and this is
represented in the form of a schematic representation, see Section 4.
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4. Results

The microstructural conceptual framework mainly focuses on the second stage of crack growth.
On the one hand, this is because this stage presents a stable process of crack growth and is numerically
described by the well-known Paris’ Law [11]. On the other hand, this is because the majority of the
lifetime is consumed at the second stage of crack growth for low cycle fatigue, and this fatigue regime
is an important consideration when the creep effect is activated during the design process [8]. In this
framework, the crack-growth behaviours under the tensile partition and compressional partition are
discussed separately, and crack-growth behaviours caused by the fatigue effect and creep effect are
described separately.

4.1. New Propositions

The challenge is showing how these multiple premises are integrated together at the
microstructural level. There are no models and conceptual frameworks in the literature that provide
such integration. To solve this problem, we propose several new effects. Our propositions of
mechanisms that operate at the microstructural level during crack growth are:

A That energy dynamics explain the crack initiation and the following unstable phase, and is based
on a liberation of energy due to coalescence of dislocations. In general, when the internal energy
stored in the structure due to cyclic loading arrives at a critical value, the barrier to initiate the
crack is overwhelmed. After this, the released energy is gradually consumed to produce new
crack surfaces at an accelerated crack growth rate.

B That grain-mismatch occurs due to grain elongation under the tensile loading, resulting in
relative movement between two neighbouring grains. Then, the shear stress along the grain
boundary is increased and a weaker region along the grain boundary is created. This results in a
mismatch band at the grain boundary. This widens the crack body and enhances its growth.

C That bonding crushing effects exist at the finer scale. During the process of compression,
the atomic bonds, which are distorted and rearranged in the tensile phase, may be further
damaged and become potential failure sites for next loading cycle. This process is irreversible,
since the atoms cannot return to their original position under the compressional loading.

D That a crack net is caused by the aggregation of micro-cracks. This crack net probes a larger
volume of material for weaknesses, and then promotes the main crack.

E That irregular configuration of the grain boundary causes stress/strain pile up at the grain
boundary, and then results in a large driving force for extending the crack tip into the
neighbouring grain.

Furthermore, it is proposed that these mechanisms are integrated by the following assumptions:

F That the primary mechanism for failure in the creep-fatigue loading regime is crack growth by
mechanisms of crack blunting (including shearing and crushing); hence, fatigue effects.

G That the supporting mechanisms that augment the extent of damage are grain elongation and
diffusion; hence, creep effects.

We formulated these propositions as part of an iterative process of seeking a consolidated
framework. Hence, the above are not so much lemmas that were asserted at the outset, but rather
principles that were acquired during the framework development.

The resulting conceptual framework, shown below, is a fusion of the principles (Section 2.2) and
propositions (Section 4.1) into a more extensive conceptual framework.
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4.2. Conceptual Framework of Temporal Development of Crack-Growth for Creep Fatigue

4.2.1. Stage I: Crack Initiation

The first stage (stage I) is that of crack initiation. We summarise the crack initiation mechanics as
follows. Fundamentally, crack initiation is caused by stress concentration, where two situations are
presented. A typical situation is that the crack starts at a surface defect such as a machining mark.
This provides a highly localised stress concentration, hence a pre-existing micro-crack [8]. By this
means, a crack is initiated at this specific point, and then the localised plastic strain caused by the
ductile micro-tearing events provides opportunity for further propagation.

Second, for a situation with perfect surfaces (defect-free), dislocations play an important role [19]
for the initiation of a fatigue crack [35] (Figure 1.9 therein), [36] (Figure 1 therein). During this process,
loading cycles cause dislocations to pile up at the microstructural level. These dislocations are in the
crystal lattice at the nanoscale. Under loading, they align and coalesce to produce thicker slip planes
through the crystal and eventually slip bands at the macrostructural level [37]. Under cyclic loading,
there is more relative movement between the bands, so the effect becomes more pronounced—the
bands are further displaced. We suggest that this is due to irreversibility caused by the localised
hardening effects of the dislocations.

In the area of persistent slip bands, the slip planes extrude or intrude to the surface of the object,
see Figure 4. This results in tiny steps in the surface, where the stress concentration then results in
crack nucleation.

Figure 4. Crack initiation due to dislocation.

In stage I (the crack-initiation stage), a crack-growth threshold exists. In general, there are two
types of thresholds [38]: microstructural and mechanical. The microstructural threshold describes
the initiation of micro-cracks at different microstructural features, such as slip bounds and cavities.
The mechanical threshold is related to macroscopic geometry for long crack growth, and is discussed in
the present work. Below this latter threshold, there is ordinarily no crack growth [8]. We attribute this
to the cracks being too short to result in a meaningful stress concentration effect (which is primarily an
effect of proportional geometry). Also, if there are many superficial defects at the surface—which is
usually the case—then the material does not have a geometrically exact boundary at the nanoscale,
and hence the stress avoids this region: the many small defects effectively decrease the stiffness of the
superficial layer, and hence this layer is to some extent unloaded.

After the threshold stress intensity is exceeded, there is a regime of high acceleration of
crack-growth rate. Then, following this high-acceleration regime, a transition to a slower acceleration
of crack-growth rate is presented.

On the one hand, this process is attributed to the concept of strain energy release rate,
which describes the energy consumed per unit of newly created crack surface. This implies that
the more strain energy is released, the more new crack surfaces are produced. Normally, the strain
energy release rate could be numerically related to the M-integral [20,21]. The relationship between
the number of cycles and M-integral was investigated by Margaritis [39] (Figure 7 therein), where the
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M-integral increases with the increasing number of cycles at the early phase, then it decreases over
the peak, and finally it reaches a constant situation. This trend is consistent with observation of the
initiation stage shown in Figure 1. Specifically, after the threshold, increased energy (released strain
energy) accelerates the increase of crack-growth rate at the beginning phase, then reduced energy
retards the acceleration of the crack-growth rate, and finally a steadily increasing crack-growth rate is
achieved under a situation with constant energy (this is viewed as the crack-propagation stage).

We suggest that the underlying energy dynamics are based on a rapid liberation of energy due
to coalescence of strain. Specifically, the internal energy, which is stored in the structure in the form
of the irreversible formation of dislocations that increase in number due to cyclic loading. Then,
when this energy arrives at a critical value, the vacancies in the dislocations coalesce and form a
crack—hence breaking through the barrier to initiate the crack. This qualitative leap from perfection
to imperfection requires internal energy. This process is accomplished during a short time period by
releasing large amounts of energy. After this, the released energy is consumed to produce new crack
surfaces in a high acceleration of crack-growth rate, and the whole system is forced into an unsteady
condition. Naturally, the need to re-balance this system gradually reduces the amount of released
energy (caused by applied loading) until a balanced condition is reached. During this process, the high
acceleration of crack-growth rate is gradually retarded, and then this acceleration reaches stabilisation
(the whole system is re-balanced). The growth of the crack causes further large-scale deformation of
the grain as a whole, which causes more dislocations to occur within the grain, and repeats the cycle.

An alternative explanation is that the unstable behaviour of crack growth in stage I is due to
shear mechanisms [22,23]. Generally, a crack is propagated through two different methods: the plastic
deformation around the crack tip and the shear-stress effect at the planes oriented at 45◦ to the loading
direction. During the initial phase of crack growth, a small plastic zone and a small stress field are
presented around the crack tip because of the small magnitude of stress intensity. In this case, the
mechanism of plastic deformation around the crack tip may not be significant enough to become the
driving force for crack growth. Instead, the shear stress at the planes oriented at 45◦ provides more
favourable conditions for crack growth. This is because the shear stress at these planes and the relative
movements between these planes under cyclic loading provide more vulnerable areas for crack growth.
Prior damage and lattice imperfections may exist on these planes from previous loading cycles. In this
case, a crack grows along the planes oriented at 45◦ with a minimum of effort, hence resulting in a
high acceleration of the crack-growth rate.

As the stress intensifies, the shear-stress effect is gradually suppressed by the plastic-deformation
mechanism; hence, the acceleration of crack-growth rate is reduced. This is because, during this process,
the direction of the crack growth gradually deviates from the surface of the planes oriented at 45◦, and
then the behaviour of penetrating the grain boundary results in the deceleration of crack-growth rate.
Finally, crack-growth behaviour is stably caused by the crack-tip plastic zone, and a steady situation is
achieved (stage II is initiated).

We suggest that both mechanisms apply, and complement each other. The key elements
(mechanisms) in the crack initial stage are presented by Figure 5.

We summarise the crack initiation mechanics as follows, see Figure 6. Crack nucleation starts at
the surface due to highly localised stress concentration. In the case of smooth surfaces, it is attributed to
the presence of persistent slip bands (extrusion and intrusion). Stage I (the stage of crack initiation) has
a threshold value, below which no crack growth occurs. Once a crack is initiated, it grows quickly at
the early phase, then the acceleration of crack-growth rate is reduced, and the crack-growth behaviour
finally becomes steady (see next section). This process is proposed to be underpinned by the above
mechanisms of strain energy release and shear stress.
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4.2.2. Stage II: Crack Propagation

The second stage (stage II) shown in Figure 1 presents the behaviour of crack propagation, wherein
the crack growth undergoes a relatively steady process. This stage is numerically presented by Paris’
Law (Equation (1)) [11], which shows a power-law relationship between the crack growth rate and the
range of the stress intensity factor during the fatigue cycle:

da
dn

= C(ΔK)m (1)

where da
dn is the crack growth rate; ΔK is the effective stress intensify factor, which is identified as

the difference between maximum and minimum stress intensify factors for one cycle; K is the stress
intensify factor; a is the crack growth; n is the number of cycles; and C and m are constants.

The crack-growth process of creep fatigue is mainly discussed under the second stage of crack
growth, and this discussion is based on the idea of the plastic blunting process [24–27].

At the beginning of the loading cycle, the crack tip is sharp (Figure 7a). Then, the applied tensile
stress leads to crack opening, and the stress concentration at crack tip causes the slip along planes at
45◦ (Figure 7b). This leads to the gradual increase of crack-tip area, and finally the crack tip widens to
its maximum plastic deformation (Figure 7c) due to the plastic shear effect. At the same time, the crack
tip becomes blunt and grows longer because a new crack surface is created.

Figure 7. Plastic blunting process.

When the loading is changed to a compressional situation, the crack is closed, and the slip at
the crack tip is reversed (Figure 7d). Finally, the crack surfaces are crushed together, and the new
crack surface created under tensile loading remains (Figure 7e) (crack extension). Consequently,
the sub-cracks promoted by each loading cycle are accumulated, and the structure fails as the total
damage achieves a critical value.

The idea of plastic blunting process was integrated with a general understanding of creep
mechanism to show crack-growth behaviour of creep fatigue. The process of crack propagation
(Figures 8–19) is described (at a grain-based level) by three typical situations: (1) crack tip within a
grain (Section 4.2.2.1); (2) crack tip at the grain boundary (Section 4.2.2.2 (1)) or at the triple point
(Section 4.2.2.2 (2)); and (3) crack tip through grain boundary (Section 4.2.2.3).

In the present work, fatigue is identified as crack growth by overloaded local atomic bonds, and creep
is regarded as the flow of atoms relative to each other with transfer of bonding to new partners.
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Figure 8. Crack tip within a grain—Tensile loading.

 

Figure 9. Stress around crack tip.
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4.2.2.1. Crack Tip within a Grain

Conceptual framework for crack growth in the tensile regime

Under tensile loading (Figure 8), the fatigue component follows the idea of the plastic blunting
process. In this process (1A in Figure 8), tensile stress leads to crack opening, and shear behaviour
is presented at the crack tip. Then, by the plastic shear effect, the new surface is created; meanwhile,
the crack tip widens and becomes blunt (the blunting behaviour was illustrated in Figure 12 in Ref. [40]
and Figure 32 in Ref. [41], where a stretch region is presented). Diffusion creep is identified as the main
creep mechanism for creep-fatigue damage in the present work. It is generally believed that diffusion
creep leads to grain elongation, which then results in a further opportunity for crack opening (1B in
Figure 8).

In addition, diffusion creep has a dependency on applied loading, and larger loading produces
more creep damage. Specifically, the idea of a crack tip plastic zone [28–30] indicates that the localised
stress is highly significant around the crack tip, and gradually decreases in the direction of crack
growth (Figure 9). In particular, under the theory of linear elasticity, stress distribution around the
crack tip can be numerically presented as (Equation (2)):

σij = σ

√
a
2r

f (θ) =
K√
2πr

f (θ) (2)
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where σij is the stress distribution, a is the crack length, K is the stress intensity factor, and r and θ

are polar coordinates. This equation encapsulates a stress-concentration phenomenon around the
crack tip. This relation is commonly accepted as being applicable to the creep-fatigue condition on the
assumption that the crack-tip plastic zone is small. Higher localised stress around the crack tip causes
more creep damage due to increased diffusion, and thus contributes to crack opening. Specifically,
atoms normally diffuse from a region of high concentration to a region of low concentration. In this
case, more vacancies are generated and converged at the crack tip, and then a more favourable situation
for creep damage is presented.
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Figure 11. Crack tip at grain boundary—Tensile loading.

Consequently, the crack tip surface caused by the fatigue effect is further extended and becomes
blunter due to the creep effect (1C in Figure 8), which implies the combined effects of fatigue and creep.
A defected-related state, such as intrinsic defects, around the crack tip may also promote crack growth
(negative to fatigue resistance), where the weakest zone of atomic bonds is represented. An example
of presenting a defected-related effect is shown in Figure 32 from [41], where the crack is promoted
due to void coalescence and the bridges between voids are sheared off. In addition, precipitates
may also be considered to be defected-related effects, but ones which are normally beneficial to
fatigue resistance. On the one hand, this benefit results from the obstacle to further dislocation [31],
whereby the precipitates restrain the process of crack propagation. On the other hand, this benefit
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could also be explained by the fatigue-softening behaviour [42]. Generally, softening behaviour is
caused by disordering the stacking sequence of precipitates due to reversed loading, whereby the crack
encounters a tougher situation to penetrate this area. In addition, the fatigue-softening behaviour
can also be attributed to the reduced area intercepted by the dislocation of the slip planes due to the
gradual consumption of precipitates under the reversed loading (the precipitates are cut into smaller
sizes under reversed loading, and thus are dissolved).
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Figure 12. Crack tip at grain boundary—Compressional loading.

Creep effect has strong dependencies on temperature, cyclic time and grain size [43]. Generally,
a higher temperature leads to more creep damage, and a linear relation between temperature and
applied loading is presented (  in Figure 8). In addition, a longer cycle time gives more creep
damage, and a logarithmic relation between cyclic time and temperature is presented ( in Figure 8).
Furthermore, a small grain size is positive for fatigue while big grain size is beneficial for creep
resistance, and a power-law relationship between grain size and applied loading is presented in
Figure 8). Consequently, the negative creep effect caused by elevated temperature, or prolonged cyclic
time, or smaller grain size gives weaker atomic bonds; then, this results in adversely affected material.
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The concept of ‘fatigue capacity’ indicates that the total fatigue capacity is gradually consumed by
creep effect. This process is numerically presented by taking the form of “1-X” ( in Figure 8) [43,44].

Figure 13. Crack deflection.
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Figure 14. Crack tip at triple point—Tensile loading.
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Figure 15. Crack tip at triple point—Compressional loading.

Conceptual framework for crack growth in the compressional regime

Under compressional loading, crack closure is presented based on the idea of the plastic blunting
process, see Figure 10. In this process, the crack surface, especially the tip zone, is crushed together.
Since the crushing process is inelastic and irreversible, the new crack surface created under tensile
loading remains (1E in Figure 10). This implies that compressional loading also contributes to
crack growth.

This phenomenon may be explained by the observation of the crack tip opening
displacements [45,46] under compressional loading, where the crack is not entirely closed in this
loading regime due to the plastic effect (this is illustrated in Figure 3 of Ref. [45]).
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Figure 16. Crack tip through grain boundary—Tensile loading.

In addition, the contribution of compressional loading may also be explained by the behaviour
of atomic bonds. Specifically, creep fatigue does its damage in the tensile phase by changing the
landscape of atom arrangements and hence the bond vulnerability (which implies the bonds are
extended and become weaker). During the process of compression, because of the crushing effect,
some of these partly broken bonds may be further damaged and become potential failure sites for
the next loading cycle, while others may be totally damaged and then lead to crack extension. This is
significantly not a reversible process, since the atoms cannot return to their original positions after
one tension-compression cycle. Furthermore, the defect-related state around the crack tip may further
propagate cracks due to the crushing effect. Specifically, the crushing effect causes the crack tip to
be squeezed, and then the tip is possibly extruded towards the zone with the weak atomic bonds.
In this case, the crack is further extended (1D in Figure 10) by cutting these vulnerable bonds with
the assistance of the crushing effect. Consequently, the sub-crack under one loading cycle is formed,
which contributes to the final fracture.
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Figure 17. Crack tip through grain boundary—Compressional loading.

After N cycles, the accumulated crack arrives at the grain boundary or it encounters the triple
point. This results in the following situation.

4.2.2.2. Crack Tip at Grain Boundary or Triple Point

(1) Crack tip at grain boundary

Conceptual framework for crack growth in the tensile regime

Under tensile stress (Figure 11), the fatigue component experiences the same process shown
in ‘situation 1-1A’, wherein the new crack surface is created due to the plastic shearing effect.
Then, this causes the crack tip to widen and become blunt. For the creep component (2B-1 in Figure 11),
diffusion creep results in grain elongation along the stress direction. On the one hand, this results in
crack opening, which was discussed in Section 4.2.2.1; on the other hand, shear stress, which results
from grain elongation, leads to elongation of the grain boundary, which then causes the crack tip
to widen; meanwhile, a mismatch band appears [47,48]. Specifically, the grain boundary presents
a zone of irregular atomic bonds, and thus the bonds at the grain boundary present anisotropic
behaviour. Therefore, the relative movement of points caused by grain elongation at the grain
boundary may present different results, the extension or breakage of atomic bonds. This results
in a zone of material where bonds are partly weakened, and provides potential for further damage.
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Consequently, creep intensifies the plastic blunting process caused by the fatigue effect, and a blunter
crack tip arises.

 

Figure 18. Key elements for one loading cycle in the stage of crack for tension and compression.
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Conceptual framework for crack growth in the compressional regime

In the situation with compressional loading (Figure 12), the same creep-fatigue process shown
in ‘situation 1-1E’ is presented, where reversed loading crushes the material ahead of the crack,
even across the grain boundary. As a result, the new crack surface caused by the tensile loading
remains, due to the tip-crush effect, and the crack is further extended across the grain boundary.

In particular, the crack path may be deflected (this behaviour is illustrated in Figure 12 of Ref. [49])
at the boundary. Specifically, crack deflection at the grain boundary is generally determined by the
twist angle (a) between two slip planes on the grain boundary and the tilt angle (b) between the
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intersection lines of two slip planes on the cross section [32]. This behaviour is illustrated in Figure 13,
where the crack path is redirected at the grain boundary of the sample surface.

Alternatively, the tip-crush effect during the process of crack closure may lead to crack growth
along the grain boundary. Specifically, grain band sliding, which occurs during crack opening,
may result in a weaker region along the grain boundary. This then provides a more likely direction for
crack propagation than the direction passing through the grain boundary. After this, the crack may
arrive at a triple point or may penetrate into the neighbouring grain (deviated progression along the
grain boundary). These two situations will be discussed in the next section.

(2) Crack tip at triple point

Conceptual framework for crack growth in the tensile regime

The triple point, which is defined as the connection point among three adjacent grains, provides a
different crack-growth mechanism for fatigue and creep. Specifically, the fatigue effect under tensile
stress (Figure 14) presents the same process shown in ‘situation 1-1A’, where a blunt tip is presented
at the triple point according to the idea of plastic blunting process. Compared with the situation
shown in Section 4.2.2.2 (1), creep presents a different behaviour at the triple point. On the one
hand, diffusion creep results in grain elongation along the direction of tensile stress, and then this
leads to crack opening (2B-2 in Figure 14); on the other hand, the triple point presents a significant
stress concentration [14–16], which provides an effective stress field for crack growth along the grain
boundary (2B-2 in Figure 14). In this situation, multiple opportunities arise for crack propagation along
the grain boundary. Generally, the weakest microstructural zone will finally determine the direction
of crack growth. Specifically, the weakest zone shows an intensified state, which is normally caused
by defects. These include vacancies, which are beneficial to diffusion creep [10,50], and micro-cracks,
which aggravate the concentration of stress and hence provide favourable conditions for diffusion.
These defect-related effects may also change the direction of crack growth. In addition, according to the
idea of the crack tip plastic zone (shown in Figure 9), the stress concentration is presented at the crack
tip, where a strong high-stress field is provided hence more creep damage is produced. This implies
that this area/direction may have more potential for crack growth. As a result, with the combined
effect of fatigue and creep, a blunter crack tip is presented. The crack grows opportunistically in the
direction where the grain boundaries are most vulnerable (for propagation into the grain see below).

Conceptual framework for crack growth in the compressional regime

Under compressional loading (Figure 15), according to the idea of the plastic blunting process,
the crushing effect maintains the new crack surface created under the tensile situation, and thus the
crack is extended along the grain boundary (2E-2 in Figure 15).

Crack growth in the next cycle or the next few cycles may have two possible paths (2F-2 in
Figure 15). Specifically, on the one hand, a crack may traverse (or grow along) the grain boundary,
where the weakest atomic bonds are present. This may be attributed to stress concentration at the grain
boundary, since the existence of the stress gradient results in the convergence of vacancies [12,13],
and in particular, the vacancies at the grain boundary provide favourable conditions for diffusion
creep [10,50]. In this case, the crack along the grain boundary gradually accumulates, and then reaches
the next triple point, where the opportunity for re-direction is provided.

On the other hand, the crack may be deflected away from the grain boundary. This behaviour
is illustrated in Figure 3 of Ref. [47] and Figure 7 of Ref. [48]. This phenomenon may result from
defects, such as vacancies in the grain or on its boundary and micro-cracks in the vicinity of the
crack. These provide locations for re-direction of crack growth. Specifically, vacancies provide better
conditions for diffusion creep, as discussed in the previous sections. In addition, the aggregation
of micro-cracks, which are attached to the main crack, also contributes to crack deflection at the
grain boundary. This phenomenon is identified as branching activities, and is illustrated in Figure 10
of Ref. [33] and Figure 13 of Ref. [51]. In this situation, a crack-based tree is constructed at the
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microstructural level, where the main crack is the trunk of this tree and micro-cracks form the branches.
The weakest area normally appears at the region with the highest density of micro-cracks, and it plays
an important role in crack propagation. This is because the aggregation of micro-cracks weaves a
crack net which offers multiple sites for shear strain under tensile loading. The shear stress at the
inter-atomic level for any one crack is not decreased by having more micro-cracks. Consequently,
the crack net probes a larger volume of material for weaknesses than a single crack could do on its
own. This promotes the main crack to automatically grow in a direction most favourable to increasing
the total strain (hence most injurious to the integrity of the part).

In addition, the deviating progression may also be caused by the stress concentration at the grain
boundary due to irregular configuration thereof. Specifically, this grain-boundary condition results in
stress/strain pileup at the boundary (weak boundary condition is presented) and then leads to larger
driving force for extending the crack tip into the neighbouring grain, whereby the barrier of the grain
boundary is overcome. This is consistent with the general understanding that cracks always propagate
towards the direction which requires the minimum energy (stress).

These two situations reflect the fact that fatigue makes a greater contribution than creep in the
present case, where the cyclic loading is without hold time. Specifically, the first option implies that
the tensile stress, which is perpendicular to the grain boundary, provides a tearing stress to peel
off the surface at the grain boundary. This is a significant fatigue behaviour, where the bonds at
the grain boundary are further overloaded and then broken due to the previous damage caused by
creep. In addition, the surface of the grain boundary is normally not ideally smooth; the geometric
anisotropy or defects at the grain boundary may cause that plastic strain to pile up at one specific
point, which means that less stress is needed at this point to break the barrier and penetrate the grain
boundary, thereby providing for re-direction for crack growth [52]. This transgranular behaviour
(which is consistent with the principle of fatigue-crack growth) is illustrated in Figure 4 of Ref. [53].
This combined intergranular and transgranular process represents the mixture of fatigue and creep
effects [54]. The intergranular behaviour may become more significant when the dwell time is applied
and prolonged [54,55].

After this process, the crack goes through the grain boundary, and the crack tip is extended to the
next grain, which is the third situation and is examined below.

4.2.2.3. Crack Tip through Grain Boundary

Conceptual framework for crack growth in the tensile regime

Under tensile loading (Figure 16), the fatigue component experiences the same process shown
in situation 1-1A (Figure 8), where the new crack surface is produced due to plastic shearing effect,
and then the crack tip widens and becomes blunt. For the creep partition (3B in Figure 16), on the
one hand, diffusion creep results in grain elongation, which leads to crack opening due to the
configurational effect of the grain. On the other hand, the extension of the grain boundary caused by
grain elongation gives a relative movement between two neighbouring grains, which generates shear
stress along the grain boundary. In this case, a mismatch band at the grain boundary is generated due
to the distortion of the existing crack under shearing conditions. This band may be further intensified
due to pre-existing damage caused by the grain-boundary effect (shown in Section 4.2.2.2 (1), situation
2-1). As a result, this mismatch band widens the crack body and further promotes crack opening.
Finally, the combination of fatigue and creep results in a blunter crack tip.

Conceptual framework for crack growth in the compressional regime

Under compressional loading (Figure 17), the crack-closure process maintains the new crack
surface created under tensile loading. Meanwhile, the fatigue crack is extended during the process of
crushing, and this is enhanced by any nearby defects in the material.
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It is notable that the slip band may result in a re-direction of the crack within grains, following
the slip bands inside the grain. We propose that this is caused by the relative movements between slip
planes under cyclic loading, which provides a better condition for crack growth along the slip planes.
Microstructurally, at the surfaces of the slip bands, the atomic bonds are distorted and elongated under
the reversed loading. Thus, these bonds become vulnerable, and then the weakest region (the surfaces
of the slip bands) is formed. In this case, at these surfaces, the atomic bonds require the least effort to
cut, which subsequently results in crack propagation along the slip bands. The slip band activities
are illustrated in Figure 11 of Ref. [34], wherein the crack behaviour of re-direction within a grain
is presented.

The above mechanisms for one loading cycle in the stage of crack propagation for tension and
compression are summarised in Figure 18, and for multiple load cycles in Figure 19.

4.2.3. Stage III: Structural Failure

The final stage shown in Figure 20 illustrates the fracture of an engineering structure:
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Figure 20. Structural failure.

In this stage, crack growth rate rapidly increases, and part-separation commences when the total
crack length reaches a critical value (final facture). This stage represents an unstable state, where the
equilibrium shown in the second stage of crack growth is broken due to intensified accumulation
of damage and reduction of remaining cross-sectional area. This is attributed to a high stress field
at the crack tip due to high stress intensity [23]; hence, the plastic zone becomes large compared to
the crack size. Under this stress state, the plastic energy available exceeds that needed for producing
the new crack surface. In this case, on the one hand, a part of the plastic energy is applied to
create new crack surface; one the other hand, the rest of plastic energy is applied to form voids [23]
(see Figure 4.11 therein). Then, under the applied stress, these voids are further expanded and then
coalesced by internal necking [56]. This phenomenon worsens the creep-fatigue resistance, and then
leads to rapid growth of the crack. Therefore, in this stage, a small contribution of loading cycles leads
to big creep-fatigue damage, which then results in failure.
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The key elements (mechanisms) in the stage of structural failure are presented in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Key elements in the stage of structural failure.

During the process of crack growth, the creep-fatigue damage gradually accumulates with the
increasing number of cycles, and this process is presented in a power-law relation ( in Figure 20).
As discussed in Section 4.2.2.1, the idea of the crack tip plastic zone implies that the stress concentration
around the crack tip plays an important role in crack growth. Specifically, the more the stress
is concentrated, the larger the plastic zone, and then the more the crack is promoted. Therefore,
we assume that crack growth is a geometry-related behaviour, and the crack growth rate (crack growth
in one cycle) may be related to the size of the plastic zone. Normally, the area of a zone can be presented
as a second-order power relation with a certain dimension, such as radius for circle and the length of a
side for square. In this case, since the stress amplitude is directly related to size of the plastic zone,
we believe that the applied loading could be related to the crack growth rate in a power-law form.
In addition, this relation is also consistent with the idea of damage accumulation shown in Figure 22.
In the first stage, the original steady state (a perfect body) is suddenly broken due to the large amount
of accumulated energy, which implies at this stage a small amount of damage is produced with a large
number of loading cycles (stage I in Figure 22). Then, after the process of re-balancing, the damage
accumulation gives a relatively steady state, where the rate of accumulation stably increases (stage II
in Figure 22). Finally, when the total damage reaches or is close to a critical value, the load-bearing
capacity collapses in a short time. This stage implies that much damage is produced within a small
number of loading cycles (stage III in Figure 22).

Figure 22. Damage accumulation
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5. Discussion

5.1. Summary of the Crack Growth Process and Mechanisms

In the present work, a microstructural graphical-based model for creep fatigue is proposed. In this
microstructural conceptual framework, we propose that different crack growth mechanisms are active
for different stages in the temporal evolution of the crack (stages I to III), different parts of the tension-
compression cycle, and for different regions within the microstructure (grain boundary, triple point,
inside the grain).

In general, the temporal evolution of the crack is mainly based on the mechanisms of the plastic
blunting process, stress-concentration state and diffusion-creep behaviour. The illustration of the
crack-growth process is presented in three different stages:

Stage I: Crack initiation

In the first stage (the crack initial stage), a threshold is presented, below which no significant crack
is detected. The existence of this threshold can be attributed to the effect of stress concentration. For a
surface with defects (such as a machining mark), the stress concentration is caused by the pre-existing
micro-cracks. For a defect-free surface, the behaviours of extrusion and intrusion between slip plans
give some tiny steps in the surface, which then results in the stress concentration.

Stage II: Crack propagation

In the second stage (the steady stage of crack growth), the crack-growth behaviours under tensile
loading and compressional loading were discussed separately. The primary differentiating factor
between the tension-compression cycles can be explained by the plastic blunting process. Specifically,
tensile loading creates a new crack surface due to the shearing effect around the crack-tip area, and then
the crushing effect results in crack extension (by maintaining the new surface created by the tensile
loading) under the compressional loading. Regarding the microstructure, the plastic blunting process
implies that the damage produced within one tension-compression cycle is not a reversed process
since the atoms cannot return to their original positions after one cycle.

In addition, the crack-growth behaviours of fatigue and creep were also illustrated separately.
Specifically, the fatigue component was generally presented by the plastic blunting process shown
above, and the creep component was explained by the mechanism of diffusion creep. On the one hand,
stress concentration at the crack tip provides a favourable condition for diffusion to form voids due
to the stress-gradient effect, and then the void coalescence by shearing of the bridges between voids
results in crack growth. On the other hand, diffusion creep gives grain elongation under tensile loading,
which then further opens the crack created by fatigue effect. In addition, grain elongation also gives
the shear stress at the grain boundaries between two adjacent grains, which probably results in the
mismatch behaviour of the crack due to weak atomic bonds at the boundaries; then, the crack widens.

Furthermore, the crack-growth behaviour with respect to the grain-boundary effect was discussed,
and this effect plays a more important role in creep-crack growth than fatigue behaviour. In this case,
due to the shear stress between two adjacent grains caused by grain elongation, the grain-boundary
effect results in a blunter crack tip or wider crack body (mismatch). In particular, this effect can be
presented by a special situation, the triple-point effect. In the triple points, the high stress concentration
provides better conditions for diffusion.

Stage III: Structural failure

In the final stage (structural failure), the fracture occurs within small loading cycles. This can
be attributed to the high stress field at the crack tip. Specifically, under this stress state, the plastic
energy exceeds the needs for producing the new crack surface. In this case, a part of energy is applied
to create the new surface, and the rest of the energy is applied to form voids, which further promote
crack growth through internal necking.
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5.2. Original Contributions

The original contribution of the present work is the proposal of a microstructural conceptual
framework for the multiple crack propagation mechanisms at a grain-based level. In general, the
plastic blunting process was introduced to describe fatigue-crack growth, the mechanism of diffusion
was included to present creep-crack growth, and the grain-boundary effect is proposed to describe
the phenomena taking place when a crack encounters a grain boundary. While the ideas of crack
growth are well known, the literature does not provide a comprehensive explanation of the process
from initiation to failure. The novel contribution of the above conceptual framework is therefore the
integration of multiple mechanisms at the microstructural level, inclusion of the grain boundary effect,
and coverage of the stages from initiation to failure. To achieve this, some new propositions (such as
the grain mismatch and the bonding crush effect) were proposed, and some existing concepts (such as
the energy dynamics and the micro-cracks aggregation) were extended to explain the crack-growth
behaviours in the present work. These principles connect the existing but separate crack-growth
principles into a consolidated explanation of the whole failure process.

We have proposed a number of new mechanisms (propositions A-G in Section 4.1) and phenomena
for crack growth:

(1) We proposed the grain-mismatch mechanism which occurs at the grain boundary under the
tensile loading. At the microstructural level, tensile loading results in relative movement between two
neighbouring grains, which then generates shear stress along the grain boundary. This shear stress
may be caused by the stretch of atomic bonds. In this case, a weak region arises at the grain boundary.
On the one hand, when a crack arrives at the grain boundary, the grain-mismatch behaviour results
in a wider crack tip, which creates more new surface under tensile loading, and then intensifies the
crack-extension process due to the crushing effect under the compressional loading. On the other
hand, when a crack goes through the grain boundary, the grain-mismatch behaviour widens the crack
body, and then a mismatch band is formed. This further promotes the crack-opening behaviour under
the tensile loading, then a blunter crack tip is created. The new surface generated in this stage is
then retained under compressional loading. The grain-mismatch mechanism gives a wide-ranging
explanation of crack-growth behaviour at the grain boundary. This effect is transient and is not
expected to be easy to detect.

(2) We proposed the idea of the bonding crushing effect. Specifically, during the compressional
phase, the distorted and rearranged atomic bonds caused by tensile loading are further damaged.
Then, the atomic bonds may break during the compressional process or become potential failure sites
for the next loading cycle. The compressional phase is also presented by the existing principle of
plastic blunting process, which indicates that the crack is extended because the new surface created in
tensile phase is crushed together at the compressional phase. This existing principle gives a general
understanding of crack extension, but not to the atomic level. Our crushing effect offers a deeper
explanation of the process of crack closure at the atomic level. This key element of the bonding
crushing effect is that the damage (distorted and rearranged atomic bonds) under the tensile loading
cannot be recovered when the loading is reversed. Then, the damage is retained by this irreversible
process, since the atoms cannot return to their original positions under compressional loading.

(3) We proposed that the crack growth is a geometry-related behaviour. In general, crack-growth
rate is determined by the size of the plastic zone, and a larger plastic zone gives longer crack
growth. This is combined with our other propositions, namely that fatigue-crack growth is caused by
overloaded local atomic bonds, and creep-crack growth is defined as the flow of atoms relative to each
other with transfer of bonding to new partners. These two damage behaviours are stress-motivated
processes. On the one hand (for the fatigue process), larger plastic zone results in more overloaded
atomic bonds. Thus, more bonds become vulnerable. They may totally break under the compressional
process, or may become potential failure sites during the next loading cycles. This implies that
more completed or potential crack surfaces are formed. On the other hand (for the creep process),
a larger plastic zone leads to more space and enhanced stress conditions for diffusion. Thus, at a
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given volume, more atoms are transferred to new positions and then form new bonds with other
atoms. This phenomenon is more significant in the crack-tip area. During the process of crack growth,
the increased crack length leads to the expansion of the plastic zone, and higher localised stress around
the crack tip. Hence, more vacancies are generated and converged in this area, and a more favourable
situation arises for creep. Hence, the plastic-zone-based explanation for crack growth presents an
explanation of the loading contribution for fatigue and creep behaviours at the atomic level.

(4) We proposed a mechanism for crack behaviour at the triple point. This situation may not
happen during the whole process from crack initiation to component failure. However, it is a possible
situation; thus, it is valuable to discuss it. At a triple point, the stress concentration (which arises from
the geometry of the grains) results in weaker atomic bonding between the grains, and thus a more
favourable situation for both fatigue and creep damage. In particular, we proposed two possible paths
of crack growth over one or more cycles. On the one hand, the crack may be deflected away from
the grain boundary. This phenomenon may be explained by two existing mechanisms—the crack-net
behaviour and the irregular configuration of the grain boundary—which have been extended in the
present work. Specifically, the crack net around the grain boundary gives a larger volume of material
for weaknesses, and then promotes and deflects the main crack. In this case, a crack penetrates into its
neighbouring grain, where the crack net is highly concentrated. The irregular configuration of a grain
boundary causes stress/strain pile up at the grain boundary, and then leads to a larger driving force
for extending the crack tip into the neighbouring grain. On the other hand, a crack may grow along
the grain boundary. This phenomenon may result from the larger contribution of creep than fatigue.
In this case, convergence of vacancies caused by diffusion along the grain boundary gives a favourable
condition for crack growth in this area. The situation of the crack tip at a triple point introduces further
opportunities for changes in the direction and extent of crack growth.

(5) We applied the mechanism of energy dynamics to qualitatively describe the whole process of
crack growth from initiation to failure. Although this mechanism is extant, it was then further extended
in the present work. Generally, in the initial stage of crack growth, internal energy is continually
stored in the structure under the cyclic loading in the form of irreversible dislocations. Dislocations are
vacancies in the atomic lattice; hence, they comprise localised vacancies and strain between atoms.
When this energy arrives at a critical energy level, the vacancies in the dislocations coalesce and form a
crack. This results in a cascade effect of a rapid liberation of energy, which is consumed to form new
crack surfaces. During this process, the high crack-growth rate is gradually reduced, and then achieves
a steady situation due to the need of the system to rebuild new dislocations. We propose that this
cyclic energisation process underpins the steady second stage of crack growth. When the accumulated
energy/damage is large enough, the crack is re-energised even as it progresses; hence, the growth rate
accelerates. This process is consistent with the representation of the final stage of crack growth. In this
case, the completed process from crack initiation to component failure is described in the perspective
of energy accumulation and release.

Using these, it has been possible to construct a comprehensive conceptual framework of the crack
growth process at the microstructural level. This conceptual framework is also consistent with the
existing concepts in the literature (premises a-l in Section 2.3). In itself, this does not prove that these
propositions are true, but it does show that these concepts are useful in better understanding the
creep-fatigue mechanisms.

5.3. Implications for Practitioners

The conceptual framework presents a theory for the multiscale mechanisms of crack development
and growth. This theory has implications for various practitioners. For those who are studying
microstructure, the implications are that an explanatory framework has been provided. This integrates
multiple existing microstructural phenomena, and hence it is expected that existing microstructural
observations would be able to be reconciled to the theory. For those who are designing engineering
components, e.g., design engineers, the implications are more abstract, in that it emphasizes the need
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to avoid the reverse loading condition, where possible. Practical materials used by engineers are
invariably full of crack initiators; hence, the default state of the material is Stage I, with many of the
cracks propagating into Stage II. The aim of engineering design is to avoid Stage III failure, as this
terminates the life of the part/machine and can have catastrophic consequences for human safety.
Hence, from the engineering perspective, there is a need to keep the part in the Stage II regime for as
long as possible. Designers affect this by controlling the geometry of the part, the external loading,
the material selection and treatment. The theory shows, per Figures 19 and 20, that the combination of
tension and compression is key to crack growth. This is already well known, but the theory makes
the relationships more explicit. In particular, this theory makes explicit the mechanisms whereby the
compressional process contributes crack growth. This is because the distorted and rearranged atomic
bonds caused by the tensile loading are further damaged, such that some atomic bonds break during
the compressional process, and others become weak areas for the next loading cycle.

5.4. Limitations

The analysis presented here does not completely include all possible loading situations, though it
is believed to be broadly representative.

This schematic representation of creep-fatigue crack growth is based on the assumption that
fatigue damage makes a greater contribution to failure than creep damage. In this case, the crack
mainly grows through the grains. The creep behaviour is regarded as an assistant effect. This may not
be true of all situations, especially not at higher temperatures, longer cyclic times, or cyclic loading
with hold time, where creep begins to dominate. In these situations, the creep effect may contribute
to more damage, and crack growth may take a different direction. This is because the creep damage
gradually increases with the crack growing due to increasing number of creep voids, but the fatigue
damage gradually decreases during this process [57,58].

For a creep-dominated structure, we believe that the crack growth along the grain boundary is
more significant. In particular, at the situation of the cyclic loading with hold time, a component of
pure creep effect is introduced. This period may result in a more complex situation, where the stress
relaxation occurs under strain-controlled loading. In this case, the stress-related mechanisms, such as
the stress condition around the crack tip, may need further examination. In addition, at the situation
of the cyclic loading with hold time, the effect of oxidation may become more significant. This effect
normally results in brittle crack surfaces, and then reduces the failure life. The research [55] shows that
this reduction in life is more severe at the creep-fatigue-oxidation condition than the creep-oxidation
condition. In this case, the combination of creep, fatigue and oxidation affects crack growth in a
more complex manner. Therefore, other possibilities for crack growth, such as the influences of stress
relaxation and oxidation on the fatigue component, may need to be considered. These may be an
opportunity for future research.

5.5. Implications for Further Research

The graphical-based crack-growth model proposed in this paper is a microstructural conceptual
framework. Some of the fatigue and creep behaviours have been well demonstrated and explained in
previous research, such as stress distribution at the crack tip for fatigue and the stress concentration
at the triple point for creep. However, there are still some behaviours which are difficult to validate
through experiments, such as the situation with the crack tip at the grain boundary. Our microstructural
conceptual framework has offered an explanation of these behaviours, but this work is conjectural.
It would be valuable to test the validity of this at the microstructural level. To achieve this, it would be
necessary to combine fractography and fatigue tests.

Overall, the present work presents some unanswered questions that require experiments.
This opens multiple opportunities for future research:

(1) The crack-growth behaviours at the grain boundary when crack tip at/through the grain
boundary. The question is that it is difficult and complex to empirically examine and investigate
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the phenomena at the grain boundary since it will be difficult to dynamically capture those
moments when the crack tip arrives at the grain boundary. To catch this microstructural behaviour,
a new experimental method may also need to be developed.

(2) The grain-mismatch behaviour due to grain elongation under the tensile loading. It is valuable to
explore the shape change of grains under tensile loading, and observe the relative movements
and investigate the interfacial phenomena between two neighbouring grains. This research may
also be extended to the situation of compressional loading.

(3) The bonding crushing effects during the process of compression ahead of the crack. This is a call
for an atomic-level investigation, e.g., using atomic force microscopy. Existing approaches
have been focussed on statically describing the force-distance relation and force field
between two neighbouring bonds. This provides valuable information on the local material
properties [59–61]. However, the dynamical process (such as the time-depended force/distance
variances and the trace of atomic movements) under a cyclic or constant loading have not been
addressed. In addition, it may also be valuable to explore both the situations of tensile and
compressional loadings.

(4) The stress/strain pile-up at the grain boundary because of the irregular configuration of the
grain boundary. This is the question of investigating the dislocation pile-up [62] and measuring
the stress field at the grain boundary [47]. The future research may start from the existing
theories and methods, and then go further to evaluate the configuration-based effects at the
grain boundary. In addition, finite element analysis may also be involved to investigate the
stress/strain distributions and the shape distortion at the simulative grain boundaries.

(5) Numerical modelling and its experimental validation. This could be done at several levels.
At a high level of abstraction, there are already formulations for describing the failure process.
For example, Paris’s law [11] gives the crack growth in one cycle based on the stress intensity
factor, the Arrhenius equation [63,64] presents the creep behaviour at the steady stage based on
diffusion creep, and the conventional loading-life equations (the Basquin [65,66] equation and
Coffin-Manson [67,68] equation) model life based on empirical data. At the level of detail
providing in this paper, as represented in Figures 19 and 20, the crack-growth process is
graphically described in the microstructural level.

An ideal model would be one that represented the physics of the interactions between atoms
within the finer level of the grain. Of interest are the interactions between the imperfections in the
crystal lattice (e.g., dislocations), the grain boundaries, and the way the cracks propagate. However,
this is likely to be a challenging proposition for some time. It would be ideal to observe the stages
of crack growth using methods such as atomic force microscopy (AFM). Some work in this area
includes the investigation of the force-distance relation and force field between two neighbouring
bonds [59–61]. However, the difficulties are the extremely small area of examination afforded by AFM,
and the practical difficulties of arranging a crack to grow in the sample. Furthermore, AFM measures
free surfaces, whereas cracks have a three-dimensional interaction with the grains.

Possibly a more immediately achievable model could be to use finite element methods to represent
the grains and grain boundary regions. It would be necessary to incorporate the anisotropy of the
crystal lattice. This may be able to explore the interaction of the crack with the microstructure.
Potentially this could be validated by microscopy. Neither observed fracture surfaces nor cross-sections
show the full development of the crack architecture in the 3D volume. Also, fracture surfaces only
show the Stage III development and termination of the cracks. A FEA approach might help better
understand the evolution of the crack architecture across the Stages.

Our framework has proposed a number of variables, and the general direction of causality. If it
were possible—which does not currently appear to be the case—to measure all these variables, then a
statistical method such as factor analysis or structural path modelling might be used to determine the
relative importance of the variables and the strength of the relationships.
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6. Conclusions

Based on the general understanding of crack-growth behaviour, a microstructural conceptual
framework has been proposed, and represented graphically, wherein fatigue and creep effects are
treated separately due to the different damage principles. This microstructural model illustrates
the process of damage accumulation from crack initiation to crack propagation then to structural
failure. In particular, the analysis of crack propagation is mainly based on existing mechanisms of
plastic blunting and diffusion creep. The possible grain-boundary behaviours, such as the mismatch
behaviour at grain boundary due to creep deformation, are included. This conceptual framework
is consistent with the various creep and fatigue microstructure observations in the literature, but
goes further by integrating these premises and our proposed propositions together into a logically
consistent framework that describes the overall failure process.
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Abstract: Stress-oriented hydrogen-induced cracking (SOHIC) of an amine absorber column made
of a Hydrogen Induced Cracking (HIC) resistant steel and operating under wet H2S service was
investigated. SOHIC was not related to welds in the column and evolved in two steps: initiation of
HIC cracks in the rolling plane and through-thickness linking of the HIC cracks. Both the original
HIC cracks as well as the linking cracks propagated with a cleavage mechanism. The key factors
identified were periods with high hydrogen charging conditions, manifested by high H2S/amine ratio,
and stress triaxiality, imposed by the relatively large thickness of the plate. In addition, the mechanical
properties of the steel away from cracked regions were unaffected, indicating the localized nature
of SOHIC.

Keywords: hydrogen-assisted cracking; corrosion; SOHIC; cleavage fracture

1. Introduction

Amine absorber columns in oil refineries are columns where a downflowing amine solution
absorbs H2S from the upflowing sour gas stream. The H2S-rich amine solution, when exiting the
absorber, is routed to a regenerator to produce an H2S-lean amine that is recycled for use in the
absorber. Under specific operation conditions, where the ratio of H2S/amine is high, H2S corrosion of
the steel shell can take place, producing hydrogen, which can then enter the steel and cause hydrogen
blistering and hydrogen-induced cracking. According to American Petroleum Institute standard API
571 [1], it is atomic hydrogen that enters the material and diffuses through the lattice. The hydrogen is
then concentrated to various microstructural sites, such as interfaces between the matrix and inclusions
or interfaces between the matrix and other phases. The local pressure increases and decohesion takes
place, generating internal blistering or so-called hydrogen-induced cracking (HIC). In most cases,
HIC cracks are oriented parallel to the rolling plane. Under the action of applied or residual stresses,
the HIC cracks arrange in a vertically (through thickness) stacked array. Subsequently, the array is
joined by cracks between the individual HIC cracks, which run perpendicular to the main applied
stress. The interconnected HIC cracks, which run through the thickness of the plate, form a significant
through-thickness crack. This cracking is classified as stress-oriented hydrogen-induced cracking
(SOHIC). As mentioned above, hydrogen is produced by a corrosion reaction, such as when steel is
exposed to wet H2S service.
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Hydrogen damage in wet H2S environments is classified as blistering/HIC/SOHIC/Sulfide Stress
Cracking (SSC) in API 571 recommended practice [1], while the assessment of hydrogen damage is
performed in accordance with API 579 [2], following the work of Buchheim et al. [3] on the development
of fitness-for-service rules for the assessment of HIC and SOHIC damage. While hydrogen blistering
and HIC is a frequent problem when steel operates in wet H2S service, SOHIC is a rather rare
phenomenon and when occurring is mostly associated with residual stresses at welds. SOHIC in
pipelines and pressure vessels has been thoroughly reviewed by Pargeter [4]. Most of the case studies
reported associated with SOHIC are related with SOHIC at welds and concern mostly pipelines.
There is only one case of SOHIC in an amine absorber column, reported by McHenry et al. [5]
regarding the Chicago refinery incident in 1984. Even in this case, SOHIC originated from the Heat
Affected Zone (HAZ) of a repair weld, which did not receive a stress-relieving post-weld heat treatment.
Following the Chicago refinery incident, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
of the Department of Labor issued in 1986 a memorandum [6] stating, among others, that in a survey of
similar refinery vessels and associated equipment conducted by the National Association of Corrosion
Engineers (NACE), approximately 60% of 24 amine absorbers evaluated exhibited cracking. In addition,
12 of 14 monoethanolamine (MEA) units and three of five diethanolamine (DEA) units exhibited
cracking. Sixteen instances of cracking were reported in associated equipment (i.e., regeneration units
and piping) exposed to a chemically similar environment. Additionally, a similar survey by the Japan
Petroleum Institute indicated that cracking had occurred in 72% of the amine gas treatment facilities
which had responded to the survey.

As mentioned above, most failure cases involving SOHIC refer to welded piping, such as the
work by Anezi et al. [7] in spiral welded pipes. The effects of loading and microstructure have been
discussed by Kobayashi et al. [8] as well as by Koh et al. [9], while the effects of heat treatment on
SOHIC of pressure vessel steels have been discussed by Tsuchida et al. [10]. Most reported results refer
to HIC, as does the work of Findley et al. [11] on the mechanism of HIC in pipeline steels and the work
of Gan et al. [12] on hydrogen trapping in H2S environments. In situ observation of HIC propagation is
reported by Fujishiro et al. [13], while corrosion-induced microcracking in H2S environments has been
discussed by Okonkwo et al. [14]. A recent review of HIC in pipelines and pressure vessel steels is
presented by Ghosh et al. [15]. The reported cases of SOHIC failures in pressure vessels are limited and
mostly associated with welds. The present case refers to SOHIC in the base plate of a pressure vessel,
away from welds. This is a rare case and it is, therefore, very important to investigate the conditions
and contributing factors of this type of damage.

A decommissioned amine absorber column, which exhibited hydrogen blistering in the internal
wall, was made available for study. Blistering is shown in Figure 1. The aim of the present work is to
investigate the underlying SOHIC damage and to identify the contributing factors that led to cracking.

 

Figure 1. Blistering in internal surface.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Operating Conditions and Material of Construction

The column length, without the end cups, is 19 m. The internal diameter is 2.2 m and the
shell thickness 91 mm. The service is characterized as wet H2S, H, and amine service. The amine
was methyldiethanolamine (MDEA). The operating pressure was 80 kg/cm2 and the operating
temperature was 70 ◦C. The column had been field-hydrotested before operation. In addition, all the
welds had been 100% radiographically inspected, while a stress-relieving Post Weld Heat Treatment
(PWHT) was performed in all welds. The column operated for 11 years. Following the detection
of blistering in the inside diameter (ID), shown in Figure 1, and based on a relevant API level-3
fitness-for-service analysis, a decision was made to replace the vessel. In the 6-month period before
replacement, hydrogen permeation measurements were conducted at the outside diameter (OD),
indicating hydrogen flux values ranging from 10 to 120 pl/cm2s. It is to be noted that hydrogen flux is
related to corrosion activity, by H2S, at the ID. During the 11 years, the vessel operated occasionally
at high H2S/MDEA molar ratio, above the normal ratio of 0.3 and reaching values up to 1. It is
anticipated that this led to higher corrosion activity and higher hydrogen generation and entry in the
material. The system of axes used for reference is shown in Figure 2. A cylindrical coordinate system
is selected. The axis of the column is the z axis, while the θ axis is the circumferential direction and the
r axis is the thickness direction.

Figure 2. System of axes used for the positioning of specimens.

The material of construction was SA516-60 HIC-resistant steel. Typical mechanical properties
of the material are: yield strength 283 MPa, ultimate tensile strength 452 MPa, and elongation
39%. The steel was designated as a HIC-resistant steel since special melting practices, such as
vacuum induction melting (VIM) and vacuum arc remelting (VAR), were employed during fabrication.
Gases dissolved in the liquid during melting, such as oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen, escape from the
liquid to the vacuum chamber. This reduces porosity and additionally provides for: (a) minimization
of inclusion content and (b) inclusion shape control. Normalizing has been applied as the final heat
treatment process. In addition, the steel was subjected to a HIC test as per NACE TM-0284 [16].

2.2. Sampling Positions

A section of the column shell was cut for investigation. The position of the section was 5 m from
the bottom of the column. In the inside diameter, blistering was evident (Figure 1). The shell section is
shown in Figure 3. The section was inspected by ultrasonic testing (UT). Locations with UT signals
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are indicated by thick black horizontal lines (UT) in Figure 3. The positions of the metallographic
sections are indicated by perpendicular white lines. Three positions were considered in this work:
positions 500, 577, and 604, which pass through the UT signals. The numbers indicate distances, in mm,
from a reference point on the vessel shell. It should be noted that the UT signal from position 577 was
scattered and not concentrated in a line, as the signals from positions 500 and 604. As will be shown
below, the UT signals from positions 500 and 604 correspond to SOHIC cracking, while the signal from
position 577 corresponds to HIC, i.e., isolated HIC cracks without linking. An explanation is provided
in Figure 3b, correlating the UT signal with the respective metallographic section.

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3. (a) Shell section for analysis (top view) indicating locations of metallographic sections and
positions of UT signals; (b) correlation of SOHIC with UT signal (SOHIC: Stress Oriented Hydrogen
Induced Cracking, ID: Inside Diameter, OD: Outside Diameter, UT: Ultrasonic Testing).

2.3. Experimental Procedures

Chemical analysis of the steel was performed by optical emission spectroscopy. Metallographic
analysis was carried out on transverse cross sections at locations 500, 577, and 604.
Specimen preparation included cutting with Struers “Accutom 2” (Struers, Ballerup, Denmark),
grinding with SiC papers 120, 320, 500, 800, and 1000 grit, and polishing with diamond paste of 3 and
1 μm diameter. Etching was performed with 4% Nital reagent. Examination of the metallographic
specimen was performed on an optical metallographic microscope, Leitz “Aristomet” (Leica Camera
AG, Germany) at magnifications 50×–500×. Mechanical testing involved tensile testing according
to ASTM EN 10002-1 specification and Charpy-V-notch (CVN) impact testing in several locations
throughout the thickness, according to ASTM E23 specification. Specimens for mechanical testing
were extracted from a region with no UT signals, i.e., a region free from cracking (HIC or SOHIC).
The exact locations of the tensile specimens relative to the inside diameter (ID) and outside diameter
(OD) are shown in Figure 4. Two tensile specimens were tested for each location. For the CVN testing,
three specimen orientations were used, depicted in Figures 4 and 5. In the CVN-A configuration,
the specimen length is along the transverse direction (θ) and the notch is in the thickness (r) direction.
In the CVN-B configuration, the specimen length is along the longitudinal axis (z) of the vessel shell
and the notch in the transverse (θ) direction. In the CVN-C configuration, the specimen length is along
the thickness direction of the shell (r) and the notch in the transverse direction (θ). Two impact test
specimens were tested for each location.
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Figure 4. Positions of tensile specimens as well as Charpy-V-Notch, CVN-A and CVN-B specimens
relative to ID and OD.

 

Figure 5. Positions of the CVN-C specimens relative to ID and OD.

The crack at location 604 was opened for fractographic analysis. In order to open the crack,
a section containing the crack was cut and cooled to −30 ◦C for 24 h. Then, the section containing
the crack was put in an anvil. The crack was opened by impact on one side of the section with a
hammer. A small section of “fresh” fracture area was generated. Investigation of the fracture surface
was performed in a JEOL JSM-7610F SEM (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a field emission gun.
The operating voltage was 20 kV.
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3. Results

3.1. Material Characterization

The chemical composition of the material is, in wt %: 0.16 C/0.20 Si/1.13 Mn/0.01 P/(<0.01 S).
The tensile properties are shown in Table 1. In addition to yield strength, ultimate tensile strength,
and elongation, the elastic modulus was determined to be 210 GPa. In general, the measured properties
agree with the manufacturer’s data. Although there is a slight decrease in the ultimate tensile strength
relative to the manufacturer’s data, the elongation of the material is high and indicates a ductile
material. This argument is also in agreement with the impact test results, which are shown in Tables 2–4
for CVN-A, CVN-B, and CVN-C configurations, respectively. All notch configurations exhibited high
impact values that do not indicate any deterioration of the notch ductility of the material in the regions
away from cracking. In other words, the observed cracking was highly localized.

Table 1. Tensile test results at different locations throughout the thickness of the plate.

Location
(mm from ID)

Yield Strength
(MPa)

UTS
(MPa)

Elongation
(%)

15 290 432 46.4/45.06
30 287 430 42.26/37.2
50 291 439 38.0/39.4
70 286 438 40.4/38.5

Manufacturer Data 283–285 445–452 38–39

Table 2. Results from CVN-A impact test configuration.

Notch Position
(mm from ID)

Specimen ID
CVN Energy

(J)
CVN Average

(J)

15 A1/A5 186/194 190
30 A2/A6 184/180 182
50 A3/A7 170/186 178
70 A4/A8 168/168 168

Table 3. Results from CVN-B impact test configuration.

Notch Position
(mm from ID)

Specimen ID
CVN Energy

(J)
CVN Average

(J)

15 B1/B5 186/178 182
30 B2/B6 216/188 202
50 B3/B7 190/192 191
70 B4/B8 184/182 181

Table 4. Results from CVN-C impact test configuration.

Notch Position
(mm from ID)

Specimen ID
CVN Energy

(J)
CVN Average

(J)

27.5 C3/C6 170/186 178
36 C2/C5 154/160 156

63.5 C1/C4 186/190 188

3.2. Metallographic Characterization of SOHIC

The microstructure of the steel is depicted in the micrograph of Figure 6, indicating that the
microstructure consists of ferrite and pearlite. The metallographic section at location 604 is shown
in Figure 7, which is an assembly of micrographs starting from the inside diameter (ID) of the
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shell. This is a typical form of stress-oriented hydrogen-induced cracking (SOHIC). Although,
microscopically, the crack direction changes several times during propagation, macroscopically, it is
a through-thickness crack with a direction perpendicular to the applied stress. The crack appears to
interconnect blisters/HIC cracks, which have formed at various levels across the thickness of the plate.
The HIC cracks lie on the rolling plane and are stacked normal to the rolling plane. The HIC cracks
are linked with cracks which run in a direction normal to the rolling plane and perpendicular to the
applied hoop stress. The initiation is at 5 mm from the ID, while the overall crack length is 23 mm.

The metallographic section at location 577 is depicted in Figure 8a. Blisters/HIC cracks have
formed, but they are not interconnected, at least at the plane of observation. This can explain the
scattered mode of the UT signal at position 577. The propagation of HIC cracks is through the ferrite
phase, between the pearlite colonies at ferrite/pearlite interfaces, as depicted in Figure 8b. A similar
crack propagation mechanism has been also observed by Gingel and Garat [17] in an API 5L grade
X60 pipeline steel.

The metallographic section at location 500 is depicted in Figure 9. The crack has initiated at 5 mm
from the ID and has an overall length of 30 mm. This type of cracking is also classified as SOHIC.

Both cracks at locations 500 and 604 (Figures 7 and 9) are, therefore, classified as SOHIC.
They interconnect blisters/HIC cracks and they propagate from the ID towards the OD under the
action of the applied stress. According to API RP 571 [1], SOHIC consists of arrays of small HIC cracks,
initiated at internal blisters in the rolling plane. These HIC cracks are stacked in a direction normal to
the applied hoop stress and are linked by cracks normal to the stress. SOHIC should not be confused
with stepwise hydrogen-induced cracking (SWC), which exhibits a not-aligned stepped morphology
in the absence of stress. The limited cases of SOHIC failures that are reported in Pargeter’s review [4]
indicate that SOHIC requires a combination of severe hydrogen cracking conditions and stress. In the
present case, the amine absorber column was operated under high H2S/MDEA ratios for certain time
periods, promoting high hydrogen charging conditions. In addition, it has been suggested [4] that
triaxial loading can encourage the formation of small HIC cracks by increasing the hydrogen solubility
in the steel. Stress triaxiality can be induced by the large plate thickness (91 mm). It is expressed by the
ratio σh/σ, where σh is the hydrostatic stress and σ is the von Mises equivalent stress. The triaxiality
ratio was calculated (see Appendix A) for the operating conditions and was found as 0.5, which is a
number indicating that the material was subjected to a moderate triaxial stress state. In addition, it is
interesting to note that the HIC cracks form even though the radial stress is compressive. However,
these cracks do not propagate in the rolling plane, but instead they are linked in the radial direction
under the action of the hoop stress.

 

Figure 6. Ferrite–pearlite microstructure of the investigated steel.
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Figure 7. SOHIC cracking at location 604.
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Figure 8. (a) HIC cracks at location 577; (b) tip of HIC crack indicating propagation in ferrite between
pearlite colonies.

Figure 9. SOHIC at location 500.

3.3. Fractographic Analysis of Opened SOHIC Crack

As discussed above, the SOHIC crack at location 500 was opened for fractographic analysis.
A low-magnification assembly of SEM micrographs is shown in Figure 10. The region of “fresh” fracture
resulting by the opening procedure and the region of SOHIC fracture are indicated. The boundary
between the fresh fracture and SOHIC is depicted in Figure 11. It is clear that there are two fracture
modes. The fresh fracture area is characterized by dimple fracture, also indicated in Figure 12, while the
SOHIC area is characterized by cleavage, indicated in Figure 13. In addition, several blisters/HIC
cracks can be seen on the fracture surface. The entire SOHIC region, including the areas between
blisters, is characterized by cleavage as indicated in Figure 14. No black deposit, related to FeS,
was found on the fracture surface. In addition, Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis performed
on the cleavage areas did not detect the presence of sulfur. The absence of black deposits and sulfur
indicate clearly that cracking is not related to sulfide stress cracking (SSC). A large blister/HIC crack is
depicted in Figure 15. It was possible to approach the interior of this blister in order to investigate the
morphology of the blister wall as it resulted by the HIC crack opening due to the buildup of hydrogen
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pressure. The internal wall is depicted in Figure 16, indicating a cleavage fracture surface. Thus,
blistering and HIC cracking proceeded with cleavage of the material.

 

Figure 10. Assembly of SEM micrographs depicting the fracture surface of the opened SOHIC crack at
position 500. The location of HIC cracks and individual SEM micrographs is indicated.
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Figure 11. Boundary between SOHIC and “fresh” fracture.

 

Figure 12. Dimple fracture in the “fresh” fracture region.

 

Figure 13. Cleavage fracture at SOHIC region.
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Figure 14. Cleavage fracture in SOHIC region between HIC cracks.

 

Figure 15. A large HIC crack at the SOHIC fracture region.

 

Figure 16. Cleavage fracture morphology of the internal blister/HIC crack wall.
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It is important to note that location 577 exhibited only stacked HIC cracks with no evidence
of crack linking. This indicates that the SOHIC sequence involves the formation of HIC cracks
first, followed by through-thickness linking of the HIC cracks, in agreement with observations by
Crolet and Adam [18] and Ohki et al. [19]. Both HIC formation and linking involve transgranular
cleavage fracture mechanisms as indicated by the fractographic analysis of the opened crack at location
500. The transgranular propagation mode is in agreement with the findings of Bruckhoff et al. [20];
however, the cleavage mode of linking is not in agreement with the suggestion of Pargeter [4] that
linking is through a slip mechanism, or that of Azevedo [21], who observed ductile fracture mode in
linking hydrogen blisters in an API 5L X46 steel. Slip may be involved in the transport of hydrogen,
as shown by several studies [22,23], but the propagation of the linking cracks is clearly through a
cleavage mechanism. The cleavage mode of the linking cracks confirms the important influence
of stress triaxiality in SOHIC, since triaxiality introduces plastic constraint and promotes cleavage
fracture. Triaxiality effects have been discussed by other investigators, such as the effect on hydrogen
concentration by Toribio et al. [24], the effect on ductility by Mirza et al. [25], and the effect on fracture
behavior by Borvik et al. [26].

4. Discussion: Implications for H2S/Amine Service

The results presented above indicated that the failure mechanism of the absorber column,
which operated under wet H2S conditions, was SOHIC. The main characteristic of SOHIC is the
presence of HIC cracks lying on the rolling plane, stacked one on top of the other, and linked with
cracks running perpendicular to the hoop stress. The SOHIC sequence involves the formation of HIC
cracks first, followed by through-thickness linking of the HIC cracks. The major contributing factors
have been: (a) high hydrogen charging conditions, since for some time periods, the vessel operated
under high H2S/MDEA ratios; and (b) stress triaxiality, imposed by the relatively large thickness of
the plate. The role of these two factors have been discussed thoroughly above. An additional factor
that may have to be considered is the type of steel used for the construction of the vessel. As discussed
in the review by Ossai et al. [27], there is a need for high-quality steel, free from inclusions and other
microstructural defects that could act as sites for hydrogen-related crack initiation. For wet H2S service,
it is typical to use a HIC-resistant steel. However, as indicated by the resulting cracking, a HIC-resistant
steel might not be SOHIC-resistant, in particular when subjected to high hydrogen charging conditions.
This argument has also been raised by Pargeter [4]. As mentioned above, inclusions could act as
potential sites for HIC. It appears that clean steels, such as the HIC-resistant steels, contain fewer
stringer-type inclusions than conventional steels. In these cases, HIC is rather initiated on other
interfaces, such as ferrite–pearlite interfaces. The metallographic analysis at the 577 position revealed
that HIC cracks propagate in the ferrite matrix between pearlite colonies, as also observed in [28]. It is
apparent that the use of a HIC-resistant steel should not be the only measure for mitigating SOHIC.
Current practice in the fabrication of pressure vessels operating in similar environments calls for the
use of austenitic stainless-steel lining in order to reduce hydrogen diffusion and hydrogen entry to the
steel plate. In addition, operating conditions should be carefully monitored to minimize service under
high H2S/amine ratios.

Finally, it is important to note that the results of mechanical testing indicated that the ductility
of the steel in regions away from the observed cracking has not deteriorated. Tensile elongation and
notch ductility were maintained at high levels. However, even in a highly localized form, SOHIC did
take place, indicating the type of hydrogen damage that can take place in an otherwise ductile material.

5. Conclusions

Taking into account the results presented above, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) The cracking in the amine absorber column shell is classified as stress-oriented

hydrogen-induced cracking (SOHIC).
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(2) SOHIC proceeds in two steps: (a) initiation of small HIC cracks lying in the rolling plane and
stacked in a direction normal to the applied stress; (b) through-thickness linking of HIC cracks.

(3) The propagation of the HIC cracks as well as the through-thickness link cracks is associated to
cleavage fracture mechanisms.

(4) The key factors identified in this failure were: (a) short periods of high hydrogen charging
conditions as manifested by high H2S/MDEA ratios and (b) stress triaxiality imposed by the relatively
large thickness of the plate.

(5) The results indicate that a HIC-resistant steel might not be immune from SOHIC. Under high
hydrogen charging conditions, HIC cracks can initiate at interfaces other than stringer-type inclusions,
such as ferrite–pearlite interfaces in the microstructure of the steel.
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Appendix A

The stresses in the shell of a thick-wall cylindrical vessel subjected to an internal pressure are
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where σz, σθ , and σr are the axial, circumferential (hoop), and radial stresses, respectively; pi and po

are the internal and external pressures, respectively; and ri and ro are the internal and external radii
of the cylinder, respectively. Inserting pi = 8 MPa, po = 0.1 MPa, ri = 1100 mm, and ro = 1191 mm,
then at position r = 1110 mm, i.e., 10 mm from the internal surface, the stresses are σz = 45.8 MPa,
σθ = 98.5 MPa, and σr = −7 MPa. Stress triaxiality is defined by the ratio σh/σ, where σh is the
hydrostatic stress and σ is the von Mises equivalent stress given by:

σh =
1
3
(σz + σθ + σr)

σ =

√
1
2
[(σz − σθ)

2 + (σθ − σr)
2 + (σr − σz)

2]

Inserting the above values for stresses, the triaxiality ratio is derived as σh/σ = 0.5.
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Abstract: For cryogenic applications, materials must be cautiously selected because of a drastic
degradation in the mechanical properties of materials when they are exposed to very low
temperatures. We have developed a new technique using a cold-working and surface-cracking
process to overcome such degradation of mechanical properties at low temperatures. This technique
intentionally induced surface-cracks in cold-worked austenitic stainless steels and resulted in a
significant increase in both strength and fracture at low temperatures. According to the microstructure
observations, dissipation of the crack propagation energy with surface-cracks enhanced the impact
toughness, showing a ductile fracture mode in even the cryogenic temperature region. In particular,
we obtained the high strength and toughness materials by a surface-cracking technique at 5%
cold-worked specimen with surface-cracks.

Keywords: cold-working process; surface-cracking process; impact toughness; strength; low
temperatures; austenitic stainless steels

1. Introduction

The study of very low temperature environments in terms of cryogenics is one field in which the
materials play a major part in desirable performances in severe conditions. Cryogenic technologies
have various applications in many different fields such as in the power industry, chemistry, electronics,
manufacturing, transportation, and food processing by refrigeration [1–7]. For cryogenic applications,
materials must be cautiously selected because of a drastic degradation in mechanical properties of
the materials when they are exposed to very low temperatures [8]. Generally, austenitic steels with
face centered cubic (FCC) structures such as stainless steels [9], Al alloys [10], Ni alloys [11], and Ti
alloys [12] are used as low temperature materials because they have high impact toughness at low
temperatures [13–15]. Although these alloys with FCC structure have excellent mechanical properties
at low temperatures, brittle fracture may occur in welds and rectangular structures due to the stress
concentration [16]. A brittle fracture is usually very dangerous because it occurs abruptly with little or
no warning, resulting in serious economic losses and potentially a loss of many lives. Therefore, it is
in high demand to develop new technologies in order to improve the mechanical properties of FCC
alloys for use in severe environments such as in the cryogenics field.
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In particular, materials with good mechanical properties are required for use in severe
environments such as the cryogenics field because material characteristics are significantly degraded
and changed at low temperatures. Work hardening, also known as strain hardening or cold-working,
is a method to strengthen a metal by plastic deformation [17–19]. In detail, the strengthening by
cold-working occurs because of a decrease in the mobility of dislocations during plastic deformation
of metals. The strain hardening is caused by an increase in the dislocation density within the austenitic
structure [20]. Furthermore, the strengthening effect by phase transformation in austenitic stainless
steels where the strained-induced martensitic transformation from austenitic phase shows a substantial
strengthening effect [21–25]. It has also been found that the yield and tensile strength of austenite
stainless steels is gradually improved by increasing the cold-working level. Therefore, a cold-working
process is typically considered to be an important technique for increasing the strength of steels [26,27].
However, negative effects such as the unfavorable material embrittlement can be caused by reductions
in ductility and impact toughness after a cold-working process [28].

Generally, impact toughness is reduced with an increase in work hardening and precipitates,
whereas it typically shows a positive correlation with increases in ductility [29]. In recent research,
the grain size refinement was an important technique for improving the impact toughness for
high-strength steels [30–34]. Thermal heat treatments affected enhanced impact toughness by an
ultra-fine grained structure [29]. Another approach to enhancing impact toughness is to provide
multiple pathways for crack propagation, for example, by adding ultra-fine particles within the fine
granular structure. Delamination, or splitting, resulting from anisotropic microstructures such as
crystalline grains and secondary phases is well known to improve the toughness of metals at low
temperatures [23,28,29]. Toughening mechanisms are for distributing the stress near the crack tips
by allowing the delamination fracture of the grains from one another, instead of brittle fractures in
bulk materials [35–37]. Most engineering designs require materials with high strength and impact
toughness to avoid dangerous failure due to brittle fracture at low temperatures [38]. However, it is
difficult to obtain tougher and stronger steels because materials typically show opposing characteristics
for ductility and brittleness. Therefore, the achievement of a simultaneous enhancement of strength
and toughness is a challenge [38,39].

Higher strength and toughness are key requirements for steels used in various structural
applications, such as for aircraft, buildings, and heavy machinery including cryogenics applications,
in order to satisfy the increasing demands for reliability, durability, and safety. Toughness and strength
do not always have opposite characteristics [40,41]. Increasing the toughness of metals without
sacrificing other properties is critical for their economic competitiveness [31,38,42,43]. It is true that
for intrinsically ductile materials, such as metals, the improvement in strength usually comes at the
expense of toughness [44,45]. However, the present results show the possibility and potential of
improving toughness and strength at the same time. In this study, we have developed a new technique
using a cold-working and surface-cracking process to increase the strength and toughness at the same
time. Our proposed method is called a surface-cracking technique which has two processes with the
cold-working and surface-cracking process. Cold-working (CW) is one of the typical methods which
imparts higher strength to steel, but decreases in ductility accompanied by toughness degradation are
generally unavoidable. However, our work shows that enhanced toughness can be achieved using
the surface-cracking technique without sacrificing strength. We applied this technique to austenitic
stainless steels including base metal and weld metal.

2. Materials and Methods

The chemical compositions of stainless steels used in this study are shown in Table 1. A thick
plate of STS304 was welded with a STS308L welding electrode (ESAB SEAH, Gyeongnam, Korea) by
the submerged-arc welding (SAW) method. The dimension of the welded plate was in the width of
100 mm, the length of 1000 mm, and the thickness of 25 mm. For the post-weld heat treatment (PWHT),
the austenitic stainless steels were processed at 105 ◦C for 2 h, and subsequently quenched in water.
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In order to observe the microstructures, the test samples were mechanically polished using a 2000 grit
SiC paper and then micro-polished using a 3 μm and 1 μm diamond paste. Then, sample surfaces
were etched in a solution containing 40% distilled water, 30% HNO3, and 30% NO3.

Tensile testing was carried out at room temperature using a 5 kN full-automatic INSTRON 4204
tensile machine (INSTRON, Norwood, MA, USA) at a cross head speed of 0.03 mm/s. The dimensions
of the miniaturized tensile specimens were 5 mm in gauge length, 1.2 mm in width, and 0.5 mm
in thickness.

Table 1. The chemical compositions of the specimens used in this study (wt %).

Alloys C Mn Si Cr Ni Mo Al Cu Fe

Base Metal (STS304) 0.046 1.19 0.42 18.23 8.02 0.149 0.003 0.223 Bal.
Weld Metal (STS308L) 0.02 1.98 0.41 19.71 10.79 0.03 - 0.13 Bal.

Vickers hardness tests were performed at room temperature with a load of 4.95 N with 10 s of
dwell time. At least 10 measurements were made to calculate the average micro-hardness values by
excluding the minimum value and maximum value. We prepared Charpy V-notch impact specimens
(10.0 mm × 10.0 mm × 55.0 mm) without or with surface-cracks to evaluate the improvement of impact
toughness by surface-cracks (Figure 1). Charpy V-notch impact tests were performed to measure the
absorbed energy at temperatures from 20 to −180 ◦C using a full-automatic Zwick Charpy impact test
machine according (Zwick/Roell, Ulm, Germany) to ASTM E23 [46].

Our proposed method is called a surface-cracking technique which involves two processes
including a cold-working and a surface-cracking process. The first step was a typical method for
improving the strength of stainless steel by a cold-working process. From the as-received (AS)
STS304, a plate of steel with 20 mm thickness was cold worked into different thicknesses of the plates
CW05, CW10, and CW30, with reductions of plate thickness by 5, 10 and 30%, respectively. In order
to minimize the effect of directionality by cold-working, a cold-working process was performed
several times at the same thickness reduction rate in both the longitudinal and transverse directions.
The configurations and process conditions of the test specimens used in this study are summarized in
Table 2.

Figure 1. Configurations of the specimens used in this study.

The second step was a surface-cracking process for improving the impact toughness of stainless
steel by inducing the surface-cracks on the specimen surface. This method was applied to Charpy
V-notch impact test specimens to evaluate the enhancement of impact toughness for stainless steels.
In this method, surface-cracks were formed in the direction perpendicular to the V-notch direction
by wire cut machining V850G (EXCETEK, Taichung, Taiwan). This work was machined to a depth
of 0.1 mm to disperse the tri-axial stress at the V-notch tip using a wire with a width of 0.3 mm (as
shown in Figure 1). In order to observe the effect of surface-cracks, surface-cracks were fabricated with
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5 and 10 lines and compared with standard specimens without surface-cracks. The overall process of a
surface-cracking technique is shown in Figure 2.

Table 2. Configurations of the specimens used in this study.

Specimen ID Region Cold-Working Level Number of Added Surface-Cracks

BM-AS Base metal - -
BM-AS-L5 Base metal - 5 lines
BM-AS-L10 Base metal - 10 lines
BM-CW05 Base metal 5% -

BM-CW05-L10 Base metal 5% 10 lines
BM-CW10 Base metal 10% -

BM-CW10-L10 Base metal 10% 10 lines
BM-CW30 Base metal 30% -

BM-CW30-L10 Base metal 30% 10 lines
WM Weld metal - -

WM-L5 Weld metal - 5 lines
WM-L10 Weld metal - 10 lines

To analyze the phase transformation of austenitic stainless steels after a cold-working process,
the volume fraction of martensite was measured by a FERITSCOPE FMP30 (Fischer, Windsor, CT,
USA). The volume fraction was measured 8 times per specimen in total. The fracture surface of the
Charpy impact test specimen was observed with a FE-SEM HITACHI S-4800 (HITACHI, Tokyo, Japan).

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of a surface-cracking technique.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Strengthening by a Cold-Working Process

Figure 3 shows the microstructure of base metal for austenitic stainless steel STS304 before and
after a cold-working process. The microstructure of the base metal before cold-working was typically
an austenitic structure with 160 μm grain size, as shown in Figure 3a. After the cold-working process,
the microstructure was changed from austenite single phase to dual phases which consisted of austenite
and martensite (Figure 3b–d). The fraction of martensitic phase increased with an increase in the
cold-working level from 5% to 30%.
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Figure 3. The microstructure of the base metal for austenitic stainless steel STS304 before and after a
cold-working process: (a) AS-BM, (b) BM-CW05, (c) BM-CW10, and (d) BM-CW30.

Figure 4 shows the results of tensile properties for STS304 before and after a cold-working process.
The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of highly cold-worked steel (BM-CW30) with a reduction of plate
thickness by 30% was about two times higher than that of the as-received steels (BM-AS). The tensile
strength of cold-worked steels increased with an increase of the cold-working level from 5% to 30%.
However, the elongation of cold-worked steels decreased with reductions in ductility.

Figure 4. The stress-strain curves of STS304 before and after a cold-working process.

3.2. Mechanism of Strengthening of a Cold-Working Process

Cold-working generally leads to an increase in the yield strength of stainless steels because of
the increased number of dislocations [43]. Figure 5 shows the results of the quantitative analysis for
the martensite volume fraction measured by the ferrite scope. As-received steels (BM-AS) with a fully
austenite structure were close to a 0% volume fraction of martensite. The volume fraction of martensite
increased with the cold-working level from 5% to 30% (Figure 5). In the case of 30% cold-worked
specimens (BM-CW30), the volume fraction of martensite increased to about 8%. Therefore, strength
was increased by the phase transformation from austenite to martensite and the increase in dislocations
by plastic deformation [20].
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Figure 5. Martensite volume fractions (in %) of STS304 before and after a cold-working process.

Figure 6 shows the result of the Vickers hardness test before and after a cold-working process.
The hardness value of as-received steel (BM-AS) was about 161 HV. Similar to the tensile test results,
hardness values increased with an increase in the level of cold-working. The increase of the hardness
value after a cold-working process was owed to the same mechanism as that in the tensile results
which have the phase transformation of martensite from austenite and the increase in dislocations by
plastic deformation. Therefore, results from tensile and hardness tests were in good agreement with
quantitative analysis of the volume fraction of martensite as measured by the ferrite scope. Table 3
summarizes the test results of the tensile properties and Vickers hardness values obtained in this work.

Figure 6. Hardness of STS304 before and after a cold-working process.

Table 3. Tensile properties and Vickers hardness values of the specimens used in this study.

Specimen ID
Yield Strength, σy

(MPa)
Tensile Strength,

σt (MPa)
Elongation, (%)

Average Vickers
Hardness (HV)

BM-AS 212 689 91 161
BM-CW05 548 848 70 237
BM-CW10 611 854 56 286
BM-CW30 1002 1053 17 330

3.3. Toughening by a Surface-Cracking Process

Generally, ordinary cracks in materials weaken their mechanical characteristics due to the stress
concentration at crack tips. Although the presence of flaws or cracks causes fractures due to the
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concentration of stress, a number of aligned cracks in a matrix can distribute the fracture energy in
reverse. The absorbed energy vs. test temperature curves for specimens with a surface-cracking process
is shown in Figure 7. At room temperature, the absorbed energy of as-received specimens was about
400 J. Although austenite stainless steel with face centered cubic (FCC) structure does not show the
ductile-to-brittle temperature (DBTT) behavior, the absorbed energy tends to decrease with decreasing
temperature. In the case of specimens with surface-cracks, the absorbed energy was almost the same
comparing the as-received specimen at room temperature. However, the specimen with surface-cracks
had a higher absorbed energy compared to the as-received specimen without surface-cracks at the low
temperature region (below −60 ◦C) As the number of surface-cracks increased from 0 lines (as-received)
to 10 lines, the absorbed energy significantly increased at below −60 ◦C. At a very low temperature
(−180 ◦C), the absorbed energy of the specimen with 10 surface-cracks (BM-AS-L10) was two times
higher than that of the as-received specimen without surface-cracks. Therefore, this effect of enhanced
toughness by a surface-cracking process occurred at very low temperatures when the material changed
to having brittle properties.

Figure 7. The absorbed energy vs. test temperature curves for specimens with surface-cracks.

3.4. Toughening by a Surface-Cracking Process

Figure 8 shows the fracture shape of as-received specimens and specimens with surface-cracks
after the Charpy impact test. The facture shape of all specimens with or without surface-cracks
observed large plastic deformation at room temperature (Figure 8a–c). There was no significant
difference between the as-received specimens and specimens with surface-cracks near the V-notch.
We also could not observe any differences in plastic deformation by the number of micro-cracks.
However, the effect of surface-cracks was clearly observed at the cryogenic temperature (−180 ◦C)
(Figure 8d–f). Compared to the results at room temperature, as-received specimens were completely
fractured and accompanied with slight plastic deformation at the cryogenic temperature (Figure 8d).
However, the specimens with surface-cracks significantly increased plastic deformation around the
V-notch and surface-cracks. The plastic deformation also increased with the increasing number of
surface-cracks. From the results of the Charpy impact test in Figure 7, the effect of surface-cracks could
be confirmed through the fractured formations. Therefore, the fracture shape of the fractured Charpy
specimens was in good agreement with the results of the absorbed energy from the Charpy impact test
at room temperature and cryogenic temperature.
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Figure 8. The fracture shape of the as-received specimen and the specimen with surface-cracks after
Charpy impact test at room temperature (20 ◦C) and cryogenic temperature (−180 ◦C): (a) BM-AS
(20 ◦C), (b) BM-AS-L5 (20 ◦C), (c) BM-AS-L10 (20 ◦C), (d) BM-AS (−180 ◦C), (e) BM-AS-L5 (−180 ◦C),
and (f) BM-AS-L10 (−180 ◦C).

Figure 9 shows the fracture surface of as-received specimens and specimens with surface-cracks at
20 ◦C. The facture surface of all specimens with or without surface-cracks was typically observed with
ductile fracture by large plastic deformation at room temperature. There was no significant difference in
the overall fracture surface due to the large deformation around the V-notch in all specimens. The effect
of enhanced toughness by a surface-cracking process did not happen in room temperature regions
with high ductility properties. Since plastic deformation completely occurred around V-notch tip at
room temperature, the additional effect of stress dissipation from the surface-cracks was not significant.
Figure 10 shows the fracture surface of as-received specimens and specimens with surface-cracks at
−180 ◦C. The fracture surface of the as-received specimen showed the mixed fracture modes, both
ductile and brittle, at −180 ◦C (Figure 10a) because it became very brittle in the low temperature region
despite the ductile behavior at room temperature. However, the fracture mode with surface-cracks
was predominantly the ductile mode at very low temperatures (as shown in Figure 10b–c). The rate of
ductile fracture increased with the increasing number of surface-cracks. The fracture surface of the
as-received specimen observed short stretch zones by blunting at the V-notch tip (Figure 10a, left).
However, the fracture surface of specimens with surface-cracks showed the largest extension of stretch
zones near the V-notch and surface-cracks, and ductile tearing occurred at very low temperatures
(Figure 10c, left). This indicates that vertical surface-cracks in the V-notch direction serve to distribute
the stress by increasing the blunting effect at the V-notch tip.

Here, toughening by a surface-cracking process could be explained by the effects of the stress
dissipation induced by surface-cracks near the V-notch tip. For example, a number of surface-cracks
induced by a surface-cracking process led to the enhancement of impact toughness around the V-notch
where the surface-cracks in the vertical direction to the V-notch acted as barriers to propagate the
main crack and disperse the principal stresses of the V-notch. As the number of surface-cracks
increased, the absorbed energy increased with an increase in the dissipation of the crack propagation
energy (Figures 7–10). In other words, impact toughness was enhanced by the change in the stress
condition from a plain strain to a plain stress condition due to the reduction of effective thickness by
surface-cracks at the V-notch tip. Therefore, the dissipation of the crack propagation energy in the
materials with surface-cracks enhanced the impact toughness, showing a ductile fracture mode in the
cryogenic temperature region.
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Figure 9. The fracture surface of the as-received specimen and the specimen with surface-cracks at
room temperature (20 ◦C): (a) BM-AS, (b) BM-AS-L5, and (c) BM-AS-L10.

Figure 10. The fracture surface of the as-received specimen and the specimen with surface-cracks at
cryogenic temperature (−180 ◦C): (a) BM-AS, (b) BM-AS-L5, and (c) BM-AS-L10.
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3.5. High Strength and Toughness Steels by a Surface-Cracking Technique

The absorbed energy vs. test temperature curves for cold-worked steels are shown in Figure 11.
At room temperature, the absorbed energy of cold-worked steels decreased with a cold-working
process. The absorbed energy also decreased with the cold-working level from 5% to 30% (solid
lines in Figure 11). As we have already mentioned in the Section 3.2, austenite stainless steels after
a cold-working process generally resulted in a higher yield strength and lower ductility owing
to the increase in dislocation density and martensitic transformation from the austenite phase.
Therefore, the result of the Charpy impact test provided the decrease in absorbed energy due
to the reduction of ductility by a cold-working process. When comparing the surface-cracking
effect in the same cold-working level, the absorbed energy of the specimen with surface-cracks
was about two times higher than that of the specimen without surface-cracks at low temperatures
(below −60 ◦C). In particular, strength and toughness were simultaneously increased in the 5%
cold-worked specimen with surface-cracks. The interesting thing was that the effect of enhanced
toughness by a surface-cracking technique happened at all temperature regions by excluding the
as-received results (BM-AS).

Figure 11. The absorbed energy vs. test temperature curves for cold-worked steels with a
surface-cracking technique.

Figure 12 shows the fracture surface of cold-worked specimens with surface-cracks at 20 ◦C.
The as-received specimen was fractured in ductile modes by large plastic deformation (Figure 9),
while cold-worked steel appeared to be in a mixture of brittle and ductile modes, showing both cleavage
facets and dimples (Figure 12a,c,e). The fraction of brittle fracture increased with the cold-working level
from 5% to 30% at room temperature. However, in case of the cold-worked steels with surface-cracks,
the fraction of the ductile fracture increased due to the effect of surface-cracks after the surface-cracking
technique (Figure 12b,d,f). Figure 13 shows the fracture surface of cold-worked specimens with
surface-cracks at −180 ◦C. Mostly brittle fracture and a small proportion of dimples were observed in
the 5% and 10% cold-worked specimens without surface-cracks (Figure 13a,c), and 30% cold-worked
specimens also showed almost brittle fractures as shown in Figure 13e. However, in case of the
cold-worked steels with surface-cracks, the fraction of ductile fracture increased due to the effect
of surface-cracks after a surface-cracking technique even at very low temperatures (Figure 13b,d,f).
Therefore, the results of the Charpy impact test and fracture surface analysis were in good agreement
with the effect of enhanced impact toughness by a surface-cracking technique.
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Figure 12. Fracture surface of cold-worked specimens without or with surface-cracks at room
temperature (20 ◦C): (a) BM-CW05, (b) BM-CW05-L10, (c) BM-CW10, (d) BM-CW10-L10, (e) BM-CW30,
and (f) BM-CW30-L10.

 

Figure 13. Fracture surface of cold-worked specimens without or with surface-cracks at cryogenic
temperature (−180 ◦C): (a) BM-CW05, (b) BM-CW05-L10, (c) BM-CW10, (d) BM-CW10-L10,
(e) BM-CW30, and (f) BM-CW30-L10.
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3.6. Application of a Surface-Cracking Technique in Weld Metal

From the results of the experiments, the surface-cracking technique seems to be effective on
some brittle materials rather than the materials with fully ductile properties. In particular, it is very
important to improve the mechanical properties of the weld metal because the weld metal is more
brittle than the base metal. Therefore, we applied the surface-cracking technique to improve the impact
toughness of weld metal. The absorbed energy vs. test temperature curves for welded specimens
with surface-cracks is shown in Figure 14. The absorbed energy of welded specimens had a relatively
lower value compared to the as-received specimen. After a surface-cracking process, the absorbed
energy increased through the effect of surface-cracks at all temperature regions. As the number of
surface-cracks increased from 0 lines to 10 lines, the absorbed energy significantly increased. Similar
to the results of the cold-worked specimen, the effect of enhanced toughness in welded specimens
with surface-cracks happened at all temperature regions. It was clear that this effect occurred in brittle
conditions such as low temperatures, cold-worked steel, and weld metal.

This surface-cracking technique has enormous potential for improving the mechanical properties
of structure materials. For example, this technique is also applicable to corner areas of rectangular
structures. The rectangular structure has a high risk of fracture due to the concentration of stress on
the corner areas. It is possible to improve the toughness by inducing surface-cracks at the corner of
rectangular structures. We can also control the mechanical properties with this technique because
they are dependent on a cold-working level and surface-cracks. The application of this technique to
industrial products is designed to change their physical properties and thus improving the products’
toughness, resistance, performance, and durability. This may offer many benefits to the optimized
design of high-strength ductile metallic materials in the future.

Figure 14. The absorbed energy vs. test temperature curves for welded specimens with surface-cracks.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we have developed a new technique using a cold-working process and
surface-cracking process to increase the strength and toughness of stainless steels at the same time.
This surface-cracking technique has an enormous potential for improving the mechanical properties
of structure materials. We can also control the mechanical properties with this technique because
they are dependent on cold-working levels and surface-cracks. The application of this technology
in industrial products is designed to change their mechanical properties and thus improving the
products’ toughness, strength, and integrity. This may offer many benefits in the optimized design
of high-strength ductile metallic materials in the future. The main results obtained in this study are
as follows:
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1. After a cold-working process, the microstructure was changed from austenite single phase to
dual phases which consisted of austenite and martensite. The tensile strength and hardness
increased with an increase in the cold-working level. The phase transformation from austenite
to martensite and the increase in dislocations by plastic deformation led to the strengthening of
cold-worked STS304 steels.

2. The specimen with surface-cracks had a higher absorbed energy compared to the as-received
specimen without surface-cracks at low temperature regions (below −60 ◦C). The dissipation
of the crack propagation energy with surface-cracks enhanced the impact toughness, showing a
ductile fracture mode even in the cryogenic temperature region.

3. The absorbed energy of cold-worked steels decreased with a cold-working level. Comparing
the surface-cracking effect of specimens with the same cold-working level, the absorbed energy
of specimens with surface-cracks was two times higher than that of the specimen without
surface-cracks. In particular, the strength and toughness were simultaneously increased at 5%
cold-worked specimens with surface-cracks. The absorbed energy of the welded specimen had a
relatively lower value compared to the as-received specimen. After a surface-cracking process,
the absorbed energy was increased by effect of a surface-cracking process. Similar to the result of
the cold-worked specimen, toughening by a surface-cracking process in the welded specimen
happened in all temperature regions.
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Abstract: An investigation into the electrochemical corrosion behavior of X80 pipeline steel under
different elastic and plastic tensile stress in a CO2-saturated NaCl solution has been carried out by
using open-circuit potential, potentiodynamic polarization, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy,
and surface analysis techniques. The results show that the corrosion rate of X80 steel first increases
and then slightly decreases with the increase of elastic tensile stress, whereas the corrosion rate
sharply increases with the increase of plastic tensile stress. Both elastic and plastic tensile stress
can enhance steel corrosion by improving the electrochemical activity of both anodic and cathodic
reactions. Moreover, compared with elastic tensile stress, plastic tensile stress has a more significant
effect. Furthermore, electrochemical reactions for CO2 corrosion and mechanoelectrochemical effect
are used to reasonably explain the corrosion behavior of stressed X80 steel in CO2 environment.

Keywords: pipeline steel; tensile stress; corrosion; potentiodynamic polarization; EIS

1. Introduction

Pipeline has been acknowledged as a very efficient way for long-distance transportation of oil
and natural gas due to its advantages of large transport capacity, low cost, and high reliability. With
the increasing demand for oil and natural gas around the world, pipeline materials that are able to
satisfy the requirements of higher operating pressure, larger diameter and thinner wall thickness have
been paid more attention to. Therefore, the low-alloy high-strength pipeline steels like X70 and X80
become the best selection for new pipeline projects in China and some other countries due to their
excellent mechanical properties (strength, deformability, and toughness) and the superior weldability
of these steels [1]. However, in practice, pipelines have to suffer from severe environment conditions.
More specifically, during the oil or natural gas extraction and transmission process, the aggressive
impurities, especially carbon dioxide and chlorides, exist in produced oil and gas, and are unable to
be completely removed. Such an environment would easily result in severe CO2 corrosion, which
may reduce the service life of the pipeline and lead to the leakage of the pipeline [2]. Many studies
so far have focused on corrosion of high-strength pipeline steels in oil and natural gas transportation
environments [2–11].

Besides the aggressive medium, pipelines would also be subject to various stress conditions
resulting from internal pressure, soil movement, and so on [12], which play an important role in
corrosion behaviors. Some research efforts have been devoted to the effect of applied stress on the
corrosion of pipeline steel. Xu and Cheng [12,13] investigated the effect of uniaxial elastic stress and
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plastic strain on the corrosion of X100 pipeline steel in a near-neutral pH NS4 solution (a simulated
soil solution). They discovered that the static elastic stress has little effect on electrochemical corrosion
of steel, whereas plastic strain would enhance the steel corrosion by increasing corrosion activity of the
steel during plastic deformation. Boven et al. [14] reported that residual stress and applied stress can
both accelerate the corrosion process of X65 steel immersed in near-neutral pH NS4 solution. Bao et
al. [15] studied the electrochemical behavior of tensile stressed oil tube steel P110 exposed to a brine
solution with dissolved CO2. It was found that tensile stress can improve the surface thermodynamic
activity of P110 steels and accelerate the anodic and cathodic reactions. Li and Cheng [16] investigated
the corrosion behavior of X70 steel in carbonate-bicarbonate solution, and found that tensile stress
enhance the steel dissolution more significantly than compressive stress. Li et al. [17] studied the
corrosion of elastic-stressed X70 steel exposed to CO2- and H2S-contained brine solutions and the
results show that elastic tensile stress has less effect on the corrosion rate of X70 steel. Wang et al. [18]
investigated the effect strain on the corrosion behavior of X80 steel in NaCl aqueous solution. The
above researches provided valuable results of the synergism of stress and corrosive medium on pipeline
corrosion. However, systematic research on corrosion behavior of stressed high-strength pipeline steel
in the typical CO2 corrosion environment is still scarce, especially on the effect of different levels of
plastic stress on the corrosion of pipeline steel.

This study aims to investigate the effect of different levels of elastic and plastic tensile stress on
the corrosion behavior of the typical high-strength pipeline steel X80 in a CO2-saturated NaCl solution.
The electrochemical characteristics and corrosion rates of X80 steel under different tensile stress were
obtained, and the corrosion morphology was observed. The corrosion mechanism, taking account
into tensile stress, were analyzed to better understand the corrosion changes of stressed high-strength
pipeline steel in a CO2 environment.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Material and Solution

The experimental specimens were cut from a commercial LSAW (longitudinal submerged arc
welding) pipe made of X80 steel. Its chemical composition is listed in Table 1. The stress-strain
curve of the steel was measured on a rod specimen through an electronic tensile testing machine
(HH-YFML-EDC, Sinotest Equipment Co., Ltd., Changchun, China) with a drawing rate of 3 mm/min,
as shown in Figure 1. The mechanical parameters of the X80 steel are as follows: Yield strength (σys):
640 MPa; tensile strength (σb): 743 MPa; and yield-tensile ratio (λ): 0.861. The geometry and size of the
sample used in this work is shown in Figure 2. The surface of the specimen was coated by insulating
anticorrosive rubber except only 10 mm long surface at the middle part of the sample as the working
electrode. Before the electrochemical experiments, the working electrode surface would be polished
up to 1200-grit with SiC paper, washed with distilled water and alcohol, and then dried in a desiccator
until use.

Table 1. Chemical composition of X80 steel used in this work (wt%).

Steel C Si Mn P Nb Ti Al Mo Ni Cu Cr Fe

X80 0.05 0.22 1.78 0.01 0.055 0.015 0.044 0.26 0.256 0.143 0.03 Bal.
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Figure 1. Stress-strain curve of X80 steel at a drawing rate of 3 mm/min in air.

Figure 2. The geometry and the size of the X80 steel specimen (unit: mm).

The specimens were applied with a constant stress at 0%, 30%, 60%, 90%, 103%, 105%, and 108%
of its yield strength, respectively. At least three samples were used in each test to avoid accidental error.
The electrolyte solution was a 3.5 wt% NaCl aqueous solution (Tianjin Hengxing Chemical Reagent
Co., Ltd., Tianjin, China) dissolved with CO2. To eliminate the influence of oxygen, N2 was bubbled
through the electrolyte to deaerate the aqueous solution for at least one hour. Then, CO2 was injected
at a constant gas flow until the experiment ended. The experimental temperature was controlled to be
30 ± 1 ◦C during the measurement.

2.2. Experimental Set-Up

The experimental set-up used in this work is shown in Figure 3. It contains an electronic
tensile testing machine (HH-YFML-EDC, Sinotest Equipment Co., Ltd., Changchun, China) and
a plexiglas-made electrochemical cell. The electrochemical measurements were performed by using
a CorrTest CS350 electrochemical workstation (Wuhan Corrtest Instruments Corp., Ltd., Wuhan,
China) with a conventional three-electrode system, where the working electrode (WE) is the X80 steel
specimen, the reference electrode is a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and the counter electrode (CE)
is a platinum plate.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the experimental set-up for the electrochemical measurement on the
tensile specimen.

2.3. Electrochemical Measurements

The electrochemical methods used in this study include open-circuit potential test (OCP),
potentiodynamic polarization scan (PDS), and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurement
(EIS). The details of each method are described as follows.

OCP refers to the potential in the working electrode comparative to the reference electrode
when there is no polarization current or potential existing in the cell. It reflects the electrochemical
thermodynamic stability of the steel. The OCP of each specimen was measured from initial immersion
to stable value. The measurement time lasted about one hour.

After the stability of OCP, PDS was performed with a scan rate of 0.5 mV/s. The scanning
potential range is from −200 mV to 200 mV (vs. OCP). From the potentiodynamic polarization curve,
the information of electrochemical kinetics of the steel can be obtained by data fitting.

EIS is one of the widely used electrochemical techniques for studying electrode kinetics of
electrode materials due to its non-destructive nature [19,20], from which the electrolyte-electrode
interfacial information such as double-layer capacitance, charge-transfer resistance and diffusion
impedance can be obtained. In order to investigate the characteristics of electrode reaction of anode
and cathode, the EIS would be performed in the weak anodic and cathodic polarization regions,
respectively. The optima herefore, in this work, the EIS of each specimen was measured at −60 mV
and +60 mV (vs. OCP) with the sinusoidal perturbation amplitude of 10 mV and a frequency in the
range from 100 kHz to 0.01 Hz.

2.4. Surface Observation

The samples with 90 min of immersion under different tensile stress were examined on a
JSM-6390 (JEOL, Akishima, Tokyo, Japan) Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The corroded surface
morphology of the samples was observed.

3. Results

3.1. Open-Circuit Potential with Time

Figure 4 shows the open-circuit potentials of the X80 steel immersed in 3.5 wt% NaCl aqueous
solution with saturated CO2 under different elastic and plastic tensile stress. It can be seen that the OCP
of each sample gradually tends to be a steady-state value with time, though the obvious fluctuation
was observed in the beginning of immersion time, which indicates that the X80 steel under different
tensile stress reached the thermodynamic stable state. Additionally, in the elastic stress range, the
steady-state value of the OCP first decreases and then increases with the increasing tensile stress, while
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in the plastic stress range, the OCP monotonously decreases with the increase of tensile stress. Overall,
the OCPs of stressed X80 steel are more negative than that without tensile stress.

Figure 4. Open-circuit potential of X80 steel in 3.5 wt% NaCl aqueous solution with saturated CO2 at
30 ◦C under different elastic and plastic tensile stress.

3.2. Potentiodynamic Polarization

Figure 5 gives the potentiodynamic polarization curves of the tensile stressed X80 steel in 3.5 wt%
aqueous solution with saturated CO2 at 30 ◦C. The results reveal that all the polarization curves have
similar shapes; moreover, there is not an obvious cathodic Tafel region. The anodic Tafel slope of each
sample was obtained by fitting the polarization curves, as listed in Table 2.

Figure 5. Potentiodynamic polarization curves of X80 steel exposed to 3.5 wt% NaCl aqueous solution
with saturated CO2 at 30 ◦C under different elastic and plastic tensile stress.
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Table 2. Anodic Tafel slope obtained by Tafel fitting of polarization curves for X80 in 3.5 wt% NaCl
aqueous solution with saturated CO2 at 30 ◦C under different elastic and plastic tensile stress.

Tensile Stress 0%σys 30%σys 60%σys 90%σys 103%σys 105%σys 108%σys

ba/mV·dec−1 40.29 34.54 42.02 35.28 38.52 42.06 39.69

In addition, the corrosion rate of each X80 steel sample in 3.5 wt% NaCl aqueous solution with
saturated CO2 at 30 ◦C under different tensile stress was calculated based on the corrosion current
density through Faraday’s law:

vd = 8.76 × 103 × icorrM
zFρ

(mm·a−1), (1)

where M is the molar mass of metal (g·mol−1), ρ is the density of metal (g·cm−3), F is the Faraday
constant (96,485 C·mol−1), and icorr is the corrosion current density (A·cm−2) and it is obtained by
fitting the Tafel curves shown in Figure 5. The calculated results are shown in Figure 6. It is shown
clearly that, in the elastic stress range, the corrosion rate increases from 0.845 mm·a−1 at 0%σys to
1.442 mm·a−1 at 60%σys with the increasing tensile stress, and then slightly decreases to 1.110 mm·a−1

at 90%σys. In the plastic stress range, the corrosion rate increases sharply up to 2.631 mm·a−1 at
108%σys, which is about three times higher than that without tensile stress. The change tendency of
the corrosion rate is consistent with the observation from OCP. The above results indicate that both
elastic and plastic tensile stress can accelerate corrosion reaction rate of X80 steel in the experimental
solution, furthermore, plastic tensile stress plays a more important role in the corrosion process, as
compared to elastic tensile stress.

Figure 6. Corrosion rates of X80 steel exposed to 3.5 wt% NaCl aqueous solution with saturated CO2

under different elastic and plastic tensile stress at 30 ◦C by fitting potentiodynamic polarization curves.

3.3. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy

3.3.1. Anodic EIS

Figure 7a,b presents the Nyquist and Bode plots of X80 steel measured at +60 mV (vs. OCP)
in 3.5 wt% NaCl aqueous solution with saturated CO2 at 30 ◦C under elastic and plastic tensile
stress, respectively. Each Nyquist plot in elastic stress range is composed of a capacitive loop at high
frequency, an inductive loop, and a capacitive loop at low frequency. However, under plastic stress
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conditions, the Nyquist plots do not have the capacitive loop in the low frequency range. In general, the
capacitive loop at high frequency is associated with the electron transfer process on the surface as well
as the charge-discharge process of electrical double layer between the electrode surface and electrolyte
solution, while the data in the low frequency may be related to the adsorption of electrochemical
reaction intermediates.

Figure 7. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) curves of X80 steel measured at +60 mV (vs.
open-circuit potential, OCP) in 3.5 wt% NaCl aqueous solution with saturated CO2 under different (a)
elastic and (b) plastic tensile stress at 30 ◦C. Symbol: Experimental data; and line: Simulation data.

All the obtained EIS data for the X80 steel in the solution under elastic and plastic tensile stress
were fitted to the equivalent circuit models as indicated in Figure 8a,b, respectively. In Figure 8, the Rs,a

is the aqueous solution resistance, Rt,a the charge transfer resistance that occurs on the electrode surface,
RL,a the resistance which may result from intermediate reactions on electrode surface. Generally, the
electrical double layer is expressed as a capacitance component Cdl,a, but taking into account of the
dispersion effect, a constant phase angle element (CPEdl,a) Qdl,a is used to replace the Cdl,a in the fitting
procedure. The impedance of CPEdl,a is expressed as [19]

ZCPEdl,a =
1

Ydl,a(jω)ndl,a
, (2)

where Ydl,a is the constant in Ω−1·cm−2·sn, ndl,a is the number constant between 0 and 1, and ω is the
angular frequency. Thus, the total impedance of Figure 7a can be expressed by Equation (3), and that
of Figure 7b by Equation (4):

Z = Rs,a +
1

Ydl,a(jω)ndl,a + 1
Rt,a+

1
1/jωLa+1/RL,a

+ 1
jωCa+1/RC,a

, (3)
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Z = Rs,a +
1

Ydl,a(jω)ndl,a + 1
Rt,a+

1
1/jωLa+1/RL,a

, (4)

Figure 8. Equivalent circuit model for fitting the EIS measured at +60 mV (vs. OCP) under different (a)
elastic and (b) plastic tensile stress at 30 ◦C.

According to the equivalent circuit models shown in Figure 8, the impedance spectra for the
anodic dissolution of X80 steel have been fitted and some parameters are listed in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) parameters of X80 steel obtained by fitting
the EIS curves of X80 steel measured at +60 mV (vs. OCP) in 3.5 wt% NaCl aqueous solution with
saturated CO2 under elastic tensile stress at 30 ◦C.

Tensile Stress RS,a/Ω·cm2 Ydl,a/Ω−1·cm−2·sn ndl,a Rt,a/Ω·cm2 La/H·cm2 RL,a/Ω·cm2 Ca/F·cm-2 RC,a/Ω·cm2

0 1.858 0.0005508 0.7866 16.30 1.5200 9.809 3.870 6.825
30%σys 1.575 0.0004375 0.8186 14.95 1.3050 8.360 4.046 7.034
60%σys 1.273 0.0007162 0.7938 10.65 0.8289 5.958 6.738 2.879
90%σys 1.682 0.0005311 0.7905 15.51 1.3490 9.387 3.751 97.718

Table 4. EIS parameters of X80 steel obtained by fitting the EIS curves of X80 steel measured at +60 mV
(vs. OCP) in 3.5 wt% NaCl aqueous solution with saturated CO2 under plastic tensile stress at 30 ◦C.

Tensile Stress RS,a/Ω·cm2 Ydl,a/Ω−1·cm−1·sn ndl,a Rt,a/Ω·cm2 La/H·cm2 RL,a/Ω·cm2

103%σys 1.308 0.0007835 0.7555 12.94 1.59 8.573
105%σys 1.268 0.0006818 0.7937 10.25 1.274 6.282
108%σys 1.355 0.0007329 0.7872 9.52 1.477 6.588

The charge transfer resistance Rt,a listed in Tables 3 and 4 reflect the anodic reaction rate caused
by tensile stress, that is, the larger the Rt,a, the lower the reaction rate. From the Tables, it can be
seen that the value of Rt,a first decreases and then increases with the increase of elastic tensile stress,
and decreases in plastic stress state, which is consistent with the change tendency observed from the
polarization curves.

3.3.2. Cathodic EIS

Figure 9 shows the Nyquist and Bode plots of the X80 steel measured at −60 mV (vs. OCP) in
3.5 wt% NaCl aqueous solution with saturated CO2 at 30 ◦C under different tensile stress. Similar
shapes of the Nyquist and Bode plots are observed from 0%σys to 108%σys, suggesting that the cathodic
reactions of all samples follow the same mechanism, which is also supported by the polarization curves.
As shown in Figure 9, each Nyquist plot consists of a high-frequency capacitance and a low-frequency
line (Warburg impedance). The former is related to electron transfer and charge-discharge of double
layer capacitance, and the latter is produced by the diffusion of cathode active species. According
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to the electrochemical features of the cathodic polarization region and cathodic EIS of samples, it
can be obtained that cathodic reaction process is mixed controlled by charge transfer and active
species diffusion.

The impedance spectra were fitted by an equivalent circuit of Figure 10 where RS,c represents the
resistance of the aqueous solution, Rt,c the charge transfer resistance, Qdl,c the constant phase angle
element used to replace Cdl,c, and ZW,c the Warburg impedance suggesting a diffusion-controlled
reaction. The Warburg impedance ZW,c is expressed by Equation (5)

ZW,c = AW,c(jω)−0.5, (5)

where AW,c is the coefficient of ZW,c. The total impedance of Figure 9 can be expressed by Equation (6).

Z = Rs,c +
1

Ydl,c(jω)ndl,c + 1
Rt,c+ZW,c

, (6)

Figure 9. EIS curves of X80 steel measured at −60 mV (vs. OCP) in 3.5 wt% NaCl aqueous solution
with saturated CO2 under different elastic and plastic tensile stress at 30 ◦C. Symbol: Experimental
data; Line: simulation data.

Figure 10. Equivalent circuit model for fitting the EIS measured at −60 mV (vs. OCP) under different
elastic and plastic tensile stress at 30 ◦C.

Table 5 lists the fitted results of the impedance spectra in Figure 9. Here, Rt,c reflects the cathodic
reaction rate caused by tensile stress. Table 5 shows that the value of Rt,c decreases from 573.3 Ω·cm2

at 0%σys to 228.0 Ω·cm2 at 60%σys, then goes up to 519.2 Ω·cm2 at 90%σys, while under plastic stress
conditions it decreases from 260.7 Ω·cm2 at 103%σys to 196.9 Ω·cm2 at 108%σys. While Rt,c is not
monotonously decreased with the increasing tensile stress, the Rt,cs of all stressed samples are smaller
than that without tensile stress, which means both the elastic and plastic tensile stress are able to
enhance the cathodic reactions.
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Table 5. EIS parameters of X80 steel obtained by fitting the EIS curves of X80 steel measured at −60 mV
(vs. OCP) in 3.5 wt% NaCl aqueous solution with saturated CO2 under different elastic and plastic
tensile stress at 30 ◦C.

Tensile Stress RS,c /Ω·cm2 Ydl,c /Ω−1·cm−2·sn ndl,c Rt,c /Ω·cm2 AW,c /Ω·cm2·s−0.5

0 1.914 0.0003185 0.8375 571.3 0.002394
30%σys 1.599 0.0003293 0.8463 465.5 0.003021
60%σys 1.449 0.0008707 0.8009 228.0 0.006291
90%σys 1.446 0.0003825 0.8295 474.6 0.003360
103%σys 1.319 0.0006090 0.8200 260.7 0.004155
105%σys 1.278 0.0001056 0.7876 212.0 0.007714
108%σys 1.314 0.0009652 0.8065 196.9 0.006539

3.4. Characterizations of Corroded Samples

Figure 11 presents the SEM photographs of corroded surface of X80 steel 3.5 wt% NaCl aqueous
solution with saturated CO2 under different elastic and plastic tensile stress. It is shown that without
tensile stress (Figure 11a), several corrosion products are on the steel surface. Under elastic tensile
stress range, a little more corrosion product is observed (Figure 11b–d). However, under plastic tensile
stress range, not only corrosion products but also pits appear on the surface of the steel (Figure 11e–g),
indicating that the surface activity of the samples under plastic tensile stress is higher than that under
elastic tensile stress.

Figure 11. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) photographs of corroded surface of X80 steel in 3.5 wt%
NaCl aqueous solution with saturated CO2 at 30 ◦C under different tensile stress: (a) 0%σys; (b) 30%σys;
(c) 60%σys; (d) 90%σys; (e) 103%σys; (f) 105%σys; and (g) 108%σys.

4. Discussion

4.1. Electrochemical Reactions for CO2 Corrosion

The experimental solution in this study is a typical CO2 corrosion environment. As far as CO2

corrosion goes, it is a complex process involving a number of chemical, electrochemical, and mass
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transport processes [21]. When CO2 is injected into an aqueous solution, it is first hydrated to generate
a weak acid (H2CO3):

CO2 + H2O ↔ H2CO3, (7)

Then, the H2CO3 is dissociated in two steps:

H2CO3 ↔ H+ + HCO−
3 , (8)

HCO−
3 ↔ H+ + CO2−

3 , (9)

which results in an acidic and corrosive solution. Subsequently, electrochemical corrosion reactions
take place on the electrode surface, where the anodic reaction refers to the oxidation of iron:

Fe → Fe2+ + 2e, (10)

There are several possible mechanisms proposed for explaining iron oxidation reaction in acidic
media [2,22], where the consecutive mechanism proposed by Bockris et al. [23] has been commonly
used to describe the anodic current in CO2 corrosion of mild steel. In this study, the anodic polarization
curves shown in Figure 5 have a Tafel slope (ba) of around 40 mV (see Table 2), which is in accordance
with the consecutive mechanism expressed by the reactions (11)–(13).

Fe + H2O → FeOHads + H+ + e, (11)

FeOHads → FeOH+
ads + e, (12)

FeOH+
ads → Fe2+ + OH−, (13)

The rate-determining step for the consecutive mechanism is the reaction (12) in which the
adsorption of the reaction intermediate FeOHads results in the low-frequency capacitance Ca and
low-frequency inductance La of the anodic Nyquist plots, as shown in Figure 7.

For the CO2 corrosion system, the cathodic reaction refers to the hydrogen evolution reaction
which is a family of cathodic reactions that all have molecular hydrogen as their product, which
contains the reduction of H+, H2CO3, HCO−

3 , and H2O:

2H+ + 2e → H2, (14)

2H2CO3 + 2e → H2 + HCO−
3 , (15)

2HCO−
3 + 2e → H2 + 2CO2−

3 , (16)

2H2O + 2e → H2 + 2OH−, (17)

Reaction (14) is the most important cathodic reaction in an acidic solution. However, in the
CO2 system, the cathodic reaction is related to the CO2 partial pressure and the pH value of the
experimental solution [21]. At low pH (<4), reaction (14) is dominant owing to the high concentration
of H+. When pH lies between 4 and 6, besides the H+ reduction, reaction (15) becomes important, and
the total cathodic current is contributed by reactions (14) and (15) [24]. In this study, the pH value of
the experimental solution was measured to be 4.0, which indicates that the reduction of H+ and H2CO3

are the main cathodic reactions. Therefore, the capacitance loop in the high-frequency zone in the
cathodic Nyquist plots, as shown in Figure 9, reflects the electron transfer of H+ reduction and H2CO3

reduction as well as the charge-discharge of double layer capacitance. What is more, besides electron
charge transfer, the mass transfer of H+ and H2CO3 has an important influence on cathodic current
of reactions (14) and (15), which gives rise to a deviation from cathodic Tafel behavior, as shown in
Figure 9, and brings the Warburg impedance in the low-frequency zone in the cathodic Nyquist plots
(see Figure 9).
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4.2. Mechanoelectrochemical Effect

According to the mechanoelectrochemical theory proposed by Gutman [25], the applied load
can affect the electrochemical properties of the electrode. The change of equilibrium electrochemical
potential by applied load is expressed as follows [25]

Δϕ0
e = −ΔPVM

zF
, (18)

where P is the excess pressure (Pa), VM is the molar volume of metal (m3·mol−1), and z is the number
of transferred electron. This equation indicates that an applied load would decrease the potential of
the steel and increase its electrochemical thermodynamic activity.

When the tensile stress reaches the plastic zone, the plastic stress leads to the appearance of the
dislocation pile-up group at the barrier through the movement and proliferation of dislocation, which
would affect the electrode potential by the following equation [25,26]:

Δϕ0
p = − nΔτR

αkNmaxzF
, (19)

where Δϕ0
p is the change in equilibrium potential owing to plastic deformation of the electrode, Δτ

reflects the extent of work hardening, numerically equaling the residual stress caused by dislocations,
n is the number of dislocation in a dislocation pile-up, R is the ideal gas constant, k is the Boltzmann
constant, α is the average dislocation density, and Nmax is the maximal number of dislocation in unit
volume. It is a big challenge to calculate the Δϕ0

p by Equation (19), since the parameters involved in
Equation (19) are difficult to be measured accurately in experiment. However, based on this equation,
it is undoubted that with the increase of the plastic stress, the number of dislocations increases, and as
a result, the electrode potential decreases and the steel corrosion is enhanced.

In this study, a negative shift of corrosion potential is observed in both elastic and plastic regions,
as shown in Figure 4; moreover, the potential in the plastic stress region is more negative than that
in the elastic stress region, which indicates the electrochemical corrosion activity of the steel was
improved by the tensile stress, and plastic stress is more significant for corrosion activity compared
with elastic stress.

4.3. Corrosion of Stressed Pipeline Steels in CO2 Environment

According to the above analysis, we attempted to describe, qualitatively, the corrosion behavior
of X80 steel under tensile stress in CO2 environment. Figure 12 shows the schematic diagram of
the possible corrosion process of stressed X80 steel in CO2 environment. Without applied stress, the
corrosion process of the steel is just controlled by the combination of cathodic charge transfer and
active species diffusion (Figure 12a). Under elastic tensile stress, stress would take effect according to
mechano-electrochemical theory. At relatively low tensile stress, only a few dislocation in the steel
start to move by tensile stress, which does not affect the corrosion process, but with the increase of
tensile stress, the edge dislocation would appear on the steel surface, which results in the increases of
the active sites on the surface (Figure 12b). At very high elastic stress (i.e., 90%σys in this study), the
pre-existing dislocation pile-up in the steel would be relaxed and no new ones formed [18], therefore,
the corrosion activity of the steel slightly decreases (Figure12c) and hence its corrosion morphology is
not obviously different from that at other elastic stress states (Figure 11c,d). In general, elastic tensile
stress has a limited effect on the corrosion of X80 steel. However, under plastic tensile stress conditions,
slipping begins to take place and several slip planes emerge at the surface of steel, which largely
increases the corrosion activity of the steel surface. The active dissolution would preferentially occur
from local areas of exit of slip planes, as a result, the corrosion is significantly accelerated (Figure 12d).
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Figure 12. Schematic of corrosion of stressed X80 steel in CO2 environment.

5. Conclusions

(1) Corrosion rate of stressed X80 steel in 3.5 wt% NaCl aqueous solution with saturated CO2 at 30 ◦C
increases from 0.845 mm·a−1 at 0%σys to 1.442 mm·a−1 at 60%σys, and then slightly decreases to
1.110 mm·a−1 at 90%σys due to partial stress relaxation and dislocation annihilation at very high
elastic stress. In the plastic stress range, corrosion rate increases sharply up to 2.631 mm·a−1 at
108%σys, which is about three times higher than that without tensile stress.

(2) Both elastic tensile stress and plastic tensile stress can decrease the electrode potential and
improve the electrochemical corrosion activity of X80 steel in CO2-saturated NaCl aqueous
solution. Moreover, plastic tensile stress has a more significant effect than elastic tensile stress.

(3) According to potentiodynamic polarization and EIS analysis, both anodic and cathodic reactions
are accelerated by tensile stress.

(4) According to the mechano-electrochemical theory, the corrosion of stressed X80 steel is
significantly affected by the surface activity, which has much to do with the microscopic defect
(like dislocation and slip plane) on the surface caused by tensile stress.
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Abstract: A numerical method for the precise calculation of temperature, velocity and pressure
profiles of the α-β brass indirect hot extrusion process is presented. The method solves the
Navier–Stokes equations for non-Newtonian liquids with strain-rate and temperature-dependent
viscosity that is formulated using established constitutive laws based on the Zener–Hollomon type
equation for plastic flow stress. The method can be implemented with standard computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) software, has relatively low computational cost, and avoids the numerical artifacts
associated with other methods commonly used for such processes. A response surface technique is
also implemented, and it is thus possible to build a reduced order model that approximately maps
the process with respect to all combinations of its parameters, including the extrusion speed and
brass phase constitution. The reduced order model can be a very useful tool for production, because
it instantaneously provides important quantities, such as the average pressure or the temperature
of hot-spots that are formed due to the combined effect of die/billet friction and the generation of
heat from plastic deformation (adiabatic shear deformation heating). This approach can assist in the
preliminary evaluation of the metal flow pattern, and in the prediction and prevention of critical
extrusion failures, thus leading to subsequent process and product quality improvements.

Keywords: brass extrusion; CFD simulation; extrusion failures; plastic deformation processing

1. Introduction

Brasses are Cu–Zn alloys, characterized by high corrosion resistance, electrical and thermal
conductivity, superior mechanical properties, and formability. The main industrial applications of
solid or hollow brass rods are based on their superior performance in machining operations, required
for high precision and productivity manufacturing processes, especially for alloys with lead [1–4].

The emerging requirements for the replacement of leaded brasses by new lead-free or low-lead
brasses (foreseen by the relevant regulations, especially for drinking water installations), as well as
the prevention of critical failures and defects (e.g., during hot working), become strictly specified and
necessary for the establishment of sustainable and economically viable processing routes with superior
productivity and exceptional product quality. The following actions may be considered mandatory in
achieving such goals:

(a) Rigorous review and re-engineering (revision) of brass rod production process conditions
and product performance evaluation. The study of the evolution of microstructure and mechanical
properties that control service performance, such as fracture resistance of brass rods used in mechanical,
electrotechnical and hydraulic applications was systematically studied in Ref. [5–8].
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(b) Assessment and deployment of optimum final machining process conditions, in order to
achieve superior machinability properties directly applicable to final product manufacturing, as it is
dictated by the widespread applications of solid and hollow brass rods. Such studies were mainly
focused in the optimization of various machining criteria under certain machining process parameters
variation, using parametric and non-parametric studies, e.g., design of experiments (DOE) and analysis
of variance (ANOVA) approaches (see relevant Ref. [9–11]).

The production sequence of brass rods embraces the following metallurgical processes/stages [2]:
(a) casting, (b) hot extrusion, (c) pickling and (d) cold drawing. Extra heat treatment stages (final or
intermediate) may be added depending on the requirements of the final application. An informative
flow chart of a typical brass rod production process is illustrated in Ref. [2]. Defects and failures that
may be inherited from casting and/or extrusion processes cannot be easily eliminated. On the contrary,
critical production defects and failures remain in the final product. These constitute significant sources
of quality rejections (during production, “in-process” failures), and are considered as insidious since
they could skip final inspection undetected, and thus “pass freely” in the field of application, where the
risk of failure and the relevant implications (material, economic and other losses) may be enormous.
A review of such brass rods and component defects and failures is presented systematically in Ref. [12].
In this study, the various types of common failures, originating from casting, extrusion, drawing,
as well as those originating in the field of service are analytically presented in a “cause-and-effect”
approach. More specifically, two main extrusion defects/failures are accounted: the “back-end” defect
and the “hot-shortness/overheating” damage, which are both related to metal flow abnormalities
during hot extrusion. The latter is a combination of frictional heat dissipation and deformation heat
generation, due to intense adiabatic shear, which gives rise to the creation of hazardous “hot-spots”,
resulting subsequently in the deterioration of microstructure, softening, strain localization and final
rupture. Very often, the local temperature spikes reaches and surpasses solidus temperature, leading
to inevitable localized melting and severe cracking.

Highlighting the explicit demand of the product quality optimization, via the defect/failure
minimization during hot extrusion, a precise knowledge of the metal-flow pattern and the relationships
with the principal process parameters is of paramount importance.

To this end, a simulation of hot extrusion plastic flow was attempted here, treated as a fluid
dynamics process, coupled with the theory of plastic deformation of solid materials. This was based on
the plausible assumption that the hot metal is past its elastic behavior regime and flows like a viscous
fluid, while obeying a certain law of hot creep [13]. Moreover, in order for the computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) software to be applicable, it is prerequisite that plastic stress does not depend on
the material strain but, instead, it depends only on the strain rate and temperature [14]. In the next
section, a model is presented, based on fundamental conservation equations and the Zener–Hollomon
parameter, which is of major significance for the mathematical formulation of stress as a function of
strain rate. The deployment of fluid dynamics models and governing equations could be utilized for
the treatment of plastic flow of metals [15–17].

The extrusion of brass for the production of solid and hollow rods covers numerous applications
in the field of the manufacturing of mechanical, hydraulic and electrical components. The presence
of critical production defects, associated with extrusion abnormalities, could affect acutely the life
expectancy of critical parts and compromise the reliability and safety of installations and machine
operation during their service time. The brass extrusion process, using material constitutive models,
has been already studied [18–20]. However, the comprehensive investigation of the indirect extrusion
process of dual-phase brass alloys, combining the utilization of a CFD numerical model and constitutive
equations (Zener–Hollomon type), in the frame of featuring and predicting potential defects or failures
during production, through visualization of flow pattern and temperature distribution is a novel and
original approach which has not been published elsewhere according to the best of our knowledge.

The present CFD-based approach of extrusion with constitutive laws is rigorous and original.
Its role is to retrieve valuable information and provide preliminary indications of high failure risks
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by analyzing thoroughly the metal flow pattern. Furthermore, the present study demonstrates a
significant industrial value, since the construction of a reduced order model provides sufficient
simplicity and functionality, especially in a plant-based environment, expanding the perspectives of
product and process quality improvements. Therefore, models based on the above methodology
(“metal-flow-mapping”) could result in preliminary predictions of quality and could evaluate
failure propensity in the plant environment, thus resulting effectively in the achievement of process
consistency and stability leading to the minimization and prevention of final product defects.

2. Numerical Model and Experimental Method

This section presents the fundamentals and technical details of the numerical method as well as
some information of the experimental aspects, e.g., in-situ temperature measurements, metallography
and fractography. Section 2.1.1 presents the fundamental mathematical formulation, which is
essentially a boundary value problem of fluid flow and heat transfer, adjusted to accommodate
the rheology of the hot extrusion of brass. This section is complemented by the Appendix A, where
the adjustment of the momentum transfer equations is presented in detail. In Sections 2.1.2–2.1.3
we present the details of the boundary value problem and specifically the computational domain
and the boundary conditions. In Section 2.2 we present the utilized model of plastic stress for
dual-phase brasses, based on a simple mixture law, together with Zener–Hollomon type equations.
Sections 2.1.1–2.2 fully describe the numerical model and Section 2.3 lists its assumptions. Section 2.4
describes briefly the technique used to yield a reduced order model from the original numerical model
and Section 2.5 lists the input and output parameters of the reduced order model. Section 2.6 contains a
table with the utilized thermo-physical properties and Section 2.7 provides details of the computational
mesh and also some preliminary validation of the model. Finally, Section 2.8 briefly explains the
experimental methods used in this work.

2.1. Model Desciption—Mathematical Formulation

2.1.1. Governing Equations

The material is considered incompressible and, therefore, the continuity equation is applied in the
following form:

∇ · v = 0, (1)

where v is the velocity field. Equation (1) is coupled with the momentum transfer equation:

ρ
∂v
∂t

+ ρv · ∇v = −∇p + 2μ
( .
ε, T

)∇ · .
ε, (2)

where ρ is the density, p is the pressure,
.
ε is the rate-of-strain tensor, defined as

.
ε = 1/2

(
∇v + (∇v)T

)
, μ is the dynamic viscosity that is a function of temperature (denoted

as T) and the equivalent strain rate (denoted as
.
ε); the equivalent strain rate is a magnitude of the

tensor,
.
ε, which is consistent with the von Mises yield criterion and is computed using the second

invariant of
.
ε (details in the Appendix A). Equation (2) is similar to the momentum transfer equation for

non-Newtonian liquids [15,16]. In fact, we treat the hot plastically deforming metal as a non-Newtonian
liquid with variable viscosity that is derived from semi-empirical laws of creep [14,17]. The expression
for μ is:

μ
( .
ε, T

)
=

σp
( .
ε, T

)
3

.
ε

, (3)

where σp is the plastic stress computed from the Garofalo equation; its formula is presented is
Section 2.2 (for more details on the association between the dynamic viscosity and the plastic stress
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through (3) refer to the Appendix A). The simultaneous solution of (1)–(2) with the heat transfer
equation is required to obtain the temperature field, T:

ρcp
∂T
∂t

+ ρcpv · ∇T = k∇2T + 2Cμ
( .
γ, T

) .
ε : ∇v, (4)

where cp is the specific heat and k is the thermal conductivity. The last term on the right-hand side
(RHS) of (4) is the heating rate due to viscous dissipation [16]; its contribution is significant in cases of
very viscous liquids with high shear rates. The constant, C, is the conversion ratio of viscous shear
stresses to heat (a value of C = 0.9 is used [17], i.e., 90% conversion to heat).

2.1.2. Solution Domain

Equations (1)–(4) are solved in the axisymmetric domain Ω1, depicted in Figure 1 that represents
an indirect extrusion process. The process is simulated over a quasi-steady-state window of operation
that starts shortly after the press reaches a constant speed and terminates before the ram gets too close
to the die. During the steady-state operation all the relevant process quantities (temperature, pressure,
etc.) remain constant and therefore, the transient terms on the left hand side (LHS) of (2) and (4) may
be ignored.

To simulate the steady-state, a small domain, Ω1, is only required, which captures the flow field
near the die. Far from the die, the flow field is uniform. This implies that the billet moves at a constant
velocity and does not deform, i.e., at a certain distance from the die, the material is not affected by
the process. This is a good approximation for indirect extrusion where the container moves together
with the billet and there is virtually no friction between them. If there is significant friction with the
container walls, then the entire billet is deformed and the solution domain should contain the entire
billet. This is the case for direct extrusion.

The domains Ω2 and Ω3, correspond to the extrusion container and die, respectively. The model
includes only the innermost steel layer of the container surface area (liner). The die is modeled as a
single uniform item, instead of two distinct steel parts (die & die holder). In Ω3 only the heat transfer
Equation (4) is solved, by eliminating all the terms except for the heat conduction term (first term
in the RHS), whereas in Ω2 the convective term is retained (second term in the LHS) with uniform
horizontal velocity equal to the extrusion speed S, because of the equality between the container and
billet speeds.

Figure 1. Solution domain for the steady-state indirect extrusion problem. Only a small segment of the
billet near the die is considered, where the effects of the process are significant; far from the die the billet
is relatively unaffected by the process. The domain consists of three subdomains, Ω1, Ω2 and Ω3 (billet,
container and die respectively), with their corresponding boundaries denoted as ∂iΩ1, ∂iΩ2 and ∂iΩ3.
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2.1.3. Boundary Conditions

The conditions imposed on the boundaries of Ω1—denoted ∂iΩ1—are:
Uniform inlet velocity on the left boundary of Ω1,

vr|∂1Ω1
= 0 (5)

vz|∂1Ω1
= S, (6)

where vr and vz are the velocity components (radial and axial, respectively) and S is the extrusion speed.
Zero pressure on the outlet:

p|∂5Ω1
= 0. (7)

The extruded shell sticks to the container walls and therefore, its relative velocity with respect
to the container is zero. Since the relative velocity of the container with respect to the die is 0
(radial component) and S (axial component), thereby the velocity of the shell (prescribed at the
boundary denoted “shell outlet”) is:

vr|∂3Ω1
= 0 (8)

vz|∂3Ω1
= S. (9)

It should be noted that by using the boundary conditions (8) and (9), we explicitly restrict any
back-extrusion through the gap between the ram and the container. However, we do not observe any
back-extrusion in the current process and therefore, Equations (8) and (9) are valid.

Prescribed tangential viscous stress (skin friction) on the die walls is,

τnt|∂4Ω1
= f v · t, (10)

where t is the unit tangent vector to the die walls, f is the friction factor derived from a simple
model of hydrodynamic lubrication and τnt is the tangential component of the viscous stress vector
(τnt = τn · t = n · τ · t; n is the unit normal vector to the die walls). The lubrication model
considers laminar flow between two parallel plates, one of them stationary and the other sliding. Thus,
the friction factor is equal to the dynamic viscosity (μ) of the lubricant over the size of the gap (L)
between the parallel plates.

f =
μ

L
. (11)

For a viscous lubricant such as a graphite paste that is used in the process, a viscosity in the order
of 102 Pa s is expected, with a layer thickness in the order of microns. Therefore, the friction factor is
expected to be in the order of 108 Ns/m3. It should be noted, however, that f cannot be determined
from (11), since the lubrication layer thickness is generally unknown. Instead, we can adjust f to match
experimental measurements of the process quantity that is mostly sensitive to it (see Section 3.5), which
is the maximum temperature of the extruded product.

Zero tangential viscous stress (slip condition) on the container walls:

τnt|∂2Ω1
= 0. (12)

Uniform inlet temperature:
T|∂1Ω1

= Tin. (13)

Temperature continuity on the container and die walls that are in contact with the billet:

T|∂2Ω1
= T|∂4Ω2

(14)
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T|∂4Ω1
= T|∂1Ω3. (15)

Zero conductive heat flux on the outer die walls and on the left/right container walls:

n · ∇T|∂1Ω2
= n · ∇T|∂3Ω2

= n · ∇T|∂2Ω3
= 0. (16)

Heat dissipation on the outer container wall via a simple cooling law:

n · k∇T|∂2Ω2
= h(T − T∞), (17)

where h is the heat transfer coefficient and T∞ is the ambient temperature; T∞ is prescribed at 27 ◦C for
the present work. It should be noted that the cooling law has little physical meaning here, since ∂2Ω1 is
not an outer wall that is exposed to the ambient air, but an inner wall between layers of steel. However,
this equation can be used in lieu of a more accurate formulation, with the goal of approximating the
average measured temperature of the inner steel liner. In other words, the heat transfer coefficient h is
adjusted till the average temperature of Ω2 matches the measured temperature.

2.2. Plastic Stress

The plastic stress in (3) is calculated through the Garofalo equation [18,19]:

A
[
sin h

(
aσp

)]n
= Z, (18)

where A (s−1), a (MPa−1) and n (dimensionless) are parameters that depend on the composition of the
material and Z is the Zener–Hollomon parameter [20]:

Z =
.
ε exp

(
Q
RT

)
, (19)

where
.
ε is the equivalent strain rate, Q (J/mol) is the activation energy, R (J/(molK)) is the universal

gas constant and T (K) is the absolute temperature. The parameters of Equations (18) and (19) are
usually derived from hot torsion experiments with variable temperature and torsion speed [18–22].
By substituting (19) in (18) and solving for σp, we acquire the plastic stress that is used in (3):

σp
( .
ε, T

)
=

arcsinh

⎛
⎝( .

ε exp
(

Q
RT

)
A

) 1
n
⎞
⎠

a
(20)

Equation (20) is valid for a single phase alloy. Otherwise, if there are multiple phases with
considerably different mechanical properties, e.g., α and β phases of brass, then (20) loses its validity.
This happens with the current case of the CW626N alloy, which could be approximated with a CuZn33
brass that also includes other alloying elements. The pure CuZn33 may be an α-brass, but in our
case and based on the analysis of the brass billets in production, the equivalent Zn [23] (by virtue of
the minor alloying elements and especially Al) is approximately 40%, which corresponds to a binary
CuZn40. The equivalent Zn shifts the alloy composition to the regime of (α + β)-brass and as such
Equation (20) cannot be used.

Spigarelli et al. [18] suggested that two Garofalo equations could be used instead, one for each
brass phase, with a different set of parameters each. The individual plastic stresses, coming from the
two equations, contribute to the true plastic stress through a volumetric mixing law:

σp =
(
1 − fβ

)
σp,α + fβσp,β (21)
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where fβ is the β-phase volume fraction, σp,α is the α-phase plastic stress and σp,β is the β-phase plastic
stress. The single-phase brass plastic stress (σp,α and σp,β) is computed using (20), with parameters
obtained from hot torsion experiments of single-phase brasses. There is no definite selection of the
composition of those brasses, but a reasonable option is to choose single-phase brasses that are close to
the transition to dual phase (α + β)-brass. For σp,β a good selection of pure β-brass is CuZn44 that is
marginally close to the transition to dual (α + β)-brass. Similarly for σp,α a good selection is CuZn36.

We use Equation (21) in the simulations, with σp,α and σp,β that correspond to the plastic stresses
of α-brass CuZn36 and β-brass CuZn44, respectively. Each individual plastic stress is computed
by (20) using the parameters in Table 1 (reported in [19]). The use of a mixing law is essential, because
at the process temperature (715 ◦C) and according to (21), the α-phase is three to four times harder
(depending to the strain rate) than the β-phase. This large discrepancy of the mechanical properties
between the two phases, reflects on the process parameters as well, especially on the extrusion pressure
and temperature. For example, a pure α-phase brass develops an average pressure and maximum
temperature during the process, approximately 380 MPa and 820 ◦C, whereas a pure β-phase develops
only 140 MPa and 760 ◦C (S = 0.015 m/s, Tin = 715 ◦C).

Table 1. Parameters of Equation (20) for the single-phase brasses, CuZn36 (α-brass) and CuZn44
(β-brass).

Brass Q (J/mol) A (s−1) n (Dimensionless) a (MPa−1)

CuZn36 157,000 6.60 × 109 4.5 6.58 × 10−3

CuZn44 92,000 1.44 × 107 3.0 9.21 × 10−3

2.3. Model Assumptions

The following model assumptions were used:

• Brass phases in the billet are distributed evenly (no spatial variation).
• There is no phase transition during the extrusion process, i.e., α-brass to β-brass or vice-versa.
• The temperature of the billet, far from the die (inlet temperature), is uniform.
• The process is in steady-state regime.
• Heat generation due to skin friction between the billet and the die is neglected. Heat is only

produced due to the deformation of the billet.
• The alloying elements contribute only to the equivalent Zn.
• There is no friction between container and billet.
• The friction between billet and die is based on a simple hydrodynamic lubrication model.

2.4. Reduced Order Model

The CFD model is reduced, using rigorous mathematical techniques (not described here).
The reduced order model operates as a replacement of the CFD model and its purpose is to be used
by production engineers, without any prior training, neither extensive knowledge of the extrusion
process (physics, mathematics, etc.).

The reduced order model is based on the response surface method, initially introduced by Box
and Wilson [24] and currently implemented with the DesignXplorer tool (version 18.2, Ansys Inc.,
Canonsburg, PA, USA) [25]. In essence, it relates output process parameters such as average outlet
temperature, extrusion pressure, etc. (in the method nomenclature, these are the response parameters),
with input parameters such as the extrusion speed, friction factor, etc. Unlike the CFD model which is
computationally intensive and may require execution times from hours to days, the reduced order
model, once established, produces results instantaneously and can be used to extensively investigate
the process characteristics with respect to several input parameters (see Section 3.6). It should be
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noted, however, that the establishment of the reduced order model requires design of (computational)
experiments (DoE) [25,26] and as such, it is by itself a computationally intensive task.

2.5. Process Parameters

The process parameters are separated in input parameters (imposed on the process,
e.g., extrusion speed), and output parameters (dictated by the process and dependent on the input
parameters, e.g., average temperature of the extruded product).

2.5.1. Input Parameters

The considered input parameters are shown in Table 2. The extrusion speed, S, is directly set by
the control system of the hydraulic press. The inlet temperature, Tin, is equal to the temperature of
the billet (considered uniform) right before the start of the extrusion process. It should be noted that
currently there are no means to determine whether Tin is in fact equal to the temperature of the billet
before it enters the container, e.g., there may be a significant decrease and non-uniformity of the billet
temperature if it stays idle in the container.

The β-phase volume fraction, fβ, is determined by the equivalent Zn of the billet. The simplest
approach to calculate fβ, would be to assume phase equilibrium at Tin and consult the binary Cu–Zn
phase diagram. Given the equivalent Zn of the brass used in the process (~40%), the volume fraction
of β-phase at the extrusion temperature is approximately 0.5.

In the current model, there is no method to determine h and therefore, it was approached
in a different manner, described in Section 2.1.3: h was adjusted until the average temperature of
the container liner reaches the measured temperature (measurements performed with an optical
pyrometer); for this case study the average temperature is ~550 ◦C and h was determined
(by trial-and-error) to about 1.7 W (m2 K).

The friction factor, f, is yet another unknown input parameter that depends on the lubricant type
and may be determined using an approach similar to that used for the determination of h. f has a strong
impact on the temperature of the extruded product (see Section 3.5) and, thus, it may be adjusted until
the calculated average temperature at the outlet of the container, reaches the measured temperature.

Table 2. Input parameters.

Input Parameter Notation
Alternate Notation

(Reduced Order Model)
Units

Extrusion speed S P3 m/s
Friction factor f P4 Ns/m3

Heat transfer coefficient on the liner
outer walls h P7 W/(m2 K)

β-phase volume fraction fβ P13 dimensionless
Inlet (initial) temperature of the billet Tin P14 K

2.5.2. Output Parameters

The considered output parameters are shown in Table 3. In order to convert the pressure of
the hydraulic press (bar) to the pressure inside the container (extrusion pressure in Pa), it has to be
multiplied by 1.68 × 106; this factor is calculated from the specifications of the hydraulic press.
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Table 3. Output parameters.

Output Parameter Notation
Alternate Notation

(Reduced Order Model)
Units

Extrusion pressure extrpress P1 Pa
Maximum temperature (hot spots—see Section 3.2) maxTemp P2 ◦C

Average temperature of the extruded product aveTemp P9 ◦C
Average temperature of the container liner contemp P10 ◦C

Average temperature of the die dietemp P11 ◦C
Average temperature of the brass shell sleevetemp P12 ◦C

2.6. Thermo-Physical Properties

The thermo-physical properties of the model are shown in Table 4 [27].

Table 4. Thermo-physical properties. The specific heat and thermal conductivity of CW626N is
approximated with that of CuZn30. Typical thermo-physical properties of tool steels were used.

Property Brass—CW626N Steel (Die & Container)

Density (kg/m3) 8500 8030 *
Specific heat (J/(kg·K)) 355 + 0.136T [27] 502.48 *
Thermal conductivity (W/(m·K)) 140.62 + 0.011214T [27] 25 **
Viscosity (Pa·s) Equation (3) N/A

* ANSYS Fluent Database; ** Typical value for tool steel grades.

2.7. Mesh Sensitivity—Model Validity

The utilized mesh is shown in Figure 2. It consists of ~100,000 elements with boundary layers
of smaller elements at the container and die walls, in order to resolve the steep solution profiles
(temperature, velocity, etc.), especially near the abrupt geometrical features of the die. The current
mesh is excessively refined, because the computational cost for the solution of a 2D problem is not
considerable, even for very refined meshes. In fact, by coarsening the mesh more than half its original
size (~40,000 elements), the relative difference of the calculated average pressure was less than 5% and
the absolute difference of the calculated maximum and average temperatures of the billet was less
than 1 ◦C. Therefore, we deem the solution independent of the mesh for the purposes of this work.

The accuracy of the model is examined with the aid of ongoing production trials. At the current
stage we are able to successfully reproduce the actual hydraulic pressure during the steady-state
operation. To elaborate, experiments were performed (Table 5), during the normal production process
that involved the measurement of the container liner temperature and the billet temperature, before
and after the extrusion. With the establishment of these temperatures that provide the average
temperature of important components (billet: 715 ◦C, liner: 550 ◦C), along with the steady extrusion
speed (1.5 cm/s) and the brass composition, we calculate the hydraulic pressure, which turns out to be
identical to the actual one (approximately 160 bar).

 
Figure 2. Computational mesh consisting of ~100,000 elements. The mesh is refined near the container
and die walls, with 20 layers that span ~1.5 mm; the wall adjacent layer has a thickness of 10 μm.
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Table 5. Validation experiments in the production process. The measurements of the hydraulic pressure
are juxtaposed with the model results. The measured hydraulic pressure is obtained via a pressure gage
with an estimated precision of 2.5 bar. The inlet temperature is the average of three measurements at the
front, middle and back of the billet, using an optical pyrometer with estimated precision of 0.5 ◦C.

Billet Number
Inlet Temperature

(◦C)
Extrusion

Speed (cm/s)
Hydraulic

Pressure (bar)
Calculated Hydraulic

Pressure (bar)

1 713.5 1.45 155 154.2
2 716.0 1.45 150 152.9
3 717.0 1.50 155 157.6
4 721.5 1.45 150 150.1

The validation of the model will continue using measurements from production, with variations
of extrusion speed and/or brass composition.

2.8. Experimental Characterization—Metallography and Fractography

Metallographic characterization of a typical dual-phase (α + β) brass was conducted on transverse
cross-sections, after wet grinding up to 1200 grit SiC paper, followed by fine polishing using
diamond and silica suspensions and finishing with ethanol and compressed-air drying. Subsequently,
immersion chemical micro-etching, for approximately 5 s at room temperature, was performed using
FeCl3-based solution (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) according to the ASTM E407 standard. Light
optical metallography was performed using a Nikon Epiphot 300 (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) inverted
optical microscope using image analysis software, Image Pro Plus Version 7.0 (Rockville, MD, USA)
for phase (area) fraction measurements. High-magnification fracture surface observations, utilizing a
FEI XL40 SFEG scanning electron microscope (FEI, Eindhoven, The Netherlands), were realized using
secondary electron (SE) imaging under 20 kV accelerating voltage.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Microstructure

A typical dual phase structure of a common dual phase brass alloy is shown in Figure 3. The phase
structure consisted of approximately 65% α-phase and 35% β-phase. The α-phase represents the Cu
solid solution with Zn (exhibiting a face-centered-cubic crystal lattice), while β-phase is the ordered
non-stoichiometric intermetallic compound CuZn possessing a body-centered-cubic (bcc) lattice.
Lead particles (seen as black-dots of size of 1 μm approximately) are well distributed mainly in
the α/β interface areas, which act as high surface energy positions. The phase structure for these
alloys depends on alloy chemical composition as well as on casting and hot working conditions,
i.e., casting temperature, casting speed, extrusion temperature and cooling rate. Pb-particle size and
distribution is predominantly influenced by casting and solidification conditions, while the phase
structure, such as volume fraction of β-phase and grain size, is influenced mainly by hot extrusion
conditions. The presence of β-phase significantly affects the mechanical behavior and machinability of
the extruded brass [5,28].
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Figure 3. (a) Optical micrograph of the microstructure of a typical dual-phase brass on transverse
section. (b) Detail of (a). Bright areas represent α-phase and dark areas represent β-phase. In (a)
there is an appreciable amount of Pb particles, which appeared as black dots. Immersion etching in
FeCl3-based solution.

3.2. Equivalent Strain Rate

An important calculated quantity that affects the process characteristics and especially the
extrusion pressure and the generation of heat due to deformation, is the equivalent strain rate
(appears in Equations (2)–(4)). The equivalent strain rate has a typical profile shown in Figure 4a.
The strain rate is large near the die and especially at locations, where there is an abrupt change of
the die geometry (edges and slopes). Also, in cases where there is a high friction factor on the die
walls, we observe large strain rates on the horizontal die walls near the outlet (Figure 4b). This occurs
because the extruded metal sticks to the die, thus straining the metal layers adjacent to the die walls.
The locally high strain rates near the die are also responsible for elevating the temperature considerably
at the outer layers of the extruded product (see Section 3.3). The phase structure of the reference dual
phase alloy consists of 65% α and 35% β under room temperature conditions. The β-phase fraction
( fβ) is taken to be approximately equal to 0.5, which corresponds to an equi-volume phase structure,
consisting of 50% α and 50% β at the extrusion temperature (Tin = 715 ◦C).

Figure 4. Contours of the equivalent strain rate (values larger than 15 s−1 are clipped to the red color
contour). (a) Solution with no friction f = 0 Ns/m3, S = 1.5 cm/s, fβ = 0.5, Tin = 715 ◦C, h = 1.7 W/(m2 K).
(b) Solution with friction f = 5 × 108 Ns/m3, S = 1.5 cm/s, fβ = 0.5, Tin = 715 ◦C, h = 1.7 W/(m2 K).
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3.3. Temperature

The temperature of the billet decreases near the container walls, due to the conduction of
heat through the steel liner, but also increases near the die, due to the plastic deformation energy
that is converted to heat (see heat transfer Equation (4)). The model shows a significant increase
of temperature at the outlet—compared to the inlet temperature—in the neighborhood of 50 ◦C
(average temperature of the extruded product).

The temperature increases towards the outlet (Figure 5a), where the equivalent strain rate is large,
regardless of the friction of the billet with the die walls. If however, the friction factor is large, then the
local strain rate is large near the horizontal die walls as well (Figure 4b), which consequently translates
to the formation of hot spots in the outer layers of the extruded product (Figure 5b). The temperature
of the hot spots may surpass the inlet temperature by more than 100 ◦C, depending on the process
parameters (extrusion speed, friction factor, etc.).

 
Figure 5. Contours of temperature (values smaller than 700 ◦C are clipped to the blue color contour).
(a) Solution with no friction f = 0 Ns/m3, S = 1.5 cm/s, fβ = 0.5, Tin = 715 ◦C, h = 1.7 W/(m2 K).
(b) Solution with friction f = 5 × 108 Ns/m3, S = 1.5 cm/s, fβ = 0.5, Tin = 715 ◦C, h = 1.7 W/(m2 K).
Notice the formation of a small hot spot—due to high friction—near the outlet and on the outer layer
of the extruded product.

This may be detrimental to the process, because a very high temperature at the surface of the
extruded product may cause severe defects, such as surface cracks (hot shortness); see [29] and
Section 3.7.

3.4. Pressure/Flow Profile

A typical flow profile is shown in Figure 6a. The streamlines begin to converge towards the outlet
at about ~15 cm from die. This suggests that the billet moves as an unyielding solid body, until it
reaches a threshold at a certain distance before the die. This justifies our decision to simulate the
process only in a small computational domain containing only the region beyond the threshold.

Moreover, streamlines diverge near the shell outlet, forming a flow stagnation point on the surface
of the die holder, which translates in a localized pressure increase (Figure 6b). Far from the die,
the pressure is virtually uniform and equal to the extrusion pressure, which as we discussed above is
related to the measured pressure of the hydraulic press (see Section 2.5.2).
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Figure 6. (a) Streamlines. (b) Pressure contours. Parameter values: f = 5 × 108 Ns/m3, S = 1.5 cm/s,
fβ = 0.5, Tin = 715 ◦C, h = 1.7 W/(m2 K).

3.5. Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity of the output parameters to changes of the input parameters is presented in
Figure 7. Each bar represents the change of a single output parameter with respect to the change
of a single input parameter for a given interval, e.g., we allow that the extrusion speed goes from
0.01 to 0.02 m/s. For that change of extrusion speed, the extrusion pressure increases by an amount
represented by the first red bar. On the other hand, we allow that fβ changes from 0 to 1, which has
the effect of lowering the extrusion pressure by an amount represented by the first inverted green bar
(negative effect). The green bar is longer than the red bar and therefore, by going from pure α-phase
to pure β-phase, the impact on the extrusion pressure is larger than by increasing the speed from
0.01 to 0.02 m/s. The intervals of the input parameters that are used for the construction of the chart
in Figure 7, are shown in Table 6.

Figure 7. Sensitivity chart of the output parameters (designated by column—horizontal axis) with
respect to the input parameters (designated by color bars). The analysis is performed in the
neighborhood of a reference point with input parameter values: f = 5 × 108 Ns/m3; S = 1.5 cm/s,
fβ = 0.5, Tin = 715 ◦C, h = 1.7 W/(m2 K).
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Table 6. Input parameter intervals.

Input parameter Interval Units

S [0.01, 0.02] m/s
f [0, 109] Ns/m3

h [0, 3] W/(m2 K)
fβ [0, 1] dimensionless

Tin [900, 1050] K

3.6. Parametric Study

The reduced order model enables a very extensive parametric study. In Figure 8 selected charts of
the process output parameters vs. input parameters were presented, produced by the reduced order
model. These charts encapsulate the importance of the reduced order model, since we can acquire
results on-demand without using a complex numerical model. For example, let us consider an increase
of extrusion speed for the sake of increasing the production capacity. The increase is only modest
(~13%), going from 1.5 cm/s to 1.7 cm/s. From Figure 8a,c, using the default parameter values, we
gather that the speed increase results in ~8% increase of the extrusion pressure and the increase of the
maximum temperature by ~10 ◦C. Another example would be the reduction of the preheating furnace
temperature down to 664 ◦C from 715 ◦C. By consulting Figure 8b, we find that this alteration results
in the increase of the extrusion pressure up to 310 MPa and therefore 184 bar hydraulic pressure.

3.7. Phenomenological Aspects of Flow-Induced Extrusion Failures

High and/or localized impurity levels may result in cracking and discontinuities after extrusion.
Bismuth (Bi) in the alloy can lead to the formation of brittle inter-granular films that aggravate hot
shortness and adversely affect the hot workability of the alloy. On the other hand, excess antimony
(Sb) impairs cold workability [30,31].

A back-defect that generally appears as a hole at the end of the extruded rod results from a
combination of the metal flow-pattern and the introduction of surface oxides into the interior of the
rod [29]. The flow pattern established by the differences in flow rates draws surface oxides into the
center of the rod and the successive metal layers cannot weld together. The lack of “welding” between
the mating surfaces results in the formation of such discontinuities and central rod defects.

Removing a certain length from the end of the extruded rod restricts the inheritance of this defect
to the downstream processes and eventually to the final product. The back-defect is not common for
indirect extrusion processes.

Hot-shortness failures appear in the form of surface cracks along the length of the extrusion.
Hot-shortness results from overheating due to the high localized temperature (hot-spots), as a result of
billet/die friction. This phenomenon raises the metal temperature to the point where localized regions
of segregation may melt or become hot-short. The frictional heat dissipated during extrusion may also
cause hot-tears on the metal surface. The surfaces of such tears oxidize and do not re-join during the
metal processing operations. The non-bonded regions lead to further cracking or delaminations.

Other studies highlight the importance of the average shear strain rate criterion during the extrusion
of brass (e.g., CuZn30), see Ref. [31]. Exceeding a certain threshold (e.g., 0.9 s−1 for CuZn30), the risk of
transverse cracking is significant, as it can be illustrated by the relevant extrusion ratio-speed process
curves that show a characteristic safe/failure boundary. A decrease in the extrusion temperature and in
the extrusion speed will generally eliminate defects introduced due to hot shortness phenomena that result
in intergranular fractures [12,32,33]. Typical intergranular fracture morphology of brass rod, induced due
to high speed extrusion which resulted in overheating is illustrated in Figure 9. The presence of Pb might
exaggerate the hot-shortness phenomena that are a result of localized melting and subsequent tearing
due to “internal” liquid metal embrittlement. The presence of Pb particles could lead to the generation
of voids, followed by growth, realized by an adsorption-induced decohesion, or dislocation emission
process that will finally result in coalescence and necking (as is diligently outlined in Ref. [34]).
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The utilization of the CFD-based extrusion model is expected to become a plant-based
practice aiming to predict and prevent extrusion temperature rises that lead to the aggravation
of hot-shortness/overheating-related defects formation. This is a preliminary step that will find
promising applications only following systematic validation in actual production.

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

(g) (h) 

Figure 8. Process charts showing the dependence of the process output parameters on the input
parameters. (a) Extrusion pressure (P1) vs. extrusion speed (S). (b) Extrusion pressure (P1) vs.
β-phase fraction (fβ). (c) Max. extrusion temperature (P2) vs. extrusion speed (S). (d) Max. extrusion
temperature (P2) vs. β-phase fraction (fβ). (e) Average extrusion temperature (P9) vs. extrusion speed
(S). (f) Average extrusion temperature (P9) vs. β-phase fraction (fβ). (g) Container temperature (P10)
vs. heat transfer coefficient (h). (h) Container temperature (P10) vs. inlet temperature (Tin). The
input parameters have the default values: f = 5 × 108 Ns/m3, S = 1.5 cm/s, fβ = 0.5, Tin = 715 ◦C,
h = 1.7 W/(m2 K), unless otherwise stated by each chart.
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Secondary cracking 

Figure 9. (a) Optical micrograph (as-polished/bright field illumination) showing extensive surface
cracking occurred in extruded brass CW614N-CuZn39Pb3 (hexagonal rod of 6 mm across flats), (b) and
(c) scanning electron microscope (SEM) fractographs (secondary electron imaging) showing a typical
intergranular fracture mode and secondary, transverse cracking due to overheating. The white arrow
shows the extrusion direction. This failure case history was presented in detail in Ref. [32].

4. Conclusions

A CFD-based model of dual phase brass extrusion was presented that is based on constitutive
laws and the Zener–Hollomon parameter that connects plastic stress and strain rate. The main scope
of the present research work is the investigation of the metal-flow pattern during indirect extrusion,
and the calculation of the main output parameters such as extrusion pressure and temperature.
The main results of the present study can be summarized as follows:

(1) A reduced order model was attempted, which is an approximation of the CFD model that
relates the process input and output parameters, such as extrusion pressure vs speed (velocity).
The reduced order model can be readily used by plant production personnel, since it can be embedded
in a simple spreadsheet.

(2) The CFD model accommodates the rigorous theory of plastic deformation, and takes also into
account the different plastic responses during extrusion of the two phases in equilibrium (α and β).

(3) The CFD model predicts the formation of hot-zones near the die (due to the local high strain
rates), which may induce severe defects in the final product.

Knowledge of the extrusion metal flow pattern, as this is derived solving the constitutive laws
together with the ad hoc assumption of dual phase plastic stress behavior (“rule of mixtures”) and
its relation to viscosity, could become a promising first step for the development of an integrated
defect/failure prognostic tool that will effectively assist in the improvement of the product and
process quality. Further adjustment/validation of the CFD model is required, based on crucial plant
information that will associate the model output parameters and the formation of critical defects.
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Appendix A Relationship between Plastic Stress and Viscosity

The foundation of the approach that converts the plastic stress of a yielded solid material to
an equivalent viscosity—with the purpose of using fluid dynamics to simulate the extrusion of a
solid material—is based on the von Mises yield criterion. According to this, a solid material yields
(i.e., flows plastically), when a function of the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor, referred
to as equivalent von Mises stress, reaches a critical value, referred to as yield stress. Therefore, when
the solid material yields, the equivalent von Mises stress is equal to the yield stress, or according to
our notation, it is equal to the plastic stress:

σv = σy ≡ σp, (A1)

where σv is the equivalent von Mises stress and σy is the yield stress, which is identical to the plastic
flow stress, σp.

The von Mises theory has two fundamental quantities that describe the stresses and strain rates
in solids under multiaxial loading conditions. Those are the equivalent stress, σv (described above),
and the equivalent strain rate,

.
ε. They are formulated as [35]:

σv =

√
3
2

τ : τ (A2)

and
.
ε =

√
2
3

.
ε :

.
ε, (A3)

where τ is the deviatoric stress tensor, also called viscous stress tensor in the field of fluid dynamics
and

.
ε is the rate-of-strain tensor. It should be noted that σv and

.
ε come from more general relations,

involving the second invariant of their corresponding tensors, e.g., (A2) comes from σv =
√

3J2, where

J2 is the second invariant of τ. This yields σv =

√
3
[

1
2 tr
(
τ2
)]

, given that τ is traceless (tr(τ) = 0), and

hence σv =
√

3
2 τ : τ. A similar procedure is applied for (A3) also, however,

.
ε is not generally traceless

and as such (A3) would not hold. However, under the constraint of incompressibility (Equation (1)),
tr(

.
ε) = 0 and (A3) is valid.

We use a general equation from fluid dynamics, connecting τ with
.
ε [16] that reads:

τ = 2μ
.
ε, (A4)

where μ is the dynamic viscosity. The substitution of (A4) in (A2), yields:

σv =
√

6μ2 .
ε :

.
ε. (A5)

The combination of (A5) and (A3) yields:

σv = 3μ
.
ε. (A6)

And finally the introduction of (A1) into (A6), yields the expression for the viscosity,
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μ =
σp

3
.
ε

(A7)
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Abstract: The identification of the post-necking strain hardening behavior of metal sheet is important
for finite element analysis procedures of sheet metal forming process. The inverse modeling method
is a practical way to determine the hardening curve to large strains. This study is thus focused on
the evaluation of the inverse modeling method using a novel material performance test. In this
article, hot uniaxial tensile test of a commercially pure titanium sheet with rectangular section was
first conducted. Utilizing the raw data from the tensile test, the post-necking hardening behavior of
the material is determined by a FE-based inverse modeling procedure. Then the inverse method is
compared with some classical hardening models. In order to further evaluate the applicability of the
inverse method, biaxial tensile test at elevated temperatures was performed using a special designed
cruciform specimen. The cruciform specimen could guarantee that the maximum equi-biaxial
deformation occurs in the center section. By using the inverse modeling procedure, the hardening
curves under biaxial stress state are able to be extracted. Finally the stress-strain curves obtained
from the two experiments are compared and analysis studies are provided.

Keywords: finite element analysis; inverse modeling; post-necking hardening; biaxial tensile test;
elevated temperature

1. Introduction

Nowadays the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is used widely in the design stage of sheet metal
forming operations with the aim of reducing the number of trial steps, controlling dimension accuracy
and finally obtaining high-quality sheet forming products [1] and is almost indispensable in the
manufacturing industries. The simulation of metal forming process is a highly non-linear problem
involving large material deformation and complex boundary conditions [2] which requires accurate
hardening behavior of the investigated sheet metal over a wide range of plastic strains. Till now the
most popular method to obtain the stress-strain relationship of metal sheet, represented either in
the form of a set of discrete data points or analytical constitutive models, is typically by conducting
standard uniaxial tensile test with rectangular cross-section [3,4]. The stress and strain values of
the uniaxial tensile test can be obtained by using an extensometer that measures the elongation of
a certain gauge length but the calculated stress value is accurate on the assumption that the test
specimen is subjected to homogeneous state of uniaxial loading, which means that the stress-strain
relationship identified by standard uniaxial tensile test is valid only before the so-called diffuse necking
point. However, many sheet forming processes usually involve large deformation and can generate
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strains far beyond the necking point, so the stress-strain curve up to the necking point is not sufficient
for numerical simulation procedures. Generally, the available pre-necking stress-strain curves are
extrapolated to large strains using different hardening models [5]. It is obvious that the predicted
post-necking hardening curve greatly depends on the choice of phenomenological constitutive models
and one model that is best fitted to a certain material may not suits for another [6].

Recently, numerous investigations have been made to acquire the hardening curve beyond
diffuse necking by many researchers [7–11]. The initial attempt was made by Bridgman [7], who
derived a set of analytical models for the distribution of stress and strain across the diffuse necking
region for a round bar. However, the correction and compensation for stress and stress values
of Bridgman’s method is based on the measurement of evolving geometrical parameters of the
necking area, which requires much experimental effort. Ling [8] and Zhang et al. [9] extended the
research of Bridgman by proposing new models for determining the post-necking hardening behavior
of strip specimen with rectangular section. Other researchers [10,11] further studied the necking
problem experimentally based on Bridgman’s work in more sophisticated ways. Currently, a new
optical-numerical measurement techniques, i.e., the Digital Image Correlation (DIC) method, is used
widely for obtaining full-field information for both in-plane displacements and strains of the test
specimen and has been applied by many researchers for determining the post-necking hardening
curve of uniaxial test [12,13], Scheider et al. [14] investigated the necking phenomenon based on
finite element analysis with the help of DIC technique and proposed a new post-necking model
which has a higher accuracy than Zhang’s [9] model. Another effort to identify the post-necking
stress-strain curve of uniaxial tensile test is concentrated on the inverse modeling procedures. In most
cases, the stress-strain points or the unknown parameters of constitutive model are determined
iteratively with the help of FEA or the Virtual Fields Method (VFM). The finite element based inverse
method is perhaps the most popular way in the iterative modeling procedures for determining
stress-strain curve after necking and substantial studies are focused on it. Kajberg et al. [2] combined
inverse modeling with in-plane displacement fields measured by DIC method and determined the
parameters of parabolic hardening model beyond necking point. Kamaya et al. [15] determined
the stress–strain curve including post-necking strain using hourglass type specimens of different
notch radius. Faurholdt [16] and Koc [17] respectively designed a least-square cost function which
represents the discrepancy between the experimental result and the FEM computed response. Other
researchers [3,18,19] focus on the non-linear VFM which could replace finite element method in the
inverse modeling process. The key point of VFM is to determine the hardening behavior by minimizing
the discrepancy between the internal and the external work in the region where the diffuse neck
develops [3]. The VFM-based inverse method was first proposed by Coppieters et al. [6] who identified
the parameters of the Voce and the Swift hardening laws for a mild deep drawing steel using tensile
test data from the pre- and post-necking region. Rossi et al. [18] presented a VFM-based procedure to
extract the constitutive parameters of a plasticity model at large plastic strains using three dimensional
displacement field. The proposed procedure method was then validated by conducting finite element
simulation of uniaxial tensile test. Due to the insufficient accuracy of the common hardening laws
when implementing VFM-based inverse modeling process, Coppieters et al. [3] proposed a p-model
which can reflect the accurate stress-strain relationship both in the pre- and post-necking region
of a cold rolled interstitial-free steel sheet. Kim et al. [19] applied the diffuse approximation (DA)
method to decrease the noise effect from the measured full-field displacements when characterizing
the post-necking strain hardening behavior using VFM.

The FE-based and VFM-based method have been experimentally validated in the pre-necking
regime of uniaxial tensile test [20,21]. However, the evaluation of the inverse modeling methods by
an independent material test is much more difficult and is currently lacking [3], as in a tensile test,
the true strain at the smallest cross-section in the necked region may exceed 1.5 just before ductile
fracture happens [20]. So it is important to select a material performance test capable of achieving very
large strains under uniform deformation. Coppieters et al. [3,22] used the multi-axial tube expansion
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test designed by Kuwabara and Sugawara [23] to acquire uniaxial strain hardening behavior beyond
necking point for the validation study of the VFM-based method and good agreement was obtained.
However, very few investigation concentrates on the evaluation test at relatively high temperatures,
which is a main target of this research.

This study is focused on the evaluation of the inverse modeling method using a novel material
performance test at elevated temperature. In this article, hot uniaxial tensile test of a commercially pure
titanium sheet with rectangular section was first conducted. Utilizing the raw data from the tensile test,
the post-necking hardening behavior of the material is determined by an FE-based inverse modeling
procedure. In order to further evaluate the applicability of the inverse method, biaxial tensile test at
elevated temperature was performed using a special designed cruciform specimen. The cruciform
specimen could guarantee that the maximum equi-biaxial deformation occurs in the center section.
By using the inverse modeling procedure, the hardening curves under biaxial stress state are able to
be extracted. Finally the stress-strain curves obtained from the two experiments are compared and
analysis studies are provided.

2. Inverse Modeling Method

2.1. Experimental Details

The material used in this study is a commercial pure titanium (Grade 2). The titanium and Ti-alloys
are well known for their high strength-to-weight ratio, good heat and corrosion resistance [24], and
are used widely for high quality thin-walled components [25]. Specimens used in the hot tensile test
were machined by wire-electrode cutting with the geometry of the specimen illustrated in Figure 1.
The isothermal tensile tests were conducted on a ZWICK universal testing machine (constant-speed
loading, the maximum load capacity is 20 kN) at 500 ◦C and three different strain rates, 0.1 s−1,
0.02 s−1, 0.005 s−1. For a uniform temperature distribution, all specimens were held for 5 min before
deformation. The raw data from the hot tensile test of traction force versus elongation is plotted in
Figure 2. It is obvious from the figure that the tensile test specimen has a larger elongation and a
smaller maximum traction force when the deformation speed is lower, which is a typical character for
the titanium at elevated temperatures.

Figure 1. (a) Geometry of tensile specimen (unit: mm), (b) specimen after fracture.
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Figure 2. Traction force versus displacement in tensile test.

2.2. FE-Based Inverse Modeling Procedure

An Epsilon high temperature extensometer was used in the tensile test to measure the uniform
deformation of the specimen, but the stress-strain curve of the material after necking is no longer
reliable and is thus calculated by an FE-based inverse modeling procedure in this research. Many
researchers [2,4,20] have proposed several FE-based inverse methods respectively and we used a
modified inverse method based on the early work of Joun [20].

By utilizing the commercial finite element software ABAQUS, the uniaxial tensile test can be
simulated and the force and elongation of the specimen can be calculated, so the main idea of the
inverse method is to iteratively improve the input stress-strain data of the numerical model to better
conform to the measured force and elongation

{
Pex

i , Uex
i
}

from the experiment. Supposing at the
Nth iterative step, the modified input stress-plastic strain data is (σN , εN), where σN = {σi}N and

εN =
{

ε
pl
i

}N
, i stands for each point of the hardening curve. When the largest plastic strain in the

specimen reaches a certain value of εi, the calculated reaction force and elongation by FEM simulation
are represented here as PFE

i and UFE
i respectively. In order to reduce the difference between the

calculated and measured force PFE
i , Pex

i at the same elongation Uex
i = UFE

i , the stress update algorithm
as expressed in Equation (1) is adopted [20] to calculate the new iterative stress value corresponding to
the plastic strain εi.

σnew
i = σold

i ·Pex
i /PFE

i (1)

A schematic diagram of the inverse method is shown in Figure 3, and the iterative procedure can be
summarized in the following:

(1) The initial guess of the stress-plastic strain data
{

σN
i , εN

i
}

(N = 1) pre-necking point is obtained
from the experiment using an extensometer. Although the measured hardening curve by using
extensometer has been proved accurate by some researchers [19], the iterative optimization
method in this research still covers both pre- and post-necking region of the hardening curve to
further exam the reliability of the inverse method.

(2) By conducting FEM simulation, the traction force and elongation of the specimen at the Nth step

can be calculated as
{

PFE
i,N , UFE

i,N

}
. In order to compare the simulation result with the experiment,

the experimental force value Pex
i at the same UFE

i,N = Uex
i is determined by interpolation.

By comparing the measured force Pex
i and predicted force PFE

i,N , the improved stress at plastic
strain εN

i is corrected as σN+1
i = σN

i ·Pex
i /PFE

i,N .
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(3) Calculate the new simulation model using the updated input hardening curve
{

σN+1
i , εN+1

i

}
and

extract the (N + 1)th force and elongation data of the specimen
{

PFE
i,N+1, UFE

i,N+1

}
.

(4) After several iterative steps, the predicted force and elongation data will get close to the
experimental result. In order to evaluate the discrepancy between the calculated and the measured
data, the relative mean square error Φ is calculated in this research, which has the expression as
described in Equation (2).

Φ =
√

∑ (PFE
i,N − Pex

i )
2/M/(∑ Pex

i /M) (2)

where M is the total number of the data points.
(5) If the relative mean square error Φ is lower than 0.3%, the last stress-plastic strain data

{
σN

i , εN
i
}

is
then regarded as the final effective hardening curve determined by the inverse modeling method,
else go back to step (2).

Throughout the inverse modeling procedure, the elongation and traction force of the specimen
are the only two necessary measured data sets from uniaxial tensile test, which are easy to be obtained.
However, there is a problem arise from this method: When the elongation of the specimen gets to the
value of Uex

i in the tensile test, the actual maximum plastic strain in the specimen is denoted as εex
i here,

but without the application of the DIC method, the εex
i value cannot be determined from experiment,

then the stress value σN
i in the numerical simulation is corrected using Equation (1) at the elongation

UFE
i = Uex

i corresponding to plastic strain εN
i which may be different from the εex

i value. But it will
be discovered later that this discrepancy between the two plastic strain values from experiment and
simulation is not important for the final convergence and accuracy of the determined hardening curve,
which will be introduced in Section 3.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the inverse method.

3. Analysis of the Method

3.1. Convergence Analysis

The improved stress-plastic strain curves of some iterative steps by the inverse modeling method
at different strain rates are illustrated in Figure 4. It is obvious from the figure that the stress-strain
data measured by the extensometer is identical with the pre-necking curve obtained by the inverse
method, which means that the inverse method is reliable and accurate in the pre-necking region.
The flow stress demonstrates a relatively stable hardening rate after diffuse necking point and no
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work-softening is observed in each condition. At strain rate of 0.005 s−1, the proposed algorithm
converges to the final optimized curve after twelfth iteration. The eleventh improved and the twelfth
improved curve are very close with each other, implying that the discrepancy of the traction force
between values predicted by the FEA and by experimental measured data is very small in the last
numerical simulations. From Figure 4b,c, we can see that the final effective stress-strain curve is
obtained after the ninth and seventh iterative step respectively. It can be found from the figure that
the approximation process is not monotonous, for example, at strain rate of 0.005 s−1, the updated
hardening curve of each step does not get close to the final curve from one side, on the contrary, the
improved hardening curves appear on both side of the final curve, this is due to the uncertainty of the
relationship between the elongation and maximum plastic strain of the test specimen. At strain rate of
0.005 s−1 and 0.1 s−1, diffuse necking will occur at plastic strain of around 0.23 and 0.12 respectively,
which indicates that a lower strain rate will guarantee a more uniform deformation of the specimen.

Figure 4. Improved stress-plastic strain curves by inverse method at different strain rates (a) 0.005 s−1

(b) 0.02 s−1 (c) 0.1 s−1.

Figure 5 shows the calculated plastic strain corresponding to a certain elongation in each
conditions. As has mentioned earlier, the proposed inverse modeling process does not take into
consideration of the relationship between the maximum strain and the elongation of the specimen.
However, after several iteration steps, the predicted plastic strain corresponding to different elongation
in each condition all converges to a certain value, which means that the internal relation between
the two variables could be automatically obtained by the proposed iterative procedure without the
application of any non-contact optical measurement. Furthermore, it can be found from Figure 5a that
the algorithm will take more iteration steps to get close to the final strain value if the elongation of the
specimen is larger. Comparing Figure 5a,b it can be discovered that when the specimen is stretched by
10 mm, the corresponding maximum plastic strain is 0.2 and 0.37 at strain rate of 0.005 s−1 and 0.1 s−1

respectively, which again demonstrates that the specimen with a lower strain rate will deform more
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uniformly than the one with a higher strain rate. The curves of the relative mean square error Φ versus
iterative step at different conditions are plotted in Figure 6, the Φ values of each inverse modeling
procedure all drop to less than 0.3% after a certain number of iteration steps.

Figure 5. Relationship between elongation and plastic strain at different strain rates (a) 0.005 s−1

(b) 0.02 s−1 (c) 0.1 s−1.

Figure 6. Relative mean square error Φ versus iterative step at different strain rates.

3.2. Comparison with Classical Hardening Laws

In this research, the flow stress of the material in the uniaxial tensile test is represented by a
set of discrete points. During the iterative steps, every stress-strain point in the hardening curve is
corrected based on Equation (1) by comparing the discrepancy of the FEM result with the experimental
data. When performing the inverse modeling procedure, other researchers [6,19] tend to assume
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that the hardening curve after necking point could be described by some kind of hardening laws.
In their approaches, the inverse modeling procedure is aimed at obtaining the best parameters for each
hardening mode which can best fit to the experimental data, so the accuracy of these approaches greatly
depend on the property of the selected hardening models. In order to evaluate the predicting ability
of some classical hardening laws for describing the flow behavior of material under uniaxial tensile
test. The stress-plastic strain curve obtained by the proposed inverse modeling process was fitted using
three classical constitutive models, i.e., the Swift, Voce and Ludwik model with the expressions listed in
Table 1.

Table 1. Other phenomenological constitutive models.

Model Expression

Swift σ = K(p + ε0)
n

Voce σ = σs − (σs − σ1)enp

Ludwik σ = σ0 + Kpn

where σ is the Cauchy stress, p is the plastic strain and the others are the fitting parameters.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the stress-plastic strain curve at strain rate of 0.005 s−1 obtained
by the proposed inverse modeling method with the hardening curves fitted by the Swift, Voce and
Ludwik model. The parameters of each hardening law are calculated using the Levenberg-Marquardt
(L-M) algorithm with the parameter values for each model listed in Table 2. It is obvious that none
of the selected three model can best describe the hardening behavior of the material. The flow stress
curve by the inverse method presents a relatively stable hardening rate beyond the diffuse necking
point, however, all the three fitted curves demonstrate a decreasing hardening rate and the accuracy
of the pre-necking hardening curve is not very high except the Ludwik model as illustrate in the local
view of Figure 7. In other words, if the stress-strain curve in the proposed inverse modeling method
is represented by the selected hardening laws and the parameter of the model is then updated based
on some type of optimization algorithm in each iterative step, the convergence condition cannot be
finally satisfied.

Figure 7. The entire stress-plastic strain curve fitted by classical hardening laws.

Table 2. Parameter values for each constitutive models.

Model Swift Voce Ludwik

Parameter
K = 202.93 σs = 230.84 σ0 = 55.620

ε0 = 0.03435 σl = 66.31 K = 152.73
n = 0.3586 n = −1.812 n = 0.5318
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As has mentioned earlier, the hardening curve to large strain range can be obtained by extrapolating
the available pre-necking stress-strain curves using different hardening models, this method is once
very popular in the past when few available experiment could be applied to determine the post-necking
hardening curve of sheet metal. However, the reliability of the extrapolation method is greatly
dependent on the phenomenological constitutive model that is selected. In order to demonstrate
this point, we further investigate the extrapolation properties of the selected three phenomenological
models with the parameter values listed in Table 3. Using the pre-necking stress-plastic strain data, the
three fitted curves are plotted in Figure 8. It can be seen that the three hardening models can describe
the pre-necking hardening behavior of the material with very good accuracy, but after diffuse necking
occurs, the constitutive models show very different hardening behavior compared with the optimized
curve, the Swift and Voce model seem to underestimate the flow stress curve a lot whereas the fitted
curve by the Ludwik model falls on the upper side of the flow stress curve. Actually, none of the
selected hardening laws could describe the flow stress curve with relatively stable hardening rate. Thus
it can be concluded that if the extrapolated hardening curve is used in the FEA procedure to represent
the mechanical behavior of the material, unreliable numerical simulation results may be obtained.

Table 3. Parameter values for each constitutive models.

Model Swift Voce Ludwik

Parameter
K = 178.75 σs = 121.25 σ0 = 53.437

ε0 = 0.00731 σl = 57.37 K = 169.21
n = 0.2375 n = −15.000 n = 0.5186

Figure 8. Extrapolation of three classical hardening laws.

4. Evaluation by Biaxial Tensile Test

4.1. Experimental Details of the Biaxial Tensile Test

The biaxial tensile test of metal sheet is becoming increasing popular recently in sheet metal
forming industries [26,27]. As in sheet metal forming operations, the material is often subjected
to deformation in more than one plane or axis. So the mechanical properties obtained by uniaxial
tensile test are inadequate for predicting the material’s deformation under states of biaxial stress [28].
Hannon et al. [28] reviewed several types of biaxial tensile test machines developed by Makinde [29],
Kuwabara [30], etc. However, in the current literatures, few biaxial tensile test equipment could handle
the testing procedure of metal sheet at relative high temperatures (e.g., above 400 ◦C). Lang et al. [31]
developed a servo-hydraulic 100-kN hot biaxial tensile test machine in 2015 (as shown in Figure 9) on
which the biaxial test was performed. The maximum displacement of each axis is 100 mm with the
displacement control accuracy of each axis higher than 0.02 mm. The heating furnace is placed at the
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center of the pedestal, it could generate and maintain a constant temperature from room temperature
to 800 ◦C.

Figure 9. Biaxial tensile test machine.

The design of biaxial test specimen is a challenging task, many cruciform specimens have been
proposed to obtain the biaxial stress state of the test material at the center section of the specimen
and to avoid stress concentrations outside the gauge area [28,32], but up to now, there is no standard
specimen geometry in the literature [33], which makes it difficult to compare test results from different
research institutes. In this study, a special designed thickness-tapered cruciform specimen is adopted
in the test as illustrated in Figure 10. To concentrate strains in the central zone, the central region of
the specimen is machined to make the upper surface of the test piece be part of a sphere with the
radius of around 250.4 mm. The minimum thickness in the center is 0.2 mm, which could ensure
that the final failure occurs in this section. In order to avoid strain localization at the junction of two
arms, the rounding radius at the intersection of two arms is made 12 mm. The hot biaxial tensile test
was performed at the same condition with the hot uniaxial tensile test, i.e., at 500 ◦C and at different
strain rates (0.1 s−1, 0.02 s−1 and 0.005 s−1). It should be noted that the accurate strain value of the
test specimen is difficult to be acquired, so the relatively consistent strain rate is achieved with the
application of finite element analysis which will be discussed in Section 4.2. The result of the test is
plotted in Figure 11. We can observe that the material presents a rate-dependent property as well at
equi-biaxial tensile condition. The fractured specimen after the test is shown in Figure 12. It can be
discovered that the special designed specimen with a reduced center section could guarantee that the
maximum deformation occurs in the center.

Figure 10. Specimen geometry of the biaxial tensile (unit: mm), where A-A is the cross section.
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Figure 11. Specimen geometry of the biaxial tensile (unit: mm).

Figure 12. Fractured specimen after biaxial test (a) 0.1 s−1 (b) 0.02 s−1 (c) 0.005 s−1.

4.2. FE Analysis of Biaxial Tensile Test

The accurate stress and strain of the special designed cruciform specimen is difficult to be
calculated. So we adopted FE analysis to evaluate the hardening curves at biaxial stress state.
The isotropic elastic-plastic numerical model is established by using the commercial FEA program
ABAQUS as shown in Figure 13. The cruciform specimen is modeled with 8-node linear reduced
integration element (C3D8R). Due to the symmetrical properties of the specimen, only one-quarter of
the model is modeled (Figure 13). Figure 14 shows the von Mises equivalent stress distribution of the
specimen when the displacement of each axis reach 3.0 mm. The simulation result also demonstrates
that the central section of the specimen experiences the maximum deformation. In addition, with the
help of FEA, the relationship between the grip displacement and maximum strain could be established.
Using Equation (3), the relatively accurate strain rate could be achieved by controlling the grip speed.

.
ε = dε/dt = dε/dU·dU/dt = dε/dU·v (3)

where U is the grip displacement and v is the grip speed.
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Figure 13. FE analysis of cruciform specimen.

Figure 14. FE simulation result of cruciform specimen.

4.3. Validation of the Inverse Model

Figure 15 shows the improved stress-plastic strain curves of the investigated material in the biaxial
tensile test by the inverse modeling method as described in Section 2.2. The hardening curves of the
uniaxial tensile test obtained by the inverse method at corresponding conditions are also plotted in the
figure. In order to reduce the iteration steps, the post-necking hardening curve calculated in Section 3
is regarded as the initial guess in the iterative step. We can see from the figure that the iterative process
converges to a certain value after two or three steps. At strain rate of 0.1 s−1 and 0.02 s−1, the flow
stress of the biaxial test obtained by the inverse method is close to the uniaxial test result. It should be
noted that the achieved minimum relative mean square errors Φ are 0.97%, 1.01% and 2.94% for strain
rate of 0.1 s−1, 0.02 s−1 and 0.005 s−1 respectively, which is much larger than the optimized values
calculated in Section 3. In other words, the proposed inverse modeling method is able to obtain the
hardening curve using complex specimens such as the special designed cruciform test piece, but the
precision is not very high.
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Figure 15. Improved stress-plastic strain curves and uniaxial test data at different strain rates. (a)
0.1 s−1 (b) 0.02 s−1(c) 0.005 s−1.

5. Conclusions

The post-necking hardening behaviors of uniaxial tensile test and biaxial tensile test are
determined by using the inverse modeling method. The following conclusions can be derived from
this study:

(1). By using the proposed inverse method, the internal relation between the plastic strain and
elongation of the uniaxial tensile test could be automatically obtained without the application of any
non-contact optical measurement.

(2). If the stress-strain curve in the inverse modeling method is represented by simple classical
hardening laws, the convergence condition of the inverse iteration procedure cannot be finally satisfied.

(3). The extrapolated hardening curve using phenomenological constitutive models greatly
depends on the model that is selected and it will be in poor accuracy for predicting the post-necking
hardening curve of metal sheet.

(4). The proposed inverse modeling method could be used to obtain the hardening curve of metal
sheet using complex specimens such as the special designed cruciform test piece, but the calculation
accuracy is not very high.
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Abstract: To improve the reliability of mechanical parts that have failed in the field, a reliability
methodology for parametric accelerated life testing (ALT) is proposed. It consists of: (1) a parametric
ALT plan, (2) a load analysis, (3) a tailored series of parametric ALTs with action plans, and (4) an
evaluation of the final designs to ensure the design requirements are satisfied. This parametric ALT
should help an engineer reproduce the fractured or failed parts in a product subjectedto repetitive
loading and correct the faulty designs. As a test case, the helix upper dispenser of a refrigerator
ice-maker fractured in field was studied. Using a load analysis, we discerned that the helix upper
dispenser fracture was due to repetitive loads and a faulty design with a 2 mm gap between the blade
dispenser and the helix upper dispenser. During the first and second ALTs, the fracture in the helix
upper dispenser was reproduced. The failure modes and mechanisms found were similar to those of
the failed sample in field. As an action plan, the design of the helix upper dispenser was modified
by eliminating the 2 mm gap and adding enforced ribs. In the third ALT there were no problems.
After three rounds of parametric ALTs, the reliability of the helix upper dispenser was guaranteed as
a 10-year life with an accumulated failure rate of 1%.

Keywords: reliability design; helix upper dispenser; fracture; parametric accelerated life testing;
faulty designs

1. Introduction

A refrigerator is designed to store fresh food. Its evaporator supplies chilled air to both the
freezer and refrigerator compartments. A refrigerator that includes an ice-maker can consist of several
different subsystems—cabinet, door, shelves and drawers, control system, motor or compressor, heat
exchanger, water supply device, and other miscellaneous parts. The total number of components can
be as many as 3000. Product reliability is targeted to have at least 10 years of B20 life that will have an
accumulated failure rate of 20% (Figure 1).

Because customers have requested the inclusion of an ice-maker in a refrigerator, manufacturers
have developed refrigerators with this feature. For this (intended) function, a mechanical module like
the ice-maker is designed to harvest ice. As seen in Figure 2, the mechanical parts in an ice-maker
should operate under the conditions subjected to it by consumers. In the field, the ice-maker might
experience failures which were not anticipated in the design process. In such cases, the company may
have to decide to perform a massive recall of the product. Reliability testing should reproduce any
defective configurations or uses of the product which failed in field and correct them immediately.
However, in this instance, there had been no proper testing methods for the failures of the mechanical
product detected in field [1–3].
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Figure 1. Breakdown of an appliance which includes a refrigeration system, with its modules.

Figure 2. Robust design schematic of a mechanical system, such as an ice-maker.

Repeated loads or overloading due to daily usage may cause structural failure in a product and
reduce its lifetime [4,5]. Many engineers think such possibilities can be assessed by: (1) mathematical
modeling using Newtonian methods, (2) assessing the time response of the system for dynamic
loads, (3) utilizing the rain-flow counting method [6,7], or (4) estimating system damage using the
Palmgren-Miner’s rule [8]. However, while these analytical methodologies may provide exact answers,
there are many assumptions in these methods that simplify the complexities in modeling product
failures due to design flaws.

Robust design methods, including the statistical design of experiments (DOE) and the Taguchi
approach [9], were developed to carry out optimal design for mechanical products. In particular,
Taguchi’s robust design method uses parametric design to place it in a position where random “noise”
does not affect the outcome. Thus, mechanical systems can be used to find out the proper design
parameters and their levels [10–14]. Through utilizing interactions between control factors and noise
factors, the parametric design of a mechanical system can be used to determine the proper control
factors that make the design robust, regardless of the change of noise factors. In an orthogonal array,
as the control factors are assigned to an inner array, the noise factors are assigned to an outer array.

However, because huge experimental computations in the Taguchi product array are required,
a lot of design parameters for a mechanical structure need to be considered. As new products are
introduced with faulty designs in the mechanical structure, products may be recalled and loss of
brand-name value experienced.

The purpose of this paper is to present a reliability methodology of mechanical parts like the
fractured helix upper dispenser which is subjected to repetitive loading in field. This reliability
methodology includes: (1) a parametric accelerated life testing (ALT) plan, (2) a load analysis, (3) a
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tailored series of parametric ALTs with action plans, and (4) an evaluation to ensure the final design
requirements of the mechanical parts were satisfied.

2. Parametric Accelerated Life Testing

2.1. Setting an Overall Parametric ALT Plan

The reliability of a mechanical system can be defined as the ability of a system or module to
function under stated conditions for a specified period of time [15]. It can be illustrated in Figure 3,
which includes a component called “the bathtub curve” that consists of three parts [16]. There is
initially a decreasing failure rate, then a constant failure rate, and then an increasing failure rate. If
a product follows the bathtub curve, it will have difficulty in succeeding in the market. Because of
faulty design, the mechanical product will have higher failure rates early in its early and incur financial
losses for the company. The company will then need to set goals for new products to (1) reduce early
failures, (2) decrease random failures during the product operating time, and (3) increase product
lifetime [17]. As the reliability of a mechanical product is improved, the traditional bathtub curve can
be transformed into a straight line with the shape parameter β (the bottom curve in Figure 3).

Figure 3. Bathtub curve and straight line with slope β.

Therefore, the reliability of a mechanical system might be quantified from the product lifetime LB
and failure rate λ as follows:

R(LB) = 1 − F(LB) = e−λLB ∼= 1 − λLBX (1)

This equation is applicable below about 20 percent of the cumulative failures [18]. The reliability
design of a mechanical system can be achieved by obtaining the targeted product lifetime LB and
failure rate λ after reproducing the field failure through parametric ALT and correcting the defective
configuration of structures.

In targeting the reliability of a mechanical product in a parametric ALT analysis, there are three
cases for modules in a mechanical product: (1) a modified module, (2) a new module, and (3) a similar
module to the prior design on the basis of market demand. The ice-maker with a helix upper dispenser
discussed here as a case study is a similar module with a faulty design that should be corrected because
customers wanted to replace it with a new one.
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The newly designed module A from the field data in Table 1 had a yearly failure rate of 0.35% per
year and a lifetime, LB1, of 2.9 years. To respond to customer claims, a new reliability target for the
ice-maker was set as 10 years of B1 life with an accumulative failure rate of one percent.

Table 1. Overall parametric accelerated life testing (ALT) plan of a refrigerator.

Modules

Market Data Expected Reliability Targeted Reliability

Yearly Failure
Rate, %/year

Bx Life,
year

Yearly Failure Rate, %/year
Bx Life,
year

Yearly Failure
Rate, %/year

Bx Life, year

A 0.35 2.9 Similar ×1 0.35 2.86 0.10 10(x = 1.0)
B 0.24 4.2 New ×5 1.20 0.83 0.15 10(x = 1.5)
C 0.30 3.3 Similar ×1 0.30 3.33 0.10 10(x = 1.0)
D 0.31 3.2 Modified ×2 0.62 1.61 0.10 10(x = 1.0)
E 0.15 6.7 Modified ×2 0.30 3.33 0.15 10(x = 1.5)
Others 0.50 2.0 Similar ×1 0.50 2.00 0.40 10(x = 4.0)
Product 1.9 5.4 - - 3.27 3.06 1.00 10(x = 10)

2.2. Parametric Accelerated Life Testing of Mechanical Systems

For solid-state diffusion of impurities in silicon, the junction equation J might be expressed as

J = [aC(x − a)] · exp
[
− q

kT

(
w − 1

2
aξ

)]
· v

[Density/Area]·[Jump Probability]·[Jump Frequency]

= −
[

a2ve−qw/kT
]
· cosh qaξ

2kT
∂C
∂x +

[
2ave−qw/kT

]
Csinh qaξ

2kT

= Φ(x, t, T)sinh(aξ) exp
(
− Q

kT

)
= Asinh(aξ) exp

(
− Q

kT

) (2)

On the other hand, the reaction process that is dependent on speed might be expressed as

K = K+ − K− = a kT
h e−

ΔE−aS
kT − a kT

h e−
ΔE+aS

kT

= a kT
h e−

ΔE
kT sinh( aS

kT )
(3)

The reaction rate K from Equations (2) and (3) can therefore be summarized as

K = Bsinh(aS) exp
(
− Ea

kT

)
(4)

If the reaction rate in Equation (4) takes an inverse function, the generalized stress model can be
obtained as

TF = A[sinh(aS)]−1 exp
(

Ea

kT

)
(5)

The range of the hyperbolic sine stress term [sinh(aS)]−1. in Equation (4) increases the stress as
follows: (1) initially (S)−1 has a small effect, (2) (S)−n has what is considered a medium effect, and (3)(
eaS)−n has a large effect. Accelerated testing is usually conducted in the medium stress range. The

hyperbolic sine stress term of Equation (5) in the medium range can be redefined as

TF = A(S)−n exp
(

Ea

kT

)
(6)
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The internal (or external) stress in a product is difficult to quantify and use in accelerated testing.
Stresses in mechanical systems may come from efforts (or loads) like force, torque, and pressure. For a
mechanical system, when replacing stress with effort, the time-to-failure (TF) can be modified as

TF = A(S)−n exp
(

Ea

kT

)
= A(e)−λ exp

(
Ea

kT

)
(7)

From the time-to-failure in Equation (7), the acceleration factor can be defined as the ratio between
the proper accelerated stress levels and typical operating conditions. The acceleration factor (AF) can
be modified to include the effort concepts:

AF =

(
S1

S0

)n[Ea

k

(
1
T0

− 1
T1

)]
=

(
e1

e0

)λ[Ea

k

(
1
T0

− 1
T1

)]
(8)

To carry out parametric ALTs, the sample size equation with the acceleration factors in Equation
(8) might be expressed as [19]:

n ≥ (r + 1) · 1
x
·
(

L∗
BX

AF · ha

)β

+ r (9)

If the reliability of the mechanical system was targeted, the number of required test cycles (or
mission cycles) can be obtained for a given sample size. Through parametric ALTs, the faulty designs
of a mechanical system can be identified to achieve the desired reliability target [20–22].

The estimated lifetime LBx in each ALT is approximated as

Lβ
Bx

∼= x · n · (ha · AF)β

r + 1
(10)

Let x = λ·LBx. The estimated failure rate of the design samples λ can be described as

λ ∼= 1
LBx

· (r + 1) · Lβ
B

n · (ha · AF)β
(11)

In each ALT, by quantifying the reliability from the multiplication of the estimated LBx life and
failure rate λ, we can ensure the reliability of the final design for a mechanical system.

2.3. Case Study-Reliability Design of the Helix Upper Dispenser in an Ice-Maker

Since the customer needs ice, an ice-maker is designed to harvest ice. The primary parts in an
ice-maker consist of the bucket case, helix support, helix dispenser clamp, blade dispenser, helix upper
dispenser, and blade, as shown in Figure 4.

In the field, these ice-maker parts in a refrigerator cracked and fractured due to design failures
under unknown customer usage conditions. Field data indicated that the damaged products may have
had two structural design flaws: (1) a 2 mm gap between the blade dispenser and the helix upper
dispenser, and (2) a weld line around the impact area of the helix upper dispenser. Below –20 ◦C the
rotating blade dispenser (stainless steel) impacts the fixed helix upper dispenser (plastic) while the
crushed ice is being harvested. A crack may occur in the helix dispenser (Figure 5).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Refrigerator and ice-maker assembly. (a) Refrigerator; (b) mechanical parts of an ice-maker
assembly: helix support (1), blade dispenser (2), helix upper dispenser (3), and blade (4).

Figure 5. Damaged helix upper dispenser after use.

By utilizing the above failure analysis (and tests), fractures that started in voids inside mechanical
parts such as gear have been shown to propagate to their ends [23–30]. In particular, intergranular
fractures of austenitic stainless steels have been identified and discussed in a similar way to the failure
of the helix dispenser [31]. A phase field visco-plastic model has also been proposed to describe the
influence of the loading rate on the ductile fracture [32]. Cracks in the helix dispenser require the
manufacturer to redesign the product to keep it functioning for its expected lifetime.

If repetitive loads are applied to the product structure and there are design faults, the structure
will fail short of its desired lifetime. Therefore, an ice-maker’s actual lifetime depends on faulty parts
like the helix upper dispenser. To reproduce and correct the part(s), an engineer is required to conduct
reliability testing like parametric ALT for a new design. The process consists of (1) a load analysis for
the returned product, (2) the utilization of parametric ALTs with action plans, and (3) the verification
of whether the reliability target of final designs has been achieved.
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Ice-making involves several repetitive mechanical processes: (1) filtered water supplies the tray;
(2) water freezes into ice via cold air in the heat exchanger; and (3) the ice is harvested until the bucket
is full. When the customer pushes the lever by force, cubed or crushed ice is then dispensed. In this
ice-making process, the ice-maker parts receive a variety of mechanical loads.

In the United States, refrigerators are designed to produce 10 cubes per use and upto 200 cubes
a day. Because the ice-maker system is repetitively used in both cubed and crushed ice modes, it is
continuously subjected to mechanical loads. Ice production may also be influenced by customer usage
conditions such as water pressure, ice consumption, refrigerator notch settings, and the number of
times the door is opened.

Figure 6 provides an overview of the schematic of an ice-maker that represents the mechanical
load transfer in the ice bucket assembly using a bond graph model. To generate enough torque to
crush the ice, an AC motor provides power through the gear system which is then transferred to the
ice bucket assembly. Through the helix blade dispenser and the upper dispenser in the bucket, the ice
is distributed by the blade. If subjected to different loads, the ice can also be crushed.

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 6. Design concept of an ice-maker. (a) Schematic diagram of auger motor and ice bucket
assembly. (b) Bond graph modeling of auger motor and ice bucket assembly.

To derive the state equations, the bond graph model in Figure 6b can be solved at each node,
that is,

d f × E2/dt = 1/La × eE2 (12)

d f M2/dt = 1/J × eM2 (13)

The junction from Equation (12) is

eE2 = ea − eE3 (14a)
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eE3 = Ra × f E3 (14b)

The junction from Equation (13) is

eM2 = eM1 − eM3 (15a)

eM1 = (Ka × i)− TPulse (15b)

eM3 = B × f M3 (15c)

Because f M1 = f M2 = f M3 = ω and i = f E1 = f E2 = f E3 = ia from Equation (14)

eE2 = ea − Ra × f E3 (16)

f E2 = f E3 = ia (17)

If substituting Equations (16) and (17) into Equation (12), then

dia/dt = 1/La × (ea − Ra × ia) (18)

And from Equations (15) we can obtain

eM2 = [(Ka × i)− TL]− B × f M3 (19a)

i = ia (19b)

f M3 = f M2 = ω (19c)

If substituting Equations (19) into (13), then

dω/dt = 1/J × [(Ka × i)− TL]− B × ω (20)

We can obtain the state equation from Equations (18) and (20) as follows:

[
dia/dt
dω/dt

]
=

[
−Ra/La 0

mka −B/J

][
ia

ω

]
+

[
1/La

0

]
ea +

[
1

−1/J

]
TL (21)

When Equation (21) is integrated, the output of the ac-motor and ice bucket assembly is obtained as

yp =
[

0 1
][ ia

ω

]
(22)

From Equation (21) we know that the lifetime of the ice bucket assembly depends on the stress (or
torque) due to forces required to crush the ice. The life-stress model (LS model) in Equation (7) can
then be modified as

TF = A(S)−n = AT−λ
L = A(Fc × R)−λ = B(Fc)

−λ (23)

Therefore, the AF can be derived as

AF =

(
S1

S0

)n
=

(
T1

T0

)λ

=

(
F1 × R
F0 × R

)λ

=

(
F1

F0

)λ

(24)

We can carry out parametric ALT from Equation (9) until the required mission cycles that provide
the reliability target of 10 years of B1 life are achieved.

The environment operating conditions of the ice bucket assembly in a refrigerator icemaker can
vary from approximately −15 to −30 ◦C with a relative humidity ranging from 0% to 20%. Depending
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on customer usage, an ice dispenser is used an average of approximately 3–18 times per day. Under
maximum use for 10 years, the dispenser incurs about 65,700 usage cycles. Data from the motor
company specifies that normal torque is 0.69 kN-cm and maximum torque is 1.47 kN-cm. Assuming
the cumulative damage exponent λ = 2, the acceleration factor is approximately 5 in Equation (24).

For 10 years of B1 life, the test cycles for a sample of ten pieces (calculated using Equation (9)) were
approximately 42,000 cycles if the shape parameter was supposed to be 2.0. This parametric ALT is
designed to ensure a B1 life of 10 years so that it would fail less than once during 42,000 cycles. Figure 7
shows the experimental setup of an ALT for the reproduction of the failed helix upper dispenser in the
field. Figure 8 represents the duty cycles for the ice-crushing load TL.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Equipment used in accelerated life testing and controller. (a) ALT Equipment; (b) controller.

Figure 8. Duty cycles of disturbance load TL on the band clamper.

The equipment in the chamber was designed to operate down to a temperature of about −30 ◦C.
The controller outside can start or stop the equipment and can indicate the completed test cycles and
the test periods, such as sample on/off time. To apply the maximum ice-crushing torque TL, the helix
upper dispenser and the blade dispenser were bolted together with a band clamper. As the controller
gives the start signal, the augermotor rotates. At this point, the rotating blade dispenser impacts the
fixed helix upper dispenser to the maximum mechanical ice-crushing torque (1.47 kN-cm).

3. Results & Discussion

In the first ALT, the helix upper dispenser fractured at 170 cycles, 5200 cycles, 7880 cycles,
8800 cycles, and 11,600 cycles. Figure 9 shows a photograph comparing the failed product from the
field and that from the first ALT, respectively. Because they are similar, by parametric ALT we were
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able to reproduce the fractured helix upper dispenser. There was a structural design flaw—a 2 mm
gap between the blade dispenser and the helix upper dispenser. As the blade dispenser (stainless steel)
struck the helix upper dispenser (plastic), it cracked and fractured. Figure 10 represents the graphical
analysis of the ALT results and field data on a Weibull plot. The shape parameter in the first ALT was
estimated to be 2.0. For the final design, the shape parameter from the Weibull plot was confirmed to
be 4.78.

(a) (b) 

Figure 9. Failed helix upper dispensers in field and during the first ALT. (a) Failed product in field; (b)
Product with crack after first ALT.

Figure 10. Field data and results of ALT on Weibull chart.
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To withstand repetitive impact loads, the problematic helix upper dispenser used in field was
redesigned as follows: the 2 mm gap between the blade dispenser and helix upper dispenser was
eliminated (Figure 11).

(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Redesigned helix upper dispenser. (a) Old design; (b) New design.

In the second ALT, the helix upper dispenser fractured at 17,000 cycles, 25,000 cycles, 28,200 cycles,
and 38,000 cycles. When the gap between the blade dispenser and the helix upper dispenser was
eliminated, the lifetime of the helix upper dispenser was extended. Because the helix upper dispenser
did not have enough strength for stress, 42,000 mission cycles in the second ALT still wasn’t met. As
an action plan, a reinforced rib on the outside of the helix was added.

In the third ALT, there were no problems until 75,000 cycles. Over the course of three ALTs with
these design changes, the helix upper dispenser was guaranteed to have 10 years of B1 life. Table 2
shows a summary of the results of the ALTs.

Table 2. Results of ALTs.

Parametric ALT
1st ALT 2nd ALT 3rd ALT

Initial Design Second Design Final Design

Over the course of 42,000
cycles, the helix upper

dispenser has no
problems

170 cycles: 1/10 fracture
5200 cycles: 1/10 fracture
7880cycles: 2/10 fracture
8880cycles: 2/10 fracture

11,600 cycles: 4/10 fracture

17,000 cycles: 1/6 fracture
25,000 cycles: 3/6 fracture
28,000 cycles: 1/6 fracture
38,000 cycles: 1/6 fracture

42,000 cycles: 6/6 OK
75,000 cycles: 6/6 OK

Helix structure

  

-

Material and
specification C1: Gap of 2 mm → 0 mm C2: Added rib on the outside of

helix -

4. Conclusions

To improve the reliability of a mechanical part that fails in the field, we have suggested a reliability
methodology that includes: (1) a parametric ALT plan, (2) a load analysis, (3) a tailored series of
parametric ALTs with action plans, and (4) an evaluation of the final design requirements of the
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mechanical part to ensure the requirements were satisfied. A helix upper dispenser fractured in field
was used as a case study.

Regarding the parametric ALTs of the helix upper dispenser, based on the products that failed
both in the field and in the first ALT, the helix upper dispenser fractured around a 2 mm gap between
the blade dispenser and helix upper dispenser. When crushed ice was being made, the blade dispenser
(stainless steel) struck the plastic helix upper dispenser. The helix upper dispenser, subjected to these
repetitive stresses, fractured short of its expected lifetime. As a corrective action plan, the 2 mm gap
was eliminated.

During the second ALT, the helix upper dispenser also fractured because it did not have enough
strength to withstand repetitive strikes from the blade dispenser. As a corrective action plan, a
reinforced rib on the outside of the helix was added. After a sequence of ALT testing, a helix upper
dispenser with the proper values for the design parameters was determined to meet the reliability target
of 10 years of a B1 life. These were shown to be effective in reproducing the reliability of the helix upper
dispenser claimed in field and in enhancing its reliability. This reliability design methodology should
be applicable to other mechanical systems such as automobiles, airplanes, construction equipment,
washing machines, vacuum cleaners, and civil structures like bridges.

Author Contributions: The primary author (S.W.) was responsible for the experimental testing. Both authors
contributed to the analysis and writing of the paper.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflicts of interest.

Abbreviations

B viscous friction coefficient
BX time which isan accumulated failure rate of X%, durability index
Ea activation energy, eV
e effort
ea applied voltage, V
eb counter-electromotive force
ef field voltage, V
f flow
Fc ice crushing force, kN
F(t) unreliability
h testing cycles (or cycles)
h* non-dimensional testing cycles, h∗ = h/LB ≥ 1
ia applied current, A
if field current, A
J momentum of inertia, kg m2

k Boltzmann’s constant, 8.62 × 10−5 eVdeg−1

ka constant of the counter-electromotive force
La electromagnetic inductance
LB target BX life and x = 0.01X, on the condition that x ≤ 0.2
m gear ratio
MGY gyrator in causal forms for basic 2-ports and 3-ports
n number of test samples
r failed numbers
r coefficient of gyrator
Ra electromagnetic resistance
S stress
ti test time for each sample
T torque, kN cm
TL ice-crushing torque in bucket, kN cm
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TF time to failure
X accumulated failure rate, %
x x = 0.01X, on condition that x ≤ 0.2.
Greek symbols
ω angular velocity in ice bucket, rad/s
η characteristic life
λ cumulative damage exponent in Palmgren-Miner’s rule
Superscripts
β shape parameter in Weibull distribution

n stress dependence, n = −
[

∂ ln(Tf )

∂ ln(S)

]
T

Subscripts
0 normal stress conditions
1 accelerated stress conditions
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Abstract: An insight of the dominant fracture mechanisms occurring in mechanical metallic
components during industrial service conditions is offered through this short overview. Emphasis is
given on the phenomenological aspects of fracture and their relationships with the emergent fracture
mode(s) with respect to the prevailed operating parameters and loading conditions. This presentation
is basically fulfilled by embracing and reviewing industrial case histories addressed from a technical
expert viewpoint. The referenced case histories reflected mainly the author’s team expertise in
failure analysis investigation. As a secondary perspective of the current study, selected failure
investigation and prevention methodological approaches are briefly summarized and discussed,
aiming to provide a holistic overview of the specific frameworks and systems in place, which could
assist the organization of risk minimization and quality enhancement.

Keywords: metal components; fracture mechanisms; fractography; fracture mechanics;
quality improvement

1. Introduction

Failure analysis (FA) is a multidisciplinary, multifaceted scientific field, connecting areas of
engineering from diverse backgrounds and bodies of knowledge; from applied mechanics to
electrochemistry and corrosion and from numerical modeling, to the understanding of surface science
and tribology. The complexity of the nature of the subject requires the embracing of various engineering
disciplines, to succeed high process performance and effective root-cause analysis, which is the core
and the central objective of the failure investigation process [1]. The evolution of the failure analysis
area is massive and perpetual, since it advances together with the numerous independent fields and
core competencies, which are considered as the main constituents of its entire body of knowledge.

There are representative textbooks and monographs, aiming to serve the FA subject from different
viewpoints and perspectives, assisting and guiding engineers and failure analysis practitioners working
in a variety of industry areas. Some characteristic examples add appreciable effort in understanding
the basic elementary technical disciplines, building the framework of FA, and highlighting the role of
fractography are referred to in [2–6].

Another approach, which is noteworthy, is focused on the management and organizational aspects
of failure analysis, aiming to present and examine its current status as a structured and disciplined
procedure [7]. Without the need to mention other literature sources, when treating niche areas of FA,
undoubtedly, the great variety and extent of its subject constitutes a common perception. Therefore,
filtering and condensing areas of specific knowledge will be valuable for researchers and engineers
working in their respective disciplines, while a rigorous review in FA is rather a futile endeavor.

Metals 2019, 9, 148; doi:10.3390/met9020148 www.mdpi.com/journal/metals153
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The aim of this short and targeted review is, firstly, to summarize the most common fracture
mechanisms of machine components, highlighting their unique identification fingerprints through the
contribution of macro- and micro-fractography. The value of fractography in FA is remarkable and
it was specifically referred to in an excellent historical overview [8] and in a focused presentation on
machine components, presented in [9].

Apart from traditional qualitative fractography, the application of quantitative fractography aims
to measure the fracture surface topographic features, revealing significant characteristics of the fracture
surface, in terms of true surface areas, distances, sizes, numbers, morphologies, orientations, and
positions, as well as statistical distributions of these quantities. Modern quantitative fracture image
analysis systems play an important part in the progress and successful achievement of these goals,
not only to accelerate the measurement procedures, but also to perform operations that would not be
possible by other techniques. Although classical macro-fractography is mostly elaborated utilizing
optical methods (stereo-microscopy), research studies are increasingly motivated to realize quantitative
measurements using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) microfractography [10].

The experimental routes together with the presentation of fracture mechanisms, decorated through
special case studies, will be discussed in Sections 2 and 2.1–2.3. For the sake of simplicity and taxonomy,
two classes of fracture are discussed: Instant or overload (Section 2.2) and progressive (Section 2.3)
fractures. The subject is limited to the fracture of metallic components, while corrosion/environmental
or surface (tribological) degradation mechanisms are out of the scope of the present work. Secondarily,
in Section 3, a typical selection of methodologies used to tackle and prevent failures, aiming to enhance
production efficiency and minimize machine downtime, are addressed. This section is a complementary
part of the preceding section, which presents the “diagnostic” part of fracture analysis, acting as its
“prognostic” inseparable twin sister – following the scheme, as the generic Equation (1) addresses:

Component Failure Investigation → Root-Cause Analysis → Failure Prevention (1)

The contents of the short review paper concern principally the engineers and FA practitioners
working in the manufacturing and metal working industry, aiming to provide:

(a) A quick and condensed guide sharing knowledge from a technical expert point of view;
(b) The basic methodological tools used for further preventive actions, at least in the form of their

titles and not in a comprehensive and rigorous manner; and
(c) Offer a sort of inspiration for research and continuous learning, which constitute the driving

force and the backbone of improvement and sustainability.

2. Phenomenological Aspects of Fracture

The recognition of a fracture mode is a morphological identification process; fracture history is
traced back to its origin, development (growth or propagation), and final ending stage. The description
of the fracture process is literally connected to the construction of fracture history and main failure
hypothesis. Fractographic analysis, using optical and scanning electron microscopy, constitutes an
irresistible technique towards the resolution of fracture analysis problem solving. The unfolding of
fracture process history is clearly stipulated through the rigorous description of the fracture surface
topography; hence the preservation of fracture surfaces plays a key role in the entire FA investigation.

2.1. Experimental Procedure

Optical stereomicroscopy was performed using a Nikon SMZ 1500 (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan)
stereo-microscope, using image analysis software (Image Pro Plus, Rockville, MD, USA).
High-magnification fracture surface observations, utilizing a FEI XL40 SFEG scanning electron
microscope (FEI, Eindhoven, The Netherlands), were realized using secondary electron (SE) and
backscattered electron (BSE) imaging under 20 kV accelerating voltage conditions.
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2.2. Instant (Overload) Fracture Mechanisms

This section summarizes the main types of overload fracture, which occurs instantly, once
the intensity of the operating conditions exceeds the load-carrying capability of the component(s).
Typically, the main overload fracture classes are categorized according to the accompanied plasticity
(ductility) criterion, leading to two main groups:

→ Ductile Fracture (Section 2.2.1) and
→ Low/Limited Ductility Fracture (Section 2.2.2). In this case, the term “brittle fracture” is

intentionally avoided and it is included with the present fracture type. Brittle fracture is
an extreme case of low/limited ductility fracture where the absorbed plastic strain energy
is negligible.

2.2.1. Ductile Fracture

Ductile fracture is accompanied by an appreciable amount of permanent plastic deformation,
which is manifested even macroscopically by shape-geometry or cross section distortion (necking).
Microscopically, voids are generated around inclusions, inclusion/matrix interfaces, and at the centre
of the neck, where the hydrostatic stress is maximized and stress triaxiality dominates. The process of
fracture development includes the following steps:

→ Void nucleation;
→ void growth; and
→ void linking (coalescence).

The inclusion density affects the microvoid nucleation rate, leading to a higher number of
nucleation sites and lower growth potential, resulting in a high void distribution density and lower
size dimples, signifying lower overall plasticity [11]. The Gurson based model, later modified by
Tvegaard and Needleman, treated the damage evolution using void failure criteria and correlating
hydrostatic stress with von Mises stress and the void volume fraction number, see Equation (2) [11–13].
The examination of ductile fracture evolution is out of the scope of the present work and, therefore, only
a simple reference to the previous classical GTN (Gurson-Tvegaard-Needleman) model is attempted:

ϕ =
σ2

eq

σ2
0
+ 2 C1· f · cosh

(
3
2
· C2·σh

σ0

)
−
(

1 + C3· f 2
)
= 0 (2)

where σeq is the equivalent von Mises stress, σh is the hydrostatic stress, σ0 is the actual yield stress,
C1, C2, and C3 are model constants, and f is the effective void volume fraction. When, C1 = C2 = C3 = 1,
the model is transitioned to the original Gurson model.

This model refers to a yield state, of the form, ϕ, as a function of the stresses (σeq, σ0, σh) and void
volume fraction (f ), which equals 0 for a porous ductile material [13].

The microvoid coalescence gives rise to the evolution of ductile (plastic) fracture, which creates
characteristic signatures and fracture surface patterns [14]. The observation of fracture surface
topography, using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) reveals a specific anaglyph consisting of
dimples of various size, shape, and distribution (Figure 1). The growth of coarse voids proceeds against
fine ones. As void evolution advances, the un-fractured metal links between the holes (behaving as
columns or webs) are consecutively strained until final failure occurs, creating lower size secondary
dimples and leading to an assigned distribution of cavities, as it is also described in [15]. The variation
of dimple size is affected by the void threshold stress and growth rate, which are principally influenced
by the geometrical and physical characteristics of the microstructural features [15].
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Figure 1. SEM micrographs showing: (a) Ductile fracture surface (SE imaging) showing inhomogeneous
dimple distribution and (b) higher magnification topographic features showing details of dimples
around non-metallic inclusions (BSE imaging). Material: Low carbon structural steel grade (C15),
fractured under tensile overload.

The orientation of dimples denotes the load application (axial, shear, tear), see also [2]. The
presence of shear dimples indicates high stress triaxiality conditions, impeding profuse void growth.
In case of shear ductile fracture, slip band formation is restricted on inclusions, causing localized strain
evolution and void nucleation [16].

2.2.2. Low/Limited Ductility Fracture

In this class of fracture, there are two principal categories:
(a) Transgranular (cleavage) fracture; and
(b) Intergranular fracture
The cleavage fracture proceeds on {100} planes in <110> directions for body-centered-cubic

(bcc) metals, while it seems somehow contradictory to Griffith’s thermodynamic criterion for brittle
fracture, which foresees that the {110} should be the cleavage planes, showing minimum surface
energy without any preferred crystallographic direction [8]. Since dislocation processes accompany
cleavage, it has been postulated that preferred cleavage planes and directions are those of the lowest
plasticity around the crack [8]. River-line patterns are characteristic features of transgranular (cleavage)
fracture, represented topographically as plateaus connected by shear ledges, showing the direction
of crack propagation [17]. The formation mechanism of river patterns is based on the change of the
fracture mode from mode I with an increasing component of mode III [15]. A typical fractograph of
the cleavage fracture of a steel chain link is given in Figure 2a [18]. In Figure 2b, a quasi-cleavage is
shown, observed in a tool steel gripper’s teeth, where minute areas of plastic deformation are also
evidenced [19].
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Figure 2. SEM micrographs showing: (a) Transgranular cleavage fracture surface (SE imaging) showing
crystallographic facets and “occluded” river patterns (Material: Chain link, structural steel grade C40),
(b) “quasi-cleavage” fracture surface (SE imaging), showing a mixed-mode transgranular fracture,
accompanied with areas of localized plastic deformation (Material: Tool steel gripper W.Nr. 1.2343).

Very frequently, intergranular fractures are observed rather than cleavage, due to either the
concentration of low melting-point impurity phases or the segregation of impurity elements at
grain boundary areas (such as V-group elements in steels). P, As, Sb, and Sn are considered as
intergranular embrittling elements, while the development of Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)
in 1969 assisted in the identification of a monolayer of such impurities at grain boundaries, which
promotes embrittlement [8]. The presence of minor impurities, such as Bi and Pb, could induce severe
damage due to hot shortness, leading to intergranular fracture in copper and copper alloys [20–23].
Pb particles could lead to the formation of micro-voids, enlarged by growth and coalescence by an
adsorption-induced de-cohesion, or emission of dislocation, which results in intergranular damage
evolution, see also [24]. Typical intergranular fracture in a leaded copper alloy is shown in Figure 3.

In case of lead-free heat treated CuZn42 copper alloy, an almost entirely IG (intergranular) fracture
mode was observed under static and dynamic loading conditions [25,26]. In a previous study, the
absence of Pb and the room temperature testing conditions rather ruled-out the possibility of the
occurrence of hot-shortness as the main cause of the identified IG fracture. According to [26], the
occurrence of such an IG fracture requires a salient interpretation based on the following notions:

→ Low stress intensity factor range (ΔK);
→ coarse β-phase in relation to the developed plastic zone size; and
→ high-angle grain boundaries.

All the above parameters could be considered as a potential that could act separately or
synergistically, enhancing the possibility of the IG fracture for the heat treated CuZn42 alloy.
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Figure 3. (a) SEM fractograph (SE imaging) showing a typical intergranular fracture mechanism
and (b,c) higher magnification SEM fractographs (BSE imaging) showing details of the intergranular
fracture facets; note the “bright spots”, representing Pb particles, accumulated in the grain boundaries
(shown by black arrows). Material: CuZn39Pb3 rod fractured during hot extrusion.

2.3. Progressive Fracture Mechanisms

This section elucidates the so-called “progressive fracture modes” or “delayed fracture modes”,
pertaining to two main broad categories:

→ Fatigue Fracture (Section 2.3.1); and
→ Creep Fracture (Section 2.3.2).

Although the extent of the above subjects is undoubtedly complex and enormous, special
emphasis is placed on the major fractographic aspects, which are commonly observed and
are considered as the “fracture fingerprints” or “signatures”, in analogy to the previously
presented sections.

2.3.1. Fatigue Fracture

Fatigue failure is a progressive failure process that occurs under cyclic loading and it is comprised
of three distinct stages: Stage I is related to the crack nucleation at 45◦ to the load direction (following
slip planes); Stage II is the continuous crack growth, perpendicular to the stress up to the point when
the remaining cross section can no longer withstand the applied load; and, finally, Stage III, which
is the instant ultimate fracture due to overload [27]. The rate of crack propagation during Stage III
fracture is almost equal to half of the speed of sound in the material. The majority of the mechanical
components (shaft, gears, turbine blades, bearings, rolls, etc.) are subjected to cyclic/periodic loading
conditions and, hence, the fatigue failure mode is the predominant fracture mechanism. As a rule of
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thumb, the time necessary for the nucleation of the fatigue crack is almost equal to 80–90% of the total
lifetime of the machine element.

Macro-fractographic or visual observation of fatigue fracture reveals rather a smooth surface
texture, comprising various topographic features; the most significant ones are the following (Figure 4),
see also [27,28]:

(a) Crack progression marks (also called beach marks or crack arrest marks). These are elliptical or
semi-circular shaped marks, signifying a change of the position of the fatigue crack front. They
are also related to the arrestment or decrease of crack growth due to the load interruption during
machine operation, or due to the development of a compressive stress field ahead of the crack
tip [27]; and

(b) Ratchet marks. They look like “shear ridges”, separating successive crack fronts. The existence of
ratchet marks indicates the presence of multiple crack initiation sites and high stress concentration
conditions. Ratchet marks are created when cracks initiated at different positions are joined
together, creating steps on the fracture surface (Figure 4a).

Figure 4. (a) Stereo-micrograph showing the fatigue fracture of a steel pin of a roll chain mechanism.
The fractographic signs advocate the occurrence of rotating bending fatigue, under low load and high
stress concentration conditions. (b) SEM fractograph (SE imaging) of the same roll showing a typical
fine striation pattern. Material: Structural steel, ferritic-pearlitic microstructure, hardness: 210 HV.

The final fracture zone (overload or instant fracture zone) is rough and its pattern corresponds
either to ductile (dimpled) or low energy (transgranular or intergranular) failure, depending on the
loading conditions, the mechanical properties, and the geometry of the component. The size of the
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overload zone with respect to the entire cross section is related to the magnitude of the loading
conditions at the end of the fracture process; a large overload zone (approximately >70% of the whole
section) indicates severe loading conditions as opposed to the small size overload zone (approximately
<40% of the whole cross section). The presence, orientation, and extent of the above macro-fractographic
features are widely used in failure analysis as diagnostic tracing marks of the loading history (régime
and magnitude) and stress concentration conditions [2,3]. For instance, in Figure 4a, the evidence of
multiple crack initiation sites (ratchet marks) around the roll pin circumference, together with the
location and size of the ultimate failure area, suggest that the component failed due to rotating bending
fatigue, under low applied load and high stress concentration conditions, see also [28].

Through SEM micro-fractography (SE imaging), a fine striation-pattern, which corresponds to a
microscopic fingerprint of fatigue crack propagation (Stage II), can be also detected (Figure 4b). This
topographic feature is a sign of microscopic plasticity and it is generated by blunting and re-sharpening
of the crack-tip, during individual load cycles, known as Laird’s mechanism [27]. The striation spacing
normally corresponds to the local fatigue crack propagation rate (da/dN).

In Figure 5, a bent deoxidized high phosphorus (DHP) copper tube, working in a refrigerating
system, failed due to fatigue. The pulsating loads applied due to alternating pressure conditions
and the residual stresses imposed during bending constitute synergistic parameters of the imminent
fatigue fracture [29]. The stepwise crack extension fashion, denoted by the presence of ratchet steps,
is a plausible indicator of stress concentration on the outer bent area.

Figure 5. (a) Stereo-micrograph showing the fatigue crack (stepwise propagation) on the bent tube
surface; (b) stereo-micrograph of the tube fracture surface, showing multiple crack initiation sites and
beach marks; (c) higher magnification of the fracture surface performed by SEM (BSE imaging) where
fine fatigue striations are readily resolved. Material: deoxidized high phosphorus (DHP) copper tube.
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2.3.2. Creep Fracture

Metallic components show a lower lifetime when operated under high temperature conditions,
e.g., in energy generation systems, power plants, gas turbines, chemical process industries [6].
Depending on the dominant environmental and stress conditions, the metallic structural parts suffer
from creep-originated, environmentally induced fractures, high temperature fatigue, and thermal
fatigue. Creep is realized through the nucleation and growth of transgranular or intergranular
voids depending on the applied operating conditions, driven by diffusion and dislocation motion
as a result of simultaneous application of stress and heat input, see also [30]. Creep is a
progressive time-dependent plastic deformation, which leads to final failure with potential destructive
consequences to health, safety, and the environment. It is noteworthy that remaining service life
assessment techniques constitute a significant framework in failure prediction, resulting in cost
minimization, due to its contribution to the maintenance planning and scheduling of high temperature
process equipment, without unnecessary replacements and avoiding the risk of catastrophic property
losses with severe implication to human, health, and environmental safety. Methods, using the classical
Larson-Miller parameter (LMP) expressed in Equation (3) and life fraction rules using the damage
accumulation concepts, are very widely applied in remaining life prediction, assisted also by finite
element analysis techniques, see [31–33]:

LMP = T·(23 + logt) (3)

where, T is the operating temperature (K) and t the operation time (h).
Creep rupture curves present the variation of stress variation, as a function of the Larson Miller

parameter. Knowledge of stress and temperature conditions could therefore lead to the estimation
of the creep lifetime at a certain statistical confidence level. The life fraction rule is applied for the
calculation of the remaining life of structural elements, working at high temperatures, see Equation (4):

top

Top
+

ttest

Ttest
= 1 (4)

where, top is the operating time, Top is the total operating time under service conditions, ttest is the time
required for rupture at the test under accelerating creep conditions, and Ttest is the time for rupture of
the fresh component under the above accelerating creep conditions.

In the case of creep failure of superheater pipes (ferritic steel 15Mo3 grade, working at
500 ◦C approximately), a characteristic “fish-mouth” deformation pattern is evidenced, see [34].
Macro-fractographic observations performed on the pipe ruptured lips are illustrated in Figure 6a.
A typical ductile fracture surface consisting of profuse elongated dimples is directly identified,
signifying the occurrence of exhaustive plastic deformation (Figure 6b). Large equiaxed cavities
developed from the growth and linking of creep voids of a smaller size were readily discerned
(Figure 6c). Elongated dimples corresponding to the initial grain orientation to the original pipe
metal forming operation are evidenced (Figure 6b). Isolated areas of transgranular facets and ductile
tearing are found in the interior of the dimples (Figure 6c). The evolution of cavitation is, therefore, a
significant fingerprint of creep damage evolution across the pipe wall.

The idealized creep curve is shown in Figure 6d and it consists of three stages (primary, secondary,
and tertiary creep). Following a primary creep stage (I), where strain is increased at relatively high
rates, the creep rate decreases, reaching a steady state value (dε/dt) at the secondary phase of creep.
During the third creep stage (known as tertiary creep), the creep rate is asymptotically increased
up to the final failure. Tertiary creep usually occurs under high stress–high temperature conditions.
During third stage creep, an effective reduction of cross-section happens, and various microscopic
degradation phenomena take place, such as massive void formation (cavitation) and microstructural
changes driven by diffusion processes (e.g., intermetallic phase coarsening) and recrystallization [17].
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Figure 6. (a) Stereo-micrograph showing the fracture surface of the pipe-wall; (b) SEM micrograph
(SE-imaging) showing the profuse dimpled fracture surface; (c) SEM micrograph (SE-imaging) showing
details of the fracture surface, highlighting the presence of deep cavities and ductile tearing. (d) Typical
diagram of creep strain evolution as a function of time/duration.

Creep and fatigue interaction is the progressive time-dependent inelastic deformation under
constant temperature and variable loading conditions. The creep-fatigue process is accompanied
by many different slow structure rearrangements, including dislocation motion, aging of the
microstructure, and grain boundary cavity formation [35]. In a relevant study, creep-fatigue crack
growth rate tests were performed on a specially designed program test cycle. In a relevant study,
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continuum damage mechanics were applied to estimate creep damage under multi-axial loading
conditions [36]. Using the compact tension (C(T)) specimen, a creep-fatigue crack growth test was
realized in 12Cr1MoV steel at 550 ◦C. Finally, the application of the creep stress intensity factor
(as a creep-damage-sensitive parameter) for creep-fatigue interaction was discussed. The coupled
micro-damage and macro-fracture analysis involves the definition of the creep crack-tip stress field
model, induced by the application of the ductility-based model and the formulation of the damage
evolution and constitutive equations regarding creep-strain rate behavior. The effect of the specimen
thickness on the stress and process zone was studied and reproduced utilizing a full-field 3D finite
element (FE) model [36].

3. Failure Analysis and Selected Prevention Strategies

3.1. Fracture Mechanics Approach

The main aspects of fracture mechanics, which can be considered as the corners of a triangle, are
the following: Loading, material toughness, and defect crack size. If two corners of the triangle are
given, the third one can be estimated.

• The fracture resistance (toughness) of the material and the crack size are both known. Then, the
critical load can be estimated and a decision can be made whether further operation is safe or not;

• the loading conditions and the maximum (undetected) crack or minimum (detectable) crack
size specified, which can be accurately measured by quality control, are known. Based on this
information, a minimum fracture resistance (toughness) of the material can be ascertained used
for material selection or during the design stage; and

• for a given fracture resistance (toughness) and loading conditions, a critical crack or defect size
can be calculated and used as further information for non-destructive testing (NDT).

A review of the emergence of fracture mechanics in failure analysis projects is comprehensively
attempted in [37]. It is noteworthy that the utilization of fracture mechanics in FA creates some issues
related with conservatism, originating mainly from different sources, such as uncertainties and a lower
number of data, critical stress intensity factor estimation (KIc), and the consideration of an extremely
sharp crack tip size (zero-tip radius).

The present approach encompasses mostly the principal aspects of linear-elastic fracture
mechanics (LEFM), while a limited involvement of elastic-plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM) is
intended. The topic and the contribution of fracture mechanics are quite extensive and the potential
utilization in FA is very promising. In this short reference, an attempt was made, focused on the
following important parameters in FA investigation:

(a) Predicting the critical defect size that can be permissible to the applied loading conditions; and
(b) estimating the fracture resistance using standard methods.

The first point can provide significant input in non-destructive-testing techniques, where defect
size is monitored and replacement of critical components can be precisely forecasted.

The presence of surface or internal defects, such as grooves from machining, dents/pits, inclusions,
etc., are considered potential sites for fatigue crack initiation and propagation (Figure 7). Using the
assumptions related for short cracks extending from minute surface flaws, see [38,39], the following
expression representing the Murakami-Endo approximation, given by Equation (5), can be applied,
employing the mean surface Vickers hardness of the material:

σr,th = 2.86·(HV + 120)·(
√

A)
− 1

6 · 1 − R
2

(0.226+10−4·HV)

(5)
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where, σr,th is the threshold stress range (MPa), HV is the Vickers indentation hardness, A is the defect
projection area normal to the maximum stress (μm2), and R is the stress ratio (equals to σmin/σmax, for
a pure tensile stress regime, σmin = 0, R = 0).

Figure 7. (a) Schematic showing the geometry of semi-elliptical surface imperfection, located on shaft
periphery; (b) SEM micrograph showing the fatigue crack origin, indicating the presence of a surface
defect and (c) fatigue crack propagation graph.

Equation (5) can be applied to a wide range of materials possessing high and low ductility
behaviour (more brittle), ranging within the Vickers hardness range: 70 < HV < 720 [39].

Under this stress range level (σr,th), the crack does not propagate or it advances at very low (rather
negligible) rates. Equation (5) can be re-written using, ΔKth instead of σr,th, under the principal LEFM
expression, see Equation (6):

ΔKth = σr,th·
√

π·a (6)

where, ΔKth is threshold stress intensity range and α is the semi-elliptical defect size (Figure 7a).
In a recent work, the above analysis was used to analyze the level of stress required for the

propagation of fatigue crack in an austenitic stainless steel propeller shaft, due to the presence of a
mechanical surface defect [40]. The fatigue crack origin located on a surface defect appeared as a
“dent or pit” coming most probably from localized mechanical damage (Figure 7b), see also [40]. The
investigation findings suggested strongly that the propeller shaft failed due to combined rotating
bending/torsional fatigue initiated from the shaft periphery and close to the keyway. The formation
of surface defects is responsible for the initiation and propagation of fatigue cracks. The presence of
a semi-elliptical surface defect actuates the propagation of fatigue cracks for applied tensile stress
threshold above 590 MPa, for R = 0. For completely reversed loading conditions (R = −1), the
threshold alternating stress is 355 MPa, which is almost approximately 30% of the shaft tensile strength
(1000–1200 MPa).
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The characteristic shape of crack propagation rate (da/dN) as a function of the stress intensity
factor range (ΔK) is shown in Figure 7c. The curve is divided in three regions [17,39]:

→ In Region I, where there is a stress intensity threshold range (ΔKth), below which fatigue cracks
do not propagate (or propagate at quite low rates);

→ in Region II, noted as the continuous crack propagation region (linear portion of the log-log
diagram), where Paris law is in effect; and

→ in Region III, where fatigue cracks propagate unstably up to the point where the maximum stress
intensity factor takes the value of the critical stress intensity factor (KIc), resulting in overload
fracture (intergranular, transgranular, or dimpled fracture).

The second point serves in the determination of the required or the expected fracture mechanics
properties, which are foreseen by the standards or by the customer’s/design requirements. The
fracture toughness is often confused with impact toughness, which corresponds to the energy absorbed
during dynamic loading applications, such as foreseen during the Charpy test (CVN = Charpy
V–notched value), using a 45◦, 2 mm notched specimen of dimensions 10 × 10 × 55 mm3 [41].
However, the most suitable testing fracture mechanics methods refer to the determination of LEFM
properties, such as the critical stress intensity factor (KIc), and EPFM properties, such as J-integral
and Critical-Crack-Tip-Opening-Displacement (CTOD), see [42]. In previous works, the fracture
mechanics properties, such as CTOD of extruded/drawn and heat treated copper alloys, were
experimentally determined [26,43]. The CTOD value represents the distance between the crack flanks,
which corresponds to the extent of plastic deformation at the onset of unstable fracture propagation.
For bend type specimens, the CTOD values (δ) comprise two main components, the elastic and plastic
one, see Equation (7):

δ = δel + δpl =

[
S
B
· P
W1.5 · g1

( ao

W

)]2
· 1 − v2

2YS·E +
0.4 (W − ao)

0.6ao + 0.4W + z
·Vp (7)

where, S is the span distance between outer bending supports, P is the load, B is the specimen thickness,
W is the specimen width, g1(α0/W) is the stress intensity function, α0 is the average original crack
length, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, E is the Young’s modulus, Vp is the plastic component of CMOD
(Crack-Mouth-Opening-Displacement), z is the knife edges’ thickness, and YS is the material yield
strength (actually the 0.2% proof strength is used, Rp0.2).

Apart from the critical CTOD values, the Load vs. Crack-Mouth-Opening-Displacement (CMOD)
curves, denoted also as P-V graphs, constitute additional indicators of the fracture behaviour for
tested alloys and their metallurgical conditions. The “type 6” curves, as categorized by BS 7448-1
standard [42] and the absence of abrupt load-drops (“pop-in’s”), due to localized instabilities, signify
adequate crack arrestment and fully plastic behaviour [26]. Therefore, the assessment of fracture
mechanics properties, together with the rest of the fractographic and load-displacement behaviour
evidence, provide vital information, simulating the actual material behaviour under the real service
conditions, resulting in design optimization aiming to prevent failure.

Various fracture mechanics models are used to analyze the fracture toughness of notched
components; the most known ones are the theory of critical distances (TCD) [44,45], strain energy
density (SED) [46], and cohesive zone model (CZM) [47]. The rigorous elaboration of the above
mentioned fracture mechanics models is out of the scope of the present work; rather a short highlight
of the TCD is worth mentioning.

The theory of critical distances (TCD) consists of a framework of methods introducing the critical
distance or length parameter [44]. This length parameter is expressed in Equation (8):

L =
1
π
·
(

Kmat

σ0

)2
(8)
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where, Kmat is the fracture toughness of the material, while σ0 is the inherent strength parameter.
In case of full LEFM conditions, σ0 coincides with the ultimate tensile strength (σUTS). A relevant

study of the fracture toughness of U-notched components using the TCD is given in [45].
The parameter, L, presented as the length constant, can be calculated in various different ways [44,45].

Particularly, a number of researchers have proposed that failure can be predicted by modifying the
critical stress idea so that the stress to be used is not the maximum stress (at the notch root), but the stress
at a point located at a certain distance from the notch. Other researchers have used the average stress on
a line starting from the notch. These two techniques, which are called as the point method (PM) and line
method (LM), are very popular and they are proposed for further use in fatigue.

Cracks and notches in components and structures are frequently subjected to complex loading
under states and combinations of normal and shear stresses ahead of the crack tip. Mixed-mode
fracture mechanics deals with experimental studies and theoretical models for predicting the onset
and path of crack propagation under the combination of Mode I (opening), Mode II (sliding), and
Mode III (tearing) conditions [48]. Problems of this type are considered in case complex materials,
such as welded structures, adhesive joints, and composites, in plain and reinforced concrete structures,
aircrafts, bridges, etc. A mixed-mode superposition can also occur during crack branching, i.e., when
a crack changes path and the classical energy balance of Griffith’s theory can no longer be valid in a
simple way, since cracking is not collinear, as it has been assumed previously [49].

Fast fracture and crack arrest is a highly specialized topic in fracture mechanics. The problem of
dynamic fracture is considered mainly in to two basic areas: In pipelines and thick-walled pressure
vessels [39]. In gas pipelines, the dynamic fracture issue rises from the rapid gas depressurization and
the release of a decompression shock wave. In the case of a liquid-filled pipeline, the higher speed
decompression shock-wave leads to a subsequent load release and to possible crack arrestment. The
problem of crack propagation and arrestment in this type of structure (pipelines) is viewed in terms of
dynamic energy balance. Dynamic fracture in thick walled pressure vessels considers the presence of
partially through-the-wall cracks initiated from the inner wall surface. Unstable crack propagation
becomes feasible upon thermal shock (caused due to rapid cooling of the interior of pressure vessel),
which leads to the development of high tensile stress fields imposed at the inner wall.

3.2. Quality Tools and Techniques—Process Approach and FMEA

The organization of the FA as a systematic nine-step procedure is referred to in the textbook of [7].
The detailed analysis of the FA procedure aims to provide guidance to engineers and practitioners
and to offer consistent results towards failure prevention and quality improvement. Such a procedure
could be carefully and suitably implemented, reflecting also the goals of the hosting organization, and
reviewed for the attained performance and resource availability. The complexity, cross-disciplinary
nature, and team involvement necessitates a process-oriented approach, treating the transformation of
“inputs” to the “desired” outputs.

The FA process could be designed as a procedure having steps and interconnected links, using
the “flow-chart” visualization (Figure 8), see also [1]. The FA procedure should be both detailed and
generic, applicable for the entire corpus of failure analysis investigation types of the organization, as is
demonstrated by the exemplar diagram in Figure 8. It is usually embedded in a quality management
system and therefore QA (quality assurance) plays a vital role in maintaining, reviewing, and revising
this procedure.

The first phase (initiation of a FA project—resource allocation and planning) should
involve the handling, registration, and approval stages of the FA project, together with
planning/scheduling, background information, and resource allocation. The second phase (failure
investigation—examination of the potential root causes-suggestion of the most plausible cause)
constitutes the “core” of the technical FA investigation, containing NDT, material testing, and analysis,
performance of numerical modeling, etc. together with the compilation and interpretation of the
collected evidence.
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Figure 8. Flow-chart depicting the various stages of a Failure Analysis (FA) procedure.

This will lead to the determination of the failure mechanism(s), answering the question “how has
the component failed?” and to the judgment of the root-cause(s), answering the question “why has
the component failed via the stated failure mechanism?” Finally, in the last phase (realization of the
most effective corrective actions—FA report/end), the FA team should propose and decide for the
appropriate corrective actions to minimize the risk, preventing the recurrence of the failure.

In the frame of failure prevention, one of the most important techniques is Failure Mode and
Effects Analysis (FMEA). This technique is dedicated to reducing risks of failure and understanding
the nature of preventive actions needed to be taken as measures of continuous improvement and
sustainability. The implementation of a rigorous FMEA foresees that preventive actions have to be
identified prior to an incident and should be applied without delay. The principal stages of FMEA
application can be summarized as the following 10 steps:

1. Determination of process parameters;
2. Determination of the possible failure modes;
3. Determination of the failure effects on the final product, system or service;
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4. Determination of the root-causes;
5. Assessment of the criticality of the failure;
6. Assessment of the failure occurrence (probability);
7. Assessment of the failure detectability;
8. Determination of the risk priority number (RPN);
9. Suggestion/proposal of preventive actions;
10. Re-estimation of the RPN under the new revised conditions.

The risk priority number (RPN) is defined as the product of the three independent terms (criticality,
occurrence, and detectability), see Equation (9):

RPN = (Criticality)× (Occurrence)× (Detectability) (9)

where, criticality is the failure indicator and it is ranked within 1 to 10 (1: Low criticality,
10: High criticality), occurrence is the failure frequency indicator and it is ranked within the range
1 to 10 (1: Low frequency, 10: High frequency), and detectability is the failure detection capability
and it is ranked within 1 to 10 with decreasing tendency (1: High detection capability, 10: Low
detection capability).

The scheme of the FMEA flow-chart is illustrated in Figure 9. FMEA is not only an appropriate and
useful risk analysis technique in the quality assurance/management field, but also in environmental
health and safety (EHS). The presentation of FMEA scores is usually performed using common
spreadsheets. A paradigm of a rigorous process-FMEA applied in the metal forming industry, which
was used for quality improvement in brass annealing, is analytically presented in [50].

Figure 9. Representative flow-chart depicting the various stages of a Failure Mode and Effects Analysis
(FMEA) procedure.
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Statistical techniques using non-parametric analysis (e.g., Taguchi Design of Experiments/DOE,
using Signal-to-Noise ratio) and analysis of variance (ANOVA) could be employed also to find the
most influential factor(s) and succeed in process optimization [51]. The above techniques can be used
in conjunction to FMEA to optimize the most critical process parameters [52]. It is noteworthy that
modern trends in machine learning and artificial intelligence explore the possibilities of implementing
and applying computer algorithms in the field of failure identification. The shafts’ failure mode
identification, using an expert system deploying three types of inference engines (rule-based, fuzzy
logic, and Bayesian statistics) was presented in [53]. The knowledge was transmitted to the three
inference engines through specific tables containing the most typical visual characteristics recognized in
the failed shafts (e.g., beach marks, distortion, corrosion evidence), according to the technical expertise.
According to [53], the best performance was recorded by the Bayesian statistics inference engine.

3.3. Systems Approach—ISO 9001:2015 and Risk Analysis

The family of the International Quality Management Standards ISO 9001 constitutes, in a broader
context, a strategic decision of the industry to improve the overall performance for its customers,
employees, stakeholders, and society. The adoption and conformance to the requirements of the
standard contribute to the genesis of a new quality culture, which provides significant benefits to the
organization towards the following areas:

1. Meeting regulatory and statutory requirements;
2. Enhancing customer satisfaction through the delivery of sound products; and
3. Addressing risks and opportunities.

The ISO 9001 quality management system is based on the following management principles [54]:

• Customer focus;
• leadership;
• people engagement;
• process approach;
• improvement;
• evidence-based decision making; and
• relationship management

The recently revised ISO 9001:2015 standard has a process-based approach, using the well-known
Deming’s Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle and risk-based thinking [54]. The application of the
PDCA cycle ensures that the processes, established by the organization, are adequately organized and
managed and the necessary resources are provided by the top management. Continuous improvement
is also an essential element of the PDCA cycle and the new quality philosophy. Risk-based thinking
provides to the organization the necessary approach to establish controls and preventive measures
to mitigate risks incurred by the unplanned results of the quality management system, and to obtain
maximum benefit from the opportunities that arise.

The PDCA cycle ingredients are described as follows:

1. Plan: Establish the objectives of the system and the resources to achieve the necessary results;
2. Do: Realization of what has been planned;
3. Check: Monitoring and measurement of product and process performance; and
4. Act: Taking the necessary actions to improve the results.

Risk is the effect of uncertainty and, in the present case, it reflects negative results. Risk-based
thinking in the industry is a significant driver of failure prevention and quality improvement. The
recognition of risks and the establishment of preventive actions to avoid failures and non-conformities
increase the reliability of the supplied products and minimize the negative effects of the resulted
incidents, creating a significant impact on the progress and welfare of society.
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4. Epilogue

In the present short review, the basic fracture mechanisms of mechanical metallic components
working in an industrial environment were summarized using fractographic analysis performed by
the respective case studies. Although the subject is deemed as quite extensive, this approach was
adopted from a technical expert point of view, aiming to provide condensed knowledge and guidance
for component failure investigation and root-cause analysis using fracture mode identification.

Furthermore, an insight was offered to selected failure prevention strategies (or frameworks),
which, in general, embrace broader aspects of industrial processes, assisting in design, failure
prediction, and failure prevention. The highlighted strategies were briefly presented while they
concerned various established areas in the field, such as the following:

(1) The emergence of fracture mechanics, which encourages the design of damage
tolerant components;

(2) The use of a process approach and failure prevention methodologies (such as FMEA); and
(3) The adoption of a systems approach and the institution of quality management systems (such

as ISO 9001:2015), which are based on a Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle and risk based thinking.
Using a presentation from “specific” to “generic”, this review places emphasis and provides the

necessary inspiration to FA researchers and engineers to seek knowledge following reasonable (logic
paths) and determining the “cause-and-effect” relationships, which are the essential ingredients of the
failure analysis procedure. As a final note, the basic principles of the failure prevention philosophy
constitute an un-separable part of the entire corpus of the continuous quality improvement, which is
an effective driver for industrial breakthrough change and innovation.
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Abstract: Nanocrystalline metals have been the cause of substantial intrigue over the past two
decades due to their high strength, which is highly sensitive to their microstructure. The aim of the
present project is to develop a finite element two-phase model that is able to predict the elastic moduli
and the yield strength of nanostructured material as functions of their microstructure. The numerical
methodology uses representative volume elements (RVEs) in which the material microstructure, i.e.,
the grains and grain boundaries, is presented utilizing the three-dimensional (3D) Voronoi algorithm.
The implementation of the 3D Voronoi particles was performed on the nanostructure investigation of
ultrafine materials by SEM and TEM. Proper material properties for the grain interiors (GI) and grain
boundaries (GB) were computed using the Hall-Petch equation and a dislocation-based analytical
approach, respectively. The numerical outcomes show that the Young’s Modulus of nanostructured
copper increased by increasing the crystallite volume fraction, while the yield strength increased by
decreasing the grain size. The numerical predictions were strongly confirmed in opposition to finite
element outcomes, experimental results from the open literature, and predictions from the rule of
mixtures and the Mori-Tanaka analytical models.

Keywords: finite element modeling; nanocrystalline materials; elastic moduli; yield strength

1. Introduction

Nanostructured (NS) metals have developed significant intrigue over the past twenty years due
to their distinctive material properties [1]. Among the most investigated feature of the NS materials
is their mechanical behavior [2]. It is generally well-known that along with their microcrystalline
materials, NS materials are characterized by enhanced values in terms of yield stress, ultimate tensile
strength (UTS), and hardness, while their plastic behavior and fracture toughness usually seem to
have decreased values [3]. Due to several issues demonstrated throughout their production (for
example, the thermodynamic instability because of the Gibbs free energy monotonic reduction), it is
evidently accepted that experimental test campaigns for the investigation of mechanical properties
of NS materials is a very tough task due to the inadequacy associated with the research community
in providing sufficient quantities of material with regard to test specimens. Nonetheless, the
aforementioned production obstacles are also the driving force for the implementation of numerical
models suitable for associating the material microstructure (grain size, volume fraction of each phase,
etc.) with the mechanical properties of nanostructured materials.

Kim et al. [4] applied the plastic strain of nanostructured metals using constitutive expression
based on the dislocation density evolution along with diffusion controlled plastic flow. Estrin et al. [5]
introduced a new model with crystal plasticity that incorporated terms with consideration to the fact
that double-slip geometry has a diffusional behavior. Wei et al. [6] utilized the cohesive behavior of
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elements on the grain boundaries (GB) in order to model a GB slip mechanism. The aforementioned
elements have progressive equations that utilize the slip and separation effects between adjoining
grains, simulating the reversible elastic and inelastic responses. The grain interiors (GI) were defined
with the approach of the single crystallite plasticity. Wei et al. [6] utilized a numerical approach
to the investigation of nanostructured nickel and compared it with the experimental results of the
aforementioned nanocrystalline material. It was shown that dislocation density in nickel GIs after
plastic strain presented a declining trend, indicating that annihilation might be accommodated at the
GB area. They detected that the non-linear response was mainly because of the elasto-plastic behavior
of the GB phase. The mechanism of plasticity of GIs was infrequently detected previous to GB cracking.

Fu et al. [7] utilized, via a numerical approach, a model in which the grain of a nanocrystalline
copper consisted of two phases—a GB with a definite thickness and the grain interior (GI). Typically,
it has a non-linear relationship with the crystallite diameter. A number of two dimensional (2D)
elements of grain sizes varying from 26 to 100 nanometers were subjected to compression. The crystal
morphology continued to be constant, thus the GB thickness ratio to the grain diameter was liable for
the deformation variations. The aforementioned approach investigated several grain sizes varied by
ratios between GB and bulk dimensions.

Four distinctive models with differing numerical approaches and employed GI and GB phases
were examined. In the first investigation [8], the GIs referred to one crystallographic orientation related
to three different types of hardness orientation. The GIs were modeled isotropic and associated with
the indicative stress-strain curve utilizing the experimental outcomes acquired from Diehl [9] and
Suzuki et al. [10]. The GBs were modeled with perfectly plastic behavior.

A more recent work [11] used a numerical methodology by applying the separated crystallite
plasticity for the GI and the Voce equation in order to simulate the hardening behavior of the GBs.
In [11], the approach of separated crystallite plasticity for the GI and GB was used. The grain interior
and grain boundary acquired different hardening properties. This numerical approach shows the
localization evolution, which happened via the work hardening effect. In [11], another numerical
methodology is presented that replaced the separate GI and GB model with a hardening approach
that correlated to the evolution of dislocations. The aforementioned phenomenon is controlled by the
orientation variation of maximum shear planar stress, which is calculated by the angle of shear stress.

The computations were performed with a multiphase Eulerian analytical implementation [12].
Apart from the highest strain values (which were substantially higher than experimental results), the
strains were lower than the Lagrangian computations. The analytical formulas profitably predicted
the Hall-Petch effect; however, the fluctuation in the experimental results was noticeable. Considering
the aforementioned obstacle, it would be impossible to tune the aforementioned analytical and
numerical methodologies.

GB slip was examined by taking into account the restrictive examples of perfect bonding and
the ideally frictionless GB slip mechanism [8]. The limitation of ideal GB bonding increased the yield
strength compared to ideal slip by 200 MPa at a proportional plastic strain of 0.2, which was close
enough for the models to start acting in an almost perfectly plastic way.

It is evident from the above that the study of the material properties of nanocrystalline metals is
at early stage—with upward trends—due to enhanced mechanical properties relative to commercial
metallic materials and their recyclability relative to composite materials. Furthermore, it is common
knowledge that there is currently an inability within the scientific and industrial communities to
produce sufficient quantities of nanocrystalline that are thermodynamically stable in order to sustain
their superior mechanical properties while also dealing with their low plasticity.

In the current project, a numerical methodology for predicting the mechanical properties of
nanocrystalline materials utilizing a sophisticated 3D Finite Element FE model is shown. The scope
combines a multidisciplinary study of nanocrystal characterization using SEM-TEM scans and
the development of a numerical methodology using a representative volume element (RVE) for
predicting the material properties of NS materials. For simplicity’s sake, we selected the numerical
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implementation of cubic volume element (RVE), as it is the smallest volume in which a sampling of
all microstructural heterogeneities can be considered for the investigation of macroscopic mechanical
responses on the condition that it remains small enough to be considered a volume element of
continuum mechanics. Thus, the indirect scope of the present thesis is to extend the scientific effort
for the prediction of nanocrystalline mechanical properties from 2D models to three dimensional (3D)
models by utilizing a sophisticated 3D Voronoi tessellation algorithm accompanied with a numerical
work-flow, which implements only the basic mechanical properties of pure materials by combining
the Hall-Petch (H-P) effect. The results of 3D models are more reliable than 2D models due to their
realistic microstructure. This way, the FE approach may become a useful tool, and could become the
keystone for evaluating the adequacy of nanocrystalline metals by making their implementation in the
aerospace sector feasible.

This paper is an extension of a conference proceeding of the same mentioned authors of the
existing paper [13]. The conference proceeding was focused on the elastic properties of nanostructured
materials. In the present study, the above authors extended their investigation of plastic properties
(yield strength) and the general elastoplastic response of nanocrystalline materials under tensile
loading conditions.

2. The Analytical Approach

2.1. Rule of Mixtures Approach

The rule of mixtures (RoM) approach is described in its approximate configuration. The idea
(Figure 1) regarding the basic approach considers that NS microstructure is a new composite-like
material made of two definite phases—the GIs and the GBs. Additionally, an ideal bonding connecting
the two different components is considered. In order to make the analysis less complex, triple junctions
(TJs) were included in the GBs in relation to the computed volume fraction (VF). This reduction of the
RoM phases to the two basic definite phases (GB and GI) should not have a considerable impact on the
analytical outcomes for NS metals with a GI diameter higher of 10 nanometers because of the volume.

Nanocrystalline microstructure 

Grain interiors’ phase 

Grain boundaries’ phase 

Figure 1. Representation of rule of mixtures (RoM) approach.

Nanocrystalline materials commonly refer to the category of metals whose mean GI diameter
is below 100 nanometers. Considering that many atoms settle in the GB areas, the VF of the GB
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component is not zero. As far as the GI diameter d and GB thickness t are concerned, the VF of the
crystallites can be closed by:

VFGI =
d3

(d + t)3 (1)

as well as that of the GB phase. Furthermore, the GI phase is likewise assumed homogeneous. In a
microcrystalline metal, the entire polycrystalline microstructure is filled by the crystallites, and their
elastic behavior is simply the overall behavior of these grain interiors. However, for an NS metal at a
grain size of 20 nanometers and grain boundary thickness equal to 1 nm, for example, the VF of the
GB component is close to 14% and its contribution to the comprehensive elastic response presents
some variations.

Figure 1 demonstrates a graphic of the RoM approach in an NS metal. The cubic volume of
the NS metal is comprised of GBs and GIs as they were described above. It was indicated in [14,15]
that the outcomes of the numerical computation plastic strain in NS metals are not precisely equal
to those acquired utilizing the RoM approach. As a consequence, in this project, the subsequent
simple RoM methodology based on the VFs of the two phases was utilized for the investigation of
deformation response:

E = VFgiEgi + VFgbEgb (2)

where the indices gi and gb correspond to grain interiors and grain boundary phase, respectively.
The stress of the aforementioned definite phases of the NS material is measured utilizing the
presumption that the strains of GB and GI phases are equivalent to the macroscopic applied strain.

2.2. Mori-Tanaka Approach

As it is known, the Mori-Tanaka approach belongs to the mean-field homogenization methods
(MFH). The objective of mean-field homogenization is to closely and precisely calculate computations
of the mean values of the stress and strain fields at the representative volume element level and in
each definite component. It is imperative to indicate that the mean-field homogenization method is
not able to solve the representative volume element in detail. As a result, it is incapable of computing
the stress localization in both of the definite phases.

In the present project, we investigated a composite-like material made out of a matrix material
filled with a definite number of inclusions (I) and holding identical material properties, elliptical
morphology, and orientation. We implemented subscripts 0 for the matrix phase and 1 for the
inclusions component. The VFs in the two definite components reflect this. Typically, the average
strain fields over the RVE, the GB phase (matrix), and the GI phase (inclusions) are associated as
follows [16]:

〈ε〉ω = VF0〈ε〉ω + VF1〈ε〉ω1. (3)

This identity contains any stress or strain field. Any mean-field homogenization method can be
described by strain concentration tensors like that of [16]:

〈ε〉ω1 = Bε : εω, 〈ε〉ω1 = Aε : 〈ε〉ω. (4)

The average strains over all grain interiors are identified with the average strains over the
grain boundary phase by means of the primary tensor. The average deformation over the whole
representative volume element is identified through the secondary tensor. The two deformation
concentration tensors do not behave autonomously. In fact, the secondary term can be estimated from
the primary term [16]:

Aε = Bε : [VF1Bε + (1 − VF1)I]−1. (5)
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These outcomes are acceptable for any numerical methodology for either component. For any
MFH approach described by a deformation concentration tensor, the stiffness of the RVE is:

C = [VF1C1 : Bε + (1 − VF1)C0] : [VF1Bε + (1 − VF1)I]−1. (6)

An infinite part is exposed to linear displacements on its boundary, which corresponds to a
uniform remote strain ε. The body consists of a GB phase (matrix) of uniform stiffness C0 in which
there is embedded an ellipsoidal inclusion (I) of uniform stiffness C1 (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Illustration demonstrating an inclusion embedded in an infinite body.

Applying the solution proposed by Eshelby [17], the aforementioned issue can be figured out in
closed form. It was proven that the deformation into the inclusion (I) is uniform and associated with
the remote strain as follows:

ε(x) = Hε(I, C0, C1) : E, (7)

where Hε is the specific (I) strain concentration tensor [17], described as follows:

Hε(I, C0, C1) =
{

I + ζ(I, C0) : C0
−1 : [C1 − C0]

}−1
. (8)

One more tensor that performs a noteworthy purpose is Hill’s tensor, defined as:

Pε(I, C0) = ζ(I, C0) : C0
−1. (9)

The solution of the specific (I) issue is the cornerstone of commonly known MFH models.
The model of Mori-Tanaka [16] was proposed to solve the aforementioned analytical problem.

The derivation was adapted from the implementation of the solution proposed by Eshelby [17]. It was
proven that the deformation concentration tensor related to the overall deformation and inclusions to
the overall matrix deformation is specified by:

Bε = Hε(I, C0, C1), (10)

which is definitely the deformation concentration tensor of the single (I) problem. Benveniste [18]
used the aforementioned mathematical expression in order to provide the subsequent understanding
of the Mori-Tanaka (M-T) methodology. Each of the inclusions in the real representative volume
element acted as if it was isolated within the real matrix. The body was infinite and exposed to the
mean deformations in the real representative volume element as the far remote field deformation.
This is depicted in Figure 3. Typically, the Mori-Tanaka formula is very efficient in predicting the
effective material properties of composite-like materials. In principle, it truly is limited to average
VF of inclusions (less than 25%), but from a practical point of view, it can provide very satisfactory
predictions well beyond this particular range.
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Figure 3. Representation of the Mori-Tanaka (M-T) analytical approach.

3. The Finite Element Approach

Atomistic simulation approaches give notable understanding to the microstructural behavior
of nanocrystalline materials. Be that as it may, their use for foreseeing the corresponding
material properties is very problematic because of fundamental limitations of the techniques.
Hence, the implementation of a finite element methodology for NS materials is focused on providing an
important tool for the design-by-analysis of the fundamental NS material morphologic characteristics
so as to acquire the required mechanical response.

For the purpose of the tensile simulation of NS material, an FE-based model was utilized.
The recommended numerical methodology was utilized in the implementation of RVEs of the NS
metal. As is commonly known, RVE is the smallest numerical volume for any material in which
a macro-mechanical material property can be evaluated through a multi-scale modeling approach.
Due to the microscopic size of RVEs, detailed morphology of a material’s microstructural characteristics
applying different algorithms can be modeled.

3.1. The Representative Volume Element

The analysis objective was focused on the development of a numerical procedure via
the parametric interaction representing the geometrical characteristics of nanostructured metals.
The presumptions used in the present work are described extensively here.

Investigation of NS materials SEM/TEM photographs (Figure 4) from [19] showed that NS
metals are made of randomly distributed polyhedral-shaped grains. For the purpose of the
realistic morphology of NS metals into representative volume element, the microstructure numerical
morphology was made utilizing the commonly known Voronoi algorithm. The Voronoi algorithm is a
semi-analytical methodology of plane partition to multiple definite regions using the distance between
points in an explicit plane subset. The aforementioned set of points is clearly defined beforehand, and
for each point, there is a related area made of all points closer to that particular seed than to any other.
These areas are named Voronoi cells.

 

Figure 4. A TEM illustration of the nanocrystalline Copper.
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Authors utilized the next assumptions for the numerical generation of the polycrystalline
aggregate:

1. Crystallite generation starts at all points (pi) in a finite set of nuclei (point seed) at the same time
(T0). The nuclei are fixed at their randomly spatial positions during the growth process; as a
result, they are not able to move.

2. The velocity of the crystallite generation (following the parabolic plane curve) is assumed to be
equal in all grains and all directions leading to the isotropic and uniform grain creation.

3. Crystallite growth in a direction stops as two grain boundaries contact each other. The grain
overlapping is not allowed. The growth process stops when there is no further grain growth in
any direction in any grain. The entire volume has been filled with grains; as a result, there are
no voids.

The Voronoi method further takes for granted that there may not be more than one nucleus within
each sphere of radius rmin (Figure 5). This is equivalent to requiring:

‖pi − pj‖2 > rmin ∀ pi, pj ∈ S: pi /= pj. (11)

 

Figure 5. Implementation of point seeders.

Regarding the issue of periodicity for the numerical microstructure, Voronoi tessellation models
can be periodized using their initial periodic geometry as input data. Utilizing the cell multiplication
function, the final unit cell can be constructed as is illustrated in the 2D plane in Figure 6.

 

Figure 6. Creation of a periodic set of Voronoi vertices for implication of a periodic microstructure.

A detailed step-by-step procedure of the proposed meshing algorithm is shown below.

1. Create point seed S.
2. Compute Voronoi tessellation.
3. Intersect Voronoi cells with unit cell (generate input geometry).
4. Separate geometric master and slave entities.
5. Create surface mesh with constraint boundary nodes (2D meshing).
6. Surface periodic mesh: copy mesh from master to slave surfaces.
7. Create volume mesh with constraint boundary nodes (3D meshing).
8. Refine volume mesh with constraint boundary nodes.
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9. Create input file for ANSYS APDL computation (scripting).

The recommended meshing procedure was used with the DIGIMAT© software, which generated
an ultra-fine meshed model. After the mesh generation, the model was imported to ANSYS APDL
using its superior computational performance.

Initially, the point seed was generated by a Poisson process. N indicates the number of nuclei that
performed in RVE. In a Poisson process, each point pi (i = 1, . . . N) is given an x-, y-, and z-coordinate
through random variables Xi, Yi, Zi, which are uniformly distributed around the origin at (0,0,0) with:

Xi ≈ U
([

−w
2

,
w
2

])
, Yi ≈ U

([
−d

2
,

d
2

])
, Zi ≈ U

([
− h

2
,

h
2

])
(12)

where w, d and h are the width, depth, and height of the cuboid volume element, respectively. For the
Voronoi tessellation, all points pj with:

‖pi − pj‖2 ≤ rmin (j > i) (13)

are removed from the point seed, and new points are added. The aforementioned procedure was
repeated until the number of points satisfying the prescribed radius was obtained. The computation
of Voronoi tessellation consisted of a set of vertices (P) and a list of corner vertices for each Voronoi
cell. Therefore, the determination of the intersection of the Voronoi cells with the bounding box
was necessary. In this work, we applied the fast and robust algorithm described in Figure 7 for the
identification of such an interior point.

 

Figure 7. Algorithm for intersecting a Voronoi cell (VC) and the unit cell (UC).

In each RVE, a comprehensive 3D model of the GI and GB phases as randomly-distributed
sub-volumes was developed (Figure 8). As referenced above, the VF of GI and GB phases play a
significant role on the calculated mechanical response of the RVE. These VFs could be parametrically
defined in the NS model.

The thickness (t) of GBs was equal for nanocrystalline NC metals and coarse-grained metals [20],
and it was kept at t = 1 nm in the numerical case studies shown below. The difference from the VF
of GBs was important only in the case of NS metals. For the simulations, the VF of the grain interior
phase was defined by Equation (1).

The representative volume element was meshed utilizing tetrahedral finite elements (Figure 9).
Appropriate mechanical properties at each component were given, and the representative volume
elements were subjected to representative loading conditions.
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Figure 8. Voronoi unit cell.

Figure 9. Meshed Voronoi unit cell.

The material properties employed for the numerical investigation of the mechanical response
of the nanocrystalline copper were established through the open literature review [21–23] of bilinear
stress-strain curves, defined by values of yield stresses. The aforementioned material properties
presumed in the simulations are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Material properties used in the simulations.

Phases Young Modulus [GPa] Yield Stress (MPa) Poisson Ratio Work Hardening Coefficient (MPa)

Grains 120
σ10 nm = 1385 σ60 nm = 584

0.336 315σ20 nm = 988 σ80 nm = 510
σ40 nm = 708 σ100 nm = 460

Grain Boundaries 96 - 0.336 315

The value of σ0 in the H-P equation was 33 MPa, and the value of ky was 0.135 MPa m1/2.
The previously mentioned values are demonstrative for copper. The nanocrystalline copper with a
grain size of about 10 nanometers led to the identical value of macroscopic flow stress.

σgi = σ0 + ky(d)
1/2 (14)

The Young’s modulus of elasticity for the GB component, Egb, was 20% lower than the value for
the GI, EGI. The supposition of the reduced value of the GB elastic constant was based on the outcomes
of ab initio calculations founded in [8] and experimental findings reported in [9]. The yield stress of
the GB phase was constantly equal to 861 MPa due to the pile-up breakdown effect. The cause behind
the aforementioned effect relies on the Hall–Petch phenomenon. As the GI diameter diminished,
the number of dislocations accumulated contrary to a GB phase reduced because this number was a
relationship between the applied stress and the distance to the source. On the contrary, an upward
stress value was required to come up with the identical number of dislocations at the pile-up. At an
essential crystallite size, we could no longer utilize the approach of a pile-up mechanism in order to
define the plastic flow. As the GI size decreased to the NC regime, the number of dislocations at the
pile-up decreased to one after some time (see Figure 10). For even more decreased values of the GB
yield stresses, total plastic strain was accommodated at the GB phase, and these stresses defined the
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comprehensive yield stress of the nanocrystalline aggregate. Wadsworth and Nieh and Wadsworth [24]
foretold the critical GI size in several metals in which the H–P effect would collapse by considering that
there is a critical value at which crystallite in a nanocrystalline specimen can no longer be adequate to
hold more than one dislocation.

σgb =
G ∗ b

dcr ∗ π(1 − ν)
(15)

where G, b, dcr, and v are the shear modulus, the Burger’s vector, the critical grain size, and Poisson’s
ratio, respectively.

 

Figure 10. Breakdown of pile up mechanism: (a) microcrystalline level and (b) nanocrystalline level.

It was assumed that grain boundaries and grain interiors exhibit the elastic–plastic properties
described by the following relationships:

σcr/gb = Ecr/gbε f or ε ≤ ε0 (16)

σcr/gb = Ecr/gbε0 + θcr/gb(ε − ε0) f or ε > ε0 (17)

where e0 is the elastic strain at the yield point, E is the Young’s modulus, and h is the work-hardening
coefficient. The plasticity of grain boundaries was approached based on the Hill criterion [25], which
(in general) accounts for differences in the yield strength in orthogonal directions. The equivalent
stress can be described as:

σgb = (
1
2
{σ} T [M]{σ} − 1

3
{σ}T{L})

1
2

(18)

where [M] is a matrix of yield stress variations with orientation and {L} describes the difference between
tension and compression of yield strengths:

[M] =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

M11 M12 M13 0 0 0
M12 M22 M23 0 0 0
M13 M23 M33 0 0 0

0 0 0 M44 0 0
0 0 0 0 M55 0
0 0 0 0 0 M66

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

where Mjj =
K

σ+jσ−j
, j = 1 . . . 6

{L} = [L1 L2 L3 0 0 0], Lj = Mjj
(
σ+j − σ−j

)
, j = 1 . . . 3

(19)

where σ+j and σ−j are tensile and compressive yield strengths in the direction j, j = x, y, z, xy, yz, xz.
Numerical analyses were executed utilizing ANSYS software with SOLID 185 type of elements.

Such 3D elements allow non-linear elastoplastic, anisotropic features using large deformations. In the
analyses, it was considered that the numerical model was loaded under tensile forces. The force was
conducted by the surface-boundary of the RVE in order to compute the macroscopic stress, σm.
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Furthermore, the consequential displacement at the surface of the RVE was conducted by its
length in the vertical direction to acquire the macroscopic deformation, em. In a numerical analysis
under uniaxial tensile condition, boundary conditions (BC) utilized for the RVE are shown in Figure 11.

  

Figure 11. Applied boundary conditions (BCs) in the tensile numerical analysis.

The Young’s Moduli of Elasticity, Shear Moduli, and yield strength of the nanocrystalline metal
can be numerically predicted. This led us to pass over the commonly known fabrication issue of
nanocrystalline materials at sufficient quantities in order to execute a considerable mechanical test
campaign. Considering the aforementioned proposed numerical methodology, a reduced number of
specimens for experimental tests was required for validation purposes. The implemented numerical
analysis can provide the necessary tools for creating the essential nanocrystalline microstructure based
on the appropriate mechanical properties.

3.2. Validation of the Proposed Numerical Approach with Experimental Tensile Test

Utilizing the Finite Element model, the overall mechanical response of the RVE was simulated
for the case study of nanocrystalline copper with GI size and GB thickness equal to 54 nm and 1 nm,
respectively. Figure 12 shows compares the indicative stress-strain response derived from the RVE
with the experimental curve obtained from the tension test on nanocrystalline copper [26] with a grain
size distribution shown in Figure 13.

Figure 12. Comparison of the experimental and numerical outcomes of nanocrystalline copper with a
grain size of 54 nm under tensile testing.
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Figure 13. Grain size distribution of nanocrystalline copper used in the experimental test.

3.3. Numerical Parametric Study on Mechanical Behavior of Nanocrystalline Copper

3D Voronoi inclusion-reinforced models were randomly generated by applying the Christoffersen
formula [10]. In the present work, several numerical cases were executed so as to define the importance
of the size of the Voronoi inclusion on the mechanical response of these composite-like metals (NS
materials) and the importance of GB thickness.

3.3.1. Young’s and Shear Moduli

The numerical outcomes indicated that the importance of the Voronoi inclusion sizes on the
effective mechanical behavior was trivial in the elastic regime. Considering the aforementioned fact
and utilizing several numerical analyses by varying the Voronoi inclusion sizes, the effective mechanical
properties of these composite-like structures were calculated for up to 95% volume fractions.

The outcomes of the proposed finite element methodology were associated with various analytical
approaches, such as M-T and RoM. A few numerical analyses were also executed so as to define the
importance of the GB thickness on the effective mechanical properties of nanocrystalline materials.

Several case studies were utilized in order to define the effect of the Voronoi particle sizes on
effective mechanical properties of these nanocrystalline metals in each of the three material directions.
Figure 14 depicts the effect of the Voronoi inclusion size on the mechanical properties. In our numerical
case, we retained the GB thickness constant by varying the particle size. Effective mechanical properties
were calculated at the range of 83–95% volume fraction. From Figure 14, it can be noted that there
were inconsequential fluctuations on the effective mechanical properties by changing the particle size.

Figure 14 also presents the correlation between the calculated mechanical properties of the finite
element technique and M-T approaches using the presumption that inclusions were modeled like
spherical inclusions. Moreover, the outcomes of RoM approaches appeared with the previously
mentioned examination; however, this analytical approach did not investigate the shape of the RVE
inclusions. From the aforementioned cases, it can be noted that the mechanical response of the Voronoi
two-component materials relied only on the volume fraction of the Voronoi inclusions. The particle
sizes had a minor effect on the effective material properties in the elastic regime. The aforementioned
FE results and analytical outcomes are in compliance with the FE outcomes of [21], which are referenced
in Figure 14 as “Reference Paper”. In addition, Figure 15 depicts the indicative strain distribution in
RVE, which was accommodated in the grain boundary phase. The strain distribution accumulated
at the intergranular area because the boundary phase possessed a lower value of yield strength.
In case of a numerical investigation of a more brittle material with trans-granular fracture, the grains
(Voronoi-shaped inclusions) will be modeled with a higher value of yield strength than those of the
grain boundaries phase, strictly following the aforementioned analytical expressions of Hall-Petch for
the grain phase and the Wadsworth and Nieh expression for the grain boundary phase.
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 14. Comparison of FE and analytical outcomes of nanostructured materials for (a) Young’s
modulus of elasticity and (b) Shear modulus in each of three material directions, applying a constant
value of 1 nm for the GB thickness.

 

Figure 15. Illustration of strain distribution into representative volume element (RVE) subjected to
uniaxial tensile loading.

3.3.2. Yield Strength

According to the investigation of the effective yield stress, it should be noted that this stress drops
at the GB phase, which is more deformable than the GI phase. Thus, plastic deformation is ideally
absorbed at the GB phase.
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Taking into consideration one crystallite with its adjacent GB phase, the mean yield stress for an
RVE can be calculated depending on the crystallite size (d), the yield stress of the crystallite (σi), the GB
definite thickness (t), and its yield stress (σgb).

By varying d, we change the value of σcr; despite this, the other related material parameters,
t (grain boundary thickness) and σgb, continue being constant. The proposed parameter definition
leads to the crystallite size dependency of macroscopic stress, as discussed extensively below.

The indicative macroscopic stress–strain curves calculated from various mean grain sizes are
shown in Figure 16. With regard to the above mentioned, these curves precisely revealed familiar
properties of continuously yielding metals. The numerical results of parametric study are summarized
in the Table 2. Furthermore, Figure 17 shows the yield strength in terms of the grain size dependency,
taking into account the stress-strain curves of Figure 16. The values of yield stresses were significantly
lower for crystallites following the grain size effect due to the smaller value of k in the Hall-Petch
mathematical expression. A convincing relationship of the crystallite diameter was also shown,
as expected for crystallite diameters varying from 10 to 60 nanometers. Outcomes received from
the numerical analyses are presented in Figure 17 in the form of H-P plots. In the case of m = 1/2,
the calculated values of the yield stress for mean crystallite size >20 nm depended linearly on d1/2.
Moreover, this was not a simple effect of the d1/2 parameter of the H-P expression governing yield
stress of single crystallites. The computed k value for nanocrystalline aggregates was smaller than the
one presumed for crystallites (k = 0.135 MPa mˆ1/2). Outcomes shown in this numerical methodology
clearly depicted the influence of crystallite size on the yield stress of nanocrystalline metals.

Figure 16. The numerical outcomes of nanocrystalline NC copper for the investigation of the
elastoplastic behavior by varying the grain size from 100 nm to 10 nm.

Table 2. Numerical findings of parametric study.

Grain Size (nm) Young’s Modulus (GPa) Yield Strength (MPa) Ultimate Tensile Strength (MPa)

100 119.6 390 580
80 119.2 455 612
60 118.8 503 649
40 118.1 588 709
20 116.5 694 832
10 115.8 816 998

It should be noted that the model utilized in the current numerical investigation precisely
estimated the mechanical properties of NS metals. Specifically, the crystallite size phenomenon
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and the Hall–Petch effect were clearly evident, which were results of the macroscopic deformation
being preferentially aggregated at the GB phase.

Figure 17. The numerical results of NC copper presenting the crystallite size dependency on the
yield strength.

This strain aggregate at grain boundaries is intrinsic to numerical models that consist of two phases
assuming a composite-like microstructure of nanocrystalline metals. In view of this methodology,
this kind of material can be presented as a system with a high volume fraction of inclusions—more
accurately, as an arrangement of particles with strength, which is varied by changing the definite
thin GB layer. The reaction of such an arrangement to load in the plastic deformation regime
cannot be evaluated by a straightforward averaging of the reaction of its constituents due to the
strain partitioning.

Consequently, a presumption of the H-P effect for the yield stress of GI phase does not require
the H–P expression be applied to the accumulation. This is shown by the minor presence of critical
crystallite size, underneath which one can notice the crystallite size softening.

4. Conclusions

The finite element homogenization methodology was utilized for the investigation of the overall
mechanical properties of composite-like materials with Voronoi-reinforced inclusions. The elastic
moduli of these composite-like materials were acquired by utilizing these tools in comparison to the
outcomes of different analytical approaches. Our finite element predictions were closely associated
with the M-T results and RoM estimations. A few case studies were examined in order to define the
importance of the Voronoi inclusion size on the overall mechanical properties. The outcomes revealed
that the general mechanical properties depend mainly on the volume fraction. There were minor
variations in regard to the change in size of the Voronoi particles. This explanation is valid for elastic
regime for the estimation of the effective mechanical properties only. There might be some impact on
plastic case and damage predictions.

Further case studies need to be done in order to define the impact of the Voronoi particle size
on the elastic-plastic response of NS materials at a macro-level. This can be done by investigating
different numerical approaches. A generalized numerical methodology was utilized in order to
compute various effective material parameters for all required volume fractions using DIGIMAT ©
and an estimation on the yield strength by changing the grain size on ANSYS APDL. This numerical
homogenization approach diminishes the workload and can be utilized as a principle for computing
the effective material properties of composite-like materials with randomly distributed Voronoi-shaped
reinforced inclusions.
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Abstract: Cast duplex stainless steel (CDSS) components suffer embrittlement after long-term thermal
aging. The deformation and fracture behaviors of un-aged and thermally aged (at 400 ◦C for 20,000 h)
CDSS were investigated using in situ scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The tensile strength of
CDSS had a small increase, and the tensile fracture changed from ductile to brittle after thermal aging.
Observations using in situ SEM indicated that the initial cracks appeared in the ferrite perpendicular
to the loading direction after the macroscopic stress exceeded a critical value. The premature fracture
of ferrite grains caused stress on the phase boundaries, leading the cracks to grow into austenite.
The cleavage fracture of ferrite accelerated the shearing of austenite and reduced the plasticity of the
thermally aged CDSS.

Keywords: cast duplex stainless steels; thermal aging; tensile deformation; spinodal decomposition

1. Introduction

Cast duplex stainless steel (CDSS), widely used in pressure water reactors (PWRs) as the primary
circuit piping and the reactor coolant pump casing, is sensitive to thermal aging embrittlement after
long-term service [1–6]. This embrittlement causes a degradation in the mechanical properties of CDSS,
such as impact toughness, tensile properties, and fatigue properties [7–13]. Spinodal decomposition in
ferrite is considered to be the primary mechanism of thermal aging embrittlement, which has been
widely investigated by transition electron microscopy (TEM) [3,7,8,12–15] and atom probe tomography
(APT) [2,7,14,16–18].

While it has not resulted in any reported problems, thermal aging embrittlement of CDSS
components may become an issue when the service lifetimes of PWRs extend to 60 years or even
80 years. It is customary to simulate metallurgical reactions by accelerated aging at or near 400 ◦C
because realistic aging of a component for end-of-life or life-extension conditions at service temperature
cannot be produced [1]. The mechanisms of thermal aging embrittlement have been confirmed to be
identical to accelerated aging and reactor operating conditions according to previous studies [2,4,11].

Thermal aging causes severe hardening in ferrite [3,7,18], leading to deformation heterogeneity
between ferrite and austenite in the aged CDSS. As a result, the stress and strain repartition of the two
phases may play an important role in the fracture process [19]. The hardened ferrite and stress phase
boundary may act as the site of crack initiation. Studies on local approaches to fracture have been
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conducted to explore the fracture in duplex stainless steels [20,21]. However, less research has been
conducted on in situ observations of the entire process of crack initiation, propagation, and rupture
in CDSS.

In this study, an in situ scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to observe crack
initiation and propagation in long-term thermally aged CDSS during tensile loading. The deformed
microstructures near the fracture were observed by TEM and the samples were prepared using a
focused ion beam (FIB). We aimed to clarify the deformation and fracture behaviors of the long-term
thermally aged CDSS, including crack initiation, propagation, and final rupture.

2. Materials and Methods

The cast CDSS materials being studied were centrifugal casting Z3CN20-09M (similar to CF3)
steel cut from the primary coolant water pipe in Daya Bay Nuclear Power Plant. The materials were
thermally aged at 400 ◦C for as long as 20,000 h to simulate the behavior of CDSS after long-term
operation at real service temperatures. The aging time at service temperatures, corresponding to the
accelerated thermal aging experiment at 400 ◦C, can be calculated using an Arrhenius extrapolation [4].
In this study, the accelerated thermal aging at 400 ◦C for 3000 and 20,000 h was equal to real service at
290 ◦C for 11.0 and 73.2 years, respectively, using an activation energy of 100 kJ·mol−1. The activation
energy in Arrhenius’s equation is taken from the activation energy for Cr self-diffusion because
the spinodal decomposition in ferrite is the primary mechanism of thermal aging embrittlement.
Spinodal decomposition occurs at temperatures ranging from 250–500 ◦C, resulting in the Cr-rich and
Cr-depleted domains by Cr segregation [6].

The studied CDSS has the compositions in wt.% of 20.12 Cr, 9.73 Ni, 1.04 Si, 0.96 Mn, 0.14 Mo,
0.033 C, 0.044 N, 0.014 P, 0.0009 S, and balance Fe. The microstructure of the as-cast material was
observed using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) in an SEM (ZEISS Supra 55, Oberkochen,
Germany). The EBSD sample was prepared by electropolishing with a 60 H3PO4:25 H2SO4:15
H2O solution.

The mechanical property changes during thermal aging were investigated by tensile tests and
hardness tests. The hardness of both ferrite and austenite phases was studied by a Vickers hardness
tester (Leica VMHT 30M, Wetzlar, Germany). A load of 25 g was used in the hardness tests to make
sure that the indentation sizes were smaller than 10 μm in both phases. In addition, ferrite islands
larger than 40 μm were selected in the hardness testing to avoid the soft substrate effect of austenite
in the thermally aged specimen. Prior to hardness testing, the samples were ground with 2000-grit
SiC papers, then mechanically polished using 1.5-grit diamond pastes, and finally etched by a ferric
chloride solution (5g FeCl3 + 100 mL HCl + 100 mL CH3OH + 100 mL H2O).

An in situ observation of crack initiation and propagation in the long-term thermally aged CDSS
was performed at room temperature in the vacuum chamber of the SEM, equipped with a specially
designed servo-hydraulic testing system (SEM-SERVO 550, Shimadzu, Japan). The specimen geometry
and the stage are shown in Figure 1. This sample was ground with 2000-grit SiC papers and then
electropolished with a 60 H3PO4:25 H2SO4:15 H2O solution to distinguish ferrite from the austenite
matrix after deformation. The in situ SEM tensile test was performed at room temperature using a
normal strain rate of 1 × 10−4 s−1. During tensile loading, images were taken when the crack initiation
and propagation appeared. The strains corresponding to these images were obtained by comparing
the recording time of the images and the tensile loading data.

After the in situ tensile tests were performed, the fracture surface morphologies of both un-aged
and aged samples were observed by SEM. The deformed microstructure of the long-term aged
specimen was observed by a field-emission TEM (FEI Tecnai F20-ST, Eindhoven, The Netherlands)
operated at 200 kV. The TEM specimen was cut near the tensile fracture and thinned by an FIB-SEM
system (Zeiss Auriga, Oberkochen, Germany).
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Figure 1. (a) The tensile specimen geometry; (b) the stage for in situ SEM observation (unit: mm).

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Microstructure Observation

The EBSD orientation map is shown in Figure 2a, and the insert depicts the orientation of each
grain. The phase map, shown in Figure 2b, shows the duplex structure of austenite (blue) and ferrite
(red). As a cast material, austenite in the present studied CDSS has a very large grain size of several
hundred microns, and the ferrite islands with much smaller sizes distribute within the austenite matrix.
The ferrite islands within different austenite grains may have the same orientation, which is marked
by the arrows in the same directions in Figure 2a. The volume fraction of ferrite was evaluated as 12%
using optical metallography.

 
Figure 2. (a) Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) orientation map, with the insert showing the
orientation of each grain; (b) phase map of the studied steel.

3.2. Thermal-Aging-Induced Mechanical Property Changes

The tensile properties and hardness in both phases of the un-aged and long-term thermally aged
steels are shown in Table 1. Both the yield strength (YS) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) increased
by approximately 15%, and the plasticity decreased by 21% after thermal aging at 400 ◦C for 20,000 h.
Table 1 also lists the Vickers hardness of austenite and ferrite in both the un-aged and aged CDSS. For
the un-aged specimen, both the austenitic and ferritic phases had almost the same hardness. After
aging at 400 ◦C for 20,000 h, the hardness in austenite remained unchanged, but ferrite hardness had a
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drastic increase of approximately 140%. This indicates that the increase in strength and decrease in
ductility of CDSS after thermal aging is closely related to the severe hardening in ferrite.

The impact properties, hardness, and tensile properties of the CDSS during thermal aging were
studied in our previous study, and we found that the impact energy and the hardness in ferrite
significantly changed in the early stage and then became saturated, while the tensile properties had no
such dramatic change after thermal aging [3,22]. Although the mechanical properties of the material
aged for 3000 h were similar to those of materials aged for 20,000 h, the cleavage facets of the brittle
ferrite phases were only observed on the tensile fracture surface of the material thermally aged for
20,000 h, indicating that the behaviors of crack initiation and propagation in the material aged for 20,000
h are quite different to those of the materials aged for less time [22]. To observe the crack initiation and
propagation in the long-term thermally aged material during tensile loading, the material aged for
20,000 h was selected to carry out this work using an in situ SEM.

Table 1. Tensile properties and hardness in the un-aged and aged cast duplex stainless steel (CDSS).

Materials
Tensile Properties Vickers Hardness, HV

Yield Strength
YS (MPa)

Ultimate Tensile
Strength UTS (MPa)

Elongation (%) Austenite Ferrite

Un-aged 237.4 523.5 54.6 217.1 ± 17.2 230.1 ± 8.9
Aged for 3000 h 288.3 674.9 40.1 211.6 ± 13.5 468.7 ± 20.9

Aged for 20,000 h 230.7 599.8 44.1 201.3 ± 10.8 556.4 ± 71.9

Figure 3a,c shows the macroscopic and microscopic morphologies of the fracture surfaces of
the un-aged specimen. The homogeneous distribution of fine dimples is a typical ductile fracture
characteristic, indicating that there is no difference in the deformation ability of ferrite and austenite in
the un-aged CDSS. In stark contrast, the fracture surfaces of the long-term thermally aged specimen
show the mixed features of brittle cleavages in ferrite and ductile shearing in austenite, as shown in
Figure 3b,d. As cleavage is the mechanism of brittle trans-granular fracture, and occurs through the
cleaving of the crystals along crystallographic planes, the appearance of typical cleavage facets are the
flat areas on the fracture surface. Therefore, the brittle cleavage areas can be easily distinguished from
the other areas by their flat feathers, as shown in Figure 3d, marked by dashed lines. Hardening in
ferrite caused by thermal aging is considered to destroy the deformation compatibility between the
two phases in CDSS. The deterioration of plastic deformation capacity during the aging process makes
ferrite prone to brittle fracture.

 
Figure 3. (a,c) Macroscopic and microscopic morphologies of the fracture surface of the un-aged CDSS
(b,d) and of the long-term thermally aged CDSS.
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3.3. In Situ SEM Observation of Crack Initiation in the Aged CDSS

In situ SEM observation during tensile loading was conducted in the long-term thermally aged
CDSS and the microstructural evolution is shown in Figure 4. Some images are selected at specific
strains (9%, 14%, 20%, 30%, and rupture, corresponding to B, C, D, E, and F in Figure 4a, respectively)
to show the stages of crack initiation, propagation, and final rupture.

At the stage of low strain, no visible plastic deformation features were observed. Both ferrite and
austenite appeared to be flat and smooth, and the two phases could not be distinguished from each
other. When strain increased to 9%, deformation characteristics could be seen (as in Figure 4b) and
the ferrite phases became slightly concave. The first crack (marked as Crack 1) in the tensile process
initiated in ferrite and propagated within the ferrite grain along the direction perpendicular to stress,
as shown in Figure 4c. Although the ferrite phases become very brittle after long-term thermal aging,
the fracture of ferrite underwent a two-step process of crack initiation and propagation. Long-strip
ferrite phases could not complete fracture-like particles after the crack initiation. Further increases
in strain caused another crack in ferrite (marked as Crack 2), as shown in Figure 4d; Crack 1 and
Crack 2 were arranged in parallel. After long-term thermal aging, ferrite became brittle but austenite
remained ductile. During tensile loading, the austenite matrix deformed easily and bore most of the
plastic deformation. As the ferrite phases became brittle and hard to deform, the phase boundaries
between austenite and ferrite accumulated more stress with increasing plastic deformation. When
this concentrated stress exceeded the cleavage stress of ferrite, cracks formed in the brittle ferrite. The
cracks in ferrite mainly formed in the B-C-D stage, as shown in Figure 4a, and this suggests that the
critical cleavage fracture stress of ferrite in the long-term thermally aged CDSS was approximately
400–500 MPa.

After the cracks extended throughout the ferrite grains, the increase in stress pulled the cracks
open and caused considerably greater stress on the phase boundaries of ferrite and austenite, as shown
in Figure 4e. The preferential propagation path of the primary crack for the thermally aged CDSS
linked the prior cracks in ferrite. As seen from the surface morphologies after rupturing in Figure 4f,
these prior cracks (e.g., Crack 1 and 2) were very close to the fracture surface.

 
Figure 4. (a) In situ observation at different stages for strains (b) ε = 9%; (c) 14%; (d) 20%; (e) 30%; and
(f) rupture of CDSS thermally aged at 400 ◦C for 20,000 h. An inclusion is marked by a dashed circle as
the position mark.

3.4. TEM Observation of Deformed Microstructures in the Aged CDSS

The transition from ductile to brittle in ferrite of the aged CDSS, as well as its severe hardening,
is caused by nanoscale metallurgical reactions, including spinodal decomposition and G-phase
precipitation in ferrite, which were systematically characterized by Atom probe tomography (APT) and
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TEM in our previous research [3,18,23]. The deformed microstructures of the aged CDSS were observed
by TEM, which enabled us to study the interactions between these precipitates and dislocations. The
TEM foil of the long-term thermally aged material was prepared by an FIB system from the tensile
sample near the fracture. This TEM sample contained both ferrite and austenite, and the SEM and
TEM images of the overall morphology are shown in Figure 5a,b. There was no precipitation and
only a few dislocations in austenite, as shown in Figure 5c. By contrast, intensive precipitates and
dislocations were observed in ferrite. The dislocation-precipitate interactions (Figure 5d) indicate that
the dislocation motion is hindered, which makes ferrite in the aged CDSS hard and brittle.

 
Figure 5. (a) SEM and (b) TEM images of the overall morphology; (c) TEM images of the phase
boundary and (d) ferrite near the tensile fracture in the thermally aged CDSS.

The ferrite morphologies in the undeformed and deformed steel that were thermally aged at
400 ◦C for 20,000 h were observed and compared by HRTEM, as shown in Figure 6. G-phases can be
clearly observed in the HRTEM image and the corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT) patterns,
as shown in Figure 6a,b. However, in the ferrite of the deformed sample, G-phases cannot easily be
distinguished from Figure 6c,d.

It is well known that ferrite spinodally decomposes into coherent Cr-enriched and Cr-depleted
domains after long-term thermal aging [2–4,7–9]. As the modulated structures had very close
lattice parameters, showing the continuity of the crystal lattices, as in Figure 6a, they could not
be distinguished by TEM or HRTEM. APT has been widely used to characterize the spinodal
decomposition in Fe-Cr alloys and ferrite in CDSS, and the average size of the Cr-enriched and
Cr-depleted domains was estimated to be approximately 7 nm for CDSS that was thermally aged
for 20,000 h [18]. The Young’s modulus and shear modulus of pure Cr are higher than those of pure
iron, and in the alloys they increase with increasing Cr content [19]. The different moduli between
Cr-enriched and Cr-depleted domains caused deformation incompatibility on the nanometer scale,
forming many regions with different orientations, as shown in Figure 6c,d.
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Figure 6. (a) HRTEM images of ferrite in the undeformed and (c) deformed samples of the steels
thermally aged at 400 ◦C for 20,000 h. (b) and (d) are the corresponding FFT patterns of (a) and
(c), respectively.

The lattice images of the special direction can be obtained by filtering in the corresponding FFT
patterns. The region of the lattice image and its corresponding FFT pattern from the same orientation
were marked in the same color, as shown in Figure 7. These regions with different orientations formed
under severe deformation in the tensile process, and they had almost the same dimension as the
spinodal structures of Cr-enriched and Cr-depleted domains.

 
Figure 7. (a) HRTEM image and (b) the corresponding orientation distribution of ferrite in the deformed
steel that was thermally aged at 400 ◦C for 20,000 h.

3.5. Fracture Mechanism of the Thermally Aged CDSS

After in situ SEM tensile testing, the surface morphologies of the fractured samples were also
observed by SEM to investigate the crack propagation process. As shown in Figure 8a, the two phases
of ferrite and austenite in the un-aged CDSS had almost the same deformation features, indicating that
they had similar deformation ability. Voids initiated at inclusions, marked by solid arrows in Figure 8a,
and their growth and coalescence led to ductile fracture. The halves of these voids are represented as
dimples on the fracture surface, as shown in Figure 3a.

For the aged CDSS, the in situ SEM results showed the initiation and propagation of cracks
within ferrite. Figure 8b shows the further extension of cracks from ferrite to austenite. The stress was
released when the crack propagated throughout the ferrite grain. When the propagation of the crack
encountered a phase boundary, stress concentrated on this phase boundary (marked by a solid arrow
in Figure 8b), and caused the beginning of cracks in austenite. With increasing applied stress, a large
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number of cracks grew into austenite. When some of these cracks were connected to each other, a
primary crack formed, which further caused the rupture of the aged CDSS.

After long-term thermal aging, the ferrite in CDSS decomposed into two kinds of coherent and
interconnected regions with different chemical compositions and mechanical properties. Due to the
deformation incompatibility of these domains, dislocations in ferrite were severely hampered, resulting
in the reduction of plastic deformation ability. When the stress concentration in ferrite rose to a certain
level, the initiation and propagation of cracks occurred throughout the ferrite. The local stress was
released when the crack propagated throughout the ferrite grain. Further extension of the crack in
ferrite was hindered by the phase boundary where the stress was most concentrated, which caused the
initiation of cracks in austenite. The prior fracture of ferrite accelerated the shearing of austenite and
reduced the plasticity of the thermally aged CDSS.

 
Figure 8. Deformation characteristics of austenite and ferrite phases near the tensile fracture of the
(a) un-aged and (b) aged specimens.

4. Conclusions

The in situ SEM technique was used to investigate the deformation and fracture behavior of
long-term thermally aged duplex stainless steel. After thermal aging at 400 ◦C for 20,000 h, the yield
stress and ultimate tensile stress of CDSS exhibited a small increase, while the tensile fracture changed
from ductile to brittle. Hardening in ferrite was caused by the spinodal decomposition into coherent
and interconnected regions with different chemical compositions and mechanical properties. The
deformation incompatibility of Cr-enriched and Cr-depleted domains resulted in the concentration
of stress and the initiation and propagation of cracks in ferrite. The initial cracks first propagated
throughout the ferrite grains and then generated stress concentrates on the phase boundaries, which
caused the initiation of cracks in austenite. The aged CDSS finally ruptured by connecting these
pre-existing cracks in ferrite.
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Abstract: Computational modeling is a widely used method for simulation and analysis of machining
processes. Smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) is a comparatively recently developed method that
is used for the simulation of processes where high strains and fragmentation occur. The purpose of
this work is the application of the SPH method for the prediction of cutting forces and chip formation
mechanism in orthogonal cutting of Ti6Al4V alloy. In addition, it is examined how the final results of
the simulation are influenced by the choice of the particular formulation of the SPH method, as well
as by the density of the particles.

Keywords: smooth particle hydrodynamics; Titanium alloy machining; numerical simulation; cutting
forces; chip formation

1. Introduction

Titanium alloys due to their unique mechanical properties are widely used in industrial
applications. Especially, the Ti6Al4V alloy is one of the most widely used alloys and constitutes
more than 50% of titanium products globally [1]. Most applications of this alloy are found in the
aerospace industry, but it is also used for the production of medical devices due to its biocompatibility.
However, it exhibits particular attributes as a material, such as low thermal conductivity, high strength
at elevated temperatures, and low modulus of elasticity which lead to low machinability ratings [2,3].
Machining is one of the most prevalent processes for the production of industrial components and,
due to the reasons mentioned above, cutting of titanium is usually accompanied by high cutting forces
and high cutting temperatures. These major factors lead to excessive tool wear, shortened tool life, and
poor surface quality of the final workpiece.

In practice, to increase productivity and at the same time keep quality at a high level, it is always
necessary for the proper machining parameters to be chosen. There are mainly two ways that this
goal can be attained. The first one involves conducting experiments to accumulate knowledge on the
dependence of machining conditions upon important physical quantities (cutting forces, temperature
etc.) during cutting. The second way involves the simulation of the machining process through the
development of computational models. During the last decades, simulations have become increasingly
popular and allow researchers to analyze, study, and understand in depth the physics of machining.

The finite element method (FEM) is one of the most frequently used numerical techniques for
engineering simulations. However, there are a number of difficulties that arise when it is used for
cutting simulations. Firstly, large strains lead to severe element distortions and consequently to
the termination of the simulation, due to negative volume elements. Secondly, in order to model
the fracture of the workpiece, a failure criterion has to be implemented into the code, so that certain
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elements are deleted from the grid when certain criteria are satisfied. The problem of distorted elements
is usually solved with remeshing algorithms, which recreate the mesh after a user-defined number of
time steps, resulting in increased computational cost. An alternative solution to this problem is based
on element erosion/deletion when the stresses or strains inside an element surpass a certain threshold.
The disadvantage of this approach is the fact that many elements can be artificially deleted from the
grid, leading to non-physical simulations.

In [4], the orthogonal cutting is simulated by the FEM where a simple geometric criterion,
combined with a mesh rezoning algorithm is used for the modeling of material separation. In [5–7],
fracture is simulated by an element deletion algorithm which is based on a fracture criterion. Also,
avoidance of severe element distortion is overcome by the usage of remeshing algorithms. In [8–10],
material separation in the simulations is modeled by the formation of adiabatic shear bands and the
usage of fracture criterions is avoided. However, the usage of remeshing algorithms still remains a
necessity for the same reasons. In [11], the influence of cutting conditions on the stress at the rear
surface of the tool is investigated. In [12], a mathematical model for the calculation of cutting forces is
developed, based on the results of a FEM model. In [13,14], the influence of the constitutive model
and the damage criteria on the prediction of cutting forces is studied. An alternative to classical FEM
techniques is the use of combined Lagrangian–Eulerian formulations, where the grid is not tied on the
workpiece but it is fixed in space [15–17].

During recent years, meshless numerical methods are gaining increased popularity because the
particles/nodes are not strictly connected with their neighbor particles, but are relatively free to move
in space, unlike the nodes of a finite element grid. In this study, the focus is on the smooth particle
hydrodynamics meshless method. The SPH method was developed in the 1980s and was used for the
numerical simulation of physical problems that belong to the field of astrophysics [18] and a decade
later was modulated for solid mechanics problems [19]. A comprehensive analysis of the SPH method
and examples regarding its applications in solid and fluid mechanics can be found in [20,21].

One of the earliest implementations of the SPH method to orthogonal cutting simulations can
be found in [22], where the benefits of the method are presented in comparison to the traditional
FEM approach. In [23], a 2D model is presented where friction is predicted in workpiece/cutting tool
interface without the usage of a friction model, since both bodies are modeled with SPH particles.
In [24], a model of the same type is used for the prediction of the variation of cutting forces caused
by a worn cutting tool. In [25–30], SPH models of orthogonal, or oblique, cutting are created where
the cutting tool is modeled with finite elements and the workpiece with SPH particles, which means
that a friction model had to be used. In [30], the effect of subsequent cuts on the evolution of residual
stresses in the workpiece is presented. Studies of SPH simulations regarding the influence of factors
describing the material behavior such as the friction coefficient, the equation of state, or the usage of a
damage-evolution criterion can be found in [31–33]. The influence of more intrinsic parameters to the
SPH method, such as timestep and particle density, can be found in [34]. Similarly, in [35] the effect of
important SPH control parameters is examined.

One of the deficiencies of the SPH method in metal cutting simulations is the inability of prediction
of a realistic chip curvature, as it is mentioned in [36]. For this reason, alternative formulations are
proposed to the standard SPH scheme, where this issue is resolved. One of these formulations
is called renormalization and more details about its foundations and development can be found
in [37,38]. Orthogonal cutting simulations with SPH can be found in the literature [23–35] for different
formulations. However, there are no studies that examine the influence of the chosen formulation,
on the prediction of the cutting forces. The aim of this study is the investigation of the differences
in the prediction of cutting forces between two different formulations. For this purpose, numerical
simulations of orthogonal cutting of Ti6Al4V titanium alloy are presented, where both formulations
are used, namely the standard and the renormalized. This parametric analysis is complemented by
conducting numerical simulations with different particle densities.
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In Section 2, the mathematical foundations of SPH are summarized. The presentation of the theory
in this section is based on [21]. In Section 3, the main formulas describing the material behavior are also
provided, while in Section 4, the configuration of the numerical simulation is described. Furthermore,
the way the parametric analysis was conducted, is described in detail. In Section 5, the main results of
the parametric analysis are presented. For all the simulations, the commercial solver LSDYNA [39]
was used.

2. SPH Foundations

In the SPH method, a function is represented by the following integral

f(x) =
∫

Ω
f(x′)δ(x − x′)dx′ (1)

where δ(x − x′) is the Dirac delta function, which can be approximated by a smoothing function
W(x − x′, h) that is chosen to fulfill a number of properties.

(a) The first property is the compact condition

W(x − x′, h) = 0, if |x − x′|>κh

where h is the smoothing length and κ is a constant that affects the non zero area centered around
point x.

(b) The second property that the smoothing function fulfills is the fact that it converges to the
Dirac function

lim
h→0

W(x − x′, h) = δ(x − x′)

(c) The final property that usually is fulfilled is the normalization condition
∫

Ω
W(x − x′, h)dx′ = 1

The integral representation in Equation (1) is replaced by the equation

< f(x) >=
∫

Ω
f(x′)W(x − x′, h)dx′ (2)

where < > is called the kernel approximation operator. Since the function W is zero for points outside
a sphere with center at x and radius κh, it is possible to replace the problem domain Ω with the support
domain R =

{
x′ ∈ R3 :

∣∣∣x − x′
∣∣∣≤ κh

}
. For the evaluation of the function in Equation (2), a numerical

integration is carried out over a finite number of points in the neighborhood of x. In SPH, these points
are represented by particles; each of them is considered to occupy a distinct amount of space and
have a distinct mass. As can be seen from Figure 1, the particle Xi is positioned at the center of the
support domain R of function W. For the numerical integration of Equation (2) the following sum has
to be evaluated

< f(Xi)>=
N

∑
j=1

f(Xj)W(Xj−Xi, h)ΔVj. (3)

where N is the number of neighbor particles j inside the support domain and ΔVj is the volume of each
particle. Since each particle has a separate mass, the volume is substituted by the relation

ΔVj= mj/�j (4)
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So, Equation (3) can be rewritten as

< f(Xi)>=
N

∑
j=1

f(Xj)W(Xj−Xi, h)
mj

�j
(5)

 
Figure 1. Support domain of kernel function centered at particle Xi.

It is worth mentioning that the density at point Xi is the weighted average of the masses of the
neighbor particles, i.e.,

�(Xi) =
N

∑
j=1

mjW(Xj−Xi, h) (6)

Since many smoothing functions fulfill the aforementioned properties (a–c), there is a variety of
different functions proposed over the years. A smoothing function, except properties a to c, is necessary
to have a small support domain, which means that it converges to zero quickly and also it is important
to have smooth derivatives. In this study, the commercial solver LS-DYNA Ver.R10.1.0.rev.123264 [39]
is used for the numerical simulations, in which the cubic B-spline is chosen as a smoothing function.
The B-spline was proposed in [40] and is one of the most widely used kernels, since it is numerically
efficient due to its small support domain.

W(x − x′, h) =
1

πh3

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 − 2
3 u2 + 3

4 u3, 0 ≤ u ≤ 1
1
4 (2 − u)3 1 ≤ u ≤ 2
0 u > 2

(7)

where u =|x − x′|/h.

3. Material Modeling

3.1. Constitutive Model

For the mathematical modeling of the mechanical behavior of the workpiece material, the
Johnson–Cook (J–K) constitutive relation was chosen. The Johnson–Cook model can be found in
MAT_015 card [39] of LS-DYNA

σeq = (A + Bεn
eq(1 + cln

.
ε
∗
eq)

C(1 − T∗m) (8)

where, σeq is the Von Misses equivalent stress, εeq the equivalent strain,
.
ε
∗
eq the equivalent strain

rate divided by a reference strain rate
.
ε
∗
eq =

.
εeq/

.
ε0 and stands for the homologous temperature

T∗ = (T − Tr)/(Tm−Tr), where Tr is the room temperature and Tm is the melting temperature. Also,
A, is the initial yield stress of the material, B, is the hardening constant, n, is the hardening exponent,
C, is the strain rate constant and, m, is the thermal softening exponent. The values chosen for the
parameters of the J–K model greatly affect the results of cutting simulations and the values provided
in the literature for the same material vary among different authors. The values chosen in this study
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are provided from [41] and can be seen in Table 1. This choice is reported in [42], where it is shown
that this set of parameters for the material model, provides the most accurate results for the cutting
force. Also, the J–K model is used only for the workpiece since the cutting tool, due to its relatively
great stiffness, is modeled as a rigid body.

Table 1. Material properties of the workpiece.

Material Parameters Values

A (MPa) 997.9
B (MPa) 653.1

C 0.0198
m 0.7
n 0.45

.
εre f (s−1) 1

Tr (K) 298
Tm (K) 1878

Young’s Modulus (E, GPa) 113.8
Density � (kg/m3) 4430

Friction coefficient (f) 0.2

3.2. Equation of State

Apart from the constitutive model, it is necessary to define the material pressure by relation
to the density of the material. In LS-DYNA the simplest equation of state is the linear polynomial
equation [39], where the pressure is related to the density with the relation

P = C0+C1μ+ C2μ
2+C3μ

3 + (C4+C5μ+ C6μ
2)E (9)

where μ = (� − �0)/�0. If C0= C2= C3= C4= C5= C6= 0, then C1 is equal to the bulk modulus, since
P = Kμ. Although the linear polynomial is considered a simplified model, it has been shown that the
final results do not vary considerably when more accurate state equations are used [32].

3.3. Material Separation Modelling

For the proper simulation of cutting processes, the implementation of material separation by
fracture or adiabatic shear banding is necessary. In traditional finite element codes, a fracture criterion,
combined with an element deletion algorithm, is frequently used for elements located inside the
material separation zone to be deleted. In the SPH method, the simulation of processes, where severe
strains occur, can be modeled without the usage of a fracture criterion, since the SPH particles are
loosely connected. In other words, the nodes of a finite element are strictly connected, regardless of the
distance between each other; the element has to be deleted if their disconnection is necessary. On the
contrary, a particle in the SPH code is affected by the neighbor particles that lie inside the support
domain and there is not a predetermined connection between certain particles.

3.4. Contact and Friction Modeling

In this study, the frictional forces are considered to follow the Coulomb law

τ = fσn (10)

where τ is the frictional stress and σn is the normal stress. The friction coefficient f is constant over
the entire contact area. In LS-Dyna, the friction coefficient can be defined in the AUTOMATIC-
NODES-TO-SURFACE card. Also, on the same card, contact between the workpiece and the cutting
tool is defined. A penalty type algorithm is used so that the particles of the workpiece remain in the
exterior of the cutting tool’s boundaries.
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4. Numerical Simulation Configuration

Due to its relative simplicity, most published research is concerned with the simulation of
orthogonal cutting. However, the results of a simulation need to be validated by actual experimental
data and orthogonal cutting is not a widely used process in practice. Therefore, in many studies
experimental data is derived from actual machining operations. Machining processes are mainly
3-dimensional and can be approximated by a 2-dimensional process to a certain extent. In this study,
experimental results from reference [43] are used, where actual orthogonal cutting is conducted.

In the experimental reference, the cutting tool is moving with constant speed V into a flat strip of
width Wc = 1 mm, height H = 2 mm and a length L = 10 mm. The experiment is repeated for three
depths of cut hc = 0.06, 0.04 and 0.1 mm. The material of the cutting tool is WC/Co tungsten carbide
and of the workpiece Ti6Al4V titanium alloy (Table 2). The experimental conditions are summarized
in Table 3.

Table 2. The chemical composition of T1-6Al-4V titanium alloy according to AMS 4928 standard [1].

Al C Fe H N O V OT

5.5–6.75 0.1 0.3 0.0125 0.05 0.2 3.5–4.5 0.4

Table 3. Experimental conditions described in (data from [43]).

Machining Parameters Values

Cutting speed V [m/s] 0.5

Rake angle, γ [deg] 15

Clearance angle, α [deg] 2

Cutting edge radius r [μm] 20

Depth of cut, hc [mm] 0.04 0.06 0.1

The simulation set up can be seen in Figure 2. The height of the workpiece H is three times the
depth of cut (H = 3 hc) and the width of the strip Wc is 0.01 mm. The length of the workpiece L is
1.5 mm, when the depth of cut is hc = 0.1 mm and is reduced to 1 mm for the remaining two values
of hc. For the cutting tool and for the lower part of the workpiece up to one third its height, finite
elements are used, and the rest of the workpiece is modeled with SPH particles. The nodes at the
bottom and the edge of the strip are constrained in all directions.

The simulation of the experiment with the actual strip length is, from a computational standpoint,
time-consuming and also unnecessary since the cutting process transitions to a steady state, where the
cutting forces are stabilized long before the cutting tool reaches the end of the strip. The same applies
for the width of the workpiece because all nodes are constrained to the z direction and are free to move
in the x-y plane; it is redundant for the actual width of the workpiece to be modeled and scaling of
the cutting forces to a factor of 100 is preferable. Finally, the SPH method is computationally more
demanding than the standard FEM, and this is the reason why it is usually preferred for the area close
to the path of the cutting tool to be modeled with particles. For the other parts, finite elements are
considered more suitable and the mesh becomes gradually coarser at the bottom of the workpiece.

The parametric analysis is conducted based upon two parameters, the SPH formulation and the
density of the particles. Initially, the distance d between the particles and the depth of cut hc are fixed
to a certain value and the simulation is carried out twice. Initially, a standard SPH formulation is used,
followed by a renormalized formulation.

Consequently, the simulation with the renormalized formulation is carried out once again and the
particle distance d is reduced to half of the initial value. Afterward, a different value for the depth of
cut hc is selected and the same procedure is repeated.
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Figure 2. SPH model initial configuration.

5. Results and Discussion

In Figure 3, the equivalent stress contours are depicted for a fixed depth of cut hc = 0.04 mm.
In Figures 4 and 5, the stress contours are shown for depths of cut of hc = 0.06 and 0.1 mm, respectively.
By comparing the frames a and b for each depth of cut, an obvious observation is the chip curvature.
By using the standard SPH formulation, a straight numerical chip is produced that follows the chip
face of the cutting tool. The usage of the renormalized formulation leads to the production of a more
realistic chip. The nonrealistic chip curvature of the standard formulation is attributed to the absence of
particles in the exterior areas of the boundaries of the solution domain (workpiece) [36]. This absence
leads to non-approximate calculations near the boundaries.

Figure 3. Equivalent stress σeq contours in GPa for 0.04 mm depth of cut: (a) standard formulation
and d = 0.01 mm; (b) renormalized formulation and d = 0.01 mm; (c) renormalized formulation and
d = 0.005 mm.
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Figure 4. Equivalent stress σeq contours in GPa for 0.06 mm depth of cut: (a) standard formulation
and d = 0.01 mm; (b) renormalized formulation and d = 0.01 mm; (c) renormalized formulation and
d = 0.005 mm.

 
Figure 5. Equivalent stress σeq contours in GPa for 0.1 mm depth of cut: (a) standard formulation
and d = 0.01 mm; (b) renormalized formulation and d = 0.01 mm; (c) renormalized formulation and
d = 0.005 mm.

As can be seen in Figure 3b,c, the chip curvature is increased for a greater particle density and the
same observation applies and for the other two values of the depth of cut. In contrast, the maximum
stress is not affected considerably, regardless of the depth of cut, the formulation or the density of the
particles. This can be explained by the fact that the maximum stress that is induced on the workpiece
in the primary shear stress zone is dependent on the strength of the material.
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In Figure 6, the plastic strain contours are depicted for each value of the depth of cut. In this
figure, only the chips that are produced by the renormalized SPH are chosen, with the greater particle
density. The areas with the larger values of strain can be seen at the secondary shear zone at the
interface between the cutting tool and the chip, at the tertiary shear zone where the cutting tool rubs
the surface of the workpiece, and also at the shear zones that are created at the primary shear zone.

Figure 6. Equivalent plastic strain εeq contours for a depth of cut hc: (a) 0.04 mm; (b) 0.06 mm;
(c) 0.1 mm.

In Figures 7–9, the cutting force Fc and the feed force Ff are depicted in relation to time. Each figure
corresponds to one of the three values for the depth of cut. Also, as can be seen from these figures, the
forces start to stabilize at the time of 0.1 to 0.3 ms. For the values depicted in each of these figures, an
average value is computed from the time that the forces remain relatively stable until the end of the
simulation. The average values are compared to the experimental ones.

As shown in Figure 7a, the results of the standard SPH scheme are not satisfactory since the
predicted values are less than half the values of the experimental ones. In contrast, the values predicted
by the renormalized formulation, which are depicted in Figure 7b, are very close to the experimental
ones. The cutting force Fc and feed force Ff are overpredicted with an error of about 7.56% and 4.39%,
respectively. By comparing Figure 7b with Figure 7c, it is obvious that the forces predicted by the
model with greater particle density are more stable and oscillate less. In addition, lower values are
predicted for the cutting force Fc and there is also a small increase in the feed force Ff. The cutting
force Fc is underpredicted with an error of about 15% and the feed force Ff is overpredicted with an
error of 6.8%.
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Figure 7. Cutting force Fc and feed force Ff versus time for hc = 0.04 mm.

 

Figure 8. Cutting force Fc and feed force Ff versus time for hc = 0.06 mm.
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Figure 9. Cutting force Fc and feed force Ff versus time for hc = 0.1 mm.

As can be seen in Figures 8a and 9a, the results produced from the standard SPH formulation
remain far from the experimental values regardless of the depth of cut. By comparing Figure 8b
to Figures 8c and 9b to Figure 9c, the same pattern is observed. The models with greater particle
density provide relatively decreased values for the cutting force Fc and increased values for the feed
force Ff. Also, especially for the cutting forces, there is less variation between the maximum and
minimum values. For a depth of cut of hc = 0.06 mm, the cutting force Fc is overpredicted with an
error of 7.9%, the feed force Ff is underpredicted with a divergence of 20% from the experimental
value. By increasing the number of particles, the predicted value of the cutting force Fc is lower than
the experimental and the error is increased slightly to 9%. The predicted value for the feed force Ff
is increased and almost coincides with the experimental value. For a depth of cut of hc = 0.01 mm,
as can be seen in Figure 9, the averaged predicted cutting force Fc is very close to the experimental
value and they differentiate by less than 1.2%. However, the model which is comprised of a greater
number of particles underpredicts the cutting force Fc with an error of 10.4%. For both models, as can
be seen from Figure 9b,c, the feed force Ff is underpredicted and the averaged values differ from the
experimental with a percentage of 25%.

The numerically predicted cutting and feed forces are gathered in Tables 4 and 5. At this point,
it is obvious that only models where the renormalized formulation is used provide results close to
the experimental values. Also, there is a negative correlation between cutting forces Fc and particle
density. Models with smaller particle density estimate the cutting forces more accurately, which is an
indication that the SPH models might converge to a value different from the experimental; still, the
maximum deviation does not exceed 15%. For the feed forces Ff, a clear pattern is not visible. Although
there is a positive correlation between feed force and particle density, the sensitivity is almost zero for
hc = 0.1 mm and there is a slight change of the predicted values for hc = 0.04 mm, but for hc = 0.06 mm,
the deviation between the feed forces estimated by the different particle density models approaches
26%. Generally, the cutting force Fc is estimated more accurately comparing to the feed force Ff and
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this can be attributed to the parameters chosen for the J–K model. As mentioned in reference [42],
parameters provided in the literature for the J–K model usually do not lead to accurate estimations of
both cutting and feed forces as well.

Table 4. Comparison between predicted and experimental cutting forces Fc for all models.

Depth of Cut hc

[mm]

Experimental
Cutting Force

[N/mm]

Standard
Formulation

(d = 0.01 [mm])
[N/mm]

Renormalized
Formulation

(d = 0.01 [mm])
[N/mm]

Renormalized
Formulation

(d = 0.005 [mm])
[N/mm]

0.04 86
35.6 92.5 73

−58.6% +7.6% −15.1%

0.06 112
53,76 120.9 101.9

−52% +7.94% −9.02%

0.1 173
86 175 155

−50.3% +1.2% −10.4%

Table 5. Comparison between predicted and experimental feed forces Ff for all models.

Depth of Cut hc

[mm]
Experimental Feed

Force [N/mm]

Standard
Formulation

(d = 0.01 [mm])
[N/mm]

Renormalized
Formulation

(d = 0.01 [mm])
[N/mm]

Renormalized
Formulation

(d = 0.005 [mm])
[N/mm]

0.04 41
15.5 42.8 43.8

−62,2% +4.39% +6.8%

0.06 45
14.9 35.95 45.1

−66,9% −20.1% 0.2%

0.1 51
18.15 38.39 38.6

−64.4% −24.7% −24.3%

6. Conclusions

The orthogonal cutting of Ti6Al4V alloy was modeled by using the smooth particle hydrodynamics
method. The main focus of this study was the influence of the choice between two different SPH
formulations (standard and renormalized) on the prediction of cutting and feed forces. It was found
that the implementation of the renormalized formulation leads to a satisfactory prediction of cutting
forces. In contrast, the predictions of the standard formulations deviate from the experimental values
of more than 50%. In addition, the usage of the renormalized formulation leads to a more realistic
estimation of the chip geometry and this may be the main reason for the large difference in the
estimation of the cutting forces between the two formulations.

This study was also complimented by the investigation of the influence of particle density in the
estimation of chip geometry and cutting forces. From the results, it is evident that the curvature of the
numerical chip increases when a greater number of particles is used. Also, models with more particles
predict lower values of cutting forces and larger values for the feed forces.

Due to the meshless nature of this method, modeling of material separation was possible without
the implementation of a fracture criterion or a remeshing algorithm. Because of these advantages,
programming of the SPH method for cutting simulations is easier. Fracture criterions require calibration
from experiments and element deletion algorithms may lead to an unrealistic mass loss in the
simulation. Furthermore, remeshing algorithms are computationally demanding. Thus, SPH is
a promising alternative to a classical FEM.
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Nomenclature

A Initial yield stress [MPa]
B Hardening constant [MPa]
C Strain Rate Constant
d Distance between particles [mm]
E Young’s Modulus [GPa]
Fc Cutting Force [N/mm]
Ff Feed Force [N/mm]
f Friction coefficient
H Height of the workpiece [mm]
h Smoothing length [mm]
hc Depth of cut [mm]
K Bulk modulus [GPa]
L Length of the workpiece [mm]
m Thermal softening exponent
mj Mass of particle j
n Hardening exponent
P Pressure [GPa]
r Cutting edge radius [μm]
Tr Room temperature [K]
Tm Melting temperature [K]
V Cutting speed [m/s]
Wc Width of the workpiece
W Kernel function
Xi Position vector of particle i
x Position vector of a point in space
α Clearance angle [deg]
γ Rake angle [deg]
δ Dirac function
ΔVj Volume of particle j
εeq Equivalent strain
.
εeq Equivalent strain rate [1/s]
.
εre f Reference strain rate [1/s]
μ Relative change of density
� Density [Kg/m3]
�j Density of particle j
σn Normal stress [GPa]
σeq Equivalent stress [GPa]
τ Frictional stress [GPa]
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Abstract: This study examines an extended method to obtain the parameters in the Generalized
Incremental Stress State Dependent Damage (GISSMO) model. This method is based on an iterative
Finite Element Method (FEM) method aiming at predicting the fracture behavior considering softening
and failure. A large number of experimental tests have been conducted on four different alloys
(7003 aluminum alloy, ADC12 aluminum alloy, ZK60 magnesium alloy and 20CrMnTiH Steel), here
considering tests that span a wide range of stress triaxiality. The proposed method is compared with
the two existing methods. Results show that the new extended Iterative FEM method gives the good
estimate of the fracture behaviors for all four alloys considered.

Keywords: fracture; iterative FEM Method; GISSMO Model; softening

1. Introduction

The research into lightweight and high-durability materials used in automobiles has greatly
increased in recent years, due to an increased focus on preserving natural resources and reducing air
pollution. One effective way to achieve weight reduction is through material development, but with
this approach comes a demand for accurately predicting the flow and damage behaviors of the new
material. [1,2] Flow behavior and damage evolution is, however, a challenging task.

A large amount of research has been focused on evaluating the flow and fracture properties
through micromechanics-based consideration [3–11]. Among these are the porous plasticity models,
the best-known being the classical model by Gurson [3] that includes the growth of voids in a metallic
matrix and a yield condition that relates to porosity. The Gurson model and many of its subsequent
extensions agree well with experiments; however, it fails to predict the material behavior under shear
dominated loading conditions. To remedy this issue, Nahshon and Hutchinson [12] distinguished
shear dominated states by the third invariant of stress. Dæhli et al. [13] extended the Gurson model by
Lode-dependent void evolution, both successfully predicting fracture under low triaxiality. However,
the Gurson model is computationally inefficient as the element size must scale with the dominant
void sparking. Thus, the phenomenological fracture models outweigh the porous models in industrial
applications, as these models often require fewer material constants to be determined through data
fitting. The typical fracture models [14–17] are formalized on experimental observation, which directly
related to the stress state. Identified through the stress, the triaxiality and the lode angle are proposed.
Compared to the Gurson model, the Johnson-Cook (JC) model [17–19] predicts the fracture locus
accounting for the strain, the strain rate and the temperature, and the model parameters in the JC
model is easily to calibrate. Other fracture models in Ref. [14,15,20] predicts the fracture locus in 3D
space with more accuracy. Moreover, it is worth noticing that these fracture models are uncoupled from
flow behavior, which is described by the standard material model. The Generalized Incremental Stress
State Dependent Damage (GISSMO) Model which is developed by Neukamm [21,22], fully describes
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the ductile damage accounting for material softening and fracture. The fracture behavior is described
by the damage variable and the damage softening behavior is represented by an instability measure.
As the GISSMO model meets the industrial requirements, it finds wide use in crashworthiness and
forming process simulations [23–27].

The parameter calibration strongly influences the accuracy of a numerical prediction.
The constitutive constants are classically obtained by graphical analysis [28] and linear regression
methods [29] to fit experimental data. For example, the force-displacement curves obtained from
experimental data is transformed into equivalent stress-strain curves, from which constitutive
parameters are obtained [30]. However, these calculation methods are conducted under assumptions
of relatively small strain variation, failing to predict fracture behavior in several industrial applications.
Recently, an iterative FEM method [31–34] has been developed for parameter calibration that, based
on trial and error, can determine a set of parameters, which leads to good agreements between
experimental data and numerical results. Xiao [31] obtained the fracture parameters through the
iterative FEM method to predict the fracture locus in the 3D stress state. However, fracture parameters
by the iterative FEM method are difficult to predict the fracture behavior considering softening.

In this paper, an extended iterative FEM method is proposed to obtain the GISSMO parameters.
The accuracy of the inverse iterative FEM method is then validated by considering four different types
of alloy through an extensive experimental program that subject the materials in different stress states.
FEM procedures are conducted for three sets of validated parameters obtained by three methods.
The accuracy of the three methods is evaluated. These stress-strain curves and fracture modes observed
throughout the tests are compared to the model predictions. Finally, a discussion on the iterative FEM
method is conducted.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experiment Method

Four kinds of alloy, listing 7003-T6 aluminum (Test # 1–7), ADC12 aluminum (Test # 8–11), ZK60
magnesium (Test # 12–18) and 20CrMnTiH steel (Test # 19–25), are designated as the testing material
with the chemical composition shown in Table 1. These alloys are extensively used in aerospace
and automobile industries. Figure 1 presents 25 different specimens for a wide range of stress states.
The dimensions of tensile specimen are recommended by the GB/T228.1-2010 standard. All tests
are performed in the ETM504C electronic universal testing machine (Suzhou Dymeter Automotive
testing technology co., LTD, Suzhou, China) with a load range of (5–50) kN and a speed range of
(0.001–500) mm/min. The deforming results are measured by the Digital Image Correlation (DIC)
method, and the loading results are measured by force cell. For DIC method, signature is marked
in undeformed specimen, and displacement is measured by searching the signature in deformed
specimen. The crosshead speed of the testing machine is kept constant at 1.8 mm/min for smooth
tensile tests and 0.2 mm/min for notched and shear tests. These tests are performed in the ambient air
at the room temperature. Following experimental data is recorded: the stress-strain relation, fracture
mode, and elongation.
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Figure 1. Schematic sketch of the specimen. specified value of R, H and θ can be found in Table 2. All
dimensions are in mm.

Table 2. Summary of experiments.

Mat. No. Description Gauge Length/mm

7003-T6

1 Smooth tensile 50
2 Pure Shear 19
3 Tensile Shear, 45◦, θ = 45◦ 17.5
4 Notched, R5, R = 5 mm, H = 10 mm 20
5 Notched, R10, R = 10 mm, H = 10 mm 20
6 Notched, R15, R = 15 mm, H = 8 mm 40
7 Notched, R20, R = 20 mm, H = 8 mm 50

ADC12

8 Smooth Tensile 35
9 Notched, R4, R = 4mm, H = 5mm 14
10 Notched, R8, R = 8mm, H = 5mm 18
11 Pure shear, flat 40.6

ZK60

12 Smooth Tensile 25
13 Notched, R1 12
14 Notched, R5 20
15 Notched, R10 30
16 Pure Shear 38
17 Tensile Shear, 30◦, θ = 30◦ 21
18 Tensile Shear, 60◦, θ = 60◦ 21

20CrMnTiH

19 Round smooth tensile 20
20 Round notch, R0.4, R = 0.4 mm, H = 9.2 mm 10.4
21 Round notch, R0.8, R = 0.8 mm, H = 8.4 mm 10.8
22 Round notch, R2, R = 2 mm, H = 6 mm 12
23 Pure shear 38
24 Tensile shear, 30◦, θ = 30◦ 21
25 Tensile shear, 60◦, θ = 60◦ 21
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2.2. Effective Stress and Strain Curves

Experimental obtained engineering curves cannot be directly used in parameter calibration.
In small strain, engineering curves is transformed into true stress-strain curves by volume constancy law,

εtrue = ln
(
1 + εeng

)
σtrue = σeng

(
1 + εeng

) (1)

where σtrue and εtrue is true stress and true strain. σeng and εeng is engineering stress and strain.
For some metals Equation (1) cannot compensate for the large necking effects, constitutive models
are used for extrapolating the after-necking stress-strain curves. Taken smooth tension for example,
the engineering curves are transformed into true stress-strain curves by volume constancy law. Then,
the soften part in the true stress-strain curve is extrapolated by the power law of Ludwik [35].
The extrapolated curve is shown in Figure 2 as the yellow dash one. The effective stress-strain curve is
obtained by subtracting off the elastic strain and inputting the true stress. The effective stress-strain
curve is used in material model calibration. The effective strain at fracture point is input as initial value
in iterative FEM method.

Figure 2. Stress-strain curves for experimental data processing. The red solid curve is the engineering
stress-strain curves. The blue solid curve is transformed through the red one by plastic incompressibility
condition. To compensate for the non-uniform deformation beyond necking, the blue solid curve is
extrapolated by the power law of Ludwik. Yellow dash curve represents modified curve which could
be used in calibrating constitutive model.

2.3. GISSMO Model

The GISSMO, developed by Neukamm et al. [21,22] and Basaran et al. [36], ensures flexibility for
a wide range of metal as it can correctly predict damage regardless the details of the material model
formulation. Besides, the GISSMO targets damage prediction that accounts for material instability,
localization, and failure. Damage accumulation, which is illustrated by Johnson [17] and Xue [37],
is based on an incremental formulation found from

ΔD =
n
ε f

D(1− 1
n )

.
εp, (2)

This equation considers the nonlinear relation between plastic strain and internal damage [38,39],
and the damage exponent n allows for a nonlinear accumulation of damage until failure. The equivalent
plastic strain increment is denominated as

.
εp. ε f represents the equivalent plastic failure strain which

allows for an arbitrary definition of triaxiality dependent failure strains ε f (σ∗) by inputting a tabulated
curve. Triaxiality is defined as p/σm, in which p is the average main stress and σm is the von Mises
stress. D is the damage value, which accumulates in each element during deformation. When D = 1,
the element is deleted.
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Similar to damage accumulation, material instability is determined as

ΔF =
n
εc F(1− 1

n )
.
εp, (3)

where εc is the triaxiality dependent critical strain εc(σ∗) which acts as an activation for coupling
damage and stress. F is the instability measure. If F = 0, the material is undeformed. F = 1 corresponds
to the onset of localization.

As soon as F reaches unity, the element stress is reduced by

σ = σ̃

[
1−
(

D−Dcrit

1−Dcrit

)m]
, (4)

where σ is the modified stress and σ̃ is the current stress. Dcrit is the damage only comes to some value
when F reaches unity. m is a fading exponent intended to better depict the rate of material softening.

2.4. Extended Iterative Finite Element Method

The extended Iterative FEM (EIFEM) method is a trial-and-error method, aiming at obtaining
stress and strain at large strain. The EIFEM method is inspired by the method in Ref. [31], which can
obtain parameters in the JC model. This paper extended the model to calibrate parameters in the
GISSMO model. Five parameters need to be calibrated, including stress triaxiality σ∗, fracture strain ε f ,
critical strain εc, fading exponent m, and damage exponent n. The proposed procedure of the extended
Iterative FEM method (EIFEM) is,

1. Initial value of ε f
0 , εc

0, m0 and n0. ε f
0 is the fracture strain and εc

0 is the necking strain at obtained
effective stress-strain curve. m0 and n0 can be set to arbitrary value. in this paper, m0 = 1, n0 = 3.

2. Iteration till the shape of numerical force and displacement curve after necking coincide with
experimental one. 3D FEM simulation by LS-DYNA is conducted to calculate elongation ΔLFEM.
In simulation, the deforming process is predicted by the JC material model and the fracture model
is the GISSMO model. If numerical shape differs experimental shape, n and m are modified by
ni = ni – 1 − 1 and mi = mi − 1 + 0.5 till convergence.

3. Iteration till the experimental elongation coincides with the numerical elongation ΔLEXP = ΔLFEM.

If ΔLEXP � ΔLFEM, ε f would be modified by ε
f
i + 1 × ΔLEXP = ε

f
i × ΔLFEM

i . If ε f
i = εc

i but ΔLFEM

still unequal to ΔLEXP, εc is modified by εc
i+1 × ΔLEXP

n = εc
i × ΔLFEM

n(i) . ΔLn is the displacement at

necking point. A satisfied pair of εc and ε f is obtain when ΔLEXP = ΔLFEM.
4. Check if the standard deviation below 3%. The standard deviation (Std) between experimental

and numerical curves is defined as

Std =

∫ l f
0

∣∣∣ fExp(l) − fFEM(l)
∣∣∣dl

Max
{

fExp(l)
}
l f

, (5)

where l is displacement. The iteration is continued until the Std below 3%. Otherwise return
to Step 2 and renew the number of m, n, εc and ε f till convergence. In the last iterative FEM
simulation, σ∗ is obtained at the fracture element right before deleting element.

2.5. Finite Element Method

The finite element (FE) analysis is conducted by the explicit mechanical solver of the commercial
finite element code LS-DYNA. FE models for tensile tests are meshed through 8-node hexahedron
elements by one-point integration, with single-point-constrain aligned to one side and the prescribed
motion to the other side. The average mesh size is 0.2 for each specimen in gauge length. As the
FEM mesh are similar between materials, the representative FEM mesh for ZK60 alloy are shown in
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Figure 3. Tensile specimens all move in constants speeds according to experimental speeds. Due to the
strain rate insensitivity, the velocity is set at a relatively larger value compared to experiment to reduce
the calculating time. The velocity is set at 10 mm/s in this paper. The plastic flow and damage are
considered separately. The GISSMO model describes the fractured and damage behavior. In LS-DYNA,
the GISSMO model is embedded in the ADD_EROSION which provides the failure and erosion option.
The JC material model describes the flow behavior. The JC material model, which is one of the most
widely used empirical models, provides an accurate prediction of the flow behavior considering the
effects of stress state and strain rate. As all tests are performed at room temperature, the temperature
effect is ignored. The strain rate part is also ignored as all experiments are in quasi-static state. The JC
material model [40] is simplified as follows:

σe = A + Bεp
c, (6)

where A, B, and c are material constants and σe is the flow stress. By achieving the good fit of smooth
tensile experimental data, four parameter sets are calibrated and listed in Table 3. Please note that the
elastic modulus is obtained from the elastic region ranging from start point to yielding point (the value
stress value is A). This elastic modulus would make the numerical predicted results more accurate.

 

Figure 3. The representative FEM model for ZK60 alloy, (a) smooth tensile test, (b) pure shear test,
(c) notched tensile test and (d) tensile and notched tests.

Table 3. Parameters for numerical simulation.

Mat. E/GPa A B c n m

7003-T6 66 348 252 0.44 3 2.5
ADC12 33 115 1938 0.67 2 10
ZK60 31 221 316 0.43 2 1.5

20CrMnTiH 125 944 754 0.28 3 3.5

Fracture curves ε f (σ∗), critical strain curves εc (σ∗), the fading exponent m and the damage
exponent n are identified through the numerical simulation. Although different GISSMO parameters
combinations may lead to a similar numerical result, the effect could be minimized by increasing the
number of tests for GISSMO model calibration. Recall the method in Section 2.4, the parameters m and
n can be calibrated. The fading exponent m and the damage exponent n are listed in Table 3. ε f (σ∗)
and εc (σ∗) are cubic spline interpolations of fracture strain and critical strain.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Experimental Results

The original experimental results are presented in Figure 4. The engineering stress is calculated by
load, which is directly obtained by force cell. The engineering strain is obtained by DIC method. Recall
the method in Section 2.2, the effective stress and strain curves are obtained. Then, the triaxiality σ∗,
critical strain εc and fracture strain ε f are obtained based on the EIFEM method in Section 2.4. Then σ∗,
εc and ε f is used in numerical simulation.

Figure 4. Engineering stress and strain curves for (a) 7003 aluminum alloy, (b) ADC12 aluminum alloy,
(c) ZK60 magnesium alloy and (d) 20CrMnTiH Steel.

Table 4. Summary of experimental and numerical results.

Mat. No. Description σ* εc εf Elongation/mm

Exp. Num. R.E. (%) 1

7003-T6

1 Smooth tensile 0.33 0.3 0.79 8.16 8.30 1.80
2 Pure Shear −0.01 0.3 0.83 1.94 1.84 4.87
3 Tensile Shear, 45◦ −0.08 0.05 0.73 2.55 2.49 2.33
4 Notched, R5 0.55 0.02 0.47 0.96 0.97 0.72
5 Notched, R10 0.46 0.1 0.44 1.19 1.17 1.32
6 Notched, R15 0.4 0.01 0.50 1.32 1.32 0.24
7 Notched, R20 0.38 0.01 0.50 1.42 1.45 2.12

ADC12

8 Smooth Tensile 0.34 0.005 0.019 0.70 0.69 1.50
9 Notched, R4 0.36 0.005 0.033 0.12 0.13 3.52

10 Notched, R8 0.35 0.005 0.035 0.23 0.23 2.50
11 Pure shear, flat −0.03 0.005 0.025 0.10 0.10 1.52

ZK60

12 Smooth Tensile 0.33 0.08 0.697 4.11 4.07 0.84
13 Notched, R1 0.41 0.10 0.262 0.36 0.35 1.51
14 Notched, R5 0.46 0.05 0.107 0.65 0.65 0.28
15 Notched, R10 0.48 0.03 0.289 1.13 1.09 3.39
16 Pure Shear 0.07 0.26 0.343 0.27 0.27 0.77
17 Tensile Shear, 30◦ 0.22 0.05 0.420 0.17 0.17 1.50
18 Tensile Shear, 60◦ 0.30 0.09 0.587 0.31 0.31 1.10

20CrMnTiH

19 Round smooth tensile 0.33 0.03 0.17 1.95 1.94 0.51
20 Round notch, R0.4 0.50 0.03 0.08 0.13 0.13 4.83
21 Round notch, R0.8 0.64 0.05 0.15 0.08 0.08 1.15
22 Round notch, R2 0.69 0.03 0.09 0.13 0.12 4.78
23 Pure shear −0.07 0.1 0.45 0.34 0.34 0.41
24 Tensile shear, 30◦ 0.2 0.1 0.42 0.21 0.22 2.57
25 Tensile shear, 60◦ 0.27 0.1 0.34 0.34 0.33 2.08

1 R.E. denotes the relative error.
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3.2. Numerical Results and Validation

Table 4 presents the experimental and numerical elongation. The relative errors are below
5% for all tests. Figure 5 shows the force and displacement curves for experiment and simulation.
Figure 5a presents curves for tensile tests. Numerical results agree with the experimental results
well. For 20CrMnTiH steel and 7003 aluminum alloy, the after-necking region in numerical force and
displacement curves coincides with the experimental curves. The good agreements are also observed
in notched and shear tests shown in Figure 5b–e.

Figure 5. Numerical and experimental force and displacement curves. (a) Tensile tests, (b) notched and
shear tests for 7003 aluminum alloy, (c) notched and shear tests for ADC12 aluminum alloy, (d) notched
and shear tests for ZK60 magnesium alloy and (e) notched and shear tests for 20CrMnTiH steel. Scatters
represent experimental data and solid lines represent numerical results hereinafter.

Visual comparisons between experimental and numerical predicted fracture modes are shown in
Figures 6–9. Good agreements on the fracture modes are observed in those figures, indicating that the
EIFEM method can reproduce the fracture behavior for different metals over a wide stress triaxiality
with certain accuracy.
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Figure 6. Fracture mode for 7003Al-T6 aluminum alloy for (a) smooth tensile test, (b) pure shear
test, (c) tensile and shear test, (d) notched test for notched radii 5 mm, (e) notched test for notched
radii 10 mm, (f) notched test for notched radii 15 mm and (g) notched test for notched radii 20 mm.
Hereinafter, the numerical fracture mode is in plastic strain contour.

Figure 7. Fracture mode for ADC12 aluminum alloy for (a) smooth tensile test, (b) notched test for
notched radii 4 mm, (c) notched test for notched radii 8 mm and (d) pure shear test.

Figure 8. Fracture mode for ZK60 magnesium alloy for (a) smooth tensile test, (b) notched test for notched
radii 1mm, (c) notched test for notched radii 5mm, (d) notched test for notched radii 10mm, (e) pure shear
test, (f) shear and tensile test at shear angle 30◦ and (g) shear and tensile test at shear angle 60◦.
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Figure 9. Fracture mode for 20CrMnTiH steel for (a) smooth tensile test, (b) notched test for notched
radii 2 mm, (c) notched test for notched radii 0.8 mm, (d) notched test for notched radii 0.4 mm, (e) pure
shear test, (f) shear and tensile test at shear angle 30◦ and (g) shear and tensile test at shear angle 60◦.

3.3. Comparison

To further study the application range of the proposed method, the numerical results predicted by
the GISSMO model are compared with other two methods. The first method is widely used in industry
for rough calculation. To get the fracture strain in the first method, the experimental obtained force
and displacement curves are transposed into effective stress and strain based on method in Section 2.2.
Then the fracture strain is obtained at the end point in the effective stress and strain curve. Usually
this fracture strain is smaller than the EIFEM obtained fracture strain. To verify which fracture strain
is more accurate, the numerical simulation for first method also carried out in LS-DYNA. For better
clarification, the notation in first method adds A, so the fracture strain is written as ε

f
A. The second

method is a commonly used iterative FEM method as in Ref. [31]. Different value of fracture strain can
be obtained by this method, and the corresponding notation adds a B, so ε

f
B. The stepwise procedure

for the second method is shown in Appendix A. The numerical simulation for validating the second
method is also conducted.

Numerical simulations for the aforementioned two methods carry out in LS-DYNA. The material
model is John-Cook model and the fracture model is the GISSMO model, both are consistent with the
EIFEM method. The method A and the method B cannot obtain the critical strain εc, the εc in the two
method are set to a relatively large constant. Then the GISSMO model cannot display the soften region.
The value of εc influence the value of ε f . In this paper, the εc is set to 1 in method A and method B. m
and n are set according to Table 3. The fracture strain vs. stress triaxiality for the three methods are
shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Strain and triaxiality curves for (a) 7003 aluminum alloy, (b) ADC12 aluminum alloy,
(c) ZK60 magnesium alloy and (d) 20CrMnTiH steel.

Force and displacement relationships for method A and B is presented in Figure 11. The elongation
is discussed firstly. Elongation calculated by method A is much smaller than experimental elongation.
Elongations calculated by method B are closer to the experimental data. However, the relative errors
for Test No. 9, 10, 17, 20 and 22 (numbered in Table 2) are beyond 5%, indicating the method B cannot
accurately predict the failure behavior. Then the force and displacement curves are compared. For
method A, the numerical force and displacement curves overlap the elastic region, failing to predict
the harden and soften region. For method B, numerical force and displacement curves in Test No.
2, 3, 8–11,16–18, 23–25 match the experimental data. However, for other tests, the numerical curves
cannot capture the soften region. The experiments well predicted by methods B include tests of ADC12
alloy and all shear tests. The experiments failing to be predicted by method B include the uniaxial
tensile tests for 7003 alloy and 20CrMnTiH steel and notched tests for 7003 alloy, ADC12 alloy, and
20CrMnTiH steel. The well predicted experiments are brittle fracture (ADC12 alloy) and shear fracture,
with relatively small strain and no soften effects. The bad estimated force and displacement curves are
featured by obvious soften effects. So, the method B cannot predict soften effect. The reason lies in
the constant value of critical strain εc. εc will influence the value of fracture strain ε f . Usually, ε f in
condition εc < ε f is larger than condition εc ≥ ε f . So, the ε f obtain by the EIFEM method is larger than
ε f by method B. Physically, the soften effect leads to the inaccurate estimate of fracture stain. Usually,
ε

f
EIFEM ≥ ε

f
B ≥ ε

f
A. In conclusion, method A is not recommending unless for small strain conditions or

very rough calculation. Method B can be safely used in deformation with little or no soften effects.
The EIFEM method can accurately predict the large deformation and obvious soften conditions.
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Figure 11. Force and displacement curves for (a) uniaxial tensile tests based on method A, (b) uniaxial
tensile tests based on method B, (c) 7003Al alloy based on method A, (d) 7003Al alloy based on method
B, (e) ZK60 Mg alloy based on method A, (f) ZK60 Mg alloy based on method B, (g) 20CrMnTiH based
on method A and (h) 20CrMnTiH based on method B.
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4. Conclusions

This paper validates the accuracy for an extended parameter identification method by experiments
and simulations, followed by comparison with two existing methods. The EIFEM method obtains the
parameters in the GISSMO fracture model. The numerical obtained elongation, force, and displacement
curves and the fractured position agree well with experiment. The EIFEM method achieves the
best estimate compared with other two methods. Method A is recommended to use in small strain
conditions or rough calculation. Method B can be used in metal with little or no soften effects.
The EIFEM method can be used in predicting the large deformation and obvious soften effects.
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Appendix A

The iterated FEM method is used to obtain stress triaxiality σ∗ and fracture strain ε f . In stepwise
Step L is the gauge length and ΔL is elongation.

Step 1: Obtaining the initial value of ε f
0 . ε f

0 = ΔL/L.
Step 2: Numerical simulation for tensile tests. In this step, the FEM method is performed to

simulate the tensile tests. Through the first attempt of tensile simulation, σ∗ can be obtained in the first
fractured element at the fractured moment.

Step 3: Iteration of ε f . The elongation ΔL(FEM) is not identical to the ΔL(EXP) under ε f
0 . Therefore,

the fracture strain is modified by ε
f
i + 1 × ΔL(EXP) = ε

f
i × ΔL(FEM) to reduce the difference between

ΔL(FEM) and ΔL(EXP). This iteration is continued until the relative error between ΔL(FEM) and ΔL(EXP)

below 3%. Through the FEM procedures, the precise values of stress triaxiality σ∗ and fracture strain
ε f are identified.
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Abstract: Although the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion is frequently applied to predict the failure of
brittle materials such as cast iron, it can be used for ductile metals too. However, the criterion has some
significant deficiencies which limit its predictive ability. In the present study, the underlying failure
hypotheses of the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion were thoroughly discussed. Based on Mohr’s
physically meaningful concept of fracture plane, a macroscopic strength criterion was developed to
explain the failure mechanism of isotropic metals. The failure function was expressed as a polynomial
expansion in terms of the stresses acting on the fracture plane, and the quadratic approximation was
employed to describe the non-linear behavior of the failure envelope. With an in-depth understanding
of Mohr’s fracture plane concept, the failure angle was regarded as a generalized strength parameter
in addition to the failure stress (i.e., the conventional basic strength). The undetermined coefficients of
the non-linear failure function were calibrated by the strength parameters obtained from the common
uniaxial tension and compression tests. Theoretical and experimental assessment for different types
of isotropic metals validated the effectiveness of the proposed criterion in predicting material failure.

Keywords: macroscopic strength criterion; isotropic metals; fracture plane; linear Mohr–Coulomb
criterion; failure mechanism

1. Introduction

A considerable number of failure criteria for isotropic materials have been developed since the
establishment of classical mechanics [1]. Among all the proposed criteria, the Mises criterion is
extensively used for ductile metals. However, it cannot be applied to metallic materials which have the
strength difference effect (i.e., the uniaxial tensile strength T is not equal to the uniaxial compressive
strength C). The linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion is very popular due to its simplicity and general
applicability. Although the criterion is frequently used to predict the failure of brittle materials such
as cast iron, it can also be applied to very ductile metals [2]. In the special case of ductile materials
without the strength difference effect, the criterion degenerates into the maximum shear stress criterion
(also known as the Tresca criterion), which is widely-used for conventional ductile metals.

Both Mohr and Coulomb have made an important contribution to the linear Mohr–Coulomb
criterion. Mohr proposed that the fracture limit of a material is determined by the stress components
σn and τn on the fracture plane [3] (see Figure 1). Coulomb’s assumption is based on a linear failure
envelope to determine the critical combination of σn and τn [4], which gives:

τn + μσn = c. (1)

Metals 2019, 9, 634; doi:10.3390/met9060634 www.mdpi.com/journal/metals233
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Under uniaxial loading, material failure occurs when Mohr’s circle for uniaxial tension or compression
is just tangent to the envelope (see Figure 2). Hence the two material-specific parameters μ and c in
Equation (1) can be calibrated by the uniaxial tensile strength T and the uniaxial compressive strength C.

Figure 1. Stress components σn and τn on the fracture plane.

Figure 2. Coulomb’s linear envelope.

In the principal stress space (σ1, σ2, σ3), the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion can be expressed in
an extremely simple form of

σ1

T
− σ3

C
= 1, (2)

where σ1 and σ3 are the maximum and minimum principal stresses respectively.
Although the classic Mohr–Coulomb criterion has been extensively used in research and

engineering [5], it has several significant deficiencies which limit its predictive ability:
Firstly, the fracture angles predicted by the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion do not always agree

with the experimental observations. For example, experimental results show that typical brittle metals
such as cast iron with T/C = 1/4 fail in tension on the plane parallel to the action plane of the applied
load, i.e., the tensile fracture angle θT = 90.0◦ (see Figure 3a). However, the criterion predicts the
tensile fracture angle θT = 63.4◦. Under uniaxial compression the fracture angle of cast iron should
be approximately 37.0◦ (see Figure 3b), yet the predicted angle θC = 26.6◦. Moreover, the summation
of the tensile and compressive failure angles is exactly 90◦ for all types of isotropic metals according
to the prediction of the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion. This conclusion does not correlate with
the measured data of cast iron (θT = 90.0◦, θC = 37.0◦ (see Figure 3)) and metallic glass (θT = 50.7◦,
θC = 43.0◦ (see Figure 4)).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Fracture angles of cast iron under uniaxial tension and compression [6]. (a) Uniaxial tension,
θT = 90.0◦; (b) uniaxial compression, θC = 37.0◦.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Fracture angles of metallic glass under uniaxial tension and compression [7]. (a) Uniaxial
tension, θT = 50.7◦; (b) uniaxial compression, θC = 43.0◦.

Secondly, the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion cannot explain the pure shear fracture behavior of
cast iron with T/C = 1/4. The predicted pure shear strength is S = 0.8T with the fracture angle θS =

26.6◦, while the measured strength is S = T with the fracture angle θS = 45◦ (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. Fracture angle of cast iron under pure shear, θS = 45◦ [8].

Thirdly, the criterion asserts that the equi-triaxial tensile strength Ttri is much stronger than
the uniaxial tensile strength T for brittle materials. This unphysical behavior has no supporting
evidence [9].

Lastly, Christensen [9] gave a simple example which shows the inaccuracy of the linear
Mohr–Coulomb criterion. Take a 3D compressive stress state given by σ1 = σ2 = −σ, σ3 = −2σ.
The criterion predicts that isotropic materials with T/C ≤ 1/2 can sustain unlimited compressive stresses,
which is completely unrealistic.

The above problems reveal the inappropriateness of the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion for
isotropic metals in certain cases. Much effort has been made to modify the criterion. Paul suggested
combining the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion with the maximum normal stress criterion [10]. Yu
proposed the twin-shear strength theory to replace the single shear strength theory (i.e., the linear
Mohr–Coulomb criterion) [1]. Bigoni and Piccolroaz generalized the criterion using the invariants of
the stress tensor [11]. However, Mohr’s physically meaningful concept of fracture plane was ignored
by these researchers, thus the aforementioned contradictions between the predictions and experimental
results cannot be fundamentally solved.
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It is worth noting that the concept of critical plane in fatigue analysis is similar to the aforementioned
concept of fracture plane in static failure analysis. There are also a lot of critical plane-based fatigue
failure criteria for metallic materials [12]. Brown and Miller [13] assumed the critical plane is the
plane with maximum shear strain, and proposed that fatigue failure depends on the combination of
the normal and shear strains acting on the critical plane. Glinka et al. [14] applied the normal and
shear strain energy densities on the critical plane instead of the strains, formulating a strain energy
density criterion based on the critical plane approach. The approach has been recently extended to the
nanoscale by Gallo et al. [15,16].

In the present study, the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion is modified based on an in-depth
understanding of Mohr’s concept of fracture plane. Not only the uniaxial strengths T and C but also
the failure angles θT and θC are used as basic strength parameters to calibrate the unknown coefficients
of the non-linear failure function. The macroscopic strength criterion shows good agreement with the
experimental data of different types of isotropic metals, and has a better predictive ability compared
with the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion.

2. Discussion of the Linear Mohr–Coulomb Criterion

Since the proposed macroscopic strength criterion is based on Mohr’s fracture plane concept, the
failure hypotheses of the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion are re-examined at first.

Material failure often originates from a specific plane [17]. Mohr proposed that the fracture limit
of a material is determined by the stress components σn and τn on the fracture plane (see Figure 1).
As shown in Figure 6a,b, both the plane separation driven by the normal tensile stress σn and the
plane sliding driven by the shear stress τn can result in macroscopic material failure. These two
stress components are correlated with the two main failure mechanisms in solids: cleavage and slip,
respectively [18]. The normal compressive stress increases the difficulty of shearing along the plane,
thus suppressing material failure (see Figure 6c). From the microscopic point of view, materials contain
micro defects to varying degrees. The tensile normal stress is expected to open these flaws and cause
them to grow, whereas under the normal compressive stress the flaws tend to have their opposite
sides pressed together [6]. The shear stress drives the dislocation movement of a large number of
planes of atoms [19], leading to macroscopic material distortion. Hence it can be concluded that the
normal tensile stress and the shear stress promote material failure, while the normal compressive stress
inhibits failure.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6. The effects of the normal stress σn and the shear stress τn. (a) Plane separation driven by the
normal tensile stress; (b) plane sliding driven by the shear stress; (c) plane sliding under the combined
shear stress and normal compressive stress.

The undetermined coefficients of failure criteria are usually calibrated by the maximum sustainable
stresses under certain special loading conditions. The absolute value of the maximum sustainable
stress is commonly referred to as “basic strength”, which is calculated by dividing the applied load
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by the area of its own action plane [3]. The linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion takes the uniaxial tensile
strength T and the uniaxial compressive strength C as the basic strengths.

It can be inferred from Mohr’s fracture hypothesis that the maximum sustainable stresses actually
should be the stress components acting on the fracture plane. Nevertheless, the action plane of the
applied load may not be parallel to the fracture plane. For example, as observed in the uniaxial
tension test, the fracture of metallic glass occurs on an inclined plane of θT = 50.7◦ (see Figure 4a).
The uniaxial tensile strength T is defined as the value of the tensile failure stress (i.e., the uniaxial
tensile failure load divided by the area of its action plane). However, it is the normal tensile stress
component σn = T

2 (1− cos 2θT) and the shear stress component τn = T
2 sin 2θT on the fracture plane

that lead to material failure. Similarly, the fracture of metallic glass occurs on an inclined plane of θC =

43.0◦ under the uniaxial compressive loading (see Figure 4b). The compressive fracture behavior of
metallic glass is actually determined by the normal compressive stress component σn = C

2 (cos 2θC − 1)
and the shear stress component τn = C

2 sin 2θC on the fracture plane. Therefore, it is insufficient to
characterize Mohr’s concept solely by the conventional basic strength. Only by both the failure stress
(i.e., the basic strength) and the failure angle, can the maximum sustainable stresses on the fracture
plane be determined. It indicates that in strict accordance with Mohr’s fracture plane concept, both the
conventional strength value and the failure angle should be measured in a uniaxial test [20].

Although Coulomb’s linear failure envelope is able to distinguish the different effects of the normal
tensile and compressive stresses on material failure, the experimentally-determined envelopes often
exhibit non-linear behavior [21]. Thus, the linear strength response is regarded as a major limitation
of the classic Mohr–Coulomb criterion [19], and a non-linear form of the envelope is supposed to fit
the experimental data better. Nevertheless, besides the common uniaxial tension and compression
tests, additional experiments are usually required in order to determine the unknown parameters of
the non-linear failure function. For example, the pure torsion test is needed in our previous research
work [22]; equi-biaxial tension, equi-biaxial compression or other combined stress state tests are needed
in the criterion proposed by Hu and Wang [23].

3. Formulation of the Strength Criterion

In this section, we propose a feasible method to modify the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion. Only
two common types of tests (i.e., the uniaxial tension and compression tests) are required in order to
use the present criterion.

3.1. Mathematical Expression of the Failure Function

The mathematical expression of the failure function is constructed using the general approach put
forward by us [22,24], which is briefly described below:

According to Mohr’s fracture hypothesis, the failure function, F, should be the function of the
stress components (σn, τn) on the fracture plane. Material failure occurs when F(σn, τn) reaches the
failure index 1. Expanding F into a polynomial in terms of (σn, τn), we get:

F(σn, τn) = ασn + βσ
2
n + γσnτn + λτn +ωτ

2
n + . . . = 1, (3)

where . . . represents the terms of cubic and higher orders.
The quadratic form is frequently chosen as the non-linear failure function for isotropic materials

due to its relatively good curve-fitting results [7,22,25,26]. In addition, much more experimental
data are required to determine the unknown coefficients if cubic or higher order approximations are
employed. Therefore, in the present study the failure function F is truncated at the quadratic order, i.e.,

F(σn, τn) = ασn + βσ
2
n + γσnτn + λτn +ωτ

2
n = 1. (4)
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Whether the shear stress component is positive or negative, it always makes an identical
contribution to material failure. Hence the linear terms of the shear stress component, namely σnτn

and τn, shall be vanished in Equation (4), leaving

F(σn, τn) = ασn + βσ
2
n +ωτ

2
n = 1. (5)

The normal tensile stress on the fracture plane promotes material failure, while the normal
compressive stress inhibits failure. It has been demonstrated that the normal tensile stress has much
more pronounced effect on material failure than the normal compressive stress [7]. Therefore, unlike
the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion, the failure behaviors under the normal tensile and compressive
stresses are treated separately in the present theory:

F(σn, τn) = αCσn + βCσ
2
n +ωτ

2
n = 1 for σn ≤ 0, (6)

F(σn, τn) = αTσn + βTσ
2
n +ωτ

2
n = 1 for σn > 0, (7)

where αC,βC,αT,βT and ω are the undetermined parameters.

3.2. Failure Function for σn ≤ 0

We first consider the equi-triaxial compressive strength condition σ1 = σ2 = σ3 = −Ctri. The stress
components on any section plane are given by (σn = −Ctri, τn = 0) under hydrostatic compression.
Substituting (σn = −Ctri, τn = 0) into Equation (6), we get:

βC =
1

C2
tri

+
αC
Ctri

. (8)

Experiments have shown that isotropic materials can be loaded to very high values of hydrostatic
pressure without failure [19], i.e., Ctri→∞. Hence βC can be approximated by

βC = 0. (9)

Additional information can be obtained from the uniaxial compression test. As is discussed in
Section 2, both the uniaxial compressive strength C and the corresponding failure angle θC are used as
generalized strength parameters in the present theory. As shown in Figure 7, the stress components on
the potential failure plane under uniaxial compression are given by:

σn =
C
2
(cos 2θ− 1), (10)

τn =
C
2

sin 2θ. (11)

Figure 7. Failure envelope and Mohr’s circles for uniaxial tension and compression.
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Substituting Equations (9)–(11) into the failure function F in Equation (6), we get:

F(θ) = αC
C
2
(cos 2θ− 1) +ω

(C
2

sin 2θ
)2

. (12)

The failure function F reaches the maximum value 1 when failure occurs on the action plane
oriented at θ = θC:

F(θC) = αC
C
2
(cos 2θC − 1) +ω

(C
2

sin 2θC

)2
= 1, (13)

dF
dθ

∣∣∣∣∣
θ=θC

=
(
−αCC +ωC2 cos 2θC

)
sin 2θC = 0. (14)

As shown in Figure 7, there is no stress component on the plane oriented at θ = 0◦, and only
the normal compressive stress which inhibits material failure acts on the plane oriented at θ = 90◦.
Therefore, sin2θC� 0 always holds. Solving Equation (14), we get

− αC + C cos 2θCω = 0. (15)

The coefficients αC and ω can be determined by solving Equations (13) and (15) together:

αC =
4 cos 2θC

C(cos 2θC − 1)2 , (16)

ω =
4

C2(cos 2θC − 1)2 . (17)

3.3. Failure Function for σn > 0

The uniaxial tensile strength T and the corresponding failure angle θT are used to calibrate the
undetermined parameters of the failure function for σn > 0. As shown in Figure 7, the stress components
on the potential failure plane under uniaxial tension are given by:

σn =
T
2
(1− cos 2θ), (18)

τn =
T
2

sin 2θ. (19)

Substituting Equations (18) and (19) into the failure function F in Equation (7), we obtain:

F(θ) = αT
T
2
(1− cos 2θ) + βT

[T
2
(1− cos 2θ)

]2
+ω
(T

2
sin 2θ

)2
. (20)

The failure function F reaches the maximum value 1 when failure occurs on the action plane
oriented at θ = θT:

F(θT) = αT
T
2
(1− cos 2θT) + βT

[T
2
(1− cos 2θT)

]2
+ω
(T

2
sin 2θT

)2
= 1, (21)

dF
dθ

∣∣∣∣∣
θ=θT

= [αT + βTT(1− cos 2θT) +ωT cos 2θT]T sin 2θT = 0. (22)

As shown in Figure 7, since there is no stress component on the plane oriented at θ = 0◦, θT � 0◦
always holds. If θT � 90◦, from Equation (22) we obtain:

αT + βTT(1− cos 2θT) +ωT cos 2θT = 0. (23)
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The coefficients αT and βT can be determined by solving Equations (17), (21), and (23) together:

αT =
4

T(1− cos 2θT)
− 4T

C2(1− cos 2θC)
2 , (24)

βT =
4

C2(1− cos 2θC)
2 −

4

T2(1− cos 2θT)
2 . (25)

If θT = 90◦, from Equation (21) we get:

αTT + βTT2 = 1. (26)

However, Equation (22) is naturally satisfied if θT = 90◦. Therefore, in this case the uniaxial tension
test actually provides only one equation for determination of the two unknown coefficients αT and βT.
No supplementary information is available from the uniaxial tension test to establish another equation.
Since extra experiments may be difficult, time-consuming, and expensive, an alternative method is
proposed to construct an additional equation.

The failure envelope is commonly expected to be as smooth as possible considering the
implementation of numerical methods [19]. The left derivative of the failure envelope at σn = 0
can be derived from Equation (6):

dτn

dσn

∣∣∣∣∣
σn=0−

= − αC
2ωτn|σn=0

, (27)

and the right derivative of the failure envelope at σn = 0 can be derived from Equation (7):

dτn

dσn

∣∣∣∣∣
σn=0+

= − αT

2ωτn|σn=0
. (28)

Applying the smooth condition, we get:

αC = αT. (29)

The coefficients αT and βT can be determined by solving Equations (17), (26) and (29) together:

αT =
4 cos 2θC

C(cos 2θC − 1)2 , (30)

βT =
1

T2 −
4 cos 2θC

TC(cos 2θC − 1)2 . (31)

3.4. Function of the Failure Envelope

To sum up, the function of the failure envelope is expressed as

F(σn, τn) =

{
αCσn +ωτ2

n = 1 for σn ≤ 0
αTσn + βTσ2

n +ωτ
2
n = 1 for σn > 0

, (32)

where
αC =

4 cos 2θC

C(cos 2θC − 1)2 , (33)

ω =
4

C2(cos 2θC − 1)2 , (34)
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αT =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
4

T(1−cos 2θT)
− 4T

C2(1−cos 2θC)
2 if θT � 90◦

4 cos 2θC

C(cos 2θC−1)2 if θT = 90◦
, (35)

βT =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
4

C2(1−cos 2θC)
2 − 4

T2(1−cos 2θT)
2 if θT � 90◦

1
T2 − 4 cos 2θC

TC(cos 2θC−1)2 if θT = 90◦
. (36)

The terms αCσn, ωτ2
n, and αTσn + βTσ2

n in Equation (32) represent the contribution of the normal
compressive stress, the normal tensile stress, and the shear stress to material failure respectively.

4. Theoretical and Experimental Evaluation

4.1. Failure Modes under Uniaxial Tension and Compression

The uniaxial tension and compression tests were conducted on three different types of isotropic
metals, namely the ductile metallic material, metallic glass, and brittle cast iron. The specimens were
elaborately designed to avoid either material damage near the clamping end under uniaxial tension, or
buckling and end effects under uniaxial compression. The tensile and compressive specimens were
tested at a constant strain rate using the universal testing machine, and the failure strengths and failure
angles were measured carefully. Further details about the experiments can be found in [6,7,27]. The
strength parameters of the isotropic metals are listed in Table 1, while the failure angles θT and θC
predicted by the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion are listed in Table 2. Comparison between Tables 1
and 2 shows that the predicted failure angles of the three tested materials are not entirely consistent
with the measured values, especially in the case of brittle cast iron.

Table 1. Strength parameters of three different types of isotropic metals.

Material Type C/T θT θC

Ductile metallic material [7] 1.00 45.0◦ 45.0◦
Metallic glass [7] 1.11 50.7◦ 43.0◦

Brittle cast iron [6] 4.00 90.0◦ 37.0◦

Table 2. Failure angles θT and θC predicted by the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion

Material Type C/T θT (Predicted) θC (Predicted)

Ductile metallic material 1.00 45.0◦ 45.0◦
Metallic glass 1.11 46.5◦ 43.5◦

Brittle cast iron 4.00 63.4◦ 26.6◦

As shown in Table 3, since the normal compressive stress σn suppresses material failure under
uniaxial compression, αCσn ≤ 0 always holds. Hence all types of isotropic metals fail in the shear
mode under uniaxial compression. Under uniaxial tension, because both the normal tensile stress and
the shear stress promote material failure, the terms related to σn and τn are always non-negative (see
Table 4). With the increase of material brittleness, the failure mode gradually transfers from shear to
tension under the uniaxial tensile loading.

Table 3. Failure modes under uniaxial compression

Material Type αCσn ωτ2
n Failure Index Failure Mode

Ductile metallic material 0.00 1.00
1.00

Shear
Metallic glass −0.15 1.15 Shear

Brittle cast iron −0.76 1.76 Shear
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Table 4. Failure modes under uniaxial tension

Material Type αTσn+βTσ2
n ωτ2

n Failure Index Failure Mode

Ductile metallic material 0.00 1.00
1.00

Shear
Metallic glass 0.10 0.90 Combination of shear and tension

Brittle cast iron 1.00 0.00 Tension

4.2. Ductile Metallic Material

For conventional ductile metallic materials such as Al-alloy, Ti-alloy and steels, material failure
is usually specified by yielding. Therefore, the measured strength and failure plane actually should
be the yield strength and slip plane of ductile metals. Nearly no difference between the tensile and
compressive strengths can be observed for these materials [7]. In the ductile limiting case T = C, θT =

θC = 45◦, both the present criterion and the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion degenerate into the form of

τn =
σ1 − σ3

2
=

T
2

, (37)

see Figure 8. Equation (37) is the exact form of the Tresca criterion, which is suitable for typical
ductile materials.

Figure 8. Failure envelope of typical ductile material. C/T = 1, θT = 45◦, and θC = 45◦.

4.3. Metallic Glass with Moderate Ductility

Metallic glass is a kind of high-strength isotropic material, yet with relatively lower ductility
than conventional ductile metallic materials. The linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion has been applied
to describe the fracture behavior of metallic glass due to its ability to characterize the T–C strength
asymmetry [28]. However, as shown in Figure 9, obviously the present criterion fits the experimental
data better than the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion in the high normal tensile stress range. In the
normal compressive stress range, the envelope predicted by the present criterion is similar to that
predicted by the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion. It is worth noting that the proposed failure envelope
is non-smooth at the transition location σn = 0. This is because the proposed function of the failure
envelope, Equation (32), is only an acceptable, but not perfect approximation to the “true” or “ideal”
failure function.

Figure 9. Failure envelopes and the experimental data of metallic glass [7]. T = 1660 MPa, C = 1843
MPa, θT = 50.7◦, and θC = 43.0◦.
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4.4. Brittle Cast Iron

Cast iron is a typical brittle metal with the measured fracture angles θT = 90.0◦ and θC = 37.0◦ [6].
The failure envelopes predicted by the present criterion and the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion are
plotted in Figure 10, and Mohr’s circles for uniaxial tension, uniaxial compression and pure shear are
also depicted. The envelope given by the present criterion agrees with the experimental observation
that fracture occurs on the plane with maximum tensile stress under uniaxial tension, i.e., θT = 90◦
(point B in Figure 10), whereas the fracture plane predicted by the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion
is incorrect. The present criterion also successfully predicts that under pure shear failure stress S,
fracture occurs on the plane where the normal tensile stress σn = S reaches its maximum value T (point
B in Figure 10), i.e., S = T. However, the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion fails to describe this brittle
behavior. Besides, the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion results in the over-valued equi-triaxial tensile
strength Ttri = 1.33T, while Ttri = T according to the present criterion.

 
Figure 10. Failure envelopes and Mohr’s stress circles of cast iron. C/T = 4, θT = 90.0◦, and θC = 37.0◦.

As shown in Figure 11, a limited maximum Mohr’s circle is predicted by the present criterion
under the stress state σ1 = σ2 = −σ, σ3 = −2σ, indicating the failure stress σ is a finite value for cast
iron with C/T = 4. Nevertheless, since Coulomb’s linear envelope overestimates the material strength
greatly in the normal compressive stress range, it results in the unrealistic prediction of infinite strength
under this specific loading condition [9].

Figure 11. Maximum Mohr’s stress circle under the stress state σ1 = σ2 = −σ, σ3 = −2σ. C/T = 4, θT =

90.0◦, and θC = 37.0◦.

A series of experiments have been performed on cast irons subjected to combined stress loadings.
As shown in Figures 12 and 13, the results predicted by the proposed criterion show good agreement
with the test data, while the fit of the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion is relatively poor.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Failure envelopes and the experimental data of cast iron under the combined stress state
σx-σy [29,30]. θT = 90.0◦, θC = 37.0◦. (a) T = 193 MPa, C = 620.6 MPa; (b) T = 159 MPa, C = 551 MPa.

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 13. Failure envelopes and the experimental data of cast iron under the combined stress state
σ-τ [29,30]. θT = 90.0◦, θC = 37.0◦. (a) C/T = 3.18; (b) C/T = 3.29.

5. Conclusions

In the present study, a macroscopic strength criterion for isotropic metals has been proposed
to modify the linear Mohr–Coulomb criterion. It is developed on the basis of Mohr’s physically
meaningful concept of fracture plane, and the most notable features of the present criterion are
as follows:
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(1) Based on the observation that experimentally-determined envelopes often exhibit non-linear
behavior, the quadratic approximation of the failure function is adopted to replace Coulomb’s
linear form.

(2) With an in-depth understanding of the concept of fracture plane, both the failure stress and the
failure angle are used as generalized strength parameters to calibrate the undetermined coefficients
of the non-linear failure function. Only two common types of tests (i.e., the uniaxial tension and
compression tests) are required in order to use the criterion.

The validity of the proposed strength criterion was verified by comparing with the linear
Mohr–Coulomb criterion and the experimental results of different kinds of isotropic metals. The
macroscopic strength criterion has good accuracy and wide applicability.
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Abstract: Due to its negligible solubility, it is difficult to obtain a W-30Cu composite with a homogenous
microstructure. However, with a selected W skeleton, a homogeneous phase distribution was
achieved for a W-30Cu composite in the present study. By detailed characterization of the mechanical
performance and microstructure of the W-30Cu composite, as well as the stress distribution state
under a loading condition, the effects of microstructure homogeneity on the mechanical properties
and failure mechanisms are identified. The mechanisms by which the ductility and strength depend
on microstructure homogeneity contain the effects on plastic deformation and stress coordination of
the Cu phase network. The dominant factors for the high ductility and strength of W-30Cu composites
are proposed.

Keywords: W-30Cu; microstructure homogeneity; dynamic compression strength; ductility;
failure mechanism

1. Introduction

Tungsten–copper composites have been widely applied in electrical contact materials and heat
sink materials due to their excellent properties of high electrical conductivity and good resistance
to high temperature [1–3]. With the development of military technology, W-Cu composites have
shown good potential in warhead materials that demand materials with good homogeneity and
excellent dynamic mechanical properties (especially ductility) [4,5]. Particularly, W-30Cu composite
shows an enormous potential in the military field due to its excellent comprehensive mechanical
performance [6,7]. Compared with W-20Cu composite, the W-30Cu composite has a higher plastic
deformation capacity and proper yield strength [8]. However, with the increase of copper content
(particularly, from 20 wt.% to 30 wt.%), it would be more challenging to fabricate a W-Cu composite
with a homogeneous microstructure via the conventional liquid phase sintering method due to the
negligible solubility of the W-Cu system [9,10]. In general, to achieve homogenous distribution of
the microstructure, the infiltration sintering method is commonly applied in the W-Cu system [11,12].
Ibrahim and Aziz [13] mentioned that subsequent infiltration treatment could increase the density and
microstructure homogeneity of the W-Cu composite via liquid phase sintering. Further, to improve
the sintering properties of the W-Cu composite, pre-treatments of powders such as mechanical
alloying [14,15], oxidation-reduction method [16], and preparation of Cu-coated W powders [17,18]
have been investigated extensively.
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It is known that W-W contiguity can be influenced significantly by Cu content and plays a
dominant role in the mechanical performance of the W-Cu composite [19,20]. Since W-W contiguity
will decrease according to the increase of Cu content, a considerable transformation of fracture behavior
from brittle to ductile may occur in a W-Cu composite [21]. Furthermore, Deng et al. [22] fabricated a
W-30Cu composite with a homogenous copper network structure by spark plasma sintering using
core-shell powders. They confirmed that the W-Cu composite shows a homogeneous microstructure
and high thermal conductivity due to the formation of a fine copper network structure and low
W-W contiguity. However, detailed effects of microstructure homogeneity on mechanical properties
for the W-30Cu composite are relatively deficient in previous studies.

In the present work, by inserting molten copper into the W-Cu skeleton and W skeletons,
respectively, W-30Cu composites with different microstructure characteristics were fabricated. It is
noteworthy that W powders with optimized particle sizes were used. Microstructure parameters were
proposed to quantitatively describe the distribution features of the W and Cu phases. ANSYS LS-DYNA
software was applied to simulate the stress distribution of the specimens during the deformation
process, and high-speed photograph technology was used to record deformation behavior of specimens.
The effects of microstructure homogeneity on mechanical properties and failure mechanisms under
tensile and compressive tests were analyzed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. W-Cu and W Skeleton

For the first method, W and Cu powders with compositions of W-15 wt.% Cu were ball milled for
6 hours in a WC-Co container with WC-Co balls at a speed of 200 rpm. The weight ratio of ball to
powders was 3:1. The milled powders were compacted at 250 MPa for 15 min by cold isostatic pressing
to obtain a W-Cu skeleton. The W-30Cu compact was produced by infiltrating molten copper into the
W-Cu skeleton. According to the processing steps (ball milling, compacting, and infiltrating (BCI)) the
W-30Cu compact composite was named as the BCI composite. For the second method, to obtain a W
skeleton with high porosity at a low compacting pressure, the particle size of W powders was first sifted
and controlled within a narrow range. To obtain the W skeleton with proper porosity corresponding
to the W-30Cu composite, the selected tungsten powders were compacted at various pressures and
times by cold isostatic pressing without any pre-sintering treatment. Eventually, the tungsten powders
were compacted at 100 MPa for 15 min to obtain a W skeleton. Another W-30Cu compact composite
was produced by infiltrating molten copper into the W skeleton. According to the processing steps
(sifting, compacting, and infiltrating (SCI)), the W-30Cu composite was named as the SCI composite.
The isothermal infiltration processes of the W-Cu skeleton and W skeleton were performed for 2 h
in dry H2 at 1400 ◦C with a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min. Both desirable skeletons were infiltrated by
oxygen-free molten copper.

The morphology and size distribution characteristics of two kinds of skeletons are given in Figure 1.
It is seen that W particles possess a polyhedral morphology and a concentrated size distribution.
The W-Cu skeleton is composed of copper and tungsten powders. Most of the copper particles with
irregular shapes contain a broad particle size distribution and distribute around the tungsten powders.
These large-sized copper particles can be converted into a copper pool after melting, which may
promote the rearrangement of the tungsten particles, but the residual copper pool will cause copper
phase aggregation after solidification. In a pure W skeleton, the W powder particles mainly exhibit a
polygon shape with a diameter of 5–8 μm. The large-sized tungsten particles constitute the framework
of the W skeleton, and the small-sized tungsten particles fill the gaps between the large particles.
This is owing to the fact that fine tungsten particles are able to enter into the pores of the W skeleton by
pressure applied during the compacting process [23]. The W particles can be rearranged randomly
by the capillary forces of molten copper, which are favorable to the homogenous microstructure of
W-30Cu composite.
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Figure 1. Microstructure morphology of skeletons: (a) W-Cu skeleton; (b) W skeleton. Size distribution
characteristics of skeletons: (c) W-Cu skeleton; (d) W skeleton.

2.2. Experimental Method

The density of the W-30Cu composite was measured by the Archimedes method. The theoretical
density was calculated by using inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometer
(ICP-OES) method. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Hitachi High–Technologies Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan) and the Image-Pro Plus software (V6.0 For Windows, Media Cybernetics Corporation,
Rockville, MD, USA) were employed to analyze the microstructure characteristics of the two kinds
of composites. The SEM micrographs with different magnifications were applied to measure the
W-W contiguity and phase distribution features.

The W-W contiguity CW-W was calculated using the following equation:

CW-W = 2LW-W/(2LW-W + LW-Cu) (1)

where the LW-Cu and LW-W represent the length of the W/Cu and W/W interfaces respectively and were
counted through the Image-Pro Plus software [24].

To quantitatively describe the distribution feature of W and Cu phase, a statistical parameter, i.e.,
the distribution homogeneity DU, was proposed and calculated according to the following expression:

1
DU

=

√√√√∑n
i=1

(
ACu
AW
− ACu

AW

)2
n

(2)

where ACu and AW represented the area of the Cu phase and W phase in SEM micrographs respectively,
which are counted through the Image-Pro Plus software for each W-30Cu composite. n is the amount
of statistical SEM micrographs. To make the statistic results more accurate, the value of n was at
least greater than 10. The ratio of ACu to AW was a constant if the phase distribution is completely
homogenous, implying that the value of DU tends to be infinite. Obviously, the larger the distribution
homogeneity DU, the more homogenous the distribution of the W and Cu phases is.

Quasi-static tensile tests under different temperature conditions were conducted. The tensile
specimens were designed with dumbbell shapes, where the size of the reduced section was
Φ5 mm × 25 mm. Quasi-static tensile tests were carried out using the CMT5150 universal testing
machine with a strain rate of 10−3 s−1. At least three specimens were prepared for tensile tests under
different temperatures, respectively.

Furthermore, to clearly identify the effect of the microstructure homogeneity on the mechanical
properties in the W-30Cu composite, a hollow specimen was designed for compressive tests.
The geometry of the compressive specimen was designed as a hollow shaft of length L = 5 mm,
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with an outer diameter of 5 mm and inner diameter of 3 mm. Quasi-static compression tests were
performed using CMT4150 universal testing machine with a strain rate of 10−3 s−1, while the dynamic
compression tests were carried out using split hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) (Beijing Institute of
Technology, Beijing, China) with a strain rate of 4500 s−1. At least three specimens were tested for each
condition. Furthermore, the deformation behavior of specimens under dynamic compression tests was
captured via high-speed photograph technology. The Photron FASTCAM Mini AX200 high-speed
camera (Photron, Tokyo, Japan) was used in the present work. In order to obtain more photos in the
same time on the premise of adequate pixel resolution, 10,000 frames per second (fps) at 768 × 768 pixel
resolution was chosen.

ANSYS LS-DYNA software (V15.0, Livermore Software Technology Corporation,
Livermore, CA, USA) was utilized to simulate the stress distribution during the deformation process.
The fracture surfaces of the specimens were observed by SEM to study the failure mechanism after
compressive and tensile tests.

2.3. Simulation Model

According to the actual structure of the Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar device, the geometric models
of the bullet, input bar, and output bar were established. The element type of bullet, input bar, and output
bar are solid elements, while the element type of hollow specimens is a shell element. It is noted that
the mapped mesh method is applied to reduce the calculating error in the mesh partition. The total
number of elements reaches 325,136. To simplify the calculation of simulation, the bullet, input bar,
and output bar were modeled through a rigid material model. The deformation process of compressive
specimens was modeled through the material model “MAT_PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY”.
In this model, the stress–strain curve obtained from dynamic compression tests was selected for data
fitting in our simulation. The tested material parameters used for the specimen simulation model are
given in Table 1. Young’s modulus and the material density of the W-30Cu composite applied in this
simulation were obtained from the experimental results. Poisson’s ratio is an empirical parameter.
The initial condition of the simulation was set as follows: a bullet with a speed of 25 m/s strikes the
input bar, corresponding to the bullet velocity in the actual experiment.

Table 1. Material parameters for specimen simulation model.

Quantity Symbol Value Unit

Young’s modulus E 195 GPa
Poisson’s ratio M 0.35 -

Material density ρ 14,330 Kg/m3

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Microstructure Characteristics

Quantitative characterizations of microstructure for W-30Cu composites are presented in Table 2.
The distribution homogeneity DU of the SCI composite is 9.09 which is much higher than that of the
BCI (0.7). Further, the contiguity CW-W of the SCI composite is 0.38. However, the CW-W of BCI is 0.49.
The results imply that, compared with BCI composite, the phase distribution is more homogeneous
in the SCI composite. A tungsten skeleton in the form of “isolated island” morphology distributes
homogeneously in the continuous copper network. In the SCI composite, polyhedral W grains have a
homogeneous distribution feature in the Cu matrix, which possesses a continuous network structure,
as shown in Figure 2a. By contrast, W grains with aggregated distribution exist in the Cu matrix in the
BCI composite, as shown in Figure 2b, which is attributed to the large-sized copper powders in the
initial W-Cu skeleton. The copper network shows a phenomenon of “interruptions”, where tungsten
particles aggregate together.
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Figure 2. Microstructure of W-30Cu composites prepared by different process: (a) and (c) microstructure
of the sifting, compacting, and infiltrating (SCI) composite; (b) and (d) microstructure of the ball milling,
compacting, and infiltrating (BCI) composite.

Table 2. Microstructure parameters of W-30Cu composites.

Quantity SCI Composite BCI Composite

Relative density 98.5% 97.6%
Distribution

homogeneity DU
9.09 0.70

W-W contiguity CW-W 0.38 0.49

3.2. Tensile Test

The true stress–strain curves under tensile conditions for the W-30Cu composites as a function
of temperature are plotted in Figure 3a,b. It can be seen that temperature plays an important
role in the tensile mechanical properties. The tensile properties of the W-30Cu composites exhibit
remarkable temperature dependence and follow the same trend: with an increase of testing temperature,
the strength value reaches its maximum at room temperature and then decreases, while the percent
elongation reaches its maximum at 300 ◦C and then sharply decreases. As depicted in Figure 3c in
detail, the strength of the SCI composite is higher than that of the BCI composite within a given
temperature range from 25 ◦C to 600 ◦C. In Figure 3d, the tensile percent elongation as a function
of temperature is given for the W-30Cu composites. It is noted that the SCI composite exhibits a
higher value in tensile elongation within the given testing temperature range. At room temperature,
tensile elongation of the SCI composite is 10.2%, while the tensile elongation of the BCI composite is only
6.51%. Considering the microstructure characteristics of W-30Cu composites, these results indicate that
a homogeneous microstructure can lead to a significant advantage in tensile mechanical performance.
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b

Figure 3. Quasi-static tensile tests of W-30Cu composites: (a) true stress–strain curve of the SCI
composite; (b) true stress–strain curve of the BCI composite; (c) tensile strength-temperature curve;
(d) percent elongation–temperature curve.

Figure 4 presents the typical fracture surfaces of the W-30Cu composites after tensile testing at 25 ◦C,
300 ◦C and 500 ◦C. At room temperature, as shown in Figure 4a,b, the deformation of the Cu phase
with the typical dimples and intergranular fractures of W particles dominate the failure of the W-30Cu
composites. However, the cleavage that occurred in the W-W interfaces can be observed as a result of
the presence of W phase agglomeration, as shown in Figure 4b, while the W phase is surrounded by
continuous well-deformed copper in Figure 4a. The deformation of the copper phase in the SCI composite
is more prominent and particularly visible. Furthermore, with an increase of the testing temperature,
an appreciable number of micro-cracks appear on the fracture surface in the BCI composite (Figure 4d).
The fracture surface shows uneven morphology, with a valley in the depth (Figure 4f). It is noticeable that
either visible micro-cracks or uneven surface provide direct evidence for the inhomogeneous deformation
of the BCI composite at room temperature, as well as high temperatures. The deformation degree
of the Cu phase represents a crucial factor affecting the tensile ductility of the W-30Cu composite.
As a consequence, the SCI composite with superior tensile ductile performance can be attributed to its
continuous copper network and homogenous phase distribution features. Although the difference in
microstructure homogeneity can lead to a difference in ductility, the two kinds of composites exhibit
similar temperature dependence. As shown in Figure 4c,d, as a result of the dimples fraction increasing
and reaching the maximum at 300 ◦C, the fracture surfaces shows transition phenomena from a rough
surface at room temperature to a smooth surface at 300 ◦C. As we know that copper displays features of
“intermediate temperature embrittlement” [25], the ductility of the Cu phase may have been weakened as
the testing temperature increased above 400 ◦C, which may have led to stress concentrations at W/Cu
interfaces, thus destroying the W/Cu interfaces, as shown in Figure 4e,f. In previous studies [26,27], the Cu
phase can cause local crack deflection and generate an extensive plastic deformation at low temperatures
(T < 400 ◦C). However, the degradation in ductility of the Cu phase is the main reason for early failure of
W-Cu composites at high temperatures (T > 400 ◦C).
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Figure 4. SEM micrographs of the fracture surfaces of W-30Cu composites after tensile testing at
different temperatures: (a) SCI composite at 25 ◦C; (b) BCI composite at 25 ◦C; (c) SCI composite at 300
◦C; (d) BCI composite at 300 ◦C; (e) SCI composite at 500 ◦C; (f) BCI composite at 500 ◦C.

3.3. Compression Test

To study the stress distribution and deformation behavior of the two kinds of composites, a hollow
cylindrical specimen was designed for compression tests in this work. The true stress–strain curve of
W-30Cu composites under dynamic compression conditions is plotted in Figure 5a. It can be found
that the SCI composite exhibits a higher failure strain of 23.6%. In contrast, the failure strain of the BCI
composite is 13.9%. Furthermore, the strength of the SCI composite exhibits a constant stage, while the
strength of the BCI composite reaches its maximum at a strain of 12% and then drops off rapidly.
The different mechanical behaviors of the two composites indicate that a homogeneous microstructure
can contribute to homogenous plastic deformation under dynamic compression conditions.

To visually describe the stress distribution under dynamic compression conditions,
stress nephograms at different simulation moments were obtained via ANSYS LS-DYNA software
(V15.0, Livermore Software Technology Corporation, Livermore, CA, USA). In Figure 5b, it can be
found that the stress exhibits the same level in the whole specimen when the simulation time reaches
0.14 ms. The value of stress is mainly in the order of 970MPa. As shown in Figure 5c, the stress
gradually increases with the increase of simulation time. Particularly, the maximum value of stress is
observed around the center of the inner surface before failure. Thus, for hollow specimens, stress waves
rapidly pass and reflect through the whole specimen due to its thin-wall structure. The stress reaches a
high value in a short time and the stress distribution is relatively homogeneous, which demands that
the W-Cu composites should contain high strength and deformation capabilities.
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Figure 5. Mechanical performance and finite element modelling under compressive tests for W-30Cu
composites at room temperature: (a) true stress–strain curve; (b) stress distribution at 0.14 ms; (c) stress
distribution at 0.18 ms.

For a better representation of evolution in material failure, as shown in Figure 6, the deformation
behaviors of the W-30Cu composites are captured by using high-speed photograph technology.
Under dynamic compression conditions, the SCI composite presents obvious plastic deformation in
Figure 6a. By contrast, in Figure 6b, the BCI composite shows rigid characteristics, which correspond
to the sharp decrease of stress values in Figure 5a. Furthermore, a significant amount of tiny debris
can be found in the SCI composite under dynamic compression, as shown in Figure 6c, while several
fragments appear in the BCI composite in Figure 6d. These results indicate that, for the SCI composite,
homogeneous phase distribution can facilitate continuous plastic deformation and high dynamic
compressive strength.

 

Figure 6. High speed photographs of W-30Cu composites under dynamic compression conditions:
(a) the SCI composite with plastic deformation; (b) the BCI composite without plastic deformation;
(c) the destructed SCI composite with tiny debris; (d) the destructed BCI composite with
several fragments.
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To study the failure mechanism of the W-30Cu composites, the fracture surfaces after dynamic
compression testing are investigated as shown in Figure 7. For the SCI composite, as shown in Figure 7a,
the deformation of the Cu phase is obvious and continuous. Moreover, the micro-cracks are generated
at the interface of the W/W or W/Cu and are isolated in the well-deformed Cu phase. In contrast,
for the BCI composite, the micro-cracks propagate along the interface of the W/W at the location of the
W-phase agglomeration. Indeed, the Cu matrix plays a significant role in the plastic deformation and
coordination of stress concentration. Simultaneously, the W particles show slight elongation in the
W-Cu composites under dynamitic compression conditions [28].

 

Figure 7. SEM micrographs of the fracture surfaces of W-30Cu composites under dynamic compression
conditions: (a) the SCI composite; (b) the BCI composite.

Combining the results on the deformation behaviors and fracture surface morphology of
W-30Cu composites under dynamic compression conditions, the relationship between microstructure
homogeneity and compressive mechanical performance is established. Under the dynamic compression
conditions of the hollow specimens, the stress with a high value distributes homogeneously within the
whole specimen. In general, interfaces of W/W or W/Cu are readily propagated by micro-cracks due to
their poor bonding strength. As for the SCI composite, due to its homogenous Cu phase distribution,
micro-cracks nucleate and propagate randomly. Furthermore, it is known that the nucleation and
propagation of micro-cracks are mainly prohibited and compensated by the coordinated deformation
of a Cu phase network. The number of micro-cracks increases throughout the whole specimen until
the rupture of the Cu phase dominates the fracture mechanism of the W-Cu composite, finally leading
to the failure of the W-30Cu composite as a result of producing significant amounts of tiny debris.
On the contrary, in the BCI composite, the micro-cracks nucleate intensively at the location of the W
phase agglomeration. Due to the inhomogeneous distribution of the copper phase, the micro-cracks
cannot be prohibited timely by the copper phase, leading micro-cracks to coalesce and then propagate
along the W-W interface. Consequently, the BCI composite specimen breaks into several fragments.
These results indicate that the excellent advantage of the SCI composite in ductility is caused by its
homogeneous phase distribution and continuous Cu phase network.

4. Conclusions

In the present study, by infiltrating molten Cu phase into W skeleton and W-Cu skeleton,
W-Cu composites with different homogeneity of phase distribution were prepared. The effects of
microstructure homogeneity on the mechanical properties and failure mechanisms under tensile and
compressive conditions were investigated. The relationship between microstructure characteristics and
the failure of W-30Cu composites was studied in detail. The related conclusions are mentioned below:

1. The selected tungsten powders were compacted by isostatic cool pressing at 100 MPa to obtain
a W skeleton. The W-30Cu composite was prepared via infiltrating molten copper into the W
skeleton. The prepared W-30Cu composite exhibits homogeneous phase distribution feature and
continuous Cu phase network structure.

2. Quasi-static tensile tests of W-30Cu composites with a different homogeneity of phase distribution
were investigated. It was found that tensile elongation of the SCI composite is 10.2% while the
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BCI composite is only 6.51% at room temperature. It was confirmed that the homogeneous phase
distribution feature and continuous network structure are responsible for a high capacity of plastic
deformation in the W-30Cu composites. Further, as a function of temperature, both the SCI and
BCI composite display a similar ductile evolution with an increase in temperature. In addition,
their tensile elongation reaches a maximum of 16.7% and 14.1% for the SCI composite and the
BCI composites, respectively, at 300 ◦C.

3. Hollow cylindrical specimens were applied to study the effect of microstructure homogeneity
on strength and ductility of the W-30Cu composites under a dynamic compression condition.
The SCI composite exhibits an excellent plastic deformation capacity due to its homogenous
distribution feature and continuous network structure. The micro-cracks nucleate randomly
instead of concentrating on the location of the W phase agglomeration due to the homogeneous
phase distribution feature, and the micro-cracks can be prohibited and compensated by the
coordinated deformation of the continuous copper network.
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Abstract: In today’s unmanned productions systems, it is very important that the manufacturing
processes are carried out efficiently and smoothly. Therefore, controlling chip formation becomes
an essential issue to be dealt with. It can be said that the material removal from a workpiece using
machining is based on the degradation of material cohesion made in a controlled manner. The aim of
the study was to understand the chip formation mechanisms that can, during uncontrolled processes,
result in the formation and propagation of microcracks on the machined surface and, as such, cause
failure of a component during its operation. This article addresses some aspects of chip formation
in the orthogonal and oblique slow-rate machining of EN 16MnCr5 steel. In order to avoid chip
root deformation and its thermal influence on sample acquisition, that could cause the changes in
the microstructure of material, a new reliable method for sample acquisition has been developed
in this research. The results of the experiments have been statistically processed. The obtained
dependencies have uncovered how the cutting tool geometry and cutting conditions influence a chip
shape, temperature in cutting area, or microhardness according to Vickers in the area of shear angle.

Keywords: slow-rate machining; chip formation; shape; temperature; microhardness HV

1. Introduction

Machining is a major manufacturing process in the engineering industry. The quality of a product
is largely dependent on the accuracy and consistency of the machining processes used for the production
of the parts. Although in the last few decades, some entirely new machining processes have been
developed—such as ultrasonic machining, thermal metal removal processes, electrochemical material
removal processes, and laser machining processes, which differ from the conventional machining
processes—conventional metal cutting operations are still the most widely used fabrication processes,
and this is the reason why it is still essential to develop a fundamental understanding of metal
cutting processes.

In general, machining consists of both cutting and abrasive processes that are mostly complimentary.
In spite of the fact that conventional metal cutting processes are chip-forming processes, chip control has
been overlooked in the manufacturing processes for a long time. However, along with the automation of
manufacturing processes, machining chip control becomes an essential issue in machining operations
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in order to carry out the manufacturing processes efficiently and smoothly, especially in today’s
unmanned machining systems. It can be said that the material removal from a workpiece using
machining is based on a degradation of material cohesion realized in a controlled way.

Chip removal produces technically and scientifically interesting material responses. In single
point cutting, the process concentrates the mechanical power of a machine tool into creating the small
volumes of the workpiece by forcing a hard-cutting tool with a small edge radius through an outer
layer of the workpiece material. The tribological conditions at the tool–chip interface can result in
macroscopic welding of the material to the cutting tool, and dissolution of the tool elements into the
chip. The geometry of the deformation zones and the resulting microstructures in the workpiece
depend on the geometrical and tribological interaction of the cutting tool with the workpiece material.
Further understanding of fundamentals of chip formation is motivated by the desire for higher material
removal rates, longer tool life, tighter tolerances, and improved quality of machined surfaces.

The goal of this article is to study some aspects of chip formation in the orthogonal and oblique
slow-rate machining of EN 16MnCr5 steel. For the experimental comparative study, planing operation
has been selected, by which the main sliding motion was performed by a workpiece. The main reason
why this technology has been chosen is because chip formation is visible to the naked eye, in contrast
to inward flanging (as another type of slow-rate machining), where the chip-forming process is hidden
within the workpiece. For this reason, it has also been possible to measure the temperature in the
cutting zone that is generated by the planing tool. The next factor was that restoring the cutting
ability of the planing tools produced from high-speed steel by sharpening—according to the required
parameters—was considerably easier when compared to turning tools.

Chip flow is only a part of chip space movement. To understand the chip formation mechanism,
it is necessary to study other parameters that have an effect on the chip formation, and there are still
many challenging issues to deal with.

Through the experimental measurements carried out in this study, different information has been
gathered to help obtain a thorough understanding of the chip formation process at relatively low
cutting speeds.

2. State of the Art

Chip machining is a complex process in which several mechanisms which are working
simultaneously and interacting with each other. This process is greatly affected by material properties,
cutting conditions, tool geometry, and machine tool dynamics. In any machining operation, the
material is removed from the workpiece in the form of chips, the nature of which differs from operation
to operation. As the form and dimensions of a chip from any process can reveal a lot of information
about the nature and loyalty of process, the analysis of chips in the process of chip formation, by tear
formation, is very important.

A lot of work has been conducted on chip flow angle research during the last few decades, and
there are many methods for calculating of the chip flow angle. The investigation of chip flow began
with modeling over plane rake face tools. Merchant [1] and Shaffer and Lee [2] have used plasticity
theory to attempt to obtain a unique relationship between the chip shear plane angle, the tool rake
angle, and the friction angle between the chip and the tool. Palmer [3] presented shear zone theory by
allowing for variation in the flow stress for a work-hardening material. Von Turkovich [4] investigated
the significance of work material properties and the cyclic nature of the chip formation process in
metal cutting. Okushima [5] considered that chip flow is not influenced by cutting speed and chip
flow should be the summation of elemental flow angles over the entire length of the cutting edge.
Slip-line field theory is widely applied in chip formation research and some slip-line field models are
presented [6–8]. Another chip flow model was presented by Young [9], assuming Stabler’s flow rule,
with validity for infinitesimal chip width, and the directions of elemental friction forces summed up to
obtain the direction of chip flow.
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During machining, material is removed from the workpiece, where it flows out in the form of
chips. After flowing out, the chip curls either naturally or through contact with obstacles. If the
material strain exceeds the material breaking strain, the chip will break. Chip flow, chip curl, and chip
breaking are three main areas of chip control research [10].

According to Toulfatzis et al. [11], an improved chip breaking capability is directly connected with
lower cutting tool wear rates. The width of the chips varies according to the different depths of cut
employed during the various machining experiments. Chip segmentation is of pivotal importance
since it facilitates the machining ergonomics and scrap removal without damaging workpiece surface
quality and ensures the safety of the working personnel.

To study the chip characteristics, it is necessary to specify the type of machining by which the chip
is forming. There are two different types of cutting: orthogonal (Figure 1a) and oblique (Figure 1b).
Orthogonal cutting is a type of metal cutting in which the cutting edge of the wedge shape cutting
tool is perpendicular to the direction of tool motion. In this cutting, the cutting edge is wider than the
width of the cut. This cutting type is also known as 2D cutting because the force developed during the
cutting can be plotted on a plane or can be represented by a 2D coordinate.

Figure 1. The principle of orthogonal cutting in (a) planing and (b) turning.

However, orthogonal cutting is only a particular case of oblique cutting and, as such, any analysis
of orthogonal cutting can be applied to oblique cutting. Oblique cutting (Figure 2) is a common type of
three-dimensional cutting used in the machining process [12].

Figure 2. The principle of oblique cutting.

In this type of machining, the cutting edge of the wedge shape makes an angle, except for the
right angle, to the direction of tool motion. This will affect the cutting conditions and is also known as
3D cutting because the cutting force developed during the cutting process cannot be represented by 2D
coordinates and 3D coordinates must be used to represent it.
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One of the most important parameters of oblique cutting is the chip flow angle. Stabler [13] stated
that the chip flow angle is very close to the angle of obliquity. This rule has been accepted by many
researchers and it has been considered to be a good predictor of the chip flow angle, e.g., as stated
in [14–16]. However, Stabler’s rule does not take into account the mechanics of the cutting process, such
as the influence of the shear angle and friction. In some special cases, it can cause larger errors. Luk [17]
investigated the effect of cutting parameters on a chip flow angle and their study has been verified by
Lin and Oxley [18] within their experimental investigation. Also, Russel and Brown [19] confirmed the
influence of the normal rake angle on the chip flow. Shamoto and Altintas [20] developed a model for
shear angle prediction in oblique cutting where the shear angle is specified by two components of the
resultant force and by the chip flow angle. Moufki together with his colleagues [21] calculated the
chip flow angle supposing that the friction force is collinear to the chip flow direction on the tool rake
face. The effect of nose radius on the chip flow angle has been studied by investigators Usui [22] and
Wang [23] using an iterative energy minimization method.

The chip characteristics during the milling process by varying the feed rates and the types of
materials used were investigated by Prasetyo [24].

Chip morphology and microstructure were also studied by Hernández [25] in dry machining,
where the influence of cutting speed and feed rate on various geometric chip parameters was carried
out when cutting Ti6Al4V alloy.

Various methods by many researchers have been used to study chip geometry. Some of them
analyzed chip geometry from an analytical point of view, resulting in the formulation of some theoretical
models [26–28]. However, in these cases, many simplifications had to be made with regard to the
complexity of the chip formation process and, hence, some of the real, practically obtained results have
not correspond to the predictions of various parameters to set up a chip geometry, and the results
were inaccurate [29–31]. Next, analyses of the chip formation used numerical models (finite element
method, FEM) to simulate the chip generation process [32–35]. These models require a very good and
precise definition of the boundary conditions; otherwise, the models are incomplete and vague [36,37].

Many of the studies that analyze the influence of one or two cutting parameters on chip geometry
can be found in which the measured data were processed using four major statistical methods:
regression, factor analysis, stochastic processes, and contingency table analysis [38–42]. Salem [43] and
his coauthors have studied the chip formation at the machining of a hardened alloy X160CrMoV12-1 to
obtain the optimal cutting conditions and to observe the different chip formation mechanisms. For the
sake of simplicity, ANOVA (ANalysis Of VAriance) was used in this study to determine the influence
of cutting parameters.

Currently, research of chip formation at slow-rate machining has been concerned with the influence
of one or two factors on microhardness or temperature at chip root. Only a few studies have focused
on chip formation in EN 16MnCr5 steel machining. The novelty of the presented study lies in the
following: This research is more complex, while still considering the mutual connections among the
four factors influencing chip forming in the cutting of EN 16MnCr5 steel in combination with observing
and comparing the significance and influence of each individual factor in orthogonal and oblique
cutting. For this reason, a three-level planned experiment was used for statistical evaluation of the
obtained data. Based on the experimental study, several parametric models have also been developed
that allow for the prediction of different temperatures or microhardness evolution at a chip root as a
function of input parameters (cutting speed, cutting depth, and two geometry angles and of a tool
λs and γo). Hereby, a new method of obtaining chip roots has been designed. The new method can
be used to prevent changes in the microstructure of material by demonstrating a non-deformed and
thermally uninfluenced chip root.
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Cutting Tools, Machined Material, and Measuring Equipment

In the presented research, chip formation in orthogonal and oblique slow-rate machining has
been experimentally investigated. For this comparative study, the technology of planing has been
selected, in which a main sliding motion is performed on the workpiece. The machining process was
carried out using the planer machine of HJ8A type (KOVOSCIT MAS Machine Tools, Sezimovo Ústí.
Czech Republic).

Various combinations of cutting parameters, cutting speed vc, cutting depth ap, tool angles λs, and
γo, were used in the experiments. The range of values was chosen based on industrial requirements.
It is necessary to point out that lowest value of cutting speed was based on the speed limitations
of the machine, where the highest value corresponds to 60% of the machine power. The range of
cutting depth values ap was given by the planing machine, while the limitations were connected with
a maximal cross-section of a chip. The values of rake angle γo were positive, in order to achieve the
lowest possible specific cutting resistance values. The maximum angle value γo was selected in view of
achieving sufficient bending strength of the cutting wedge. The angle of tool cutting edge inclination
λs was chosen from zero up to a value that is four times higher than is commonly used in practice, in
order to make the extent of the dependence under investigation large enough.

The planing necking tool type 32x20 ON 36550 HSS00 (PILANA Tools Ltd, Hulin, Czech Republic)
was used at orthogonal cutting and straight roughing tool 32x20 ON 36500 HSS00 was used in oblique
machining. Both types of cutting tools included brazed tips from high-speed steel with three different
types of cutting-edge inclinations λs = 0◦, 10◦, and 20◦. The used cutting tools and their geometries are
presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Cutting tools and their geometries as used in the experimental study.

Tool Angle Planing Necking Tool Straight Roughing Tool

κr—tool cutting edge
angle 0◦ 60◦

κr´—tool minor (end)
cutting edge angle - 20◦

εr—tool included angle - 100◦
γo—angle of tool
orthogonal rake 8◦ 3◦

αo—angle of tool
orthogonal clearance 15◦ 15◦

λs—angle of tool
cutting edge
inclination

0◦ 0◦

10◦ 10◦

20◦ 20◦
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The angle of tool orthogonal rake γo and the angle of tool orthogonal clearance αo have been
varied in the 2nd and 3rd phase of experiments to obtain a better view of chip formation and more
reliable results. Changes in the angles’ values are organized in Table 2.

Table 2. Changes in the angles’ values.

Changes in Angles

2nd phase γo 12◦ 7◦
αo 11◦ 11◦

3rd phase γo 16◦ 11◦
αo 7◦ 7◦

In order to verify the input angles of the tool orthogonal rake γo, preliminary input tests were
performed. The tests were carried out using 3D measuring equipment RAPID CNC THOME (Zimmer
Maschinenbau GmbH, Kufstein, Austria) that is shown in Figure 3, where details of the measuring
process are also presented.

Figure 3. Preliminary tests of input angles of tool orthogonal rake γo, (a) Overall view on the testing
equipment RAPID CNC THOME, (b) Detail view on the measuring of a tool orthogonal rage angle.

In the next experiment, the angle of tool orthogonal rake γo was measured for each of the cutting
tools used. The protocols from measurements confirmed the values listed in Tables 1 and 2, while the
deviation of all measured values did not exceed 5% and the average angles of tool orthogonal rake
for planing necking tools and straight roughing tools were γo = 8.138 = 8◦2′0′′ or γo = 3.159 = 3◦2′1′′,
respectively.

The 1.7131 steel (EN 16MnCr5) was selected as a machined material; the chip formation of which
has been subjected to some research. The alloyed carbon steel contains smooth deformable calcium
aluminates encapsulated in manganese sulfide as an alternative to tough alumina oxide inclusions.
It is suitable for cementing and for die forging; it is easily hot-formable and, after annealing, also
cold-formable and easily machinable and weldable. This grade of steel is generally used for elements
with a required core tensile strength of 800–1100 Nmm−2 and a good carrying resistance, e.g., piston
bolts, camshafts, levers, and other automobile and mechanical engineering add-ons. The chemical
composition of this steel, as given by European EN standards, has been verified by spectral analysis at
the FMT TU Kosice with the seat in Presov, and is presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Chemical composition of 1.7131 steel (EN 16MnCr5).

Steel C (%) Mn (%) Si (%) Cr (%) P (%) S (%)

EN 16MnCr5 0.14–0.19 1.10–1.40 0.17–0.37 0.80–1.10 max 0.035 max 0.035
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The infrared thermometer, UNI-T UT305C, was used to measure the temperature based on the
principle of infrared radiation emitted from a target surface.

Vickers microhardness was measured with a MICRO-VICKERS HARDNESS TESTER CV-403DAT
(MetTech Ltd., Calgary, AB, Canada), which has the possibility to magnify the view 200–600×.

Etched specimens of chips were observed by means of Platinum USB digital microscope UM019
(Shenzhen Handsome Technology Co., Ltd., Shenzhen, China) with magnification 25–220×.

3.2. Design of the Composite Plan of the Experiment

The planned experiment, unlike the unplanned one, provides the maximum amount of information
and performs the task very efficiently, e.g., in obtaining constants and exponents in empirical exponential
dependencies that create a mathematical model [44].

In this study, the planned experiment at three levels (lower, basic, and upper) was implemented
for the test preparation and the statistical method using a regression function has been used for data
evaluation. The description of the experimental plan within this part of the article is given, due to a
better understanding of measured data processing.

Based on the [44], the basic equations for statistical processing can be written in matrix:

Y = X b, (1)

where

Y—column vector of measured quantities,
X—matrix of independent variables,
b—coefficient of a regression function.

The system of the normal equation (2) and a vector of the regression function coefficients (3)
according to the matrix inversion can be respectively expressed in following way:

XT Y = XT X b, (2)

b = XT X−1 XT Y. (3)

It is necessary to consider that the complete three-level plan has a large scale of measurements
expressed by N = 3k, where k is a number of variables and N is a number of measures (e.g., considering
5 variables within an experiment, where 243 measurements should be performed in total because
N = 35 = 243). [45]

A reduced number of measurements for the dependencies described by functions of the
second order,

y = b0x0 +
∑N

j = 1
bjxj +

∑N

u, j = 1
u � j

bjxjxu +
∑N

j
bjjx2

j , (4)

can be achieved by means of the so-called second level compositional non-rotational plan [46], while
the symbols in Equation (4) have the following meanings: xj is a variable (in the case of presented
research it is one of the cutting parameters that will be varied), j, u are indexes that define a parameter,
and bj is a j-th correlation coefficient.

The composition plan, in this case, consists of [46]:

1. A core of plan that can be

• two-level 2k plan for k < 5, or as
• shortened replica 2k-p for k ≥ 5, where p is a level of significance (Grubbs’ test);

2. The star points αwith coordinates: (±α, 0, ..., 0); (0, ±α, 0, ..., 0); ...; (0, 0, ..., 0, ±α);
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3. The measurements done at the basic level; or in the middle of the plan at x1 = x2 = ... = xk = 0 (the
number of measurements in the middle of the plan is n0).

The total number of measurements is then [47]:

N = 2k + 2k + n0, if k < 5, or
N = 2k-p+ 2k +n0, if k ≥ 5.

(5)

In practical implementation, n0 = 1 [48] is chosen, with no boundary. The matrix of the orthogonal
composition plan for k, α, and n0 is given in Table 4. In its general form, it is not orthogonal because
the relations on the left sides of Equations (6) and (7) differ from zero:∑N

i = 1
xoix2

ji � 0, (6)

∑N

i = 1
x2

jix
2
ui � 0. (7)

Table 4. General form of the matrix of the composition plan.

N xo x1 x2 . . . xk Description

2k (k < 5) or
2k-p (k > 5)

+1 −1 −1 . . . −1

a core of the plan

+1 +1 −1 . . . −1
+1 −1 +1 . . . −1
+1 +1 +1 . . . −1
+1 −1 −1 . . . +1
+1 +1 −1 . . . +1
+1 −1 +1 . . . +1
+1 +1 +1 . . . +1

2k

+1 −α 0 . . . 0

the star points of the plan

+1 +α 0 . . . 0
+1 0 −α . . . 0
+1 0 +α . . . 0
+1 0 0 . . . −α
+1 0 0 . . . +α

n0

+1 0 0 . . . 0
the measurements in the middle of the plan+1 0 0 . . . 0

+1 0 0 . . . 0

The matrix is converted to orthogonal shape by quadratic variables exchanging [49]:

x′j = x2
j −

1
N

∑N

i = 1
x2

ji = x2
j − x2

j , (8)

This is why
N∑

i = 1

xoix′ji =
∑N

i = 1
x2

ji −Nx2
j = 0, (9)

∑N

i = 1
x′jixui � 0. (10)

The regression function correlation coefficients in (4) are independent because of the orthogonality of
the experimental matrix, and they are specified by the following relations, (11)–(14):

bj =

∑N
i = 1 xjiyi∑N

i = 1 x2
ji

=

∑N
i = 1 xjiyi

2k + 2a2
, (11)
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buj =

∑N
i = 1 xjiyi∑N

i = 1 x2
ji

=

∑N
i = 1 xjiyi

2k
, (12)

bjj =

∑N
i = 1 x′jiyi∑N
i = 1

(
x′ji
)2 , (13)

b′o =
1
N

∑N

i = 1
xoiyi, (14)

Hence, the second stage regression function (4) is then given by Equation (15):

y = bo + b1x1 + b2x2 + . . .+ bkxk + b12x1x2 + b(k−1)kx(k−1)xk + b11
(
x2

1 − x2
1

)
+ bkk

(
x2

k − x2
k

)
, (15)

where the constant member of the regression function is corrected by quadratic variables (8) in the
form of

bo = b′o − b11x2
1 − · · · − bkkx2

k . (16)

Using Grubbs’ testing criteria, the outliers from the measured values have been specified for every
group of measurements. The following equations, (17)–(19), have had to be kept.

Hi =

∣∣∣Tik − Ti
∣∣∣

STi
< Hp(m), (17)

while

Ti =

∑m
k = 1 Tik

m
, (18)

STi =

√
1

m− 1
·
∑m

k = 1

(
Tik − Ti

)2
, (19)

where

m—a number of evaluated measurements within the Grubbs´ test;
Tik—measured value of k-th issue in the i-th group, k = 1, 2, 3; i = 1, 2, ..., 24, 25;

Ti—average value of measured issues of the i-th group; calculation according to the equation;
STi —standard deviation of measured issue of the i-th group;
Hp(m)—critical value of Grubbs´ testing criteria for m values (m = 3), where p is a level of significance
and usually it is Hp(m) = 0.05.

The calculation of the regression coefficients was performed using MATLAB calculation software
(The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA), while the significance of the coefficients of the function
y = log T was tested according to Student’s test criterion.

The adequacy of regression function was assessed according to the Fisher–Snedecor test criterion
F < F0.05 (f 1, f 2), where the degrees of freedom f 1 = Nq (q is a number of significant coefficients) and
f 2 = N(m − 1).

3.3. Process of Obtaining Samples

To track changes in the zone of chip forming, the machining process must be stopped immediately,
thus interrupting tool and workpiece contact. A reliable method to achieve the immediate stop of the
machining process has been developed in this research and is based on observation of the chip end
produced upon interrupted cutting, e.g., in planing or face milling. As the tool leaves the cutting zone,
the end of the chip is “torn off”, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. An imprint of cutting wedge on the chip at the interrupted cut.

The reasons mentioned above led to the design of a new method for chip root acquisition by
modifying the end of the workpiece according to Figure 5. The goal of the proposed method and the
special workpiece design was to avoid deformation and thermal influence of the material which could
cause the changes in the microstructure of a material. For this reason, a cooling medium JCK PS was
used, at a concentration of 5%, for all operations within the workpiece preparation.

Figure 5. The principle of the designed method for instantaneous contact interruption between a tool
and workpiece showing (a) orthogonal cutting, (b) oblique cutting, (c) real workpiece.

At the point of departure of tool “1” from the engagement, a groove has been cut where the sheet
metal insert “4” has been put in to prevent deformation of the specimen during the rupture. A hole
of 8 mm diameter has been drilled behind the groove and a metal rod “3” has been inserted therein,
which prevents the hole from deforming. When the tool passes above the metal rod, the section “2”
becomes narrower and the material ruptures, which is similar to the tensile test. Sample “6” is rapidly
thrown up in the direction of tool movement at a rate greater than cutting speed and on the sample;
and the plastic deformation state corresponding to the actual cutting speed is captured.

The experiment, in which chips were obtained, was carried out on a planer without the use of
cooling, since the cutting length of the tool path was about 200 mm and, thus, the tool and workpiece
were not overheated.

Within the experimental study, the variables according to the Table 5 have been taken into account,
while the codes for the specific values of individual variables are referred to in Table 6.
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Table 5. The variables and the ranges of individual values.

Variables Symbols −1 −α 0 +α +1

Cutting speed (mmin−1) vc x1 6 8.25 10.5 12.75 15
Cutting depth (mm) ap x2 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4

Angle of tool orthogonal rake – orthogonal cutting (◦) γo x3 8 10 12 14 16
Angle of tool orthogonal rake – oblique cutting (◦) γo (x3) 3 5 7 9 11

Angle of tool cutting edge inclination (◦) λs x4 0 5 10 15 20

Table 6. The codes for specific values of individual variables.

Code Specific Values of Variables

−1 xmin
−α [(xmax + xmin)/2] − [(xmax − xmin)/2α2]
0 (xmax + xmin)/2
+α [(xmax + xmin)/2] + [(xmax − xmin)/2α2]
+1 xmax

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Types of Chips

During machining, different types of chips have been created. Cutting speed was not observed to
have a significant impact on the chip shape, while the depth of the cut affected the radius of curvature
of the chip (when increasing the thickness of the cut layer, the radius of curvature of the chip was
increased). Figure 6 shows an example of the dependence of chip shapes on cutting speed vc and
cutting depth ap at tool angles for γo = 16◦, λs = 0◦, κr = 0◦.

Figure 6. The shapes of chips and their dependence on cutting speed vc and cutting depth ap at tool
angles for γo = 16◦, λs = 0◦, κr = 0◦.

As for tool geometry, the angle of the orthogonal tool rake γo at the minimum values caused
formation of a crumbly chip and the angle of inclination of the main cutting edge λs has influenced the
chip shape in the way that is graphically presented in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. The shapes of chips of EN 16MnCr5 steel and their dependence on tool cutting edge angle κr,
angle of tool cutting edge inclinationλs, and angle of tool orthogonal rake γo at ap= 0.2 mm, vc= 15 mmin−1.

A shorter chip was created at a zero angle of inclination of main cutting edge when comparing
it with the angle of inclination of the main cutting edge of 20◦. At the same time, at a 20◦ angle of
inclination of the cutting edge, the chip obtained a so-called chamfer along the edges, which is adequate
to the angle of inclination of the main cutting edge and, thus, the chip was compressed in the direction
of λs inclination and acquired the character of a spiral chip. In orthogonal cutting, at which κr = 0◦ and
λs = 0◦, a spiral flat chip was formed, which in some cases passed into a spiral conical chip. For κr = 0◦
and λs = 20◦, a conical–helical long chip was constituted. In oblique cutting, where κr = 60◦ and λs = 0◦,
a conical–helical short chip was generated. At κr = 60◦ and λs = 20◦, the chip shape changed to a coiled
chip, while at a rake angle γo = 11◦, it was a tubular coiled chip and at γo = 3◦ it was a strip coiled chip.

The shrinkage factor K and the segment ratio rc at the planing can be calculated with
Equations (20) and (21), respectively, where hc is the chip width, ap is cutting depth, γ is the tool rake
angle, and Φ is the shear angle [1,12,50,51]:

K =
hc

ap
=

cos(Φ− γ)
sinΦ

, (20)

rc =
1
K

. (21)

The values of the shrinkage factor K achieved within the experimental study are organized in
Table 7.

Table 7. Shrinkage factor K achieved within the experimental study.

Type of Cutting Shear AngleΦ (◦) Shrinkage Factor K

Orthogonal cutting 31.7 1.75
42.2 1.3

Oblique cutting 30.2 1.77
42.4 1.21
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4.2. Temperature Measuring

The temperature in a cutting zone was measured by means of the infrared thermometer UNI-T
UT305C. The values of measured temperature with the coded matrix (explained in the Design of the
Composite Plan of the Experiment, Section 3.2.) are shown in Table 8.

Table 8. Experimentally obtained values of temperature in cutting zone for orthogonal and oblique
machining of EN 16MnCr5 steel.

No. vc (m·min−1) ap (mm) γo (◦) λs (◦) T (◦C)

Orthogonal Cutting Oblique Cutting

1. −1 −1 −1 −1 86.8 63.8
2. +1 −1 −1 −1 58.7 63.0333
3. −1 +1 −1 −1 72.5333 55.2333
4. +1 +1 −1 −1 66.4667 48.8
5. −1 −1 +1 −1 78.5333 40.5333
6. +1 −1 +1 −1 50.3333 41.1333
7. −1 +1 +1 −1 69.9 46.5
8. +1 +1 +1 −1 51.5 48
9. −1 −1 −1 +1 72.2333 50

10. +1 −1 −1 +1 68.3333 96.6
11. −1 +1 −1 +1 73 62.8667
12. +1 +1 −1 +1 38.9667 72.8333
13. −1 −1 +1 +1 61.3667 62.8333
14. +1 −1 +1 +1 70.8 60.8333
15. −1 +1 +1 +1 62.6 61.7
16. +1 +1 +1 +1 72.3667 67.9333
17. −α 0 0 0 103 45.1
18. +α 0 0 0 90.6667 95.5333
19. 0 −α 0 0 85.3333 74.5667
20. 0 +α 0 0 93.3 62.9333
21. 0 0 −α 0 94 99.2333
22. 0 0 +α 0 74.8 61.3
23. 0 0 0 −α 91.1333 57.3333
24. 0 0 0 +α 72.3 84.7667
25. 0 0 0 0 79.3 62.8333

Measured data were statistically processed. According to the Grubbs’ testing criterion, it could be
stated that the measured values have not been burdened by grave mistakes.

Homogeneity of the variance of measured temperatures were tested according to Cochrane´s
criterion by the relation

G =
S2

max∑N
i = 1 S2

i

=
0.025877
0.111027

= 0.23307. (22)

The critical value of Cochrane’s criterion G0,05(f 1, f 2), given by [22], is G0.05(f 1,f 2) = 0.2705, where
the degrees of freedom were f 1 = N = 25 and f 2 = m − 1 = 3 − 1 = 2.

Since G < G0,05( f1, f2)→ the criterion has been satisfied and it means that the variations within
parallel measurements are homogeneous.

The coefficients of regression functions have been calculated using the software MATLAB and
their significance was tested according to the Student’s criterion. The regression functions (23) and
(24) have been built. According to the Fisher–Snedecor-tested criterion, they describe the experiment
adequately, while the reliability of the relations is R2 = 0.91 and 0.94, respectively:
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a) For orthogonal cutting:

y = 3.2502x0 − 3.7533x1 + 3.1462x2 + 4.2035x3 − 0.1865x4 − 0.1553x1x2

+0.3467x1x3 + 0.0385x1x4 + 0.4106x2x3 − 0.0202x2x4

+0.0304x3x4 + 1.6486x2
1 + 3.1542x2

2 − 2.8264x2
3 − 0.042x2

4

(23)

b) For oblique cutting:

y = 2.9212x0 − 10.4247x1 − 7.2462x2 + 4.4859x3 + 0.1295x4 − 0.4264x1x2

−0.2621x1x3 + 0.0625x1x4 + 0.5108x2x3 + 0.0251x3x4

+5.4295x2
1 − 6.6225x2

2 − 2.6781x2
3 + 0.0676x2

4

(24)

Based on the measured data, the following dependencies have been evaluated for both orthogonal
and oblique cuttings:

• The dependency of temperature T on cutting speed vc and on the cutting depth ap;
• The dependency of temperature T on cutting speed vc and angle of tool orthogonal rake γo;
• The dependency of temperature T on cutting speed vc and on the angle of tool cutting edge

inclination λs.

The dependencies are presented in Figures 8–10.
It can be seen from the dependence of the temperature on the cutting speed and on the cutting

depth at orthogonal machining (Figure 8a) that the cutting depth has an incomparably stronger
influence than the cutting speed. By contrast, in oblique cutting (Figure 8b), the impact of cutting
depth is milder, so the effect of cutting speed is more noticeable. Maximum temperature values were
reached at a maximum cutting depth during orthogonal cutting and at a minimum cutting depth
during oblique cutting.

Figure 8. The dependence of temperature T on cutting speed vc and cutting depth ap, (a) Orthogonal
cutting; (b) oblique cutting.

The angle of tool orthogonal rake γo at the machining of manganese chromium steel has a similar
character in both cutting methods (Figure 9), while the highest values of temperature have been
measured at mean values of γo. The influence of cutting speed also has the same character at both
orthogonal and oblique cutting, and the maximum temperature has been reached at the minimal value
of cutting speed.
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The dependence of the cutting speed and tool cutting edge inclination λs on the temperature is
almost identical in both orthogonal and oblique cutting (Figure 10). The influence tool cutting edge
inclination is almost imperceptible in both cases compared to the impact of speed.

Figure 9. The dependence of temperature T on cutting speed vc and angle of tool orthogonal rake γo.
(a) Orthogonal cutting; (b) oblique cutting.

Figure 10. The dependence of temperature T on cutting speed vc and angle of tool cutting edge
inclination λs. (a) Orthogonal cutting; (b) oblique cutting.

4.3. Measurement of Microhardness HV According to Vickers

The next evaluated parameter was microhardness according to Vickers. The measurements
were carried out on samples of chip root at a load of 200 g during intervals of 10 s, according to
the standard STN EN ISO 6507-1. Vickers microhardness evaluation was performed based on the
experimental plan design, similarly as at the temperature measuring. The character of the matrix for
experimental composition plan was designed for both cutting methods, where four matrix shapes have
been evaluated resulting in four dependencies pictured by means of surface plots. The hardness of the
material was measured in the area of shear angle Φ that is shown in Figure 11; also, a diamond body
imprint with magnification 600× is displayed here in detailed view. The obtained values are organized
in Table 9.
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Figure 11. Diamond body imprint with magnification 600×.

Table 9. Experimentally obtained values of microhardness HV measured in the area of the shear angle
at chips.

No. vc (mmin−1) ap (mm) γo (◦) λs (◦) HV (kgmm−2)
Orthogonal Cutting Oblique Cutting

1. −1 −1 −1 −1 218.567 337.267
2. +1 −1 −1 −1 268.833 232.667
3. −1 +1 −1 −1 308.4 400.1
4. +1 +1 −1 −1 253.933 281.767
5. −1 −1 +1 −1 240.9 293.9
6. +1 −1 +1 −1 238.533 221.2
7. −1 +1 +1 −1 330.533 270.733
8. +1 +1 +1 −1 204.6 216.267
9. −1 −1 −1 +1 216.767 211.067

10. +1 −1 −1 +1 319.367 229.7
11. −1 +1 −1 +1 293.733 233.167
12. +1 +1 −1 +1 196.667 363.533
13. −1 −1 +1 +1 184.9 245.767
14. +1 −1 +1 +1 213.933 190.367
15. −1 +1 +1 +1 160.7 192.667
16. +1 +1 +1 +1 165,367 216.833
17. −α 0 0 0 239.9 273.233
18. +α 0 0 0 230.2 237.9
19. 0 −α 0 0 270.867 254.9
20. 0 +α 0 0 321.533 318.433
21. 0 0 −α 0 301.333 329.567
22. 0 0 +α 0 271.967 194.767
23. 0 0 0 −α 265.667 167.1
24. 0 0 0 +α 448.367 279.7
25. 0 0 0 0 301.2 305.533

Similarly as for measurements of temperature and share angle, the regression functions (25) and
(26) for the evaluation of microhardness of chip root have been defined. The reliabilities R2 of the
dependencies for both types of machining (orthogonal and oblique) were 0.92 and 0.93, respectively.
Regression functions are specified by the following equations:

a) For orthogonal cutting:

y = −5.0009x0 + 17.2807x1 + 5.2179x20.575x3 + 0.1881x4 − 1.5626x1x2

−0.1588x1x3 + 0, 0397x1x4 − 0.2036x2x3 − 0.0623x2x4

−0.0376x3x4 − 9.2084x2
1 + 3.3134x2

2 − 0.4774x2
3 + 0.0915x2

4

(25)
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b) For oblique machining:

y = −1.2673x0 + 7.7671x1 + 9.0532x2 + 5.5376x3 + 0.2281x4 + 0.7224x1x2

−0.2077x1x3 + 0.0846x1x4 − 0.6964x2x3 − 3.6942x2
1 + 8.2721x2

2
−3.8696x2

3 + 0.1162x2
4

(26)

Based on the relations (23) and (24) formulated above, the dependencies of the microhardness HV
on individual variables were plotted. They are presented in Figures 12–16.

The influence of cutting depth and cutting speed was the most significant effect of the four
variable parameters which changed the microhardness HV. In oblique cutting (Figure 12b), the effect
of the cutting depth is more pronounced than the effect of the cutting speed compared to its effect in
orthogonal cutting (Figure 12a). Maximum microhardness values were achieved at maximum cutting
depth and at medium and higher cutting speeds.

The effect of the rake angle on orthogonal cutting (Figure 13a) is almost imperceptible compared
to the cutting speed. In oblique cutting (Figure 13b), the angle of tool orthogonal rake has the
same significant impact as the cutting speed, and maximum microhardness HV was achieved at its
mean values.

Figure 12. Dependency of microhardness HV on the cutting speed vc and on the cutting depth ap.
(a) Orthogonal cutting; (b) oblique cutting.

Figure 13. Dependency of microhardness HV on the cutting speed vc and on the orthogonal rake angle
γo. (a) Orthogonal cutting; (b) oblique cutting.
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Figure 14. Dependency of microhardness HV on the cutting speed vc and on the angle of tool cutting
edge inclination λs. (a) Orthogonal cutting; (b) oblique cutting.

Figure 15. Dependency of microhardness HV on the cutting depth ap and on the orthogonal rake angle
γo. (a) Orthogonal cutting; (b) oblique cutting.

Figure 16. Dependency of microhardness HV on the cutting depth ap and on the angle of tool cutting
edge inclination λs. (a) Orthogonal cutting; (b) oblique cutting.
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In the interaction of the angle of the tool cutting edge inclination and the cutting speed, the
influence of the inclination angle on a change of the microhardness HV appears to be zero compared to
the cutting speed in both cutting methods (Figure 14).

The interaction of the cutting depth and, also, the angle of the tool orthogonal rake have the same
nature regarding the effect on microhardness in both cutting methods (Figure 15). The angle of tool
orthogonal rake is less pronounced with respect to the cutting depth and the maximum microhardness
values were measured at mean rake angle values and maximum cutting depth. Almost the same
statement can be made for the effect of the cutting depth and the angle of tool cutting edge inclination
on microhardness HV, as shown in Figure 16.

5. Conclusions

The chip formation in cutting processes at relatively low cutting speeds depends on the conditions
of the cutting, the cutting tool and, to a large extent, on the machined material. EN 16MnCr5 manganese
chromium steel was chosen as the material for this study. The experiments were carried out on specially
modified workpieces for orthogonal and oblique machining (planing), in which the tool geometry and
cutting conditions were changed. When changing individual parameters, the shape of chip forming
was observed, the temperature was measured in the cutting area, and the Vickers HV microhardness
was measured in the shear angle area. The results were statistically processed, and statistical regression
dependence was constructed from all measured values.

The influence of individual parameters on the chip shape during machining of EN 16MnCr5 steel
can be summarized in the following ways:

• The effect of the change in cutting speed in a given experiment on the chip shape appeared to
be insignificant.

• The angle of the orthogonal tool rake caused a crumbly chip formation at minimum values, rather
than at the maximum values.

• The cutting depth affected the radius of curvature of the chip. When increasing the thickness of
the cut layer, the radius of chip curvature increased.

Based on the experiments, it could be stated that the most noticeable influence on the shape change
of the chips is achieved by the angle of inclination of the main cutting edge λs and the tool cutting edge
angle κr. At a zero angle of inclination of the main cutting edge, a shorter chip was produced than at
an angle of inclination of the main cutting edge of 20◦. At the same time, at a 20◦ angle of inclination of
the cutting edge, the chip obtained a so-called chamfer along the edges, which is adequate to the angle
of inclination of the main cutting edge, thus compressing the chip in the inclination direction of λs

leading to the shape obtaining characteristics of a spiral chip.
By measuring the temperature in the cutting area (for both orthogonal and oblique cutting), the

most significant influencing parameter for temperature change was found to be the depth of the
cut. This was followed by cutting speed and a forehead angle, whereas the influence of the angle of
inclination of the main cutting edge appeared to be insignificant. The maximum temperature during
orthogonal cutting was reached at the maximum cutting depth, but in oblique cutting, the maximum
temperature was reached at minimum cutting depth. In both cases, cutting at maximum temperature
was characterized by mean values of the angle of tool orthogonal rake.

When measuring Vickers HV microhardness in the shear angle area, the significance of parameters
was different. In orthogonal cutting, the highest microhardness was achieved at maximum cutting
speed, while in oblique cutting, the maximum microhardness HV was achieved at maximum cut
depth values.

Author Contributions: Conceptualization, K.M. and A.S.; methodology, K.M., P.P.M. and A.S.; software, L.H. and
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Nomenclature

γo angle of tool orthogonal rake (◦)
λs angle of tool cutting edge inclination (◦)
αo angle of tool orthogonal clearance (◦)
κr tool cutting edge angle (◦)
κr´ tool minor (end) cutting edge angle (◦)
εr tool included angle (◦)
Φ shear angle (◦)
ap depth of cut (mm)
vc cutting speed (mmin−1)
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Abstract: An investigation of aging phenomena during creep exposure has been conducted for HP-Nb
cast reformer tubes for several exposure conditions. Aging was manifested by carbide precipitation,
carbide coarsening, and carbide transformation. The transformation of primary M7C3 to the more
stable M23C6 carbide takes place at high exposure temperature (910 ◦C and above). The primary MC
carbides transform to the Ni-Nb silicide or G-phase during creep exposure. The presence of Ti in the
steel prevented the transformation of MC carbides to the G-phase. Morphological changes like needle
to globular transitions, rounding of carbide edges, and carbide coarsening take place during creep
exposure. The room-temperature tensile elongation and ultimate tensile strength are significantly
reduced during creep exposure. The above aging phenomena are precursors to creep damage.

Keywords: creep; steam reforming; carbides; G-phase; aging; cast reformer tubes

1. Introduction

Catalytic reforming is routinely employed in oil refineries for the production of petroleum
byproducts. The process takes place in tubes suspended in a furnace at a high temperature. The tubes
are fed with hydrocarbon, mostly methane, and steam mixture in the presence of a catalyst according
to the reaction network:

CnHm + nH2O→ nCO + (
m
2
+ n)H2, (1)

CO + H2O↔ CO2 + H2. (2)

The first is the steam reforming reaction, which, for the case of methane, is strongly endothermic
(ΔHr = 206 KJ/mol) and takes place at a high temperature of the order of 900 ◦C. The second is
the water-gas shift reaction and is mildly exothermic (ΔHr = −41 KJ/mol). The internal pressure in
the tubes generates stresses, causing creep of the tube material. However, prior to creep damage,
several aging phenomena take place, which gradually changes the microstructure of the material.
The reformer furnace tubes are centrifugally cast and are manufactured from heat-resistant steels,
containing Ni and Cr. The current state-of-the-art is to use modified HP-alloys (25Cr-35Ni), with Nb
and/or Ti additions. Niobium is added for the precipitation of NbC, which due to its thermal stability
contributes to an increased creep resistance [1,2]. Centrifugal casting results in austenitic dendritic
grains oriented in the radial direction from the inside diameter (ID) towards the outside diameter (OD)
of the tube. The material is strengthened by a network of primary interdendritic carbides. The design
life of these tubes is 100,000 h (11.4 years) according to API recommended practice [3]. Premature
failures of reformer tubes are frequently observed and are caused by various mechanisms such as
creep, carburization, and thermal shock. Evaluation of creep damage in reformer tubes has been
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reported by several investigators, either after creep testing [2,4,5], after a certain operational time [6–10],
or after premature tube rupture [11,12]. In addition, specific studies of microstructural evolution after
long-term aging at high temperatures have been performed [13–15]. The present work contributes to
the study of the evolution of carbides and other intermetallic compounds with aging during creep
exposure. These phenomena lead to a decrease of ductility and may lead to cracking from thermal
stresses during shut-down and start-up operations or during weld repairs.

It is important to note that most of the published data are concerned with studies involving
laboratory creep exposure. Results based on specimens taken from real service are rather rare. It is not
common to retrieve specimens during a shut-down of a reformer furnace. Therefore, the value of the
present work is that the analysis was based entirely on specimens of reformer tubes extracted after a
certain operational period, before the end of operational life, and for different temperatures.

2. Materials and Methods

Sections of reformer tubes with an internal diameter of 103 mm and a thickness of 15 mm were
retrieved from an oil refinery after 11 years of service. These sections correspond to isothermal
operation at three different temperatures 830, 880, and 910 ◦C and are named as conditions L, M, and H
respectively. Another section came from a tube that operated for 8 years at 910 ◦C and was then nipped
for the remaining 3 years, during which the temperature was 950 ◦C. This section corresponds to
condition X. The material of these sections is an HP25Cr-35Ni alloy with Nb addition (HP-Nb steel).
The creep strain was estimated by measurements of the outer diameter of the tubes to be of the order
of 0.2%. It was also possible to retrieve a section of a reformer tube from another refinery after 5 years
of service at 910 ◦C. This condition is named H5 and the chemical composition of H5 is similar to the
previous one with the most important difference being the addition of Ti. This tube sampling enabled
the study of the effect of temperature on aging phenomena by comparing sections L, M, H, and X.
At the same time, the effect of time and Ti addition could also be performed by comparing sections
H and H5. Chemical analysis of the tube materials was performed by optical emission spectrometry.
The composition of the alloys and creep exposure conditions are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Composition (wt%) of the alloys and creep exposure conditions.

Code T (◦C) t (y) C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Nb Mo Ti Fe

L 830 11

0.49 2 0.80 0.01 0.01 25.7 33.6 0.93 0.18 - B
M 880 11
H 910 11
X 910/950 8/3

H5 910 5 0.41 1.6 1.0 0.02 0.01 24 34.7 0.96 0.07 0.2 B

Characterization of microstructure, including aging phenomena, carbide transformation,
and carbide morphology was performed by means of light optical metallography (LOM) and scanning
electron microscopy equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray analysis system (EDX). Metallography
was performed on thickness specimens from all tube sections. Specimen preparation for metallography
involved cutting with a Struers Labotom-3 machine (Struers, Ballerup, Denmark), grinding with SiC
papers with 240, 400, 800, 1200, and 2400 grit, polishing with 6, 3, and 1 μm diamond paste and
finishing with colloidal silica suspension of 0.04 μm. The etching was performed by swabbing with
Kalling’s reagent (CuCl2 in a mixture of hydrochloric acid and ethanol). Optical metallography was
performed on an Olympus inverted microscope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) at magnifications 50–1000×.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on etched specimens on a field emission JEOL
JSM 7610F (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) and Quanta 3D microscopes (ThermoFisher Scientific, Hillsboro,
OR, USA)equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) detector (Oxford Instruments,
Abingdon, UK). Imaging was performed with secondary electron mode (SE) and in certain cases
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with backscattered electron (BSE) mode. Room temperature uniaxial tensile testing was performed
according to ISO 6892 specification [16].

3. Results

3.1. Tensile Properties

Room temperature tensile testing results are shown in Figure 1. The results indicate a decrease
of the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and a considerable reduction in tensile elongation (strain to
failure) with exposure temperature, as a result of aging. Condition H5 also exhibits considerable
reduction in elongation, however the elongation is higher than the elongation of condition H. Similar
reductions in tensile ductility have been reported by Pan et al. [11] after 36,000 h at 910 ◦C (4.12 years),
and Monobe et al. [13] after exposure for 200 h at 720–780 ◦C. The aging phenomena and carbide
transformations are discussed in the following section.

 
Figure 1. Room-temperature tensile properties vs. creep exposure conditions.

3.2. Microstructure Analysis

Carbides and other phases have been identified in this work with SEM/EDX analysis. Carbides
were identified by the M:C ratio and the G-phase by the Ni:Nb:Si ratio. It should be noted that the EDX
composition analysis of carbides is semi-quantitative, since it depends on the spot size relative to the
carbide size. In order to avoid matrix contribution to the EDX spectrum, a low voltage was used during
the EDX analysis. The analysis, therefore, provides a valid indication of the nature of the carbides.

The microstructure of the alloy consists of an austenitic matrix, forming dendrites, and a network
of primary carbides. The dendrite length varies from 0.3 to 6.5 mm with an average length of 1.4 mm
as depicted in Figure 2. The dendrites are oriented in the radial direction from the inner diameter (ID)
to the outer diameter (OD) of the tube. Some dendrites are very long with a length being a significant
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fraction of the tube thickness. In the as-cast condition, the austenite matrix is free of precipitates,
as reported by Alvino et al. [6].

 

Figure 2. Microstructure of HP-Nb steel with austenite dendritic structure and carbide network in the
interdendritic regions.

The carbides are located either in interdendritic or intradendritic regions and are either Cr-rich
of M7C3 or M23C6 type and Nb-rich MC carbides. M23C6 are mostly grain boundary film-like
carbides. M7C3 carbides exhibit a “Chinese script” morphology. Long-term exposure resulted in
aging, manifested by the secondary precipitation in the austenitic matrix and coarsening of carbides.
Such intragranular precipitation and carbide coarsening have also been observed by Attarian et al. [4] in
HP-Nb steel after aging at 982 ◦C for 100 h. The results are presented for each exposure condition below.

Condition L (830 ◦C/11y): The microstructure is depicted in Figure 3a, consisting of M7C3 carbides.
Identification of M7C3 carbides was based on SEM/EDX analysis of Figure 4. The numbers in Figure 4
correspond to EDX composition analysis, which is presented in Table 2. These carbides exhibit a
“Chinese script” morphology. In addition to this morphology, M7C3 carbides appear with a needle
morphology (Figures 3a and 4b).

Condition M (880 ◦C/11y): The microstructure is depicted in Figure 3b. The “Chinese script”
morphology of M7C3 carbides is preserved with considerable rounding of edges. However,
the needle-shaped M7C3 carbides have undergone a morphological transformation and exhibit a
globular shape. This morphological transformation has been observed in directionally solidified HP-Ni
steel [4]. The NbC carbides, originally present in the as-cast microstructure, transformed to a Ni-Nb
silicide, the G-phase, with nominal composition Ni16Nb7Si6, as depicted in Figure 5a,b. The numbers
in Figure 5 correspond to EDX composition analysis, which is presented in Table 2. This transformation
has been observed, in Ti-free alloys, by Pan [11] and by Soares et al. [17]. The G-phase is hard
and brittle and, therefore, prone to cavity formation when the material is subjected to temperature
excursions [11,17]. However, it should be noted that no cavities formed on the G-phase were detected
at this operating condition. In addition, no M23C6 carbides were detected in condition M, indicating
that the transformation of M7C3 to M23C6 carbides had not taken place.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 3. Microstructure revealed by metallography: (a) Condition L, (b) condition M, (c) condition H,
(d) condition X, and (e) condition H5.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. SEM image depicting M7C3 carbides in condition L. (a) “Chinese script” morphology;
(b) needle morphology. Numbers indicate EDX composition analysis in Table 2.
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Table 2. EDX analysis (at%).

Conditions Cr Ni Fe Nb Ti Si C M M:C Phases

Figure 4 (L)

1 54.3 4 10 - - - 31.6 68.3 2.16 M7C3
2 55.8 4 8.5 - - - 31.6 68.3 2.16 M7C3

3 matrix 23.8 29.6 38.5 0.3 0.5 - 4 - - -
4 needles 19.4 21.5 22.2 - - - 31.8 63.1 1.98 M7C3

Figure 5 (M)

1 62.7 3.72 7.2 - - - 25.4 73.62 2.87 M7C3
2 - 46 - 16.4 - 21.8 - - - G
3 - 54.17 - 19.1 - 26.7 - - - G
4 59.2 3 6 - - - 32 68.2 2.13 M7C3
5 - 55 - 19.6 - 26 - - - G

Figure 6 (H)

1 68 4 7 - - - 21 79 3.76 M23C6
2 67.5 3.8 5.5 - - - 23.3 76.8 3.30 M23C6
3 67.15 4.2 5.9 - - - 22.8 77.25 3.38 M23C6
4 67.1 4.3 5.8 - - - 22.7 77.2 3.4 M23C6

Figure 7 (X)
1 59 3 11 5 - - 22 78 3.54 M23C6
2 59.2 3.7 10 4.3 - - 22.6 77.2 3.41 M23C6
3 46.7 20.1 3.9 4.6 - - 21.5 75.3 3.50 M23C6

Figure 8a (H5)

1 - - - 52.2 1.7 - 46.1 53.9 1.17 MC
2 - - - 50 2.7 - 47.3 52.7 1.11 MC
3 - - - 51.3 2.5 - 46.2 53.8 1.16 MC
4 - - - 41.4 5 - 53.6 46.4 0.86 MC
5 53.4 7.8 16.8 - - - 22 78 3.54 M23C6
6 59 4.7 15.3 - - - 21 79 3.76 M23C6

matrix 25.4 33.4 34.7 - - - 5.2 - - -
matrix 25.9 33.2 34.6 - - - 5 - - -

Figure 8c (H5)

1 57.4 1.4 7.6 - - - 33.6 66.4 1.97 M7C3
2 28.1 22.2 29.2 - - - 20.5 79.5 3.87 M23C6
3 33.1 19.6 25.3 - - - 21.3 78 3.66 M23C6
4 - - - 41.3 2.7 - 56 44 0.78 MC

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. SEM images, (a,b), depicting M7C3 carbides and G-phase in condition M. Numbers indicate
EDX composition analysis in Table 2.

Condition H (910 ◦C/11y): The microstructure is depicted in Figure 3c. Most of the M7C3 carbides
have transformed into the more stable M23C6 carbides as shown in Figure 6a,b. The numbers in
Figure 6 correspond to EDX composition analysis, which is presented in Table 2. Significant coarsening
of the M23C6 carbides has also taken place driven by the reduction in interfacial energy.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6. SEM images, (a,b), depicting M23C6 carbides in condition H. Numbers indicate EDX
composition analysis in Table 2.

Condition X (910 ◦C/8y + 950 ◦C/3y): The microstructure is depicted in Figure 3d. All carbides
are of the M23C6 type and significant coarsening has taken place due to exposure at high temperature
(950 ◦C). Nb has also been incorporated in the M23C6 carbides as indicated in Figure 7a,b. The numbers
in Figure 7 correspond to EDX composition analysis, which is presented in Table 2.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. SEM images, (a,b), depicting coarse M23C6 carbides in condition X. Numbers indicate EDX
composition analysis in Table 2.

Condition H5 (910 ◦C/5y): It is noted that the H5 condition concerns the material containing
Ti. The optical micrograph of the microstructure is depicted in Figure 3e. The microstructure of H5
material was investigated with SEM operating in the SE and BSE modes. Typical microstructures
are depicted in Figure 8. The numbers in Figure 8 correspond to EDX composition analysis, which
is presented in Table 2. MC carbides (Nb-rich), appear white, while M23C6, Cr-rich carbides appear
dark grey in the BSE images due to the difference in atomic number between Nb and Cr. SEM-BSE
imaging has been used by other researchers for carbide identification in cast heat-resistant steels [6,15].
The results indicate that MC carbides contain Ti, which according to Swaminathan et al. [18], stabilizes
the MC carbide against transformation to the G-phase. This explains the fact that no G-phase was
detected in the H5 material. Most probably, the transformation of the primary M7C3 carbides to
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M23C6 is partial, contrary to the H condition where the transformation was complete. This partial
transformation is depicted in Figure 8c with the associated EDX analysis of carbides in Table 2.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 8. SEM-BSE images depicting: (a,b) MC and M23C6 carbides in condition H5; (c) transformation
of M7C3 to M23C6 carbide after creep exposure of 5 years. Numbers correspond to EDX composition
analysis in Table 2.

4. Discussion

Creep resistance in cast steel reformer tubes depends, among other factors, on the thermal stability
of the carbides. During operation at high temperatures, the carbides undergo phase changes as well as
morphological changes, which degrade the creep resistance of the material. Phase changes involve
the transformation of primary M7C3 to the more thermodynamically stable, at those temperatures
of operation, M23C6. Morphological changes involve the coarsening of carbides driven by the
reduction of interfacial energy [4,6]. Finally, an aging reaction, manifested as secondary precipitation
of carbides within the austenitic matrix takes place during creep exposure [6]. In the present work,
the transformation of M7C3 to the more stable M23C6 was observed to take place only at 910 ◦C and
above for 11 years of operation period (conditions H and X). In these conditions the transformation
is complete. In an intermediate operation period of five years (condition H5), the M7C3 to M23C6

transformation is partial. Significant coarsening of the carbides takes place at high temperatures
(conditions H and X) while at lower temperatures the changes are morphological, i.e., the rounding of
edges or the change from needle-shaped carbides to a globular morphology (condition M). Another
interesting aging phenomenon during creep exposure is the transformation of the primary MC carbides
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to the Ni-Nb silicide of G-phase manifested at intermediate temperatures (condition M). At higher
temperatures, the G-phase dissolves and the Nb is incorporated in the M23C6 carbide. Similar
observations regarding the type and morphologies of various carbides in creep-exposed HP-Nb steels
have been reported by Allesio et al. [2] and Almeida et al. [15]. Finally, the presence of NbC carbides
and the corresponding absence of G-phase in the H5 condition in the Ti-containing material validated
previous observations that Ti stabilizes the MC carbide and acts against the transformation of the MC
carbides to the G-phase [11,17]. As a result of aging the room temperature tensile elongation (strain
to failure) is reduced considerably. The reduction is higher the higher the temperature of exposure.
This reduced ductility makes the material prone to cracking due to expansions and contractions, which
take place during shut-down/start-up of the reformer furnace.

5. Conclusions

An investigation of aging phenomena during creep has been conducted for HP-Nb cast reformer
tubes. Based on the results presented above, the following conclusions can be drawn:

Aging was manifested by carbide precipitation, carbide coarsening and transformation from
M7C3 to M23C6 carbides.

The MC carbides transform to the G-phase during creep exposure making the material more
prone to cavity formation. The presence of Ti in the steel of condition H5 prevented the transformation
of MC carbides to the G-phase.

Morphological changes occur as needle to globular transitions, rounding of edges, and carbide
coarsening take place during creep exposure.

As a result of aging phenomena, the room-temperature tensile ductility is reduced, making the
material prone to cracking during shut-down/start-up operations.
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Abstract: Any manufacturing equipment designed from scratch requires a detailed follow-up of
the performance for the first units placed in service during the production ramp-up, so that lessons
learned are immediately implemented in next deliveries and running equipment is accordingly
updated. Component failure analysis is one of the most valuable sources of improvement among
these lessons. In this context, a failure-assessment based design revision of the conveying system
of a newly developed press hardening furnace is presented. The proposed method starts with a
forensic metallurgical analysis of the failed components, followed by an investigation of the working
conditions to ensure they match the forensic observations. The results of this approach evidenced an
initially unforeseen thermo-mechanical damage produced by a combination of thermal distortions,
material ageing, and mechanical fatigue. Once the cause–effect relationship for the failure is backed
up by evidence, an improved design is proposed. As a conclusion, a new standard design for the
furnace entrance set of rollers in hot stamping lines was established for roller hearth furnaces. The
solution can be extended to similar applications, ensuring the same issues will not arise thanks to the
lessons learned.

Keywords: hot stamping; press hardening; austenitizing furnace; high temperature fatigue; thermal
distortion; conveying system; refractory steels; furnace component failure

1. Introduction

Press hardening is a fast-growing technology, mainly exploited for the safety and weight
improvements that it introduces in the automotive industry [1–3]. Austenitizing the steel to be
hardened is a must in the manufacturing process, which turns the austenitizing furnace into a key
piece of equipment. Despite that several heating alternatives have been studied, such as resistance
heating [4], induction heating [5,6], or direct contact heating [7], radiant heating is the leading industrial
solution for mass production. The amount of published works related to dedicated furnaces for press
hardening is, though, scarce and mostly focused on roller hearth furnaces [8].

Roller hearth furnaces carry the steel sheet blanks through the furnace by means of ceramic rollers
that stand the nominal working temperatures required for press hardening furnaces, which range from
890 ◦C to 950 ◦C. These ceramic rollers can show a variety of porosity levels and chemical compositions,
ranging from high density fused silica to very porous aluminosilicates. The main drawback of this
conveying system lies in the brittle nature of the ceramics and its impact in furnace maintenance
costs and production dead-times arising from for broken roller replacement. These maintenance
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requirements are increased by the predominance AlSi coated steel sheet in the press hardened products.
The AlSi coating damages the ceramics rollers in two ways (Figure 1):

- It can partially melt and adhere to the roll, generating a build-up that leads to format trajectory
deviation inside the furnace. Therefore, the formats do not exit the furnace in a proper position
for robotic transferring to the stamping press.

- The molten AlSi can infiltrate in the pores and micro-cracks in the roll surfaces. When the
furnace is cooled down for a stop or an energy saving condition, such as a weekend stand-by, the
infiltrated metal solidifies and acts as a wedge, which leads to roller fracture.

 

 

BUILD-UP 

INFILTRATION 

MAIN 
FRACTURE 
SURFACE 

SECONDARY 
CRACK 

Figure 1. Picture of a cracked roller showing both aluminum build-up due to adhesion and aluminum
infiltration across the full thickness of the roller wall.

The rolling beam sheet blank conveying concept is an advantageous alternative to the roller
hearth furnace system as it allows avoiding these two issues. More specifically, the rolling beam design
overcomes the limitations imposed by the roller hearth thanks to the following improvements [9]:

- Blanks can be loaded widthwise, leading to shorter production lines.
- Transport system-to-blank contact is reduced, minimizing conveying system contamination

problems due to AlSi coating melting.
- Blank location accuracy at the exit point of the blanks from the furnace is improved as a result of

the fixed stroke of the rolling beams.
- Overall equipment efficiency is increased owing to lower maintenance needs and less stops are

needed for correcting blank positioning at the furnace exit.

On the drawback side, roller hearth furnaces are a mature option for austenitizing that have
worked successfully for years in press hardening, while roller beam furnaces have been in use for less
than five years now. As the novel roller beam sheet metal format conveying system was designed
from scratch, close follow-up of the furnaces deployed first is a must to ensure a quick maturation of
the equipment. During this sort of follow-up, component failure analysis has proven to be a source
of major information to introduce design and operation improvements in many applications [10–12].
In the specific case of the furnaces, studies on elements such as radiant tubes [13], internal supports [14],
gas conductions [15], and product transportation systems [16] are representative examples.

In the following sections, a failure analysis-based improvement of the steel rollers in the conveying
system of a roller beam press hardening furnace is presented. These rollers are the elements transmitting
movement from the drives to the beams that convey the blanks inside the furnace. After an operating
time of 1800 h at a nominal temperature of 930 ◦C, a roller from the front section of the furnace (initial
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2 m of the chamber) failed in the fillet between the end bell and the journal that connected the roller to
the drive (Figure 2a). The fillet fractured across the diameter where it met the journal and showed
clear fatigue marks (Figure 2b).

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

TO THE 

DRIVE 

TO THE 

FURNACE 

JOURNAL END BELL 

FAILURE SITE 

Figure 2. General description of the failure site: (a) overview of the fracture location in the drive end of
the roll; (b) detail of the fracture surface.

The journal, end-bell, and fillet design criteria followed the furnace maker’s standard, which was
backed-up by successful experiences with components that were predicted to show analogous working
conditions in other types of furnaces and should fail due to creep. More specifically, the applied criteria
for design was a maximum 1% creep after 100,000 h under operating conditions. This was translated to
a maximum working stress of 125 MPa for the failure site [17]. This case study focuses on determining
the root causes behind the failure of only 2 rollers out of the 36 identical rollers that were installed in
the furnace and in redesigning the conveying system to mature the robustness of the equipment.

2. Materials and Methods

The studied rollers were built in the stainless-steel grade AISI 304 and were comprised by two bell
and journal ends (Figure 3), welded to a cylindrical body (tube) that crossed the entire furnace chamber
width. The tube ends were welded to the Ø180 mm of the conical bells. One of the journals was fit into
a bearing adapted to accommodate the roller expansion during furnace warm-up, while the other was
fixed to the motor that applied the thrust movements involved in rolling beam format conveying.

Figure 3. Most relevant dimensions of the original bell and journal design (dimensions in mm).

The materials employed for the study corresponded to two rollers (identified as BR1 and BR2)
that were found collapsed during furnace maintenance stops, both showing the fracture in the motor
side journal (Figure 4). Both rollers were in the first section of the furnace, where the formats enter the
austenitizing chamber. Following the detection of the two broken rollers, all journal fillet radiuses,
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both motor side and expansion side, were penetrant dye inspected for the presence of cracks in all
the rollers of the furnace. Despite no cracks being detected, five rolls were randomly selected and
disassembled from the furnace to confirm the absence of cracks in the fillets by metallographic cross
sectioning and the absence of cracking was confirmed. The failure was thus specific to the two affected
rollers, which were studied more in depth.

 

Figure 4. Sample of broken roll 1 (BR1) that was inspected.

The failure analysis on the cracked rollers was performed in the following steps:

1. Metallurgical analysis of the fractured component and proposal of the failure mechanism.

a. Chemical analysis to verify that the material was correctly supplied.
b. Tensile testing of a specimen from the area of the journal that works the coldest in service,

to ensure there was not an initial mechanical property problem from the beginning.
c. Microstructural inspection in the neighborhood of the fracture and in a position far from

the fracture (cold area), to check the phase evolution of the material during service in the
cracked area compared with a section thermally unaltered in service.

d. Fractographic inspection of the fracture surface to determine the nature of the damage that
the roll suffered and its trajectory.

e. Verification of the concordance of the observations against the expected failure mode by
design of the roller.

2. Investigation of the deviations between the expected working conditions and the actual working
conditions of the rolls that would fit with the failure mechanism.

a. In situ measurement of the temperature in the failure site with the furnace running.
b. Verification of the stress in the failure site by studying the load profile during the movement

sequence in the running furnace.
c. Proposal of the failure mechanism taking into account the deviations of the actual working

condition from the loads and temperatures expected from design.

3. Redesign of the roll to avoid future failures.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Metallurgical Analyses

Starting with the verification of the chemical composition, it was performed by employing
spark emission spectrometry (Spectrolab + Spark Analyzer Vision V2, Model M10; Spectro Analytical
Instruments GmbH, Boschstr. 10, Kleve, Germany). This allowed evaluating whether or not there was
any mistake in the material supply in terms of satisfying the roller drawing indications. Table 1 shows
that there was no unexpected deviation on the materials, and they agreed on the AISI 304 that was
chosen by design.
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Table 1. Specification and actual measured chemical composition of the rollers in % weight (expanded
uncertainty K = 2 of the measurements <0.03%).

Reference C Mn Si S P Cr Ni

AISI 304 Specification [18] 0.08 <2 <1 <0.03 <0.045 18–20 8–10.5
Broken Roll 1 (BR1) 0.05 1.04 0.62 <0.02 <0.02 19.58 9.14
Broken Roll 2 (BR2) 0.06 1.05 0.58 <0.02 <0.02 19.61 9.15

Room temperature tensile properties were also checked following the work of [19] in a 100 kN
universal testing machine (Zwick Z100, ZwickRoell GmbH & Co. KG, Ulm, Germany) to validate
that the material was in a proper mechanical condition when the component was installed. Ø10 mm
cylindrical specimens were machined from the coldest end of the journal. This location was chosen
to ensure that the was no thermal modification in the material because of the time the roller spent in
service. The results are shown in Table 2 and allow discarding the presence of intrinsically faulty raw
material, as the purchasing specifications were met.

Table 2. Purchasing specification and actual tensile properties for the BR1 and BR2 samples (indicated
tolerance corresponds to expanded measurement uncertainty K = 2).

Reference
Yield Strength
Rp0.2 (MPa)

Tensile Strength
Rm (MPa)

Elongation
E (%)

Reduction in Area
RA (%)

Purchasing specification
from design >210 >560 >58 -

Tensile specimen from BR1 248 ± 5 602 ± 5 61.0 ± 1.5 75.0 ± 1.5
Tensile specimen from BR2 250 ± 5 610 ± 5 60.0 ± 1.5 74.0 ± 1.5

The metallographic analyses of the materials were performed by means of light microscopy (Leica
Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). The inspections showed that the fracture area was submitted to
high temperatures, in excess of 550 ◦C, as extensive sigma phase evolution and intergranular carbide
precipitation were observed (Figure 5 left). The material did not show this microstructure in origin, as
evidenced by the inspection of the cold journal zone fitting the motor (Figure 5, right).

  
100 m 100 m 

Figure 5. Micrographs of the broken journals. Left. Carbide precipitation in grain boundaries and sigma
phase nucleation in the fractured zone. Right. Regular solution annealed austenitic microstructure free
of carbides and sigma phase in cold zone of the journal.

Regarding macroscopic inspection of the fracture surfaces of BR1 and BR2 (Figure 6), both samples
looked very similar, indicating that the mechanical damage progress was analogous. In both cases,
fractures showed several fatigue crack nucleation sites. The fatigue crack growing pattern left lighter
color growing marks, which are interpreted as crack stops during bank-holidays and preventive
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maintenance furnace stand-by periods. The final ductile collapse of the rollers is displaced from the
geometrical section of the roll because of the different loads that the rollers must bear depending on
their angular position.

  

  

10 mm 10 mm 

10 mm 10 mm 

Figure 6. Fracture surface of broken roll 1 (BR1) (top) and BR2 (bottom). Left. Several fatigue nucleation
sites marked by arrows and crack stop lines marked with discontinuous lines. Right. Final ductile
collapse surface of the roll.

Scanning electron microscopy (FEG-SEM, Ultra Pluss, Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany)
inspection confirmed the macroscopic observations. Most of the surface showed oxidation, which
meant that some features were hidden, but fatigue nucleation, fatigue crack growth, and ductile
fracture patterns (Figure 7) were found. In consequence, the failure mechanism was undoubtedly a
fatigue failure, which was probably enhanced by thermal deterioration of the mechanical properties.
This deterioration consisted of carbide precipitation and sigma phase evolution coinciding in the
fractured section.
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2 mm 100 m 

100 m 

Figure 7. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of the three main fractographic features
observed in BR1 and BR2. Top left. Fatigue nucleation site with the crack growth direction marked by
arrows. Top right. Fatigue lines on the oxidized surface of the fatigue cracked area. Bottom. Ductile
dimples in the final collapse zone.

It is important to note that the bearing journal fillet was dimensioned supposing an average
working temperature of 500 ◦C, and thus material ageing was not expected in this section. On top
of that, the design of the roller was directed to avoid creep as the forecast failure mode, but fatigue
was the actual cause. Thus, higher loads than expected from design must have been involved in the
roller fracture. The next section explains the investigations that led to verifying that the failed section
happened to be working at higher temperature and under higher loads than designed, and why the
rest of the rollers appeared in perfect condition during penetrant dye inspection.

3.2. Investigation of the Deviations

As the metallurgical observations pointed to an excess of temperature in the failure area, a direct
temperature measurement was performed on the furnace during service, both in the failed roller’s
position (on new rollers used to substitute the BR1 and BR2) and in three further randomly selected
rollers along the furnace.

The verification of the working temperature of the rollers in the position where the journal met the
fillet radius was performed by drilling an inclined Ø5 mm hole through the outer furnace steel sheet
cover and the refractory insulation, so that it was possible for a straight K type thermocouple to be
guided to contact the area of interest. The incision angle was calculated in such a way that a maximum
deviation of ±2 mm from the measuring junction of the thermocouple to the failure position would
occur. The thermocouple was driven through the hole until contact was made and then retracted 1
mm to avoid friction while the roll was rotating. Values obtained during service ranged from 530
◦C to 570 ◦C in all positions, confirming that the actual average working temperature was higher
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than designed. In consequence, the creep strength of the steel dropped from 125 MPa to 75 MPa.
Nevertheless, all the measurements were above the expected values both in failed and sound sites,
pointing to the loading condition as the key factor causing the failure.

Regarding the working loads, careful inspection during service allowed identifying an unexpected
vibration during the conveying movement, right when the tip of the first walking beam contacted the
rolls in the back and forth trajectory. This beam worked half stroke outside the furnace, as it dragged
the formats from the feeding platform to the inside of the furnace and was directly heated by the ceiling
burners. While the bottom of the beam was cooled down by the contact with the cold rollers, the top of
the beam was unable to cool down at the same pace and a thermal distortion was generated. It was
found that the beam was bent as shown in Figure 8. This caused the vibration that was observed when
the leading edge of the beam hit the rollers. It also meant the presence of a gap between the beam
and its expected contact points. Consequently, the weight of the beam was not evenly distributed
between three to four rollers, but between two instead. Complex deformation of machines in other
processes was also studied [20], but in their case, the main cause was mechanical deformation due to
process forces.

Figure 8. Scheme of the effect of temperature differences between the top and the bottom of the beam.
The rollers marked as “hot rollers” correspond to the fractured ones.

It must be also remarked that the rollers and the applied loads were not symmetrical (Figure 9);
the distance between the bearing reaction point and the fillet radius at the expansion side was 30%
shorter than in the motor side, leading to lower stress and explaining why cracking was observed only
in one side of the rollers.
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Figure 9. Loading scheme of the roller when the beams are sitting on four rollers at the same time
(dimensions in mm).
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The investigations in the working furnace confirmed that the broken sections were subjected to
temperatures 10% higher than design temperatures and loads between 50% and 100% higher than
design loads, depending on the expected number of contacts of the beam in each point of the stroke.
More specifically, 50% for the positions where the beams were sitting on two rollers instead of three
(3/2 higher load than expected) and 100% for the positions where the beams were sitting on two rollers
instead of four (4/2 higher load than expected).

Considering the load scenario from Figure 9 with a classical approach [21], the maximum bending
and torsional stresses applied on the broken Ø54 mm should have been 35 MPa (Equation (1)) and
6 MPa (Equation (2)), which gives maximum principal stress of 36 MPa (Equation (3)). No thermal
stresses were considered because of the installation of a slider in the expansion side of the roller, which
allowed the unrestrained expansion of the component. This meant a creep design safety factor over 3.

σbending =
4·M
π·R3 =

4·2600·0.21
π·0.0273 = 35 MPa (1)

τtorsion =
2·T
π·R3 =

2·170
π·0.0273 = 6 MPa (2)

σprincipal max =
σbending

2
+

√(σbending

2

)2
+ τ2

torsion = 36 MPa (3)

The beam sitting problems, though, doubled the peak stress, and adding the stress concentration
factors due to fillet radii on 1.55 (taking r/d = 0.13 and D/d = 1.28 from the bending stepped round bar
with a fillet chart on [22]) makes the peak stress 112 MPa. Introducing the surface finish (1.1) and scale
factors (1.25) [23], the final peak stress reaches 154 MPa.

This would have been admissible if the temperature of the journal had stayed close to 450 ◦C, as
the dynamic hardening gives a fatigue limit plateau of approximately 225 MPa for the AISI 304 [24,25].
The fatigue strength of AISI 304, though, drops when working over 450 ◦C. It can be estimated from
AISI 304 fatigue curves in the work of [17] that a reasonable fatigue strength for the broken journal
would be close to 165 MPa. Despite it not being possible to perform fatigue tests on the journal left
overs to verify this information, these values of stress and strength fit with the observed failure.

3.3. Roller Redesign

The main criterion for journal and sleeve redesign was minimizing the stress in the failure area,
while keeping a geometry compatible with the existing insulation sleeves that mated the modified
roller section. This strategy allowed standardizing a new roller geometry without any major changes
in further components of the furnace. The intervention to redesign the rollers comprised three
working lines:

1. The insulation of the area was improved and a temperature reduction of 50 ◦C was achieved
in the affected area, slowing down the carbide precipitation kinetics and arresting sigma
phase embrittlement.

2. The thermal differences leading to beam bending were evened with radiation deflectors and
a proper sitting of the beam on three or four rollers, depending on the stroke’s position, was
achieved. Working loads were corrected this way, reducing the stress in the fillet radius.

3. The design of the roll was made more robust by increasing the journal diameter from Ø54 mm to
Ø64 mm and by reducing the stress concentration factor thanks to a fillet of R20 mm and tangent
to the cone instead of a truncated R7 mm fillet (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Final journal design that substituted the original geometry (dimensions in mm).

These three actions led to an improved loading condition in which the following occurred:

- The service loads were reduced by between 33% and 50% depending on the beam’s position (33%
if the beam passed from sitting in two rollers to sitting on three rollers and 50% in the case in
which the beams passed from sitting on four rollers to sitting on four rollers).

- The generation of over temperatures in the fillet was avoided, so that the reduction of the hot
strength was avoided.

- The stress in the failure area was reduced by 40%. The main factor contributing to this improvement
is an increased inertia when changing from Ø54 mm to Ø64 mm, as both the bending and torsion
stresses in the failure area are inversely proportional to Ø3: 543/643 = 0.60.

This can be expressed in terms of principal stress (Equations (4)–(6)) to build the following
new scenario:

σbending =
4·M
π·R3 =

4·2600·0.21
π·0.0323 = 21 MPa, (4)

τtorsion =
2·T
π·R3 =

2·170
π·0.0323 = 3 MPa, (5)

σprincipal max =
σbending

2
+

√(σbending

2

)2
+ τ2

torsion = 21 MPa. (6)

- The stress concentration factor was reduced to 1.25 (r/d = 0.31 and D/d = 1.12 from the bending
stepped round bar with a fillet chart in the work of [22]). Also introducing the scale (1.25) and
roughness (1.1) leaves a peak stress of 1.25 × 1.25 × 1.1 × 21 = 39 MPa.

Adding up all the actions, the peak stress for the R = −1 fatigue condition in which the rollers
work changed from 154 MPa in initial service to 39 MPa in the redesigned condition. The four-fold
reduction of stress led to an improvement effect fatigue wise, as reflected in the fact that the modified
rolls were in production for double the initial roll failure time without any trace of cracking after
penetrant dye inspection. The new design was implemented in all the furnaces of the same family.
This result emphasizes the importance of performing mechanical calculations that must consider all
factors involved in service when designing new equipment.

4. Conclusions

The metallurgical study of the fractured rollers and the investigations on the actual operating
conditions of the furnace allowed reaching the following conclusions:

- The supply condition of the broken steel was correct and clearly different from its metallurgical
condition on the fracture site.

- The roller was designed against creep, but the failure was caused by mechanical fatigue crack
growth combined with ductile collapse when the resistant section was severely reduced.
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- The actual metallurgical condition of the steel did not fit with the design working parameters
that were expected.

- The investigations performed on the running furnace confirmed that the working temperature on
the failure site exceeded design temperature and that working loads even doubled design load at
some positions of the stroke.

- The actual working parameters perfectly fit the observations in the fractured component, both
regarding microstructural and fractographical evolutions.

- Actions against the root cause, leveling the contact of the rollers with the beam, adjusting the
thermal barriers, and reducing the stress in the failure site were successfully implemented and the
service times of the rollers working in these conditions doubled the failure times of the original
broken rollers without showing any crack traces in liquid penetrant inspections.

This case study shows the importance of investigating the deviations between the expected working
condition and the actual working condition when a failure analysis is performed. The operating
temperature and loads are critical in furnace components. In terms of temperatures, it becomes critical to
assess the carbide and sigma phase precipitation kinetics when dealing with embrittlement susceptible
austenitic stainless steels. Regarding loads, not only the functional loads must be considered, but also
thermal borne stresses, even those generated by faulty contacts caused by thermal expansion and
bending. Design-wise, the recommendation of analyzing the loading scenarios due to deviations from
expected service conditions for mechanical design reliability of new equipment is strongly underlined.
When resistant section must be dimensioned for a rotary steel part that is susceptible to creep, it must
be taken into account that the rotation compensates the creep and fatigue becomes a design factor that
must also be considered.

The results and method followed in the above sections are of general application to production
lines in cases of hot-stamping lines, and can be considered, along with conclusions of modelling given
in the work of [26], as a key aspect of the high-production process currently in full use in automotive
white-body assembly.
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Abstract: A mathematical procedure based on the analysis of tensile flow curves has been proposed to
assess the microstructure quality of several ductile irons (DIs). The procedure consists of a first diagram
for the assessment of the ideal microstructure of DIs, that is, the matrix where mobile dislocations move,
and a second diagram for the assessment of the casting integrity because of potential metallurgical
discontinuities and defects in DIs. Both diagrams are based on the dislocation-density-related
constitutive Voce equation that is used for modeling the tensile plastic behavior of DIs. The procedure
stands on the fundamental assumption that the strain hardening behavior of DIs is not affected by the
nature and the density of the potential metallurgical discontinuities and defects, which are expected
to affect only the elongations to fracture. However, this fundamental assumption is not obvious,
and so its validity was evaluated through tensile testing Isothermed Ductile Irons (IDIs) 800, showing
a wide scatter of elongations to rupture. The analysis of the strain hardening behaviors supported by
strain energy density calculations of IDIs tensile tests proved that the fundamental assumption was
valid and the quality assessment procedure could be applied to IDIs. A modified Voce equation was
also introduced to improve the fitting of the experimental tensile flow curves and the strain energy
density calculations.

Keywords: ductile irons; tensile tests; mechanical properties; constitutive equations; quality assessment

1. Introduction

Due to the demand of improving mechanical properties, new chemical compositions and
production routes of Ductile Irons (DIs) have been explored to obtain different microstructures. Thus,
new classes of advanced DIs have been produced, that are, for instance, the alloyed SiBoDur [1]
and High Silicon Strengthened (HSiS) DIs, i.e., with silicon content above 3.5–4.0 wt% [2–4], and the
Austempered DIs (ADIs) [5–8] and Isothermed DIs (IDIs) [8] that are produced through heat treatments.
The current international standards were originally produced for classifying conventional DIs, where
silicon content is almost constant (1.8–2.8 wt%) and the pearlite to ferrite ratio, changing because of
alloying elements like copper, is the key microstructure parameter that increases yield and tensile
strengths, and reduces elongations to rupture. Thus, the current DIs classification is based on the
minimal tensile mechanical properties, but unfortunately this classification cannot give the correct
picture of the advanced DIs [9]. A specific classification approach to properly weigh up these new
generations of advanced DIs is needed, which should be capable of taking into account increasing
alloying elements content and new production routes, mainly through heat treatments resulting in
complex microstructures, like ausferrite in ADIs and perferrite in IDIs.
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Microstructure in DIs and any castings may enclose metallurgical discontinuities and defects
that cause high variability in mechanical properties. To minimize this variability metallurgical
discontinuities and defects have to be easily evaluated, hopefully based on tensile data [10].
Microstructure is a generic term that involves different structural features at different scales. However,
only those structural features that produce effects because of the application of some external stimulus
are meaningful to define the microstructure of materials. Under the experimental conditions to test
metallic materials in tension, in ferritic-pearlitic DIs or perferritic IDIs, bcc ferrite deforms plastically
through dislocation multiplication and storage, and motion of mobile dislocations. Therefore, as the
correlation between microstructure and tensile plastic behavior is our concern, dislocation dynamics
has to be considered. At room temperature, dislocations move on crystallographic planes along
specific crystallographic directions of bcc ferrite, and interact with other structural features that they
encounter on these planes, and are obstacles to their motion, i.e., other dislocations, grain boundaries,
and second phases boundaries, like α/cementite interfaces in pearlite. The set of the structural features
involved in this scenario results in what is called as the matrix. The matrix and the loading conditions
(loading mode, strain rate, and temperature) determine the plastic flow curves of metallic materials.
However, metallurgical discontinuities and defects that in DIs are irregular morphology graphite,
shrinkages, slag inclusions, and gas holes, may be present in the matrix and affect the tensile flow
curves, the extent of which depends on their nature and density. The microstructure results in matrix
with metallurgical discontinuities and defects. In the contest of cast products, quality mainly assumes
the meaning of microstructure integrity, that is, the absence of metallurgical discontinuities and defects.
The microstructure is of high quality or ideal, when the nature and density of defects in the matrix
are below a threshold and do not affect the flow curve; in other words, the ideal microstructure is the
matrix. Otherwise, when defects affect the flow curve to some extent with respect to the flow curve of
the ideal microstructure, the microstructure is defected or of lower quality.

A framework to classify grade (conventional and heat treated) and quality level of DIs based on
plastic properties has been proposed by Zanardi et al. [9], where a Material Quality Index (MQI) was
defined as

MQI = Rm
2·A5/(8200 + 3Rm), (1)

with Rm the ultimate tensile strength, and A5 the elongation to rupture in tensile test. Accordingly,
new generation DIs have MQI larger than 360, while in conventional ferritic-pearlitic DIs MQI ranges
between about 100 and 190 according to the pearlite content. Indeed, a first MQI was first proposed by
Siefer and Ortis, and developed later by Crews in 1974 [10], defining MQI = Rm

2·A5. However, an
effective microstructure quality assessment procedure should be capable of cataloguing univocally the
grade of the matrix (the ideal microstructure), depending on chemical composition and production
route, and within that, of classifying the integrity of the material, which these approaches based on
MQIs cannot do. An innovative mathematical procedure [11,12] to assess the microstructure quality of
DIs has been recently proposed and it is indeed capable of addressing these two issues: Cataloguing
different grades of DIs and classifying their integrity. The procedure comes into two diagrams. The
first diagram is for the assessment of DIs matrix, that is, the ideal microstructure. This first diagram
is based on the correlation between matrix and plastic behavior, which can be described by using
the dislocation-density-related constitutive Voce equation. In fact, the Voce equation parameters
obtained from the best fits of the experimental tensile flow curves are used as coordinates of the matrix
assessment diagram. Conventional DIs with different ferrite–pearlite ratios and advanced DIs with
high silicon content or ausferrite and perferrite, are univocally identified by lining on distinct positions
on it [11,12]. Thus, the diagram can classify the different microstructures of the modern DIs, overtaking
the limitations of the current classification standards based on the minimal mechanical properties
and MQIs. The second diagram is for the material integrity assessment, and is also based on Voce
formalism. Metallurgical discontinuities and defects can cause premature rupture that occurs before
the geometrical instability of tensile specimens, that is, localized deformation (necking), and so in the
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integrity assessment diagram the experimental elongations to rupture (er) and uniform elongations (eu)
where necking occurs, are compared [11,12].

A similar approach has been published to assess the integrity of Al casting alloys for aerospace
applications, based on the concept of the target properties [13,14] by using Voce equation and Strain
Energy Density (SED) that is the energy per unit volume stored during tensile plastic deformation
until rupture. In the reported tests on Al casting alloys, the strain hardening behavior was significantly
affected by metallurgical discontinuities and defects, because of the pour integrity typical in Al castings,
which made it difficult to define a specimen free of major defects, and in fact the target properties
approach has been discarded for a statistical approach based on the ductility potential [15,16]. Indeed,
the two diagrams procedure here proposed to assess the microstructure quality of DIs stands on the
fundamental assumption that the strain hardening behavior of DIs is not affected by the nature and the
density of the potential metallurgical discontinuities and defects, which are expected to only affect
the elongations to fracture. However, this is not obvious, as already reported in Al castings [13–16],
and if the assumption were not valid, the integrity assessment diagram for DIs should be abandoned.
This paper is focused on evaluating whether, in DIs, the metallurgical discontinuities and defects only
affected the elongations to rupture, and did not the strain hardening behavior. As a consequence of this
validation, the mathematical procedure proposed for the material quality assessment of DIs [11,12]
should be validated.

For this investigation, the heat treated IDIs 800 (Ultimate Tensile Strength—UTS—of 800 MPa)
produced in Zanardi S.p.A. was used, intentionally selected in a wide range of elongations to rupture
before and after necking, which was not typical for this material grade that is usually characterized
by an improved uniformity of mechanical properties, thanks to the absence of any alloying and
for a short time for the solid state transformation during quenching after partial austenitization.
Isothermed Ductile Irons (IDIs) [17] belong to a new generation of DIs that are very attractive for the
good combination of outstanding mechanical properties and low production costs. IDI 800s were
produced from conventional GJS 400 heats (with a C content of about 3.6wt% and Si 2.46–2.66, Mn
0.10–0.15, Cu 0.01–0.15, Ni < 0.06, Mo < 0.01, and Sn < 0.01, Fe balance) that were cast with different
cooling rates in Zanardi Fonderie S.p.A. through four different mold geometries, namely, cylindrical
Lynchburg mold with 25 mm diameter (here after L25) produced complying with the standard UNI
EN 1563, and three different Y moulds with thickness 25, 50 and 75 mm (here after Y25, Y50 and Y75)
complying with the standard ASTM A 536-84. Then, from room temperature the GJS 400 heats were
heated up at 815 ◦C in the intercritical range Ac1–Ac3 for 150 min [17] to be partially austenitized,
leaving an opportune fraction of pro-eutectoid ferrite, and then, after quenching in salt bath above
the Ms, the austenite transformed into pearlite. The resulting microstructure is called as perferrite
(that is a neologism [9]) and consists of alternated ferrite and pearlite, which is different from the
bull-eye structure of conventional pearlitic-ferritic DIs, where ferrite is surrounded by pearlite. The
microstructure of alternated ferrite and pearlite confers, to IDI 800, excellent elongations to rupture,
and in fact the minimum elongation to rupture is 6% for IDI 800, while it is 2.5% for conventional
pearlitic-ferritic grades with UTS of 800 MPa [9]. An example of perferrite is reported in Figure 1,
where pearlite is bright (volume fraction typically higher than 60%), ferrite is gray and graphite is
black (volume fraction typically 10%). Microstructure observations of IDI 800 were performed through
a high resolution Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) SU-70 by Hitachi (Hitachi High-Technologies
Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) after conventional metallographic polishing procedure and final etching
with Nital 2%.
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Figure 1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrograph with secondary electron signal of typical
spheroidal graphite perferritic microstructure of IDI 800 after metallographic polishing and etching
with 2% Nital, consisting of nodular graphite (black) embedded in alternated ferrite (gray) and
pearlite (bright).

The wide range of elongations of the 20 tensile-tested samples of the investigated IDI 800 was
associated either to a wide range of density of possible metallurgical discontinuities and defects, and
to the ideal matrix when uniform elongations were achieved. The strain hardening behaviors of the
tensile curves of IDIs 800 were analyzed, and the fundamental assumption of the quality assessment
procedure was quantitatively analyzed on strain hardening comparison and SED considerations.

2. Methods

2.1. Mechanical Properties and Plastic Behaviour

Tensile tests were carried out at the strain rate of 10−4 s−1 on round specimens made of 20 different
IDI 800 samples with an initial gauge in the diameter do = 12.5 mm and length lo = 50 mm complying
with ASTM E8-8M. Engineering tensile flow curves S vs. e with S = F/Ao and e = (l − lo)/lo were
obtained, where F, Ao and l were the instantaneous load, the initial sectional area and instantaneous
gauge length, respectively. The mechanical properties that are conventionally used to qualify metallic
materials are Yield Stress (YS), Ultimate Tensile Stress (UTS), and elongation to rupture (er). These
parameters are correlated with the material microstructure. However, they are not enough to assess
the microstructure quality, since the uniform elongation eu is also relevant. In fact, plastic deformation
lastly induces failure, and in tensile testing strain localization in the form of necking occurs: The
elongation at necking is called uniform elongation (eu). Metallurgical discontinuities and defects are
stress raisers that can nucleate cracks and produce premature failure before necking, causing er < eu,
and so eu is a parameter that can give indications of the quality of the material microstructure.

A rigorous method to find the uniform elongation eu and compare it to the experimental elongation
to rupture er is based on two steps. First, true stress-true plastic strains (σ vs. εp) have to be found,
where σ = S·(1 + e) and εp = ε − σ/E = ln(1 + e) − σ/E, with S and e the engineering stress and
elongation, respectively, and E the experimental Young modulus obtained from tensile tests. Secondly,
an appropriate constitutive equation [18–20] has to be used to model the experimental flow curves
to predict, at best, the uniform strain εu, that is, the plastic strain at which the Considère’s condition
dσ/dεp = σ is fulfilled, where dσ/dεp is the strain hardening rate. Note that the uniform strain εu is
univocally linked to the uniform elongation eu, as well as, the strain to rupture εr is related to the
elongation to rupture er. However, since height and shape of tensile flow curves could be affected
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by the nature and the density of defects, a straightforward comparisons between er and eu might be
meaningless, and the effects of defects on strain hardening behavior of DIs, that is the increase of
strength with straining, necessarily has to be analyzed.

2.2. Voce Equation

Voce equation is
σ = σV + (σo − σV) · exp

(
−εp/εc

)
, (2)

where σ is the true flow stress, εp the true plastic strain, σV is the saturation stress that is achieved
asymptotically with straining, εc is the characteristic transient strain that defines the rate with which
σV is approached, and σo is the back-extrapolated stress to εp = 0. Voce equation has been successfully
applied to a wide number of metallic materials, like copper [18,19], austenitic stainless steels [21,22],
aluminum alloys [13–16], ferritic-pearlitic DIs, IDIs, and ADIs [8,9,11,12], and also solid solution and
precipitation strengthened nickel based superalloys [23].

The differential form of the Voce equation is used to investigate the strain hardening behavior
of IDIs:

dσ
dεp

=
σV

εc
− σ
εc

= Θo − σεc
, (3)

where Θo and εc are constants. Through fitting Equation (3) to the linear regions at high stresses in
the differential experimental data (dσ/dεp vs. σ), the Voce parameters Θo and εc are found, and, as a
consequence, σV. Finally, σo is found from the best fitting of Voce equation to the experimental tensile
flow curves.

In Figure 2, an example of fitting procedure on a typical IDI 800 is reported (sample No. 18 in
Table 1). In Figure 2a, where data dσ/dεp (= Θ) vs. σ are reported, the slope of the best linear fit at
high stresses is 1/εc, whilst Θo is the intercept with σ = 0 according to Equation (3). In Figure 2b, the
corresponding tensile flow curve with the best fitting Voce equation with the parameters found in
Figure 2a are reported. The saturation stress is σV = Θo·εc, and σo is found through minimizing the
variance between Voce equation and experimental data. The first diagram of the material quality
assessment procedure is for the assessment of the IDI ideal matrix and is based on plotting 1/εc vs. Θo.

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Strain hardening analysis with typical IDI 800 (sample No. 18 in Table 1): differential
data (dσ/dεp = Θ vs. σ) with the best fit of the differential form of Voce equation (Equation (3)) at high
stresses; (b) experimental tensile flow curve with the best fitting Voce equation (Equation (2)).

For the definitions of the second diagram concerning the casting integrity, which is for the
assessment of metallurgical discontinuities and defects, the uniform strain εu,p is defined according to
Voce formalism as follows:

εu,p = εc · ln
[
εc + 1
εc

· σV − σo

σV

]
, (4)
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It is important to bear in mind that εu,p was determined from Voce parameters, independently of
the fact that necking was actually achieved or not. Indeed, if necking was achieved, then εu,p could
be compared to the actual uniform elongation εu,exp, found experimentally at necking. However, if
necking did not occur, then εu,p was the ideal value that was not achieved because of metallurgical
discontinuities or defects. Then, the uniform elongation is

eu(%) =
[
exp
(
εu,p + σu/E

)
− 1
]
· 100, (5)

where σu is the stress at εu,p, E the experimental Young modulus, and σu/E is the elastic component of
strain. The second diagram concerning the casting integrity was built by plotting the experimental
elongations to rupture er vs. eu, that is the ideal uniform elongations.

Table 1. Summary of the Voce parameters for the quality assessment procedure of IDI 800 and strain
energy density at uniform strains (SEDU).

No. Mould Θo (MPa) 1/εc εu,p eu (%) er/eu SEDU (MJ/m3)

1 Y75 28,780.5 28.8 0.0822 8.95 1.17 70.4

2 L25 28,892.7 31.4 0.0847 9.15 0.82 65.7

3 Y25 29,386.7 31.1 0.0832 9.01 0.79 66.2

4 Y25 29,648.3 30.9 0.0840 9.10 1.12 68.1

5 Y25 29,758.1 31.2 0.0828 8.98 1.20 67.1

6 Y50 30,224.5 30.1 0.0804 8.76 0.72 68.8

7 Y50 30,340.6 30.3 0.0804 8.75 1.12 69.4

8 L25 30,391.0 30.4 0.0807 8.79 1.09 68.8

9 Y50 31,316.7 32.0 0.0828 8.97 0.97 68.9

10 Y25 31,531.7 32.9 0.0801 8.68 0.91 65.6

11 Y50 31,870.6 33.3 0.0803 8.69 0.72 65.3

12 L25 32,115.0 31.8 0.0782 8.52 1.00 67.9

13 Y50 32,338.6 33.3 0.0806 8.73 0.78 66.5

14 Y50 32,539.3 33.0 0.0819 8.87 0.72 68.3

15 L25 33,911.0 33.1 0.0766 8.34 0.96 67.9

16 Y75 34,114.7 33.9 0.0783 8.50 0.94 67.1

17 Y75 34,127.6 33.8 0.0804 8.72 0.95 69.3

18 Y50 34,719.9 34.7 0.0776 8.42 0.74 66.7

19 Y25 37,007.8 36.4 0.0778 8.42 0.78 66.9

20 Y25 38,694.2 37.1 0.0764 8.28 1.12 69.0

2.3. Strain Energy Density (SED) at Uniform Strain

In order to compare the strain hardening behavior of two samples quantitatively, the only
comparison of the Voce parameters coming from strain hardening analysis (1/εc and Θo) might not be
enough, since the yielding where dσ/dεp varied rapidly, could not be easily compared in the dσ/dεp

= Θ vs. σ plots. Thus, we proposed that a third parameter should be involved in strain hardening
comparisons, which was the plastic SED at the uniform strain εu,p, hereafter called as SEDU, that is
the volumetric plastic strain energy (MJ/m3) stored in the tensile sample up to the uniform strain εu,p,
defined as

SEDU =

εu,p∫
0

σ
(
εp
)

dεp, (6)
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where σ(εp) was the Voce equation (see Equation (2)). εu,p depended on Voce parameter σo (see
Equation (4)), that is close to the yielding proof stress σ0.2%. SEDU had the advantage to be an integral
quantity involving the whole plastic flow curve, and furthermore SEDU was particularly useful to
compare the plastic behaviors of ideal matrix, where εu,p was indeed achieved (er ≥ eu) and defected
material where εu,p was not (er < eu).

In Figure 2b, Voce equation matches very well the experimental flow curve only at high strains.
The reasons of this mismatch could be attributed to a transient in the dislocation microstructure
evolution and are debated [19]. However, for the determination of SEDU in Equation (6) proper
modeling of the tensile flow curve was also necessary at small strains. A negative Ludwigson-kind
correction Δ was proposed to the Voce equation, which was meant to also match the experimental flow
curve at small strains:

Δ = −σ1 · exp(n0 + n1 · εn2), (7)

with σ1 = 1 MPa (inserted for dimensional consistency), and n0, n1 and n2 constants obtained from
fitting. So the modified Voce equation used to model the IDI 800 experimental flow curves was finally

σ = Δ +
[
σV + (σo − σV) · exp

(
−εp/εc

)]
, (8)

In Figure 3 an example of the best fitting with Equation (8) of the same tensile flow curve in
Figure 2b (sample No. 18 in Table 1) is reported. The match is excellent all over the strains. For instance,
at εp = 0.002 the error was 8.1% with Voce equation, while the error was reduced at −0.2% with the
modified Voce equation (Equation (8)).

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Typical experimental tensile flow curve of IDI 800 (the same in Figure 2b) with the best
fitting modified Voce equation (in Equation (7) n0 = 5.38, n1 = −543.9 and n2 = 0.96); (b) close-up at small
strains to underline the excellent match between experimental flow curve and modified Voce equation.

3. Results

3.1. Microstructure Quality Assessment Procedure

The Voce parameters Θo and 1/εc resulting from the strain hardening analysis of the IDI 800
tensile flow curves are reported in Table 1, with increasing Θo in order to help the data interpretation.
Uniform plastic strains εu,p (Equation (4)), uniform elongations eu (Equation (5)) and er/eu ratios are
reported for rupture conditions analysis, and SEDU values (Equation (6)) calculated using the modified
Voce equation (Equation (8)) data for strain hardening comparison purposes. The mold types are also
reported for indication of the cooling rates of the GJS 400 heats from which the IDIs 800 were produced,
the fastest with L25 mould and the slowest with Y75 mold. The nodule counts measured complying
on the standard ASTM E 2567 resulted to be 420 nodules/mm2 in L25, 280 in Y25, 190 in Y50 and 150
in Y75, and pearlite ranged between nil and 5%, which was typical of fully ferritic grade GJS 400. In
Table 1, there was no correlation between molds (cooling rates) and plastic behavior, namely Voce
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parameters. This is distinctive of IDIs because of their low alloying elements contents. In fact, in IDIs,
there are no major segregations that may be particularly significant and detrimental in thicker walls
when the alloying elements content is higher. However, the aim of the work was not to find a stringent
correlation between Voce parameters and microstructure that was not investigated through quantitative
techniques, but was to evaluate the goodness of the quality assessment procedure [11,12] on a IDI
grade that could present a wide range of final elongations. This variability might be associated either
to a wide range of density of possible metallurgical discontinuities and defects, or to an ideal matrix
when uniform elongations were achieved. Thus, the set of 20 samples of IDIs 800 was intentionally
selected in a wide range of elongations to rupture before and after necking, which was not typical for
this material grade that is usually characterized by an improved uniformity of mechanical properties,
thanks to the absence of any alloying and to the short time for the solid state transformation during
quenching after partial austenitization.

The matrix assessment diagram for IDI 800 is reported in Figure 4a, where GJS 400 data (different
from the heats used to produce the investigated IDI 800) are also reported for comparison. GJS 400
was also produced in Zanardi Fonderie S.p.A. with L25, Y25, Y50, and Y75 molds, and presented a
microstructure consisting of ferrite with a pearlite volume fraction spanning from nil to about 4%
depending on the cooling rate. Each material lies on specific regions of the diagram along specific
lines, identifying univocally the material in the diagram. The matrix quality assessment diagram is
capable of classifying the different microstructures of the modern DIs produced with different chemical
compositions (mainly the Si content) and through different industrial routes and heat treatments, like
IDIs and ADIs [11,12]. In fact, the current classification standards are only based on the minimal tensile
properties (yield stress, ultimate tensile stress, and ductility) that are sufficient to classify only the
conventional DIs produced through a single process, where the only key microstructure parameter
is the pearlite volume fraction. The integrity assessment diagram is reported in Figure 4b for IDI
800, where GJS 400 data are not reported since the ratios er/eu were always bigger than 1.5. For each
tensile curve the experimental plastic elongations er with the ideal uniform plastic elongations eu

(Equation (5)) were compared, where eu represented the ideal behavior of metallic materials, since
necking was achieved. However, because of metallurgical discontinuities or defects premature ruptures
could occur, resulting in plastic elongations er < eu. Thus, in Figure 4b, the data points below the
ideal behavior line (er = eu) identify premature ruptures because of metallurgical discontinuities and
defects, while data points lining on it or above (elongations beyond the necking) identify samples with
metallurgical integrity. IDI 800 shown a wide range of possible rupture conditions for the selected set
of test specimens IDI 800, so IDI 800 represented the optimal material for the present investigation.

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. (a) Matrix assessment diagram for IDI 800 and GJS400; (b) integrity assessment diagram for
IDI 800.
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3.2. Strain Hardening Comparison

In Figure 5a,c,e, strain hardening plots Θ vs. σ of typical IDI 800 flow curves with similar Voce
parameters and different er/eu ratios are reported for comparison. The Voce parameters were selected
in order to span the full possible range of Θo. Indeed, to compare the strain hardening behavior, a
third parameter was necessary, because yielding of different samples could be different even if the Voce
parameters matched, and for this purpose SEDU were calculated in Table 1 and was reported in the plots
of Figure 5. The dot lines passing through the origin in Figure 5a,c,e represent the Considère’s criterion,
that is, the achievement of the uniform strain εu,p, i.e., the ideal behavior (necking). In Figure 5b,d,f,
the engineering flow curves S vs. e corresponding to the strain hardening data in Figure 5a,c,e are
reported. The differential data with similar Voce parameters and SEDU overlap whatever er/eu ratios
they have, and so no significant change in the strain hardening behavior could be observed, even if
significantly different rupture elongations were found: In Figure 5b er spans from a minimum of ≈6.5%
to a maximum of ≈10%, while in Figure 5d,f from ≈6% to ≈8%. In other words, the tensile engineering
flow curves matched utterly from yielding until the premature ruptures in the defected matrixes.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 5. Cont.
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(e) (f) 

Figure 5. (a) Strain hardening data of typical IDI 800 with Θo ≈ 29,600 MPa and 1/εc ≈ 31; (b) engineering
flow curves corresponding to the differential data in (a); (c) with Θo ≈ 31,600 MPa and 1/εc ≈ 33; (d)
engineering flow curves corresponding to (c); (e) with Θo ≈ 34,000 MPa and 1/εc ≈ 34; (f) engineering
flow curves corresponding to (e). The dot lines identified in (a)–(f) identify the Considère’s criterion
Θ = σ.

4. Discussion

Through the matrix assessment diagram in Figure 4a, different grades of DIs with different silicon
content and different production routes involving heat treatments could be classified unambiguously.
This is true for ferritic, ferritic-pearlitic DIs, ADIs 800 and 1000, and IDIs 800 and 1000 [11,12]. This
capability is fundamental for a new classification approach needed for the appearance on the market
of new advanced DIs, since the actual classifications of DIs are based on minimal tensile mechanical
properties, and they are shaped on a single production route with similar silicon content, i.e., between
1.8–2.8 wt%, where pro-pearlite elements, like, for instance, copper, determine the pearlite to ferrite
ratio and so yielding, tensile strength, and ductility. The integrity assessment diagram gives hint on
the presence of metallurgical discontinuities and defects that reduce the material ductility. Indeed,
the integrity assessment diagram is a graphical representation of the quality index er/eu that has some
similarity with the approach presented by Caceres on Al castings [24], who has defined a relative
ductility parameter q as

q = er/er,mdf, (9)

where er has the usual meaning, and er,mdf is the elongation to rupture of a major-defect-free specimen
(subscript mdf ). For er,mdf the strain hardening exponent n in the constitutive Hollomon equation,
σ = K·εn, was used, where K is the strength coefficient (MPa). Equation (9) is the ratio of extrinsic
to intrinsic elongations, where extrinsic elongation is measured in the defected matrix, while the
intrinsic one is from the ideal matrix free of defects. There are two major differences between Caceres’
approach and the here-proposed one. Firstly, the Voce equation has been proved to be more reliable on
fitting tensile flow curves and determining the uniform elongations [8,19,20]. In Reference [8], it has
been reported that theoretical uniform strains εu,p and the experimental εu,exp matched very well in
IDIs and ferritic-pearlitic DIs with errors between experimental and theoretical values between 1%
and 4%, if Voce formalism was used, in opposition to other constitutive equations, like Hollomon
and Hollomon-type equations, where deviations between 50 and 100% were found. Secondly, in the
here-proposed approach, the er,mdf is calculated by the Voce parameters found from the tensile flow
curve itself, by replacing eu (see Equations (4) and (5)) to er,mdf. However, this replacing is only correct
if the metallurgical discontinuities and defects only affect the experimental elongations to rupture er,
and do not influence the strain hardening behavior.

Indeed, both the matrix assessment and the integrity assessment diagrams are based on the
assumption that the metallurgical discontinuities and defects affect only the experimental elongations
to rupture er, and the Voce parameters 1/εc, Θo and the uniform elongations eu should not be affected.
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So 1/εc and Θo should become characteristic parameters of the DI matrix. In other words, the strain
hardening behaviors of ideal and defected materials should be similar even if they have different
elongations to rupture. This assumption was validated in the present work on IDI 800 (see Figure 5a,c,e),
where, even if tensile flow curves had different er/eu values, the strain hardening data were similar. In
Figure 5b,d,f the corresponding engineering tensile flow curves of the ideal (er/eu ≥ 1) and defected
materials (er/eu < 1) could almost overlap from yielding until the failure (of the defected materials).
Further support to the strain hardening consistency was that the SEDU values were comparable for the
different flow curves reported in Figure 5. Indeed, the range of the SEDU values along the whole range
of the IDI 800 reported in Table 1, resulted in being quite narrow, spanning from 65.3 to 70.4 MJ/m3, and
having a mean value of 67.7 MJ/m3 with a mean absolute variance of 1.2 MJ/m3. Thus, the SEDU could
be considered almost constant for the analyzed IDI 800, indicating that metallurgical discontinuities
and defects caused premature failures, but did not significantly affect strain hardening behaviors.

The fact that this assumption was fulfilled in IDI 800 is not obvious in metallic alloys produced
through casting. For instance, in Al alloys castings for airspace applications this assumption has not
been satisfied because of the nature and the high density of metallurgical defects [25]. As reported
in Reference [26] for samples of Al206-T76 produced through the same casting route, the strain
hardening behaviors of the flow curves (reported in Figure 8a of Reference [26]), with “different levels
of quality index (as indicated by their elongations)” have significantly different Voce parameters 1/εc

and Θo. The engineering flow curves corresponding to the strain hardening data shown in Figure
8a of Reference [26], are re-constructed and here reported in Figure 6a, where the dash parts of the
engineering flow curves are beyond the rupture (er) until the achievement of the uniform elongations
eu. In Figure 6a, the strain hardening behaviors of Al206-T76 casting samples [26] are strongly affected
by metallurgical discontinuities and defects, since the Voce parameters change dramatically, and the
engineering flow curves do not overlap at all. For instance, in the blue flow curve with Θo = 9,746 and
1/εc = 21.8, it was found er/eu ≈ 0.94, which could indicate a quite sound material with a SEDU of 39.8
MJ/m3. However, the black flow curve (er/eu ≈ 1.00) is significantly higher with significant larger SEDU

of 68.1 MJ/m3. Indeed, the plastic behavior in the highly defected Al206-T76 changed so dramatically
that the SEDU values of the re-constructed curves varied significantly from 68.1 (er/eu ≈ 1.00) to 23.2
MJ/m3 (er/eu ≈ 0.42), with a mean value of 41.8 MJ/m3 and a mean absolute variance of 13.2 MJ/m3. This
data scatter was significantly wider than in IDI 800, where the mean absolute variance of SEDU values
was 1.7 MJ/m3. Thus, from the er/eu values reported in Figure 6a, it was evident that these ratios could
not be used as an indication of the microstructure quality of Al206-T76, because the strain hardening
behavior was dramatically affected by metallurgical discontinuities and defects. Conversely, in the
IDI 800 results reported in Figure 5, even the widest changes of er/eu did not produce any significant
changes of SEDU. In Figure 6b, the SEDU values vs. 1/εc of IDI 800 and the Al206-T76 are reported
for comparison.

From Figure 6b, other considerations arose. It was evident that the range of Voce parameters
1/εc in IDI 800 was very narrow if compared to Al206-T76. Even more significant, there was no large
scatter in the SEDU values of IDI 800 that appeared constant if compared to Al206-T76, resulting in
no evident relationship between SEDU and 1/εc. Indeed, SEDU and 1/εc are mathematically related
through Equations (4) and (6), so this result meant that the differences of plastic behaviors were
caused by random microstructure features that affected the tensile flow curves (σV and σo), or even
by contributions that could be associated to measurement errors that were random by nature. This
suggested that the nature and density of defects in the IDI 800 matrix was below a significant threshold
and did not affect the flow curve shapes, but only affected the elongations to rupture that could be
caused by single defects in the matrix according to the fracture mechanics approach. Conversely, in
the specimens Al206-T76 the SEDU and 1/εc were strongly related, since the nature and density of
defects in the samples were so high that the defects contributed significantly to the plastic behaviors
of the different samples, affecting σV and σo. In the latter case, a direct comparison between er/eu

should not make any sense. From Figure 6b the SEDU seemed to be a promising tool to discriminate
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between sound and defected castings, and potential applications could be carried out, for instance, on
comparing DIs produced in thin walls and heavy sections (same chemical compositions with different
production routes), or DIs produced with increasing alloying elements contents causing segregations
and/or carbides precipitations (same production routes with different chemical compositions).

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. (a) Re-constructed engineering flow curves from the strain hardening data of Al206-T76
reported in Figure 8a in Reference [26]; the dashed parts of the flow curves concern the achievement of
the uniform strains eu for the calculation of SEDU; (b) SEDU vs. 1/εc for IDI 800 and Al206-T76 from the
flow curves in (a).

These results proved that, with IDI 800, the material quality assessment procedure [11,12] based
on the matrix assessment and the integrity assessment diagrams are valuable. These results suggested
that the procedure should be possible for any DI, where the difference of density between melt metal
and floating scrap is so high that the concentration of metallurgical discontinuities and defects could
be usually kept low with a proper foundry practice. However, even if the nominal compositions
and pouring conditions of DIs are the same, from different foundries the density of defects may be
significantly different, and so the fundamental assumption of the material quality assessment proposed
here has to validated every time for every material. Thus, the capability of a foundry to adopt the
procedure on a material could be itself an indication of the quality of the foundry practice.

5. Conclusions

A mathematical procedure to assess the microstructure quality of DIs [11,12] has been proposed
and comes into two diagrams. A first matrix assessment diagram is for the classification of DIs ideal
microstructure, that is, the matrix, identifying DIs with different silicon content and DIs produced
through different routes and heat treatments. A second integrity assessment diagram is for the
evaluation of the presence of potential metallurgical discontinuities and defects in DIs through
comparing the rupture elongations (er) of DIs to the uniform elongations (eu) during tensile tests. Both
diagrams are based on the formalism of the dislocation-density-related constitutive Voce equation that
is related to dislocation dynamics. However, the procedure is based on the fundamental assumption
that the strain hardening behaviors of DIs are not affected by the nature and the density of the
metallurgical discontinuities and defects, and so they only affect the elongations to fracture. Strain
Energy Density at the uniform strains (SEDU) calculations were used to have quantitative support to
the strain hardening analysis.

• Twenty samples of IDIs 800 were intentionally selected in a untypical wide range of elongations
to rupture to evaluate this assumption;

• The strain hardening behaviors and the SEDU values of the tested IDI 800 resulted in being
independent of rupture conditions, and so the fundamental assumption was proven to be true;

• Interestingly SEDU analysis seemed to be a promising tool to discriminate between sound
and defected castings, like, for instance, comparing DIs produced in thin walls and heavy
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sections, or DIs produced with increasing alloying elements contents causing segregations and
carbides precipitations;

• The results proved that the microstructure quality assessment procedure was valid for IDI 800.

The procedure should also be valid in other DIs, even if indeed the fundamental assumption of
the material quality assessment has to validated every time for every material, and for the same DI
also for every foundry. Indeed, since metallurgical discontinuities and defects depend on the foundry
practice, the capability of a foundry to adopt the proposed quality assessment procedure is itself an
indication of the quality of the foundry practice.
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Abstract: One of the phenomena that accompanies metal cutting is extensive plastic deformation and
fracture. The excess material is plastically deformed, fractured, and removed from the workpiece
in the form of chips, the formation of which depends on the type of crack and their propagation.
Even in case of the so-called ‘continuous’ chip formation there still has to be a fracture, as the cutting
process involves the separation of a chip from the workpiece. Controlling the chip separation and its
patterning in a suitable form is the most important problem of the current industrial processes, which
should be highly automated to achieve maximal production efficiency. The article deals with the
chip root evaluation of two EN C45 and EN 16MnCr5 steels, focusing on the shear angle measuring
and built-up edge observation as important factors influencing the machining process, because a
repeated formation and dislodgement of built-up edge unfavorably affects changes in the rake angle,
causing fluctuation in cutting forces, and thus inducing vibration, which is harmful to the cutting
tool. Consequently, this leads to surface finish deterioration. The planing was selected as a slow-rate
machining operation, within which orthogonal and oblique cutting has been used for the comparative
chips’ root study. The planned experiment was implemented at three levels (lower, basic, and upper)
for the test preparation and the statistical method, and regression function was used for the data
evaluation. The mutual connections among the four considered factors (cutting speed, cutting depth,
tool cutting edge inclination, and rake angle) and investigated by the shear angle were plotted in
the form of graphical dependencies. Finally, chips obtained from both steels types and within both
cutting methods were systematically processed from the microscopic (chip root) and macroscopic
(chip pattern) points of view.

Keywords: shear angle; chip root; shape; built-up edge; slow-rate machining

1. Introduction

Almost every mechanical component in use has undergone a machining operation at some stage
of its manufacturing process. Considering that the economics of the metal cutting process significantly
affect the overall cost of the final products, there is a strong drive to reduce the time and cost of
machining operations. This is one of the reasons why chip machining technology underwent huge
developments in the last several decades, which has been displayed by its massive use in industrial
practice. Despite the opinion of some experts [1,2] that the manufacturing of components by machining
is not efficient and that it is necessary to substitute it with chip-less methods, this technology is
irreplaceable by other technological methods in many cases. The demanded accuracy and the quality
of a machined surface are in many cases not achievable by mechanical working or casting processes,
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because the surfaces of the parts are adversely affected. This is why machining is needed. [3] Controlling
the chip separation and its patterning in a suitable form is the most important problem of the current
industrial processes, which should be highly automated to achieve maximal production efficiency.

One of the phenomena that accompanies metal cutting is extensive plastic deformation and
fracture. The excess material is plastically deformed, fractured, and removed from the workpiece in
the form of chips, the formation of which depends on the type of crack and their propagation. Even in
the case of so-called ‘continuous’ chip formation there still has to be a fracture, as the cutting process
involves the separation of a chip from the workpiece. Chips at the machining are formed due to tearing
and shearing, the workpiece material adjacent to the tool face is compressed and a crack runs ahead of
the cutting tool and towards the body of the workpiece. Cutting takes place intermittently and there is
no movement of the work-piece material over the tool face. In chip formation by shear, there is general
movement of the chip over the tool face.

As the tool advances into the work-piece, the metal ahead of the tool is severely stressed.
The cutting tool causes internal shearing action in the metal, such that the metal below the cutting edge
flows plastically in the form of a chip. Firstly, compression of the metal under the tool edge takes place,
followed by the separation of the metal when the compression limit of that metal has been exceeded.
Plastic flow takes place in a localized region called the shear plane, which extends from the cutting
edge obliquely up to the uncut surface ahead of the tool. When the metal is sheared the crystals are
elongated, the direction of elongation being different than that of the shear.

The angle made by a plane of shear with the direction of tool travel is known as the shear angle,
Φ. Its value depends on the material being cut and the cutting conditions. If the shear angle is small,
the path of the shear will be long, chips will be thick, and the force required to remove the layer of
metal of given thickness will be high, and vice versa.

2. State of the Art

The classic shear plane model is based on a free body diagram of the chip, which is held in
equilibrium by two equal, opposite, and collinear resultant forces, one acting on a shear plane, and the
other on the rake face of the tool. This was developed by Merchant [4] in the early 1940s. Figure 1
depicts the famous Merchant’s circle, which shows the relationship between various force and velocity
components acting on the chip. The individual symbols are defined as follows: vc—chip velocity,
vs—shearing velocity, vw—workpiece velocity, Rs is the resultant force on the tool with its projections
in shear and in frictional directions, α, Φ, and β are the rake, shear, and friction angles, respectively, Lc

is the contact length, and h and hc are uncut chip thickness and chip thickness, respectively.

Figure 1. Force and velocity components in Merchant’s model.

The basis of the scientific research related to orthogonal machining provided by Merchant has
been further developed by many scientists, such as Weiner [5], Wallace and Boothroyd [6], and
Muraka et al. [7]. Later, the involvement of computer aid enabled the development of new numerical
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models of orthogonal machining. The related research has been presented by Li et al. [8], Shi et al. [9],
Filice et al. [10], Bagci [11], Priyadarshini et al. [12], and other researchers.

To study chip characteristics, it is necessary to specify the type of machining by which the chip
forms. There are two different types of cutting: orthogonal and oblique. Orthogonal cutting is a type
of metal cutting in which the cutting edge of the wedge shape cutting tool is perpendicular to the
direction of tool motion. In this cutting, the cutting edge is wider than the width of a cut. This cutting
is also known as 2D cutting, because the force developed during cutting can be a plot on a plane or can
be represented by a 2D coordinate. However, orthogonal cutting is only a particular case of oblique
cutting, such that any analysis of orthogonal cutting can be applied to oblique cutting. Oblique cutting
is a common type of three-dimensional cutting used in the machining process [13].

The characterization of chip morphology is defined by analyzing the chip, both on a micro and
macro level. On a micro-level, the chip is characterized as chip shape and at the macro level as
chip curl. The chip shape characterizes the chip’s cross-section in a plane perpendicular to the rake
face and the cutting plane. Continuous chips, segmented chips, and discontinuous chips could be
defined as the most important classification of chip shape and this is influenced to a large extent
by workpiece material behavior, cutting process parameters, and cutting tool macro geometry [14].
Mathematical formulations employing the above defined geometrical parameters were later developed
by Nakayama et al. to define the chip in 3D practical applications [15]. A more systematic study on chip
curl was developed by various research groups over several decades [14,16–18]. In addition, chip curl
research has been well-reviewed and documented [19,20] and has resulted in a more quantifiable chip
form classification. Among all these fundamental influences, from a cutting tool geometry viewpoint,
the cutting tool macro geometry influences chip curl to a large extent. 2D orthogonal cutting would
primarily result in an up curled chip, with side curling to a very small extent. In 3D oblique cutting,
chips are a combination of both side curl and up curl. Chip curl is also influenced to a large extent by
the nose configuration and its effect is dependent on the relationship between the nose radius and
process parameters selected [21]. Chip segmentation is of pivotal importance, since it facilitates the
machining ergonomics and scrap removal without damaging workpiece surface quality and ensuring
the safety of the working personnel [22].

Noteworthy studies within the chip formation field are the works of Shaw et al. [23], Luk [24], and
Okushima and Minato [25]. Palmer and Oxley [26] used experimental flow fields obtained by tracing
the path of individual grains in low speed cutting to determine the extent of the deformation zone and
the shear angle. They showed that the plastic deformation zone has a substantial thickness and the
streamlines form smooth curves from the workpiece into the chip. They also developed slip-line field
solutions from the experimental results and calculated the stress distribution in the deformation zone.
Oxley and Welsh [27] developed a parallel-sided shear zone theory, which allows for strain hardening
of the material. In this model, the shear flow stress changes from the initial yield stress at the lower
boundary of the shear zone to a higher value at its upper boundary.

Along with an evolution of new materials that should be machined and continual cutting tools
improvements, the topic of chip formation and its morphology is still relevant, so many researchers are
presently addressing this issue. Prasetyo and Tauviqirrahman [28] developed more comprehensive
models by using a power-law flow stress equation, whose coefficients are dependent on strain rate and
temperature. These effects were combined using the concept of velocity-modified temperature, and it
was suggested that the flow stress for a particular material at a given strain can be assumed to be a
unique function of this parameter. Hegab with his research team [29] investigated the effects of two
types of nano-cutting fluids on tool performance and chip morphology during the turning of Inconel
718. Similarly, Adekunle et al. [30] dealt with the chip morphology and behavior of tool temperature
during the turning of AISI 301steel using different biodegradable oils. Anthony [31] analyzed a cutting
force and chip morphology during the hard turning of AISI D2 steel. Their research confirmed the
results of other studies, within which it was found that depth of the cut, followed by cutting speed,
influence cutting force considerably. Umer et al. studied chip morphology predictions while machining
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hardened tool steel using finite element and smoothed particles hydrodynamics methods [32]. The topic
of chip morphology and its formation modeling during metal cutting operations was also the subject
of a study by Mabrouki et al. [33].

In chip machining, the chip forming process is often accompanied by the formation of a built-up
edge (BUE) in the face of the tool and it is necessary to take this phenomenon into account. Its creation
changes the geometry of the cutting tool and thus the conditions of the cutting process. It affects the
removal of the chip from the cutting zone, its twisting, and shaping due to the material sticking to
the tool face and thereby causing the tool face angle to change during the cutting process. During
chip formation, the material layers of the workpiece become highly plastically deformed, and after
separation by friction on the tool face this forms a so-called braked layer between the exiting chip and
the tool face. The height of this layer varies considerably, depending on the cutting speed. At very low
cutting speeds, the material is not sufficiently heated and plastic to cause such phenomena. However,
when machining with cutting tools from high-speed steel at a cutting speed of 10 to 30 m·min−1, these
layers can be welded under pressure and thus lead to an increase in the tool face. Figure 2a–d shows
the succession of the built-up-edge using the slip lines [34,35].

 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Figure 2. The succession of the built-up-edge specified by the field of slip lines: (a) the formation of a
core of built-up edge; (b) formation of a microfracture on a machined surface; (c) separation of the free
chip in front of the rake surface and grow up of the built-up edge, (d) crushing of built-up edge by a
crack propagation on a machined surface; (e) model of the machining with a built-up edge.

The tool angles of rake and clearance increase plastically due to the build-up edge (BUE) appearing,
significantly increasing the corner radius (from r to rBUE), depending on the size of the build-up edge.
Since the built-up edge plastically extends the cutting edge, it increases the thickness of the cutting
layer (from h to hBUE) (Figure 2e) [36].

The important features of the built-up edge are the variability of its dimensions over time and
space (in the line of the cutting edge) and the high hardness that will allow it to assume the function of
the cutting edge. There is some range of cutting speed at which the built-up edge occurs. Outside this
cutting speed range, no built-up edge can be observed [37,38].

As can be seen from the research works presented above, a great deal of research has been devoted
toward understanding the mechanics of metal cutting, with the objective of obtaining more effective
cutting tools and more efficient manufacturing process plans. Traditionally, these objectives have been
achieved by experimentation and numerical simulation. In spite of extensive research in this field,
the basic mechanics of the cutting process and the interplay of many factors which lead to its great
variety are not yet totally understood, so the search for more effective models continues on analytical,
experimental, and numerical fronts.

This study is an original contribution to the chip root research of two EN C45 and EN 16MnCr5
steel types as one of the possibilities to develop knowledge within a chip fracturing that can minimize
cutting-tool wear and poor machinability, restricting the quality and productivity of the machining
process. It aims to contribute to the analysis of the chip formation process at orthogonal and oblique
cutting with relatively slower speeds, focusing on the chip shear angle and built-up edge investigation,
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as well as to the finding out the impact of selected machining factors on this process. The planing
operation has been selected due to the visibility of the chip formation to the naked eye. This type of
machining has also allowed authors to develop a new reliable method for sample acquisition in order
to avoid chip root deformation and its thermal influence on sample acquisition, which could cause
changes in the microstructure of the material.

To the best of our knowledge, no relevant studies have been published concerning chip root
observations and the influence of cutting parameters (cutting speed, cutting depth, tool cutting edge
inclination, and rake angle affected by forming built-up edge) on the shear angle of both EN C45 and
EN 16MnCr5 steels types within such deep and complex comparative research. In addition, the mutual
connections among the four considered factors influencing shear angle in orthogonal and oblique
cutting have been plotted in the form of graphical dependencies.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Cutting Tools, Machined Material, and Measuring Equipment

Chip formation at orthogonal and oblique slow-rate machining has been experimentally
investigated within this research. For this study, the technology of planing was selected, at which the
main sliding motion performs a workpiece. The machining process was carried out using the planer
machine of KOVOSVIT MAS Machine Tools (Sezimovo Ústí, Czech Republic).

The planing necking tool type 32× 20 ON 36550 HSS00 (PILANA Tools Ltd., Hulin, Czech Republic)
was used for orthogonal cutting and a straight roughing tool 32 × 20 ON 36500 HSS00 was used in
oblique machining. Both types of cutting tools included brazed-tips from high-speed steel with three
different types of cutting edge inclinations: λs = 0◦, 10◦, and 20◦. The angle of tool orthogonal rake γo

and angle of tool orthogonal clearance αo were varied in the second and third phase of the experiments
to get a better view of the chip formation and to obtain more reliable results. Pictures of the cutting
tools are presented in Figures 3 and 4 and their geometries are arranged in Table 1.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3. Planing necking tools, (a) λs = 0◦; (b) λs = 10◦; (c) λs = 20◦.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4. Straight roughing tool, (a) λs = 0◦; (b) λs = 10◦; (c) λs = 20◦.

Table 1. Changes in the angle values.

Type of Tool Angle Planing Necking Tool Straight Roughing Tool

Tool cutting edge angle κr 0◦ 60◦
Tool minor (end) cutting edge angle κr’ - 20◦

Tool included angle εr - 100◦
Angle of tool orthogonal rake γo 8◦/12◦/16◦ 3◦/7◦/11◦

Angle of tool orthogonal clearance αo 15◦/11◦/7◦ 15◦/11◦/7◦
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In order to verify the input angles of the tool orthogonal rake γo, preliminary input tests
were performed. The tests were carried out using 3D measuring equipment RAPID CNC THOME
(Zimme Maschinenbau GmbH, Kufstein, Austria), as shown in Figure 5, along with detail from the
measuring process.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Preliminary tests of input angles of tool orthogonal rake γo, (a) overall view of the testing
equipment RAPID CNC THOME, (b) detailed view of the measuring of a tool orthogonal rake angle.

The angle of tool orthogonal rake γo was measured for every cutting tool used in the next
experiments. The protocols from the measurements confirmed the values listed in Table 1, while
the deviation of all measured values did not exceed 5% and the average angles of tool orthogonal
rake for planing necking tools and straight roughing tool were γo = 8.138◦ = 8◦2′0” or γo = 3.159 =
3◦2′1”, respectively.

The steels 1.7131 (EN 16MnCr5) and 1.0503 (EN C45) were selected as a machined material, the
chip formation of which has been subjected to research. The chemical composition of these steels types
is presented in Table 2.

The steel 1.7131 (EN 16MnCr5) contains smooth deformable calcium aluminates, encapsulated in
manganese sulphide, as an alternative to tough alumina oxide inclusions. It is suitable for cementing
and for die forging; it is well machinable, well weldable, and, after annealing, also well formable. This
grade of steel is generally used for elements with a required core tensile strength of 800–1100 N·mm−2

and good carrying resistance, e.g., piston bolts, camshafts, levers, and other automobile and mechanical
engineering add-ons.

The steel 1.0503 (EN C45) is an unalloyed medium carbon engineering steel which offers moderate
tensile strengths, wear resistance, and good machinability. This material is capable of through hardening
by quenching and tempering on limited sections and can also be flame or induction hardened to a
surface hardness of min 55 HRC. C45 is generally supplied in an untreated or normalized condition,
with a typical tensile strength range of 570–700 MPa and Brinell hardness range of 170–210.

Table 2. Chemical composition of the steels.

Steel C (%) Mn (%) Si (%) Cr (%) Ni (%) Cu (%) P (%) S (%)

EN C45 0.42–0.50 0.50–0.80 0.17–0.37 max 0.25 max 0.30 max 0.30 max 0.040 max 0.040
EN 16MnCr5 0.14–0.19 1.10–1.40 0.17–0.37 0.80–1.10 - - max 0.035 max 0.035

The infrared thermometer UNI-T UT305C (manufacturer UNI-TREND Technology, China Co.,
Ltd., Dongguan, China), based on a principle of infrared radiation emitted from the target surface, was
used to measure the temperature.

Vickers microhardness was measured with the MICRO—VICKERS HARDNESS TESTER
CV—403DAT (MetTech Ltd., Calgary, AB, Canada), which has the possibility of magnifying a
view 200 times and 600 times.

Etched specimens of chips were observed by means of the Platinum USB digital microscope
UM019 (Shenzhen Handsome Technology Co., Ltd., Shenzhen, China) with magnification 25–220×.
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3.2. Methods

In order to maximize the amount of “information” that was obtained by a given experimental
effort, it is necessary to design the experimental plan well. Many experimental designs (full factorial
design in two/three levels, fractional factorial design, Plackett–Burman design, Doehlert matrix,
A Box–Wilson Central Composite Design, Box Behnken designs, and others) have been recognized as
useful techniques to optimize process variables. The influence of four factors (cutting speed, cutting
depth, rake angle, and angle of cutting edge inclination) on chip formation (shear angle) in a slow rate
machining process was investigated in this study. In this case, the most powerful tool of the planned
experiment appeared to be how the basic principle was a measurement of each factor’s influence on
three levels [36,39,40].

The description of the experimental plan within this part of the article is given due to a better
understanding of measured data processing.

Based on [41], the basic equations for statistical processing can be written in the matrix (1):

Y = X·b, (1)

where Y—column vector of measured quantities, X—matrix of independent variables, b—coefficient of
a regression function.

The system of normal Equation (2) can be expressed in the following way:

[XT·Y] = [XT·X]·b. (2)

The vector “b” in relationship (2) is specified by the least-squares’ method of the matrix regression
analysis (3):

b = [XT·X]−1·XT·Y. (3)

It is necessary to consider that the complete three-level plan had a large scale of measurements
expressed by N = 3k, where k is a number of variables (in this case factors) and N is a number of
measures (e.g., considering four variables within an experiment, a total of 81 measurements should be
performed, because N = 34 = 81) [36].

A reduced number of measurements for the dependencies described by functions of the second
order can be achieved by means of the so-called second level compositional non-rotational plan [42],
while the symbols in Equation (4) have the following meanings: xj is a variable (in the case of presented
research it is one of the cutting parameters that will be varied), j, u are indexes that define a parameter,
bj is a j-th correlation coefficient:

y = b0x0 +
∑N

j=1
bjxj +

∑N

u, j=1
u� j

bujxjxu +
∑N

j=1
bjjx2

j . (4)

The composition plan, in this case, consisted of [36,42]:

1. a core of plan that can be

• two-level 2k plan for k < 5, or as
• shortened replica 2k-p for k ≥ 5, in which p is the linear effects associated with

k—interaction effects,

2. the star points αwith coordinates: (±α, 0, ..., 0); (0, ±α, 0, ..., 0); ...; (0, 0, ..., 0, ±α),
3. the measurements that were done on a basic level—in the middle of the plan at x1 = x2 = ... = xk =

0 (the number of measurements in the middle of the plan is n0).
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The total number of measurements is then [43]:

N = 2k + 2k + n0, if k < 5, or
N = 2k-p + 2k + n0, if k ≥ 5.

(5)

In practical implementation, n0 = 1 was chosen, with no boundary [36,44]. The matrix of the
orthogonal composition plan for k, α, and n0 is given in Table 3. In its general form, it is not orthogonal,
because the relationships on the left sides of Equations (6) and (7) are different from zero:∑N

i=1
xoix2

ji � 0, (6)

∑N

i=1
x2

jix
2
ui � 0. (7)

Table 3. The general form of the matrix of the composition plan.

N xo x1 x2 . . . xk Description

2k (k < 5) or 2k-p (k > 5)

+1 −1 −1 . . . −1

the core of the plan

+1 +1 −1 . . . −1
+1 −1 +1 . . . −1
+1 +1 +1 . . . −1
+1 −1 −1 . . . +1
+1 +1 −1 . . . +1
+1 −1 +1 . . . +1
+1 +1 +1 . . . +1

2k

+1 −α 0 . . . 0

the star points of the plan

+1 +α 0 . . . 0
+1 0 −α . . . 0
+1 0 +α . . . 0
+1 0 0 . . . −α
+1 0 0 . . . +α

n0

+1 0 0 . . . 0
the measurements in the middle of the plan+1 0 0 . . . 0

+1 0 0 . . . 0

The matrix is converted to orthogonal shape by quadratic variables exchanging [36,45]:

x′j = x2
j −

1
N

∑N

i=1
x2

ji = x2
j − x2

j . (8)

Which is why: ∑N

i=1
xoix′ji =

∑N

t=1
x2

ji −Nx2
j = 0, (9)∑N

i=1
x′jixui � 0, (10)

The regression function correlation coefficients in (4) are independent because of the orthogonality
of the experimental matrix, and they are specified by the following relations (11)–(14):

bj =

∑N
i=1 xjiyi∑N

i=1 x2
ji

=

∑N
i=1 xjiyi

2k + 2α2
, (11)

buj =

∑N
i=1 xjiyi∑N

i=1 x2
ji

=

∑N
i=1 xjiyi

2k
, (12)
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bjj =

∑N
i=1 x′jiyi∑N
i=1

(
x′ji
)2 , (13)

b′o =
1
N

∑N

i=1
xoiyi. (14)

Hence, the second stage regression function (4) is then given by equation (15):

y = bo + b1x1 + b2x2 + . . .+ bkxk + b12x1x2 + b(k−1)kxk−1xk + b11
(
x2

1 − x2
1

)
+bkk

(
x2

k − x2
k

)
,

(15)

where the constant member of the regression function is corrected by quadratic variables (8) in the
form of:

bo = b′o − b11x2
1 − b22x2

2 − . . .− bkkx2
k . (16)

Using Grubbs’ testing criteria, the outliers from the measured values were specified for every
group of measurements. The following Equations (17)–(19) have had to be kept as:

Hi =
|Tik − Ti|

STi

< Hp(m), (17)

while

Ti =

∑m
k=1 Tik

m
, (18)

STi =

√
1

m− 1
·
∑m

k=1

(
Tik − Ti

)2
, (19)

where m = the number of evaluated measurements within the Grubbs’ test, Tik = the measured value
of the k-th issue in the i-th group, k = 1, 2, 3; i = 1, 2, ..., 24, 25, Ti = the average value of the measured
issues of the i-th group; calculation according to the equation, STi = the standard deviation of the
measured issue of the i-th group, according to Hp(m), which is the critical value of Grubbs’ testing
criteria for m values (m = 3), where p is the level of significance, and usually it is Hp(m) = 0.05.

The calculation of the regression coefficients was performed using the MATLAB 2016 software
(The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) while the significance of the coefficients of the function
y = logT was tested according to the Student’s test criterion.

The adequacy of regression function was assessed according to the Fisher–Snedecor test criterion
F < F0.05 (f 1, f 2), where the degrees of freedom f 1 = Nq (q is a number of significant coefficients) and
f 2 = N(m−1).

The methodology of the orthogonal compositional non-rotational plan enabled a decreased
number of experiments, from 81 to 25. In this methodology, a reduction based on p-value (so-called
shortened replica) or Fisher’s coefficient is recommended only when the number of experiment factors
is equal to or greater than five.

Within the experimental study, the variables according to Table 4 were taken into account, while
the codes for the specific values of individual variables are referred in Table 5.

To track changes in the zone of chip forming, the machining process had to be stopped immediately,
thus interrupting tool and workpiece contact. This is based on the observation of the chip end produced
in interrupted cutting, e.g., in planing or face milling.

A reliable method to stop the machining process immediately was developed. Its principle lies in
a chip root acquisition by modifying the end of the workpiece, according to Figure 6. The goal of the
proposed method and the special workpiece design was to avoid deformation and a thermal influence
of the material, which could cause changes in the microstructure of a material. Due to this reason, for
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all operations within the workpiece preparation, a cooling medium 5% emulsion from fully synthetic
oil JCK PS (manufacturer JCK, Ltd., Prešov, Slovakia) was used.

Table 4. The variables and ranges of individual values.

Variables Symbols −α −1 0 +1 +α

Cutting speed (m·min−1) vc x1 6 8.25 10.5 12.75 15
Cutting depth (mm) ap x2 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4

Angle of tool orthogonal rake—orthogonal cutting (◦) γ x3 8 10 12 14 16
Angle of tool orthogonal rake—oblique cutting (◦) γ (x3) 3 5 7 9 11

Angle of tool cutting edge inclination (◦) λs x4 0 5 10 15 20

Table 5. The codes for the specific values of individual variables.

Code Specific Values of Variables

−α xmin
−1 [(xmax + xmin)/2] − [(xmax − xmin)/2α2]
0 (xmax + xmin)/2
+1 [(xmax + xmin)/2] + [(xmax − xmin)/2α2]
+α xmax

 
(a) 

1—Cutting wedge  
2—Position of the chip tear-off  
3—Metal Stick  
4—Support sheet metal for the 

sample slipping  
5—Machined material  
6—Part of the sample from which 

the chip will be torn-off  
(b) 

Figure 6. The principle of the designed method for instantaneous contact interruption between the tool
and the workpiece; (a) orthogonal cutting, (b) oblique cutting.

At the point of departure of the tool “1” from the engagement, a groove was cut, where the sheet
metal insert “4” was inserted to prevent deformation of the specimen during rupture. A hole of 8 mm
diameter was drilled behind the groove, and a metal rod “3” was inserted therein, which prevented the
hole from deforming. When the tool passed above the metal rod, the section “2” became narrower and
the material ruptured, similar to in the tensile test. Sample “6” was rapidly thrown up in the direction
of tool movement at a rate greater than cutting speed, and on the sample, the plastic deformation state
corresponding to the actual cutting speed was captured.

The experiment was carried out on a planer without the use of cooling, since the cutting length of
the tool path was about 200 mm, and thus the tool and workpiece were not overheated.

The shear angle Φwas measured at a chip root. The samples were ground five times, polished,
and etched. Also, the shear angle, i.e., angle of the boundary between the deformed and undeformed
material, and angle of built up edge were measured five times at each sample. An example of an
investigated sample is presented in Figure 7.

The angle of the tool cutting edge at orthogonal cutting was κr = 0◦ and at oblique cutting it
was κr = 60◦. At the same time, the angle of the tool of cutting edge inclination λs was also changed.
Thus, it is very important to evaluate the shear angle correctly. Figure 8 shows a chip root sample, and
shows how the change of the angle of main cutting edge inclination λs would affect the individual
cross-sections of the sample.
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7. An example of investigated sample (a) before grinding, (b) after grinding and polishing,
(c) shear and rake angle measuring.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 8. A sample of the chip root for orthogonal cutting with the presentation of individual facet
planes, (a) λs = 0◦; (b) λs > 0◦.

It is not very difficult to solve the issue of orthogonal cutting. However, for oblique cutting, the
angle of the tool main cutting edge κr and also the angle of the tool cutting edge inclination λs have to
be taken into account. The figures below show the chip root sample and successive cross-sections of
the sample at λs = 0◦ (Figure 9a) and λs > 0◦ (Figure 9b). This approach was also used for chip root
evaluation within the research.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 9. Cross-sections of a chip root at oblique cutting at the angle (a) λs = 0◦, (b) λs > 0◦.

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Types of Chips

4.1.1. A Chip Root of EN C45 Steel

For the orthogonal cutting of EN C45 steel, the sample at cutting speed vc = 15 m·min−1, depth of
cut ap = 0.2 mm, rake angle γ = 8◦, and angle of main cutting edge inclination λs = 0◦, was selected
as a representative sample. Since it was orthogonal cutting, the tool cutting edge angle was κr = 0◦.
The views (magnified 200×) on an etched sample in all five cross-sections are in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Successive chip roots (magnified 200×) of carbon steel EN C45 at orthogonal cutting with
the parameters vc = 15 m·min−1, ap = 0.2 mm, γ = 8◦, and λs = 0◦.

In the first cross-section, the measured shear angle Φ was 34◦. A second cut was made on the
sample after the removal of an approximately 0.5 mm layer. The structure was more clearly visible due
to better etching of the sample and the shear measured angle was Φ = 37◦. This angle is 3◦ greater
than on the first cut. The evaluation of the clearly observable built-up edge shows that the tool rake
angle of 8◦ was increased to 19◦. The created built-up edge on the tool assumed the function of the
cutting tool, and thus it can be claimed that the rake angle increased significantly. At the third cut, it
can be stated that the shear angle increased by 2◦ and at the same time the rake angle increased by the
built-up edge of 20◦, so the rake angle was 28◦. On the fourth cut of the chip root sample, the shear
angle was retained but an increase in the rake angle to 33◦ was observed through the built-up edge.
On the built-up edge in the third cut, there was glued material, and the length of contact of the built-up
edge and the outgoing chip was longer than that observed on the fourth cut. Based on this, it can be
stated that the length of the contact of the tool face with the outgoing chip does not have to be the same
over the entire width of the cut, and thus the friction coefficient will also be different. On the fifth cut
of the chip root, the shear angle increased by 3◦ and, at the same time, the rake angle increased. At this
cross-section, it was shown that the length of contact of the outgoing chip with the tool face, in this case
through the face of the formed built-up edge, was not constant over the entire width of the cut. For this
reason, the friction coefficient, which affects the heat generated in the cutting area, also changed.

As a representative sample for the chip root observation at the oblique slow-rate cutting of EN C45
steel, a sample obtained from machining with the following parameters was selected: vc = 6 m·min−1,
ap = 0.2 mm, γ = 3◦, λs = 0◦. Individual shapes of the chip roots, magnified 200×, are presented in
Figure 11.

 
Figure 11. Successive chip roots (magnified 200×) of carbon steel EN C45 at oblique cutting with the
parameters vc = 6 m·min−1, ap = 0.2 mm, γ = 3◦, λs = 0◦.

In the first cut, the measured shear angle Φ was 35◦. In the second chip root cut, the shear
angle was 4◦ less, so it was Φ = 31◦. In both figures of the first and second chip root cross-section,
there was no clearly noticeable built-up edge. The third cut showed an even smaller shear angle of
Φ = 26◦ and at the same time, it can be stated that the rake angle was also reduced compared to the
second cut. A slight increase in shear angle to 28◦ in the fourth chip root cut was caused by a slight
increase in the rake angle. Similarly, in the fifth and final cut, an increase in shear angle to 32◦ was also
observed. As mentioned above, the size of the shear angle is closely related to the size of the rake angle.
The built-up edge directly on this sample was not clearly observable, but it occurred at the cutting
edge of the tool in all cases of cutting.

Based on the shear angles measured in all five cross-sections, the average value was computed.
The average values of the shear angles obtained by the machining of EN C45 steel with variable
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machining conditions, that were characterized by the matrix for statistical processing, are organized in
Table 6.

The data were statistically processed and according to the Grubbs’ testing criterion [36], it could
be stated that the measured values were not burdened by grave mistakes. The coefficients of regression
functions were calculated using the software MATLAB 2016 and their significance was tested according
to the Student’s criterion.

Table 6. Experimentally obtained values of temperature in cutting zone for orthogonal and oblique
machining of EN C45 steel.

vc (m·min−1) ap (mm) γ (◦) λs (◦)
Φ (◦)

Orthogonal Cutting Oblique Cutting

−1 −1 −1 −1 39.8 30.4
+1 −1 −1 −1 38.8 32.4
−1 +1 −1 −1 42.0 33.6
+1 +1 −1 −1 40.6 37.2
−1 −1 +1 −1 36.6 39.0
+1 −1 +1 −1 42.2 32.0
−1 +1 +1 −1 40.2 34.0
+1 +1 +1 −1 42.0 37.8
−1 −1 −1 +1 35.0 31.4
+1 −1 −1 +1 36.4 45.6
−1 +1 −1 +1 42.4 26.6
+1 +1 −1 +1 37.8 30.2
−1 −1 +1 +1 37.8 34.0
+1 −1 +1 +1 39.8 45.0
−1 +1 +1 +1 40.4 35.6
+1 +1 +1 +1 39.0 34.6
−α 0 0 0 38.2 34.2
+α 0 0 0 29.8 39.8
0 −α 0 0 39.0 39.2
0 +α 0 0 38.0 33.8
0 0 −α 0 39.2 38.6
0 0 +α 0 38.2 42.6
0 0 0 −α 40.8 44.6
0 0 0 +α 40.8 37.8
0 0 0 0 38.0 27.6

The regression functions (20) and (21) were built. According to the Fisher–Snedecor-tested
criterion [38], they described the experiment adequately, while the reliability of the relationship was
R2 = 0.92 and 0.94, respectively:

(a) For orthogonal cutting:

y = −0.3947x0 + 8.4952x1 + 5.5938x2 − 1.6685x3 + 0.0176x4 − 0.3475x1x2

+0.1452x1x3 − 0.0118x1x4 − 0.1465x2x3 − 4.5093x2
1 + 4.6121x2

2 + 0.9621x2
3.

(20)

(b) For oblique cutting:

y = 1.5410x0 − 0.6329x1 − 3.5076x2 − 1.7228x3 − 0.2007x4 − 0.2010x1x2

−0.2384x1x3 + 0.0361x1x4 + 0.1180x2x3 − 0.0771x2x4 + 0.0091x3x4 + 0.4437x2
1−3.1096x2

2 + 1.3852x2
3 − 0.0434x2

4.
(21)

Based on measured data, the dependencies of the shear angle Φ on the following combinations
pairs of parameters were evaluated for both orthogonal and oblique cuttings:
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• cutting speed vc and cutting depth ap;
• cutting speed vc and rake angle γ;
• cutting speed vc and the angle of tool cutting edge inclination λs;
• cutting depth ap and rake angle γ;
• cutting depth ap and the angle of tool cutting edge inclination λs;
• rake angle γ and the angle of tool cutting edge inclination λs.

The dependences were plotted and they are presented in Figures 12–17.
For the orthogonal cutting of EN C45 carbon steel (Figure 12a), the cutting depth had a slightly

more pronounced effect than the cutting speed, while for oblique cutting (Figure 12b), the cutting
depth had a much more significant effect on the shear angle than the cutting speed. Maximum shear
angle values were achieved at the maximum cutting depth for orthogonal cutting, and vice versa for
oblique cutting at minimum cutting depth and higher cutting speeds.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 12. The dependence of shear angleΦ on cutting speed vc and on cutting depth ap; (a) orthogonal
cutting; (b) oblique cutting.

The interaction of cutting speed and rake angle was totally opposite in both cutting methods.
In orthogonal cutting (Figure 13a), the cutting speed had a more significant effect compared to the
rake angle and the maximum shear angle values were reached at extreme rake angle and maximum
cutting speed values. With respect to oblique cutting (Figure 13b), the effect of the rake angle was more
pronounced than the effect of the cutting speed and the maximum shear angle values were reached at
the minimum rake angle values.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 13. The dependence of shear angle Φ on cutting speed vc and on rake angle γ; (a) orthogonal
cutting; (b) oblique cutting.
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The influence of the angle of tool cutting edge inclination on the change in shear angle compared
to the cutting speed was not noticeable for orthogonal cutting (Figure 14a). For oblique cutting
(Figure 14b), as was already mentioned above, the effect of the cutting speed was less significant,
and therefore the effect of the angle of the tool cutting edge inclination on the shear angle change is
also observable in the graph. For orthogonal cutting, maximum shear angle values were achieved at
higher cutting speeds (from the used speed range), and within oblique cutting, they were achieved at
minimum cutting speeds and minimum angles of the tool cutting edge inclination.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 14. The dependence of shear angle Φ on cutting speed vc and on the angle of tool cutting edge
inclination λs; (a) orthogonal cutting; (b) oblique cutting.

The depth of the cut layer had a significant influence on the shear angle for both types of machining.
For orthogonal cutting (Figure 15a), the rake angle affected the change in shear angle slightly more
than for oblique cutting (Figure 15b). For orthogonal cutting, the maximum values of the shear angle
were achieved at the maximum values of the cutting depth, and for oblique cutting, maximum values
of shear angle were observed at the maximum rake angle.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 15. The dependence of shear angle Φ on cutting depth ap and on rake angle γ; (a) orthogonal
cutting; (b) oblique cutting.

A common feature of both cutting methods, within the interactions of the parameters presented
in Figure 16, was an invisible effect of the angle of the tool cutting edge inclination on the shear angle.
As is clear from these graphs, the maximum shear angle values were achieved for orthogonal cutting
at the maximum cutting depth and within oblique cutting at the minimum depth of cut.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 16. The dependence of shear angle Φ on cutting depth ap and on the angle of tool cutting edge
inclination λs; (a) orthogonal cutting; (b) oblique cutting.

The effect of the rake angle and the angle of the tool cutting edge inclination on the shear angle had
the same character in both cutting methods (Figure 17). Maximum shear angle values were achieved at
minimum rake angle values, and the lowest values of the shear angle Φwere achieved at mean rake
angle values.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 17. The dependence of shear angle Φ on rake angle γ and on the angle of tool cutting edge
inclination λs; (a) orthogonal cutting; (b) oblique cutting.

4.1.2. A Chip Root of EN 16MnCr5 Steel Observation

For the orthogonal cutting of EN 16MnCr5 steel, a chip root obtained in machining with the
following cutting parameters was selected as a representative sample for observation: cutting speed
vc = 15 m·min−1, cutting depth ap = 0.4 mm, rake angle γ = 8◦, and angle of the main cutting edge
inclination λs = 0◦. All five cross-sections of the chip root with magnification 200× are shown in
Figure 18.

 
Figure 18. Successive chip roots (magnified 200×) of carbon steel EN 16MnCr5 steel for orthogonal
cutting with the parameters vc = 15 m·min−1, ap = 0.4 mm, γ = 8◦, λs = 0◦.
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On the first cut of the sample, the shear angle was Φ = 31◦ and the rake angle of the formed
built-up edge was 34◦. On the second cut of the chip root, the shear angle increased by only one
negligible degree and the rake angle of the formed built-up-edge remained unchanged at 34◦. However,
in this cross-section, the length of a contact surface between the built-up edge rake and the outgoing
chip was several times greater than in the first section, resulting in a different coefficient of friction
for both cases mentioned. In the third cut, a greater shear angle of Φ = 37◦ was measured, as well as
a greater rake angle, until 44◦. Again, the length of the contact between the outgoing chip and the
built-up edge was different, and the stalled layers of hardened material were visible on the built-up
edge. In some cases, the Vickers microhardness HV of the built-up edge was also measured at a load of
200 g in a duration of 10 s. While in the area of primary deformation the hardness was about 200 HV,
in the built-up edge it was about 600 HV. The shear angle in the fourth section was 36◦. The rake angle
(of the built-up edge) was 33◦, and the chip was adhered to the face of the tool built-up-edge, while the
contact length between the face of the built-up edge and outgoing chip was greater compared to the
third cut. In the fifth cut of the chip root of EN 16MnCr5 steel, the shear angle was the largest and the
built-up edge appeared almost the same as in the fourth cut. The built-up edge on the cutting edge of
the tool over the entire width of the cut significantly increased the rake angle, and thus influenced
the shear angle in the individual cross-sections. At the same time, the built-up edge considerably
increased the radius of the cutting edge round, indicating that the tool geometry was different during
cutting than what was chosen to perform the experiment. An important element is the length of the
contact surface between the face of the built-up edge and outgoing chip. It is shown in Figure 18 that
the length of this contact surface was not constant over the entire width of the cut. Since the built-up
edge was not stable, it could “tear-off” from the tool face and so change the shape of the tool during
cutting, due to the same reason the rake angle cannot be considered constant even in the individual
parts of the cutting width.

The sample obtained at oblique machining of EN 16MnCr5 steel with cutting parameters
vc = 15 m·min−1, the cutting depth ap = 0.4 mm, the rake angle γ = 3◦ and the angle of the main cutting
edge inclination λs = 0◦, was selected as the representative sample for a description. The chip-roots in
cross-sections of this sample magnified 200× are presented in Figure 19.

 
Figure 19. Successive chip roots (magnified 200×) of carbon steel EN 16MnCr5 steel for orthogonal
cutting, with the parameters vc = 15 m·min−1, ap = 0.4 mm, γ = 3◦, λs = 0◦.

On the first cut of the sample chip root, the built-up edge was not noticeable, but according to
the shape of the outgoing chip, the rake angle appeared negative, while the rake angle of the straight
roughing tool was positive, at γ = 3◦. The cutting angle Φ was 36◦. On the second cut, the built-up
edge was already visible and the shear angle was reduced by 1◦ compared to its size on the first cut
to 35◦, which is a negligible change. On the third cut of the chip root, the rake angle increased and,
at the same time, the shear angle slightly increased, to the value of 36◦. The chip root in the fourth cut
pointed to how the radius of the cutting edge round increased and, at the same time, the rake angle
reduced. For this reason, the shear angle was also reduced to 29◦. In the fifth cut, both the rake angle
and the shear angle (Φ = 26◦) were smaller. In this case, it can be seen how the machined surface was
damaged by the build-up “tearing off”, which left from the cutting area.

The matrix of the experimental compositional plan for the evaluation of shear angle for the EN
16MnCr5 steel machining was designed in the same way as it was for EN C45 steel, for both cutting
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methods. The experimentally obtained values of the shear angle Φ, as well as the encoded matrix of
individual cutting condition parameters, are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. The measured shear angle values Φ for both orthogonal and oblique cutting of EN
16MnCr5 steel.

vc (m·min−1) ap (mm) γ (◦) λs (◦)
Φ (◦)

Orthogonal Cutting Oblique Cutting

−1 −1 −1 −1 43.0 35.4
+1 −1 −1 −1 39.2 42.8
−1 +1 −1 −1 35.6 24.2
+1 +1 −1 −1 35.4 31.4
−1 −1 +1 −1 37.2 30.8
+1 −1 +1 −1 38.2 33.8
−1 +1 +1 −1 42.2 31.8
+1 +1 +1 −1 39.0 41.2
−1 −1 −1 +1 37.4 41.0
+1 −1 −1 +1 37.8 34.4
−1 +1 −1 +1 40.4 41.2
+1 +1 −1 +1 39.6 34.6
-1 −1 +1 +1 35.8 37.6
+1 −1 +1 +1 41.6 35.6
−1 +1 +1 +1 38.2 38
+1 +1 +1 +1 35.2 34.4
−α 0 0 0 40.2 35.8
+α 0 0 0 33.8 40.4
0 −α 0 0 34.8 39.2
0 +α 0 0 38.4 37.2
0 0 −α 0 37.4 35
0 0 +α 0 36.4 41.6
0 0 0 −α 41.8 36.0
0 0 0 +α 32.4 39.8
0 0 0 0 33.2 42.4

Using the software MATLAB, the following regression functions, (22) and (23), were defined for
both types of machining, while their reliabilities R2 were 0.91 and 0.93, respectively:

(a) for orthogonal cutting:

y = 2.7826x0 + 1.1743x1 + 4.7878x2 − 0.7749x3 − 0.1338x4 − 0.2652x1x2

+0.0469x1x3 + 0.0088x1x4 + 0.1330x2x3 + 0.0130x2x4 − 0.0085x3x4 − 0.6994x2
1

+4.2200x2
2 + 0.5177x2

3 − 0.0510x2
4;

(22)

(b) for oblique machining:

y = 0.2562x0 + 0.0132x1 − 5.6702x2 − 0.7684x3 + 0.1414x4 + 0.2051x1x2

+0.0752x1x3 − 0.0652x1x4 + 0.5759x2x3 + 0.0315x2x4 − 4.5505x2
2 + 0.6638x2

3
+0.0169x2

4.
(23)

For both types of machining, the simultaneous interaction of two of the four parameters (cutting
depth ap, cutting speed vc, rake angle γ, and angle of tool cutting edge inclination λs) and their effect
on the shear angle Φwas evaluated. The obtained dependencies are presented in Figures 20–25.

For the planing of manganese chromium steel EN 16MnCr5, the cutting depth had a more
pronounced effect than the cutting speed on the shear angle change within both cutting methods.
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In orthogonal cutting (Figure 20a) the maximum shear angle was reached at the maximum depth of
cut and in oblique cutting (Figure 20b) at the minimum depth of cut.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 20. Dependence of shear angle Φ on cutting speed vc and cutting depth ap; (a) orthogonal
cutting; (b) oblique cutting.

The effect of cutting speed compared to the rake angle was more pronounced in orthogonal
cutting (Figure 21a), where maximum shear angle values were achieved at a higher cutting speed and
at the boundary rake angle values. In oblique cutting (Figure 21b), maximum values were reached at
minimum rake angle values.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 21. Dependence of shear angle Φ on cutting speed vc and rake γ; (a) orthogonal cutting; (b)
oblique cutting.

The graphs in Figure 22 show a demonstrable influence of the angle of the tool cutting edge
inclination on the change of shear angle compared to the cutting speed. In orthogonal cutting
(Figure 22a), the cutting speed had a greater impact, but in oblique cutting (Figure 22b), the angle of
tool cutting edge inclination had a more pronounced effect. In orthogonal cutting, the maximum shear
angle values were achieved at a minimum angle of tool cutting edge inclination and at higher cutting
speed values. In oblique cutting, maximum shear angle values were visible at a minimum cutting
speed and maximum angle of tool cutting edge inclination.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 22. Dependence of shear angle Φ on cutting speed vc and angle of tool cutting edge inclination
λs; (a) orthogonal cutting; (b) oblique cutting.

Compared to cutting depth, the rake angle had only a slight effect on changes in the shear angle
within both types of machining (Figure 23). The influence of cutting depth on the shear angle values
have already been mentioned above. The angle of the tool cutting edge inclination (Figure 24) had
a very similar slight effect to the rake angle in Figure 23, so the dependencies were almost of the
same character.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 23. The dependence of shear angle Φ on cutting depth ap and rake angle γ; (a) orthogonal
cutting; (b) oblique cutting.

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 24. The dependence of shear angle Φ on cutting depth ap and angle of tool cutting edge
inclination λs; (a) orthogonal cutting; (b) oblique cutting.
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The interaction of the shear angle with both the cutting edge inclination and rake angle is presented
in Figure 25. It can be observed from the graphs that the dependencies had a similar character for both
types of machining, while the angle of tool cutting edge inclination had an only slight effect on the
shear angle compared to the rake angle. The minimal values were achieved at the mean values of the
rake angle.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 25. The dependence of shear angle Φ on rake angle γ and angle of tool cutting edge inclination
λs; (a) orthogonal cutting; (b) oblique cutting.

4.1.3. Comparison of the Chips of EN C45 and EN 16MnCr5 Steels

A comparison of some of the chip roots made from both types of investigated steel, i.e., EN C45
and EN 16MnCr5, is presented in Table 8. All chips were formed by machining procedures, with the
same cutting parameters obtained for orthogonal and oblique cutting. It can be seen that the behavior
of the chip formation strongly depended not only on the materials but also on the cutting conditions.

Table 8. Comparison of chip roots of EN C45 and EN 16MnCr5 steels with the same cutting parameters.

Type EN C45 EN 16MnCr5

O
rt

h
o

g
o

n
a

l
C

u
tt

in
g

  
vc = 6 m·min−1; ap = 0.4 mm; γ = 16◦; λs = 0◦

  
vc = 8.25 m·min−1; ap = 0.3 mm; γ = 12◦; λs = 10◦

  
vc = 10.5 m·min−1; ap = 0.3 mm; γ = 12◦; λs = 15◦

  
vc = 12.75 m·min−1; ap = 0.3 mm; γ = 12◦; λs = 10◦

  
vc = 15 m·min−1; ap = 0.4 mm; γ = 8◦; λs = 20◦
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Table 8. Cont.

Type EN C45 EN 16MnCr5

O
b

li
q

u
e

C
u

tt
in

g

  
vc = 6 m·min−11; ap = 0.4 mm; γ = 11◦; λs = 0◦

  
vc = 8.25 m·min−1; ap = 0.3 mm; γ = 7◦; λs = 10◦

  
vc = 10.5 m·min−1; ap = 0.3 mm; γ = 7◦; λs = 15◦

  
vc = 12.75 m·min−1; ap = 0.3 mm; γ = 7◦; λs = 10◦

  
vc = 15 m·min−1; ap = 0.4 mm; γ = 3◦; λs = 0◦

Except for the input value of the tool orthogonal rake, the formed built-up edge influenced also
the shear angle and the shrinkage factor K, along with the segment ratio rc. These can be calculated
with Equations (24) and (25), where hc is the chip width, ap is cutting depth, γ is the tool rake angle,
and Φ is the shear angle [4,45,46]:

K =
hc

ap
=

cos(φ− γ)
sinφ

; (24)

rc =
1
K

. (25)

The values of the shrinkage factor K achieved within the experimental study are organized in
Table 9.

Table 9. Shrinkage factor K achieved within the experimental study.

Type of Steel Type of Cutting Shear AngleΦ (◦) Shrinkage Factor K

EN C45
Orthogonal cutting 29.8 1.92

42.4 1.22

Oblique cutting 26.6 2.05
39.8 1.31

EN 16MnCr5
Orthogonal cutting 31.7 1.75

42.2 1.3

Oblique cutting 30.2 1.77
42.4 1.21

All these real cutting parameters that entered into the machining process influenced the chip
forming during machining. The summary overview of the effects of these parameters on the chip
shapes is graphically presented in Figures 26 and 27.
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Figure 26. The shapes of chips of EN C45 steel and their dependence on cutting parameters.

Figure 27. The shapes of chips of EN 16MnCr5 steel and their dependence on cutting parameters.
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In the slow-rate machining of both steels, a shorter chip was created at a zero angle of inclination
of main cutting edge when compared with the angle of inclination of the main cutting edge of 20◦.
At the same time, at a 20◦ angle of inclination of the cutting edge, a chamfer was formed along the
edges of the chip, which corresponded to the angle of inclination of the main cutting edge and, thus,
the chip was compressed in the direction of λs inclination and acquired the character of a spiral chip.
In orthogonal cutting, at which κr = 0◦ and λs = 0◦, a spiral flat chip was formed, which in some cases
passed into a spiral conical chip. For κr = 0◦ and λs = 20◦, a conical–helical long chip was constituted.
In oblique cutting, where κr = 60◦ and λs = 0◦, a conical–helical short chip was generated. At κr = 60◦
and λs = 20◦, the chip shape changed to a coiled chip, while at rake angle γo = 11◦, it was a tubular
coiled chip and at γo = 3◦ it was a strip coiled chip.

5. Conclusions

Within the presented study, the shear angle for orthogonal and oblique slow rate machining was
evaluated, depending on selected cutting parameters—cutting speed vc; cutting depth ap; rake angle γ;
angle of tool cutting edge inclination λs—and the chip roots were observed, focusing on the formed
built-up edge.

To evaluate the interaction of the parameters correctly, the compositional planned experiment
was designed and a new reliable method for the chip root obtaining was developed. Experimentally
obtained data were statistically processed, while the regression functions for both types of machining
and for both steel types were defined and the dependencies of the selected parameters on the shear
angle were plotted.

Based on the shear angle measurements, the individual dependencies were determined and the
significance of the influences of the individual factors was evaluated. In both cutting methods, the
cutting depth proved itself to be the parameter with the most significant influence on the shear angle
change. For orthogonal cutting, the cutting speed was the second most significant parameter, and the
rake angle was the third while for oblique cutting, the rake angle was the second and the tool cutting
edge inclination angle was placed third. Maximum shear angle values were measured on the chip
samples obtained in the orthogonal cutting of both steel types when the cutting speed and cutting
depth were maximal and the rake angle was minimal. In the oblique cutting of both materials, this
was at minimum values of the cutting speed, the cutting depth, and the rake angle.

In the preliminary research of the authors [13], where the changes in temperature and
microhardness of a chip root were evaluated, the angle of tool cutting edge inclination appeared to be
an insignificant parameter. However, regarding changes in the chip shape, the angles of tool cutting
edge inclination λs and tool cutting edge κr were the most important parameters.

A major problem with respect to the accuracy and reproducibility of the experiment results was
the build-up on the tool rake. This built-up edge increased the tool rake angle by 30◦ and, due to this,
it adheres to the face of tool and it assumes the function of the tool. When measuring the rake angle on
successive cuts of the chip root samples, the built-up edge was observed on every sample. Along with
the shear angle, the size of the newly originated rake angle was observed. As the rake angle increased,
the shear angle also increased, causing a more favorable shear direction in the plastic zone, and thus
the chip formation process became simpler [47]. It is disturbing that the build-up edge was unstable
and, as has been proven by the chip root cuts, the shape of the build-up edge and its influence on the
tool geometry was not constant over the entire width of the cut. Also, the length of the contact face
(taken at the moment as the tool face) with the outgoing chip was not constant over the entire cutting
width. Consequently, there was a clear change in the friction coefficient in the contact region of the
face and the outgoing material, and thus there is a presumption that there is an indirect dependence
between the formation of the built-up edge or its adherence to the outgoing material and between the
temperature generated in the cutting area by changing the friction coefficient.
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Nomenclature

γo angle of tool orthogonal rake (◦)
λs angle of tool cutting edge inclination (◦)
αo angle of tool orthogonal clearance (◦)
κr tool cutting edge angle (◦)
κr’ tool minor (end) cutting edge angle (◦)
εr tool included angle (◦)
Φ shear angle (◦)
ap depth of cut (mm)
vc cutting speed (m·min−1)
BUE built-up edge
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Abstract: This paper investigates a failure in convection section tubes of a gas heater unit in a
petrochemical plant. Tubes are made of AISI 304 stainless steel. The failure is reported after 5 years
of service at working temperature 500 ◦C. The failure is in the form of circumferential cracks in the
vicinity of the weld. Various characterization techniques, including optical and electron microscopes
as well as energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), were used to study the failure. Results showed
that that the damage has initiated in the heat affected zone (HAZ) area parallel to the weld/base metal
interface. Cracks have propagated alongside grain boundaries, resulting in an intergranular fracture.
The main cause of failure was concluded to be attributable to the grain boundary sensitization and
intergranular grain boundary attack due to improper welding and long time exposure of tubes to
high temperature. Possible mitigation strategies to minimize similar failures will be discussed.

Keywords: convection tubes; AISI 304 stainless steel; failure analysis; sensitization

1. Introduction and Case Background

This paper investigates the root cause analysis of a failure in convection section tubes in a gas
heater unit in a petrochemical plant. This unit is used to heat up the reformed gas from a reformer
unit. The gas composition is up to 70% H2, 20%CO, and the rest is a mixture of CH4, CO2, H2O,
and N2. The gas enters into the heating unit at 250 ◦C and exits the unit at 570 ◦C. The flue gas at
the fireside is from coal firing. The temperature of the flue gas at the inlet of the gas heating unit is
1050 ◦C. This temperature decreases to 450 ◦C at the outlet of the unit. Tubes at the first four rows
are made of heat resistant HP40 alloy. Tubes at the 5th and 6th rows, where the failure is observed,
are made of AISI 304 stainless steels. The temperature at 5th and 6th rows is approximately 500 ◦C.
Austenitic stainless steel AISI 304 is known to have an excellent combination of high temperature
mechanical properties, high temperature corrosion resistance, and superior structural stability [1–6],
making it a popular choice for convection tubes for temperature range 500 to 700 ◦C. Tubes in similar
working conditions are reported to be failed due to oxidation, erosion, creep, thermal fatigue and
stress relaxation cracking [7–17]. Depending on the working condition, either of these mechanisms or
a combination of them can control the damage. In this case, the installation is designed to continuously
work. There is a shutdown in the system every 3 months for cleaning and maintenance. In one of the
shutdowns after 5 years of service, a temperature abnormality was reported, which is normally taken
as an indication for leakage. None-destructive testing (NDT) evaluation confirmed the leakage in the
vicinity of weldments. This paper investigates root cause of observed failure in this failure. Results
will be used to propose mitigation strategies. Mitigation measures are effective only when there is
a good understanding of correlation between microstructure, mechanical properties, environmental
parameters, and service conditions.
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2. Experimental Methods

Samples were taken from damaged tubes. According to the specification, the alloy is AISI 304.
Inductively-coupled plasma atomic energy spectroscopy (ICPAES) was used to make sure that the
alloy has standard chemical composition. Optical and Scanning Electron Microscopes (SEM Philips
XL30, Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) together with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS,
Ametek, PA, USA) were used to study the microstructure of failed specimens. Macro images were
taken by Stereo Microscope Nikon SMZ 800 (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). For metallography, samples
were prepared by grinding the surface with 180 to 1200 grinding papers, followed by polishing with
diamond paste (3 and 1 micron). Microstructure of samples were studied in both as-polished and
after etching. The former is useful when it comes to analyzing sensitized grain boundaries. To make
sure that there is a minimum trace of polishing particles on the surface, samples were washed with
acetone. Etching was performed with Nitric acid 60% (Voltage was 3 V and samples were kept for 45 s
in etchant). The fracture surface was studied by means of a scanning electron microscope (SEM).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Visual Examinations

Figure 1 shows an example of a failed tube together with stereomicroscopic image of crack.
As can be seen, the crack has propagated circumferentially parallel to the welding line. The crack has
propagated in HAZ area in the vicinity of the weld. stereomicroscopic image shows that the crack has
propagated alongside grain boundaries. There is no defect in the form of crack or cavities inside the
weld, inferring that the weld itself has a perfect quality. In some areas there are some deposits on the
surface. Other than these mentioned features, there is hardly any other abnormality in the form of
bulging, thinning, or localized deformation in any form. The fact that there is no bulging or localized
deformation infers that creep is not a major issue.

Figure 1. Macro and stereomicroscopic images of failed specimen.
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3.2. Chemical Analysis

The chemical composition of the alloy was checked with ICPAES to make sure that the chemical
composition of the alloy is within the standard range. Table 1 compares the chemical composition of
the alloy with the standard values, showing that the alloy has a standard chemical composition.

Table 1. Chemical composition of the alloy, compared with standard values (in wt%).

AISI 304 C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Fe

Measured - 0.7 1.40 0.011 0.006 18.10 10.00 Bal.
Standard - 0.75 2.00 0.045 0.030 18.00–20.00 8.00–10.50 Bal.

3.3. Analysis of Surface Deposits/Structure

Figure 2 shows grain structure and deposits on the surface of the tube near the damaged area.
Two main features are noteworthy to mention. The first noticeable observation is the so-called “grain
falling-out” phenomenon (see Figure 2a). It appears that grain boundaries at the surface are heavily
oxidized, resulting in the weakening of grain boundary and detachment of a whole grain from the
surface. This is also confirmed by the SEM image (Figure 2b). It is also noticeable that some areas
on the surface are covered a black deposit. The EDS analysis of these deposits are given in Figure 2c,
showing that elements like C, Cl, Mg, Na, and Ca are present in the composition of these deposits.
Given that the outer surface of the tube is the fire-side, one can conclude that these deposits are typical
fly ashes, coming from the fuel. In this case fly ash corrosion appears to have a significant attribution
to the observed failure. Fly ash is a residue generated due to coal combustion and contains fine
particles. In this case ash is brought to the system via flue gas. The composition of fly ash depends on
the coal and the combustion condition. In most cases, fly ash contains ferric oxide, aluminum oxide,
silicon dioxide, and calcium oxide [18]. Fly ash particles are normally collected by filter bags and/or
electrostatic filter. Yet, there is a chance that very small residues are not captured by filters. These
residues are then precipitated on the outer surface of the tube. Fly ash residues can accelerate surface
corrosions. Elements like Ca and Na can diffuse into grain boundaries, resulting in the weakening of
grain boundaries and ultimately grain detachment on the surface. Needless to mention that elements
like Cl can also severely corrode stainless steels.

Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. (a) Optical microscope image of grain falling-out at the surface, (b) SEM image of grain
falling-out at the surface, and (c) SEM/energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analyses of deposits
on the surface.

3.4. Microstructure Analysis

Figure 3 shows optical microscope and SEM images of HAZ structure in the as-polished condition.
Figure 3a,b show that grain boundaries are mostly covered with a rather thick black phase layer.
Figure 3c,d depict that the thickness of the grain boundary phase layer can be as high as 10 μm.
The grain boundary phase appears to be rather brittle. This is clearly seen in Figure 3c in which
the grain boundary phase is broken. The EDS analyses of grain boundary, given in Figure 3c,d,
show that the grain boundary phase is rich in oxygen, carbon, and chromium. It appears that
grain boundaries are sensitized and are heavily oxidized. Grain boundary sensitization takes place
when chromium carbide precipitates at grain boundaries. Chromium carbide precipitation at grain
boundary creates a chromium-depleted zone in the vicinity of sensitized grain boundaries. Given that
chromium is the major element when it comes to the corrosion resistance in stainless steels, this narrow
chromium-depleted region adjacent to the grain boundaries makes grain boundaries preferential
corrosion spots. A continuous network of carbides on grain boundaries and intergranular corrosion
makes grain boundaries weak and brittle. Cracks can therefore more easily propagate alongside
sensitized grain boundaries. Sensitization of grain boundaries of austenitic stainless steels takes place
in temperature range 510 to 780 ◦C [19]. Any thermal exposure into this temperature range during
welding or service could potentially result in the sensitization of grain boundaries in stainless steels.
The temperature and time required to cause sensitization and intergranular corrosion depends on
the chemistry of the alloy, and more specifically on the carbon content of the alloy. Obviously, the
higher the carbon content of the alloy, the higher is the risk of sensitization. For this reason, low carbon
stainless steel grades such as AISI 304L and AISI 316L alloys are known to have an excellent resistance
against sensitization during welding. In higher alloyed stainless steels such as alloys AISI 904L, grain
boundary susceptibility to sensitization is also essentially not a concern [19]. In this case, the observed
sensitization has possibly its root in the welding practice. The service temperature is on the lower side
of the sensitization temperature range and service exposure has possibly not the major contribution to
the sensitization. If sensitization was due to the service exposure, one should have seen sensitization
in the base metal as well, which obviously is not the case.
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Figure 3. Optical microscope images of grain structure in the heat affected zone (HAZ) area of failed
specimens; (a,b) an overall view, and (c,d) SEM/EDS analyses of grain boundary phase and inside grains.

3.5. Assessment of Grain Boundary Sensitization

ASTM A262 [20] is a standard intergranular corrosion assessment method that can be used
to evaluate grain boundary sensitization in austenitic stainless steels. The ASTM A262 standard
contains five different practices. When stainless steels are exposed to high temperature service for a
long time, carbide precipitates on grain boundaries. This creates Cr-depleted areas in the vicinity of
grain boundaries, making the alloy susceptible to intergranular corrosion. This standard is a popular
assessment method for interganular corrosion susceptibility of stainless steels. This standard contains
five different practices, which each being useful for different conditions and materials. Practice A is the
simplest method, which is based on the etching of alloys in Oxalic acid. Obtained etch structures can
be categorized into the following groups [20]:

Step Structure: steps are formed between grains, no ditches at grain boundaries;
Dual Structure: Some ditches at grain boundaries in addition to steps; and
Ditch Structure: One or more grains completely surrounded by ditches.

The formation of the latter etch structure is an indication of grain boundary sensitization. Figure 4
shows the etch structure of AISI 304 stainless steel in the base metal (Figure 4a) and in the HAZ
(Figure 4b). A clear difference is observed between these structures. While the former is a typical step
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structure, the latter is a clear ditch structure, inferring that HAZ has become severely sensitized during
welding and service exposure.

Figure 4. Optical microscope images of grain structure in (a) base metal and (b) HAZ area of failed
specimen, etched according to standard ASTM A262, Practice A.

4. Concluding Remarks and Preventive Measures

This paper investigates a failure in convection section tubes of a gas heater unit in a petrochemical
plant. Tubes are made of AISI 304 stainless steel. The failure is reported after 5 years of service at
working temperature 500 ◦C. The failure is in the form of circumferential cracks in the vicinity of the
weld. The following conclusions can be drawn, based on the obtained results:

• Damage has initiated at HAZ area in the vicinity of the weld. Cracks have propagated alongside
grain boundaries.

• Grain boundaries in the HAZ area are covered with a rather thick grain boundary phase. Further
from the HAZ area in the base metal, there is hardly any indication of such grain boundary phase.

• Results show that grain boundaries are rich in chromium and are sensitized. Sensitization of grain
boundaries is associated with the formation of a narrow Cr-depleted region in the vicinity of grain
boundaries. This makes grain boundaries susceptible against corrosion.

• The test method, proposed in ASTM A262, confirms the susceptibility of grain boundaries in the
HAZ area to intergranular attack.

• Some deposits on the outer surface of tubes are observed. These deposits are rich in C, Cl, Mg, Na,
Si, Al, and Ca, indicating that these residues on the surface are fly ashes.

• Carbon content has a very decisive influence on the susceptibility of grain boundaries. Superior
resistance to grain boundary susceptibility can be achieved by reducing the carbon content values
less than 0.03 wt%. It is highly recommended to use AISI 304L or other low-carbon stainless steel
grades instead of AISI 304.

• Stabilizing elements like Nb and Ti can also enhance the resistance to sensitization. These elements
form stable carbides at high temperature. This way less carbon is available for the formation
of chromium carbides at grain boundaries. Commonly used stabilized austenitic stainless steel
grades are AISI 321 and AISI 347. Replacement of currently used AISI 304 alloy with stabilized
grades is also highly recommended.
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Abstract: The purpose of the present study is three-fold. Firstly, it attempts to describe the bake
hardening (BH) behavior of selected interstitial free (IF) and dual phase (DP) steels. Secondly,
it predicts the BH behavior of the IF DX 51D and DP 500 HCT 590X plates of steel, and thirdly studies
material failure prevention in scholarly sources. The research is aimed at investigating the increasing
steel strength during the BH of these two high-strength sheets of steel used for outer vehicle body
parts. Samples of steel were pre-strained to 1%, 2%, and 5% and then baked at 140–220 ◦C for 10 to
30 min. The BH effect was determined from three factors: pre-strain, baking temperature, and baking
time. Research has shown that increasing the yield strength by the BH effect is predictable. Therefore,
the number of experiments could be reduced for the investigation of BH effect for other kinds of IF and
DP steels. The literature study of the hailstone failure reveals that the knowledge of BH steels behavior
helps to calculate the steel supplier´s failure mode effect analysis (FMEA) risk priority number.

Keywords: bake hardening; dent resistance; failure study; polynomial regression; yield strength;
automotive steels

1. Introduction

In Europe, there were about 25,000 fatal road accidents in 2016, of which passenger accidents
accounted for more than 25.6% [1]. The European Union’s environmental policy and high customer
demands for car quality are forcing manufacturers to adhere to strict quality, safety, and environmental
management standards. Therefore, becoming a new supplier in the automotive chain in today’s busy
market is extremely complex [2,3].

According to [4] many industrial applications, such as car bodies require steels with good
formability and high strengths, taking into account safety, fuel efficiency, environmental performance,
manufacturability, durability, and other quality properties.

According to the Eurostat 2018 study [1], such steels contribute significantly to reducing the
number of fatal road accidents. The goal of car manufacturers is to increase the use of high-strength
steels with minimized-thickness because it is necessary for preventing material failure and avoiding
cost increases.

However, these requirements are often contradictory since the increase in strength must be
achieved without compromising formability.

Due to a variety of requirements, different automotive parts utilize various steel types and grades
to achieve the required properties [5]. For example, outer body parts should possess good surface
quality, dent resistance, and also a good hemming ability.
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Bake hardened steels have good formability before stamping and enhanced strength after baking.
Hence, in recent years bake hardened steel has been widely used in vehicles components, thus leading
to a reduction in vehicle weight and improved safety. Bake hardening steels derive their increase
in strength from a strain aging [6].

Considering that the investigated bake hardenable steels are planned to be used for the automotive
outer body parts, there is a high probability that during use, various damages will occur due to static
or dynamic stone impact, e.g., hailstones. It is therefore worth considering for further research the
increased number of hailstorms that have recently occurred in the world. There were 4611 hailstorms
in the USA [7] and Europe per year. A report by Munich RE [8] shows that damage from individual
events can exceed billions of dollars as the risk has increased in the past decades. Hail damage to
properties, such as cars, becomes substantial when the diameter of hailstones approaches and exceeds
50 mm. Forecasts for the year 2019 say that world-wide hailstorms might cause record damage [9].
Therefore, steel sheets are required to have high dent resistance, which is closely related to high strength.

The aim of our research is to find out how to control a particular grade of interstitial free (IF) and
dual phase (DP) steel by changing input parameters during bake hardening (BH) and to explore the
possibility of generalizing this knowledge to other grades of IF and DP steels by microscopic analysis
and predict their behavior by multi-polynomial regression. Hailstone failure of bake hardenable
steels is studied in scholarly sources, and inclusion of increased frequency of occurrence and severity
of hailstones into the failure mode effect analysis (FMEA) at the steel-maker company (supplier)
is recommended.

2. Materials and Methods

Conventional bake hardening steels were initially developed and patented in 1977 to propose
an increased strength in cold-formed sheet metal parts that require good formability [10].

BH effect can be observed in many different grades of steels, and this phenomenon is discussed
in detail, e.g., in [11]. Bake hardening occurring in steel materials corresponds to an increase of the
flow stress after a pre-strain followed by heat treatment (or annealing) within a specific temperature
range [12]. Bake hardening uses the deformation aging process to increase yield strength. The maximum
is reached at a temperature range between 150–220 ◦C according to [13,14].

The pre-strain is a permanent elongation of the sample. The sample was loaded to a given
pre-strain elongation and unloaded at room temperature. The value of pre-strain is the percent of the
length before elongation.

Bake hardening increases the yield strength by the deformation aging process of the formed
part for increased dent resistance without a reduction in formability [12]. Typical applications are
automotive outer body panels where increased dent resistance is required.

For press-formed car body structural components, the paint-baking treatment is the last process
cycle which is performed at low-temperature. Paint-baking gives the car not only an aesthetic
appearance but also positively affects the strength of the material and increases the dent resistance
via the BH effect [15–17].

Two low carbon sheets of steel referred to as IF DX 51D and DP 500 HCT 590X that exhibit bake
hardening effect were used in this study. According to the metallurgical designation, we can classify IF
DX 51D and DP 500 HCT 590X as advanced high-strength steels (AHSS). AHSS have carefully selected
chemical compositions and multiphase microstructures resulting from precisely controlled heating
and cooling processes. Table 1 shows the chemical composition of the investigated steels.

Table 1. Chemical compositions of investigated steels (wt.%).

Steel C Si Mn P S Ti AlTOT Cr +Mo Nb + Ti V B

IF DX 51D 0.15 0.55 - 0.04 0.015 0.3 - - - - -
DP 500

HCT 590X 0.12 0.5 1.6 0.1 0.045 0.3 0.015–1.5 1.4 0.15 0.2 0.005
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Most automotive components are subject to low stress during the final shaping operation before
baking. Therefore, BH behavior experiments are performed by exposing the samples to a pre-strain
range of 1–5% at 20 ◦C. Applying pre-forming to samples increased the density of dislocations [18,19].
After that, the sample was baked for a defined time at a specified temperature.

Bake hardening effects can be evaluated using a standardized concept of a bake hardening index.
The value of BH2 index for pre-strain 2% is given according to DIN EN 10325:2006 [20] by Equation (1):

BH2 = ReL,t (or Rp0.2,t) − Rp0.2,r (1)

where ReL,t—is the yield strength of lower point when the stress-strain shows a sharp yielding point
for the sample after baking; Rp0.2,t—the yield strength of the crossing point of 0.2% offset line with
the tensile test curve when the stress-strain does not show a sharp yielding point; Rp0.2,r—the yield
strength of the relevant pre-strain for the sample before baking.

The dislocations generated by the preformation are anchored by free soluble atoms that diffuse
into the dislocation core during baking. The consequence of this process is an increased yield
strength (YS) [20].

In general, the BH index is 30–40 MPa for IF steels [21] and 30–60 MPa for DP steels [22] after
2% pre-strain and baking at a temperature of 170 ◦C throughout 20 min. The magnitude of this
phenomenon depends on the baking temperature and time [12,23].

3. Results

3.1. Bake Hardening Behavior of Investigated Steels

The mechanical properties of investigated steels before and after baking were tested using a tensile
test according to [24]. The sample thickness for DP steel was 1.5 mm and was 0.55 mm for IF steel.
The geometry of the samples used for the tensile test is given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Sample geometry for tensile testing (unit: mm).

Table 2 shows the mechanical properties of investigated steels before baking.

Table 2. Mechanical properties of as-received steels.

Steel YS (MPa) UTS (MPa) A80 (%)

IF DX 51D 220 350 36
DP 500 HCT 590X 340 590 20

YS—yield strength; UTS—ultimate tensile strength; A80—elongation 80 mm.

The microstructure of both materials was obtained by metallographic analysis. Samples were
taken from cold rolled galvanized sheets in the rolling direction. Samples were produced for
both types of steel by a standard metallographic procedure according to the internal procedure of
the steel-maker [25]. Samples of tested steels were observed on the Olympus GX 71 microscope
(Tokyo, Japan). Figure 2a and Supplementary Video S1 show the microstructure of the IF DX 51D steel
before baking. The microstructure is formed by ferrite grains. Steel is purely ferritic without interstices
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as carbon (C) and nitrogen (N). The microstructure of the DP 500 HCT 590X steel before baking is
represented in Figure 2b and Supplementary Video S1. The higher volume fraction of small martensite
islands and small ferrite grains produces higher BH values. Solute carbon content in ferrite controls
the speed of BH response [19].

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 2. The microstructure of investigated steels: (a) Interstitial free (IF) DX 51D steel. (b) Dual phase
(DP) 500 HCT 590X steel.

For tensile tests, a multiaxial material testing machine Zwick Z050 (Ulm, Germany) with optical
strain measurement ARAMIS 5M and the rate-controlled device was used. First, three groups of
samples were pre-strained to 1%, 2%, and 5%. Then, each sample was subjected to a baking process at
the unique combination of temperature (140 ◦C, 170 ◦C, 190 ◦C, 220 ◦C) and time (10, 15, 20, and 30 min).
After cooling down to room temperature the tensile test was performed, and measured values were
recorded. Tables 3 and 4 show the selected measured values at a typical temperature 170 ◦C and time
20 min. The whole set of measured values of the BH index used in a model calculation in Section 3.2 is
listed in Appendix A.

Table 3. Measured values of IF DX 51D, 170 ◦C/20 min.

Specimen a0 (mm) b0 (mm) ReL (MPa) Rpx,r (MPa) A80 (%) BHx (MPa) Pre-Strain

E1_170/20 0.55 20.06 352 310 20.7 42 1%

E2_170/20 0.55 20.04 374 339 15.6 35 2%

E5_170/20 0.53 20.04 433 342 19.6 91 5%

a0—sample thickness; b0—sample length; ReL—yield strength of lower point; Rpx,r—yield strength of
pre-deformation 1%, 2%, 5% before baking; A80—80 mm elongation; BHx—bake hardening index.

Table 4. Measured values of DP 500 HCT 590X, 170 ◦C/20 min.

Specimen a0 (mm) b0 (mm) ReL (MPa) Rpx,r (MPa) A80 (%) BHx (MPa) Pre-Strain

K1_170/20 1.47 20.09 486 418 23.8 68 1%

K2_170/20 1.47 20.01 548 477 22.9 71 2%

K5_170/20 1.46 19.77 630 567 19.9 63 5%

a0—sample thickness; b0—sample length; ReL—yield strength of lower point; Rpx,r—yield strength of
pre-deformation 1%, 2%, 5% before baking; A80—80 mm elongation; BHx—bake hardening index.

3.2. Multi-Polynomial Regression Model

The regression analysis was used for estimating the relationships between bake hardening values
and independent variables: pre-strain, baking temperature, and baking time. The second-order
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multi-polynomial regression model was chosen from several tested models because it had the lowest
value of the residual sum of squares [26,27]. The number of measurements taken was 48 for each type
of steel, which is the number of a full factorial experiment. The model is given by Equation (2):

Y = C0 + C1X1 + C2X2 + C3X3 + C12X1X2 + C13X1X3 + C23X2X3 + C11X1
2 + C22X2

2 + C33X3
2 (2)

where Y is BH (MPa), X1 is pre-strains (%), X2 is baking temperature (◦C), and X3 is baking time (min).
The coefficients C1 to C33 of the model are listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Summary of regression analysis results.

Coefficient IF DX 51D DP 500 HCT 590X

C0 −67.2078 31.5670
C1 −18.9102 −14.5249
C2 1.4452 −0.1713
C3 −2.5467 1.2129
C12 0.0656 0.0320
C13 0.2182 0.0066
C23 0.0021 0.0006
C11 4.3385 1.0295
C22 −0.0045 0.0021
C33 0.0765 −0.0218

Residual Sum of Squares 1926.8700 204.4950
Coefficient of Determination R2 0.9528 0.9897

Table 6 contains the values of the coefficient of determination (R2) for models which were calculated
in the way mentioned above for the different number of measurements. The values were taken from
the existing set of measurements. The number of measurements can be reduced three times from 48 to
16, and the R2 value is still close to the original one. It must be said that good result are achieved by
choosing a set of measurements where all distinct values of independent variables (pre-strain, baking
temperature, and baking time) are presented.

Table 6. Coefficient of determination (R2) for calculated models.

No. of Measurement
Coefficient of Determination R2

IF DX51D DP 500 HCT 590X

12 0.9486 0.9832
14 0.9472 0.9826
16 0.9498 0.9893
18 0.9511 0.9892
20 0.9507 0.9890

The coefficient of determination, R2, in Table 6 is the proportion of the variance in the variable
BH that is predictable by the model. The analysis shows that the model for DP 500 HCT 590X steel
is more precise. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that the increased yield strength by the BH effect
is predictable and can be described by the second-order multi-polynomial regression model with
ten coefficients C1 to C33. The values of coefficients in Table 5 are valid for given sample geometry
and thickness.

3.3. Yield Strength and a Dent Resistance—Findings from the Literature Study

There are extensive crash studies concerning the safety of outer vehicle body parts in the
literature [28,29]. Less known and respectively less published are failure studies, which are related
to smaller, non-life-threatening outer damage of sheets due to static and dynamic impacts of small
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hard objects (up to 100 mm), which reduce aesthetic properties of vehicles and require costly repair.
More extensive dent resistance tests were done by [30,31]. A key distinction that is sometimes missing
in dent resistance studies is the nature of the dent.

There are two types of denting, static and dynamic, according to F. Gatto & D. Morri [32]. Static
denting refers to a gradually applied load over a small area typified by a hand pushing on a vehicle
bonnet. Dynamic denting occurs under impact loading typified by a hailstone. The key difference
between the two is the nature of load application. A static dent indicates a slowly applied force.
A dynamic dent is driven by inertia and impact energy.

Burley et al. [33] confirmed that dynamic dent resistance is affected by factors such as panel
density, modulus of elasticity, and curvature. Thomas D. presented the test of the AA6111 steel sheet.
Results of this research were presented as “dynamic dent models” in [30].

Mehmet E. Uz [31], simulated the hailstone impact on G300 and G550 steels in laboratory
conditions and investigated the dependence of dent size on steel grade, steel thickness, yield strength,
and the size, speed, and impact force of ice balls. Experimentation reveals that the dent depth was
inversely proportional to thickness and yield strength, while the dent diameter was found to be
proportional to yield stress. As the yield strength of the steel sheet increased, the dent depth decreased
for these specific materials.

In the literature [34–36] there are applications of failure studies in steel-maker organizations.
The detailed procedure, according to [37,38] aims to guide quality engineers and practitioners and to
offer consistent results towards failure prevention and quality improvement.

One of the most popular engineering techniques for failure prevention is a FMEA method [39].
FMEA is used for reducing the risks of failure and understanding the nature of preventive actions
needed to be taken as measures of continuous improvement.

This method can reveal the risks at the early stage of product planning, reduce time, and save
investment. For failure risk assessment the risk priority number (RPN) can be used and defined as the
result of the three independent factors Equation (3):

RPN = S × O × D (3)

where S is the Severity of the failure effect; O is the occurrence likelihood factor of the failure cause and
D is for the detection likelihood of the occurred failure cause, failure or failure effect, respectively.

4. Discussion

4.1. Bake Hardening Behavior

The minimum BH index value for IF DX 51D steel is 12.2 MPa at 1% pre-strain, 220 ◦C, and 15 min,
and the maximum value is 98 MPa at 5%, 220 ◦C, and 20 min. The minimum BH index value for
DP 500 HCT 590X steel is 33.5 MPa at 5% pre-strain, 140 ◦C and 10 min, and the maximum value is
109.2 MPa at 1%, 220 ◦C, 30 min, as can be seen in Appendix A.

The BH effect for the IF DX 51D steel is less sensitive to temperature, which is evident in Figure 3.
In contrast, the BH effect for the DP 500 HCT 590X steel is quite sensitive to temperature but almost
insensitive to pre-strain (Figure 4). It could be stated that BH effect for IF DX 51D steel is dependent
on pre-deformation as opposed to DP 500 HCT 590X steel, where BH effect increases with the rise
of temperature. That is consistent with the findings in literature sources [19,23], which state that
increasing of the BH effect significantly depends on the type of material and its structure.

4.2. Prediction of the Bake Hardening Behavior

Prediction of BH behavior is visualized in Figures 3 and 4. It is evident that different steels behave
differently, which is apparent from the Supplementary Video S1. However, the assumption made
about the predictability of bake hardening behavior allows for calculation of the model coefficients
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for different steels from a reduced number of measurements. In this case, the model coefficients are
calculated by solving a system of linear equations.

 
(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 3. Bake hardening behavior of the IF DX 51D steel. (a) Baking time 10 min; (b) baking time
15 min; (c) baking time 20 min; (d) baking time 30 min.

 

(a) (b) 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 4. Bake hardening behavior of the DP 500 HCT 590X steel. (a) Baking time 10 min; (b) baking
time 15 min; (c) baking time 20 min; (d) baking time 30 min.
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4.3. Failure Caused by a Hailstone

According to the literature [6,12,34], BH steels have a high dent resistance. Nevertheless, we know
cases when car roofs have been damaged during hailstorms as well as due to the stone impacts to the
hood, doors, and mudguards. Illustration can be found in Supplementary Video S1.

According to our multi-polynomial regression model, it is possible to predict the yield strength
only for sheet thicknesses shown in Tables 3 and 4. By measuring for different thicknesses, the same
procedure could make the model generalizable for other thicknesses of the examined materials and
thus contribute to the customer’s decision on a particular sheet thickness with respect to dynamic
dent resistance.

Then, implementation of failure analysis (FA) as a systematic procedure of an organization will
help to identify the dent risks concerning of the outer vehicle body damage.

Since the studies mentioned above have shown dependence between yield strength and dent size
caused by hailstones, the knowledge of work hardening and bake hardening effects can be used for
estimating the RPN number by steel-maker organization.

Our further research will focus on the simulated hailstone in laboratory conditions and investigate
steel grade dependence, steel thickness, yield stress and size, speed, and impact strength of ice balls on
samples on outer vehicle body parts for IF DX 51D steel and DP 500 HCT 590X steel. FMEA will reveal
the risks of hailstone damage for investigated steels at the early stage of steel research.

5. Conclusions

The subjects of our study were bake hardenable automotive body steels, for which the vehicle
producer required good formability and high strengths. On the base of the producer request,
we investigated the behavior of two steel types during bake hardening.

We examined the effect of pre-strain, baking temperature, and baking time on the bake hardening
process, which is used for the strengthening of body sheets after the painting process.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the experimental part:

• IF DX 51D steel is created only by ferritic phase. DP 500 HCT 590X steel contains ferrite as the
primary phase, and the secondary strengthened phase is formed mainly by martensite.

• Measured higher ultimate tensile strength of the primary material DP 500 HCT 590X steel is
590 MPa and elongation A80 is 20%, and for IF DX51D steel the ultimate tensile strength is 350
MPa and elongation A80 is 36%.

• The result of the regression analysis shows that the increase of yield strength by the bake hardening
effect of investigated steels is predictable, therefore a reduced number of measurements are needed
to describe BH behavior for another grade of IF and DP steels or for different steel sheet thickness.

• The literature review shows that there is a direct relationship between the dent depth, which is
inversely proportional with thickness, and yield strength. Therefore, knowledge of BH behavior
should be taken into account in the process FMEA of the steel-maker organization.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2075-4701/9/9/1016/s1,
Video S1: Bake hardening behavior of the IF DX51D and DP 500 HCT 590X steels.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Measured values of BH index.

Pre-Strain Temperature (◦C) Time (min)
BHx (MPa)

IF DX 51D a0 DP 500 HCT 590X a0

1% 140 10 26.0 0.55 54.0 0.47

2% 140 10 30.5 0.55 40.5 0.47
5% 140 10 80.5 0.53 33.5 0.46
1% 170 10 38.0 0.55 64.0 0.47

2% 170 10 32.0 0.55 60.0 0.47

5% 170 10 84.0 0.53 52.0 0.46

1% 190 10 32.2 0.55 79.1 0.47

2% 190 10 30.1 0.55 72.1 0.47

5% 190 10 90.8 0.53 66.8 0.46

1% 220 10 24.2 0.55 102.1 0.47

2% 220 10 26.1 0.55 92.1 0.47

5% 220 10 95.8 0.53 92.8 0.46

1% 140 15 14.0 0.55 54.0 0.47

2% 140 15 19.5 0.55 43.5 0.47

5% 140 15 77.5 0.53 38.5 0.46

1% 170 15 26.0 0.55 64.0 0.47

2% 170 15 21.0 0.55 63.0 0.47

5% 170 15 81.0 0.53 57.0 0.46

1% 190 15 20.2 0.55 79.1 0.47

2% 190 15 19.1 0.55 75.1 0.47

5% 190 15 87.8 0.53 71.8 0.46
1% 220 15 12.2 0.55 102.1 0.47
2% 220 15 15.1 0.55 95.1 0.47

5% 220 15 92.8 0.53 97.8 0.46

1% 140 20 16.0 0.55 56.0 0.47

2% 140 20 21.0 0.55 49.0 0.47

5% 140 20 81.0 0.53 44.0 0.46

1% 170 20 42.0 0.55 68.0 0.47

2% 170 20 35.0 0.55 71.0 0.47

5% 170 20 91.0 0.53 63.0 0.46

1% 190 20 22.0 0.55 81.0 0.47

2% 190 20 21.0 0.55 80.0 0.47

5% 190 20 93.0 0.53 76.0 0.46

1% 220 20 14.0 0.55 104.0 0.47

2% 220 20 17.0 0.55 100.0 0.47
5% 220 20 98.0 0.53 102.0 0.46
1% 140 30 25.0 0.55 60.0 0.47
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Table A1. Cont.

Pre-Strain Temperature (◦C) Time (min)
BHx (MPa)

IF DX 51D a0 DP 500 HCT 590X a0

2% 140 30 38.0 0.55 49.0 0.47

5% 140 30 72.0 0.53 42.0 0.46

1% 170 30 51.0 0.55 72.0 0.47

2% 170 30 52.0 0.55 71.0 0.47

5% 170 30 82.0 0.53 61.0 0.46

1% 190 30 38.3 0.55 86.2 0.47

2% 190 30 43.7 0.55 82.2 0.47

5% 190 30 84.7 0.53 76.2 0.46
1% 220 30 30.3 0.55 109.2 0.47
2% 220 30 39.7 0.55 102.2 0.47

5% 220 30 89.7 0.53 102.2 0.46

a0—sample thickness. Shaded parts are minimum and maximum values of BHx.
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Abstract: This paper investigates a failure in HP-Mod radiant tubes in a petrochemical plant. Tubes
fail after 90,000 h of working at 950 ◦C. Observed failure is in the form of excessive bulging and
longitudinal cracking in reformer tubes. Cracks are also largely branched. The microstructure
of service-exposed tubes was evaluated using optical and scanning electron microscopes (SEM).
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to analyze and characterize different phases in
the microstructure. The results of this study showed that carbides are coarsened at both the inner and
the outer surface due to the long exposure to a carburizing environment. Metallography examinations
also revealed that there are many creep voids that are nucleated on carbide phases and scattered in
between dendrites. Cracks appeared to form as a result of creep void coalescence. Failure is therefore
attributed to creep due to a long exposure to a high temperature.

Keywords: reformer tubes; HP-Mod; failure analysis; creep

1. Introduction and Case Background

Hydrogen is produced in the so-called “steam reforming” process, in which a steam/hydrocarbon
mixture goes through vertical reforming tubes. Hydrocarbon is then transformed to hydrogen and
carbon monoxide. Creep-resistant centrifugally cast high Cr/high Ni tubes are widely used in reformer
units in petrochemical plants for hydrogen production [1]. HK40 (Cr25Ni20), HP40 (Cr25Ni35),
and HP-Mod (Cr25Ni35Nb) are examples of currently used heat resistant alloys with superior high
temperature corrosion and creep resistance. Reformer tubes experience a severe working condition,
i.e., the working temperature is as high as 1000 ◦C and pressures are up to 3.5 MPa [2,3]. These tubes are
expected to have a service life over 100,000 h, with strains no more than 3%, at temperatures and internal
pressures up to 980 ◦C and 35 bar, respectively [4]. Hoop stress, originated from internal pressure,
together with constant high temperature service exposure results in creep stress approximately equal
to 30 MPa. This in turn results in a creep deformation rate of approximately 10−10 s−1 [3]. It is therefore
not surprising that reformer tubes are considered very critical components when it comes to the safe
operation and the integrity of installations in a petrochemical/reforming plant. In addition, from an
economic standpoint, these tubes are strategically important. Obviously, shutdowns in a petrochemical
plant due to failures in reformer tubes are very costly [5]. Moreover, tube replacement operations
require an extensive dismantling of the furnace components. A total replacement operation can last
a few days and can easily cost millions of dollars for a petrochemical plant. With that said, one can
imagine that understanding and mitigating or postponing failures in reformer tubes are very important.
This paper investigates a failure in reforming tubes, made of HP-Mod alloy, after 90,000 h of service
exposure at approximately 950 ◦C. The results, obtained from this root cause failure analysis, can be
used in assessing and mitigating similar failures in reforming units.
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2. Experimental Methods

Samples for microstructure and failure analyses were taken from failed tubes. According to
the specification, the alloy is HP-Mod. The chemical composition of samples was measured, using
inductively-coupled plasma atomic energy spectroscopy (ICPAES). Optical and scanning electron
microscopes (SEM Philips XL30, Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) were used to investigate the
microstructure of failed specimens. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS, Ametek, PA, USA)
was used to characterize different phases in the microstructure. Fractography was performed on the
fracture surface of failed specimens.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Visual Examinations

Figure 1 shows an example of failed reformer tubes together with an image, showing how tubes
are installed in a reforming unit. As can be seen, cracks have propagated longitudinally. Extensive
branching is also observed overall on the outer surface. It is also noticeable that in some parts tubes
are largely deformed in such a way that a clear bulging is observed. Cracks are often seen in areas of
localized deformation/bulging.

 

Figure 1. (a) Example of failed tubes and (b) an image of tubes in service.

3.2. Microstructure and Chemical Analyses

The chemical composition of the alloy was measured to make sure that the chemical composition
of the failed tubes falls within the standard range. Table 1 shows the chemical composition of a failed
specimen, showing that the alloy has a typical composition of a HP-Mod alloy.

Table 1. Chemical composition of failed specimens.

Composition C Si Mn Cr Ni Nb Fe

wt% 0.41 1.2 0.9 25.5 35.6 1.3 Bal.

Optical and SEM micrographs of service-exposed tubes are shown in Figure 2. As can be seen,
there are two types of morphologies for primary eutectic phases in the matrix. Primary eutectic phases
can be categorized into “Chinese script” morphology (see Figure 2a) and a rather continuous grain
boundary phase morphology (see Figure 2b). EDS analyses show that the eutectic phase is a mixture
of dark and white phases, with the former ones being chromium carbides (Figure 2c), and more
specifically M23C6 and M7C3 carbides (M = Fe, Cr) (M23C6 carbides reportedly gradually transform to
M7C3 carbides during the service due to carbon diffusion/carburization [6,7]), with the latter being
niobium carbide (Figure 2d).
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(c) 
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Chromium Carbides 
Niobium Carbide 

NbC Phase 

Chromium Carbides 

Figure 2. (a) Optical and (b) SEM images of the microstructure in failed tubes, together with EDS
analyses of the (c) black phase (chromium carbide) and (d) white phase (NbC).
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Figure 3 shows a stereomicroscope image of the cross section of the failed tube. Based on this
image, the grain structure can be divided into an elongated dendritic structure from the outer surface
towards the half thickness, and an equiaxed grain structure from the half thickness towards the inner
surface. This is a typical grain structure in centrifugally cast tubes in which solidification starts from the
outer surface, followed by dendrite growth towards the center of tube. Equiaxed grains are then formed
at the latest stage of solidification. In addition, it is noticeable that the examined cross-section exhibits
a large number of voids. In the dendritic area, voids have more directionality and are more oriented
alongside dendrite growth direction, while those in the equiaxed grain area are randomly distributed.
Figure 4a,b compares the microstructure of the degraded sample with that in the as-cast condition,
clearly showing how voids are formed due to longtime service exposure. In addition, Figure 4 shows
optical images of voids in both dendritic structure and equiaxed structure zones. It is seen that voids
in the former zone have a clear directionality and are fully connected in some areas (see Figure 4b,c).
It appears that cracks are formed as a result of void coalescence. On the contrary, voids in the equiaxed
structure are more randomly distributed, are more isolated and are less connected (see Figure 4c,d). It is
postulated that in the case that creep prevails, embrittlement can take place, resulting in a decreased
rupture ductility [8,9]. Creep and rupture strengths are considered to be extremely important design
parameters [10]. Deterioration of rupture ductility due to creep largely influences crack growth rates
and high temperature damage tolerance of reformer tubes. It has been hypothesized [11] that the
mechanism of creep-induced embrittlement is linked to the generation and coalescence of intergranular
voids, which are controlled by the formation of a denuded zone in the vicinity of the precipitates.
The denuded zone around the precipitates is formed due to the segregation and diffusion of alloying
elements at the precipitate/matrix interfaces. Our results show that, in this case, a network of voids has
nucleated and grown during creep deformation. It appears that the failure mechanism in this case is
due to the nucleation of creep voids and their evolution into microcracks, and finally macrocracks.
Buchheim et al. [12] postulated that creep cracking due to long-term high temperature service can take
place in the piping components and can grow due to temperature fluctuations, particularly during
abrupt shutdowns. Pourmohammad et al. [5] also discussed the negative implications of sudden
shutdowns for the lifetime of radiant tubes. When it comes to the creep failure of reformer tubes,
the first stage is always related to the void nucleation [13–16]. Figure 5 shows that creep voids have
nucleated on both chromium carbide and niobium carbide particles. Given that M23C6 and NbC
carbides are distributed in the inter-dendritic regions [2], voids are also nucleated and distributed
in-between dendrites. Figure 6 shows that, in some areas, voids are formed in between carbide
particles. The working temperature of reformer tubes is high enough to cause carbide coalescence
and coarsening. Fine carbide precipitates obviously enhance the creep resistance of HP-Mod alloys.
Yet, in the coalesced and coarsened carbide structure, the positive attribution of carbide particles to
the creep resistance of HP-Mod alloys can reverse. Coarse carbide particles can act as creep void
nucleation sites. Carbide coalescence and coarsening reactions are diffusion-dependent, inferring
that a slight increase in service temperature can significantly accelerate both carbide coalescence
and coarsening, and this in turn results in faster nucleation of creep voids. This clearly adversely
affects the creep lifetime of HP-Mod alloys. In comparison to chromium carbides, niobium carbides
have a comparatively higher melting point, giving them more stability during high temperature
service conditions. Rampat et al. [2] postulated that “since most of the NbC precipitates are out of
the matrix and remain on the grain and/or cell boundaries, higher activation energies (via higher
stresses and temperatures) are required for slip and the consequential creep voids”. The results
of this study depict that both chromium and niobium carbides are nucleation sites for creep voids.
Examples from both cases are shown in Figure 5. Creep-induced embrittlement and distribution of
voids in the microstructure lead to an easier crack propagation and transition of fracture modes. This
is evidently seen in Figure 7. As can be seen in this figure, the fracture surface close to the outer
surface in the dendritic region has a directional fibrous appearance. Voids are also clearly seen on the
fracture surface. There is no indication of dimples anywhere on the fracture surface, supporting the
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argument of creep-induced embrittlement in failed tubes [17]. However, the pictures do not show
ordinary intergranular or interdendritic fractures. It is likely that the fracture surface was altered by
the interaction with the steam/hydrocarbon/hydrogen atmosphere.

 

Figure 3. Stereomicroscope image of the cross section of the failed tube.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Void 
Coalescence 

Figure 4. (a) The as-cast microstructure and voids in failed samples in (b) the dendritic structure region
and (c,d) the equiaxed grain region.
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(a) (b) 

Void Nucleation 

Chromium Carbide 

Void Nucleation Niobium Carbide 

Figure 5. Void nucleation on (a) chromium carbide and (b) niobium carbide particles.

 

Figure 6. Creep voids are often nucleated in-between particles.

 

Figure 7. Fracture surface in (a) dendritic and (b) equiaxed grain regions.
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4. Concluding Remarks

This paper investigated the root cause analysis of failure in HP-Mod radiant tubes in a
petrochemical plant. Failure was reported after 90,000 h of working at 950 ◦C. Longitudinal cracks
with lots of branching were observed on failed tubes in such a way that these tubes could not be used
again due to crack and excessive creep deformation. The results of failure analysis showed that:

• Tubes have two typical grain structures: (i) dendritic microstructure, starting from the outer
surface towards the half-thickness, and (ii) equiaxed grain structure, starting from the half
thickness towards the inner surface. This is the typical microstructure of centrifugally cast heat
resistant alloys.

• Two types of carbides were present in the microstructure: (i) chromium-rich carbides and
(ii) niobium carbides. In most cases, carbides had a “Chinese script” morphology. Carbides were
overall coalesced and coarsened to a large extent.

• Creep voids were observed through the thickness of failed tubes. Voids in the dendritic structure
region were oriented more alongside dendrites and were seen more often in the inter-dendritic
regions. On the contrary, voids in the equiaxed grain structure were more randomly distributed
without any directionality.

• Creep voids were nucleated on both chromium and niobium carbides. Cracks were formed due to
the growth and coalescence of voids.

• The root cause analysis of the concerned failure showed that tubes failed due to creep failure.
• When it comes to creep failure, the most important factor that controls the lifetime of the

components during a high temperature service is temperature. Improper control of temperature
and overheating can dramatically decrease the creep lifetime of reformer tubes.
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Abstract: Despite the fact that ceramics and polymers have found numerous applications in several
mechanical systems, metals and metallic alloys still remain the main materials family for manufacturing
the bulk of parts and components of engineering assemblies. However, in cases of components that
are serving as parts of a tribosystem, the application of surface modification techniques is required
to ensure their unhampered function during operation. After a short introduction on fundamental
aspects of tribology, this review article delves further into four representative case studies, where the
inappropriate application of wear protection techniques has led to acceleration of the degradation
of the quasi-protected metallic material. The first deals with the effects of the deficient lubrication
of rolling bearings designed to function under oil lubrication conditions; the second is focused on
the effects of overloading on sliding bearing surfaces, wear-protected via nitrocarburizing; the third
concerns the application of welding techniques for producing hardfacing overlayers intended for the
wear protection of heavily loaded, non-lubricated surfaces; the fourth deals with the degradation of
thermal-sprayed ceramic coatings, commonly used as wear-resistant layers.

Keywords: surface modification techniques; degradation of protective layers; lubrication;
nitrocarburizing; hardfacings; thermal-sprayed coatings

1. Introduction

The term “tribosystem” or “tribopair” is commonly used to describe the conjugated function
of two components that are moving relevant to each other [1]. Although in general, one element
of the tribosystem could be in the fluid state, e.g., natural gas moving in a pipeline, in the majority
of mechanical systems both elements are in the solid state and their coupled operation serves to
transfer motion, power, or mechanical loading; thus, a typical tribosystem is schematically presented
in Figure 1a.

A tribosystem is defined by (a) the geometry of the participating elements, (b) their relevant
geometry that defines the contact as either conformal or contra-formal, (c) the microgeometry of the
surfaces in contact (roughness, Figure 1b), and (d) the construction materials of the two elements and
the degree of their hardening. Each such tribopair can perform under various operational parameters
that combine the normal load applied (F), the relevant speed (v), and the intervention of a third
medium (solid or fluid) at the area between the two in-contact surfaces [1]. Finally, the operation of the
tribosystem is carried out in a particular surrounding environment that is characterized by the level of
relevant humidity (% RH) and temperature, or even by the application of vacuum. Depending on the
type of the relevant motion, the tribosystems in mechanical engineering can be generally divided into
rolling or sliding bearings.

Metals 2019, 9, 1057; doi:10.3390/met9101057 www.mdpi.com/journal/metals373
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of a tribosystem and (b) magnification of the inter-surface area
marked in (a).

The resistance to the relevant motion between the two elements is reflected in the friction coefficient
value (μ), which is equal to the ratio of the normal load applied to the friction force that appears
(μ = F

T ). The higher the friction coefficient, the higher is the energy consumption for keeping the
motion ongoing [2]. Under these conditions, the operation of the tribosystem leads simultaneously
to material removal from the two conjugated surfaces, i.e., material losses [3]. In the meantime, the
application of a normal load at the contact surface leads to a distribution of applied pressure that
results in a distribution of normal and shear stresses within the upper surface layers of the two solids
in contact; the former are maximized on the contact area, while the latter are maximized at a depth
below the contact area of the two solids [1–4]. This fact could result in crack initiation and propagation
during the operation of a tribosystem.

Depending on the particular application of each tribo-assembly, the requirement could be for
either low or high friction coefficient values, i.e., cutting tools or brakes, respectively, either low or high
wear values, i.e., brakes or workpiece, respectively. In all cases, the stable operation of the tribosystem
requires a constant friction coefficient and uniform wear rates during function, as well as normal and
shear stresses lower than the yield point of the construction materials of the two conjugated elements
and significant durability when operating in the fatigue regime. The combined effect of the friction
force, the normal and shear stresses, and the adhesion forces developed between the two elements
define the wear micro-mechanisms that are activated on the contact area, leading to material removal
from both conjugated surfaces [3].

The topography and the mechanical properties of the surface are of crucial importance for the
operation, since they determine the stress distribution, the ease of relevant motion, and the wear
rate and mechanisms that affect the surface and sub-surface crack initiation and propagation, energy
consumption, and material losses, respectively. In order to enhance the performance of such bearing
surfaces, several modification techniques are available, involving liquid or solid compounds that
alter the distribution of surface stresses, the relevant motion, and/or material removal, but not the
mechanical properties of the bulk metal of the entire structure. Even though such surface modification
techniques do have a beneficial effect on engineering surfaces, their inappropriate application or their
erroneous selection for a particular application, render their involvement in the tribosystem a rather
detrimental factor for the integrity of the entire structure.

In order to overcome undesirable premature failure during the operation of a tribosystem
consisting of two conjugated metallic solids, it is recommended to modify the properties of their
surfaces exposed to the action of the above-mentioned facts. The most widely applied techniques
that result in mainly the reduction of the friction force—thus, reduction of the friction coefficient and
consequently diminution of the energy demands for motion sustainability—consist of the application
of a lubricant medium between the two conjugated surfaces [2]. The main categories of lubrication,
representative media, and common applications for each one are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Main categories of lubrication and representative examples.

Category Representative Lubricants Main Applications

Solid-State Lubrication Graphite; Phyllomorphous
Minerals

Dies and Molds for Metal Forming
and Shaping

Liquid-State Lubrication Oil-Based; Water-Based Engines and Tool-Machines for
Metals Machining

Gas-State Lubrication Air Dental Equipment

To ensure their effectiveness, both solid and liquid lubricants should, mainly, exhibit effective
adherence to the contact surfaces of the conjugated solids, coherence under the normal and shear
stresses and compositional stability at the temperature range to be developed during operation of
the tribosystem.

During the last decades, several surface modification techniques [4–7] were developed aiming
to reduce the wear rate of the material of the main construction by several orders of magnitude, not
necessarily leading to a decrease of the friction coefficient. The majority of these techniques are based
on the creation of a surface overlayer on the initial material; the former being much more wear resistant
than the latter. In this way, the service lifetime of the elements of the tribopair is prolonged and, in some
cases, this “protective” surface layer can be easily replaced without any adverse effect on the metal of
the main structure. In general, the thickness of such overlayers is smaller compared to the dimensions
of the main structure; however, these are efficient to expand significantly the service lifetime of the
elements, without crucial dimensional changes of the main components. The main categories of these
techniques, representative surface layers, and respective applications are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Main categories of coatings techniques and representative examples.

Technique
Representative Wear-Resistant

Surface Layers
Main Applications

Thermochemical Treatments Nitriding and nitrocarburizing Forming, Cutting tools, Dies, Gears,
Shafts, Clutches

Welding; High-power laser Carbide-reinforced Fe-based composites Heavily-loaded surfaces

Thermal Spraying Oxides (Al2O3; TiO2, YSZ);
WC-, Cr3C2 based CerMets

Medical implants
Heavily-loaded surfaces

Physical or Chemical Vapor
Deposition (PVD or CVD) TiN; TiC; BN; Diamond; DLC Cutting tools

Metallization/Plating Cr-, Ni- coatings Automotive parts

In particular, the typical coatings obtained via PVD, CVD, and plating (electrolytic or electroless)
contribute not only to wear resistance but also to the reduction of the friction coefficient. Despite the
fact that both approaches, i.e., lubrication and coatings deposition, contribute significantly to the
protection of the metal of the basic construction, their inadequate application or their use under
non-recommended operating conditions would lead to the acceleration of degradation of the metallic
structure to be protected and to premature catastrophic failure of the elements of the tribosystem.
Four relevant case studies that emphasize the degradation of metallic components of representative
wear-protected elements due to the failure of the protection are discussed below, the main aim being to
present, in a unified and coherent way, the detrimental effects on the performance of tribo-elements
that should have exhibited prolonged lifetime after the application of a surface protection technique.

2. Synopsis of Experimental Techniques

It is generally admitted that in cases of severe degradation, the root cause of failure could be
accurately determined by observing the failed system at low magnification or even by optical inspection,
whilst observations at higher magnifications or complementary diagnostic techniques can be applied in
order to further elucidate mechanisms that are unclear, vague, and not widely known. For this purpose
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and on a case-by-case basis, the experimental techniques applied in the following representative
examples comprised:

(1) Visual inspection and stereomicroscopic (Leica MS 5,Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar,
Germany) and optical (Olympus BX60, Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) observations
for determining the material’s failure areas that could provide information on the root cause, as
well as areas that merit further laboratory examination.

(2) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL 840A, Jeol Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) coupled with elemental
micro-analysis (EDS, OXFORD INCA 300, Oxford Instruments, Abingon, UK) and X-ray diffraction
(XRD, Siemens D-800, Siemens AG, Munich, Germany) analysis of selected areas, for revealing
the material’s flaws or transformations that accelerated failure.

(3) Ball-on-disc tribological measurements (Centre Suiss d′ Electronique et de Microtechnique, CSEM
SA, Neuchâtel, Switzerland), for evaluating the performance of wear-resistant protective coatings
before service.

3. Case Study I: Failure of Lubricated Rolling Bearings

3.1. Fundamentals of Liquid Lubrication

Already since 1902, Stribeck [8] proposed a model for lubricated friction that describes the behavior
of a tribosystem in terms of friction coefficient, taking into account the combined factor

(
η v

P

)
of the

operational parameters, where (η) is the viscosity of the lubricant, (v) the rotation speed, and (P) the
load per unit of the projected bearing area.

As can be observed in Figure 2, depending on the operational parameters, each particular
lubricated tribosystem exhibits a wide range of friction coefficient values that correspond to three
different lubrication regimes [2]:

• Within regime I, also known as boundary lubrication, the friction coefficient value tends to be
similar to that under non-lubricating conditions. The thickness of the lubrication film is very
thin, the load is taken on exclusively by the two solids and is transferred from the one to the
other trough the contact between their surface asperities; thus, the rheological characteristics of
the lubricant do not intervene and the lubrication efficacy depends only on the physicochemical
characteristics of the liquid. These exactly “quasi-dry” lubrication conditions result in severe wear
of the two solids.

• Within regime II, also known as mixed or partial elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication, the friction
coefficient drops down to very low values. The thickness of the lubrication film is moderate, and
the load is born by both the solid and the liquid film, depending on the thickness of the latter.
The consecutive wear is moderate compared to that in regime I.

• Within regime III, also known as hydrodynamic lubrication, the friction coefficient values are
slightly higher, the thickness of the lubrication film is significant enough to result in complete
separation of the two solids and the load is transferred from the one to the other through the
lubricant that should take on the entire load; thus, lubrication efficacy is depended only on the
rheological characteristics of the liquid. In this case, the wear of the two non-in-contact solids
is negligible.
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Figure 2. Typical Stribeck curve for liquid lubrication and associated regimes.

Since 1902, this model has been further improved by emphasizing the effect of the surface
microgeometry (average roughness) of the two conjugated solids [9,10] and the thickness of the
lubrication film, and the distinction between the three regimes is based on the lambda ratio (λ) that is
given by Equation (1):

λ =
hmin√

R2
a,1 + R2

a,2

(1)

where hmin is the minimum film thickness for assumed smooth bearing surfaces, and Ra is the average
roughness of solids (1) and (2).

Based on this approach, boundary lubrication should be expected for (λ) values lower than one
and hydrodynamic lubrication for (λ) lambda values higher than three [2]. Depending on the load
and the relevant speed of motion applied to the tribosystem, as well as the viscosity of the lubricant
used, one should have in mind that the low friction coefficient value could suddenly increase to very
high ones and the wear from negligible could turn to a severe one. Special attention should be given
to the thermal stability of the rheological characteristics of the liquid that could alter the lubrication
mechanisms, as well as its additives that could chemically attack the metallic components, leading to
local corrosion [11] that could be the initiation locus of cracking [12].

3.2. Catastrophic Failure of Rolling Bearings

The catastrophic failure of a rolling-element bearing that should operate in the hydrodynamic
lubrication regime [13] is presented as an example of metal degradation due to failure of the
protective means.

The sub-assembly failed after six months of continuous operation in a centrifugal pump that
was supporting the recirculation of monoethanolamine (MEA) in a petroleum refinery. Unhampered
performance of the assembly is crucial since such a cleaning process of several products is essential
before their further treatment; thus, interruption of the pump operation has a negative financial effect
on the entire production. The temperature at the cleaning unit did not exceed 45 ◦C, whilst the speed
was 2899 rpm, ~24% lower than the maximum value recommended by the bearing’ s supplier.

After the removal of all the organic residuals from the metallic surface, visual inspection revealed
the catastrophic failure of the outer ring of the sub-assembly (Figure 3). In particular, 30% of its
periphery was separated into three fragments that presented irregular fracture surfaces (Figure 4) and
signs of oxidation on them (Figure 5).
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Rolling bearing as-received (a) and after the removal of organic residuals (b).

 
Figure 4. Stereoscopic images of a fragment of the failed outer ring, exhibiting geometric irregularities.

 
Figure 5. Stereoscopic images of a fragment of the failed outer ring, exhibiting signs of oxidation on
the fracture surface.
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Disassembling of the rolling bearing revealed that failure was not limited to the ring, but it has
also affected the rolling elements (balls) that exhibited material removal in the form of craters of smaller
or higher dimensions (Figure 6).

The morphology of both the fracture surfaces of the outer ring and the rolling balls advocates
for insufficient lubrication during operation that resulted in impact loading that led eventually to
the detrimental catastrophic failure of the sub-assembly and the operation interruption of the whole
cleaning unit.

Figure 6. Representative failed rolling balls exhibiting different levels of damage severity.

4. Case Study II: Failure of Nitrocarburized Sliding Bearings

4.1. Fundamentals of Nitrocarburizing

Several engineering components, such as gears and shafts, are commonly manufactured by steel
of different grades and hardening degrees, depending on the type and the level of mechanical loading
to which they would be subjected during their final application. In the case of these metals serving
as parts of a tribosystem, their surface reinforcement against sliding wear is a requirement not only
for decreasing their wear rate, but also for altering the wear micro-mechanisms that could lead to the
secondary activation of severe degradation of the entire structure via oxidation and/or crack initiation
and propagation. Such a surface modification technique widely applied at an industrial scale is
nitrocarburizing and, especially, Tufftriding, often referred to as liquid nitrocarburizing.

Tufftriding is a thermochemical technique governed by the diffusion of nitrogen and carbon in the
ferrous matrix [5,14,15]. After a first step of preheating for moisture removal, the steel components
are immersed for about 6 h in a bath of cyanide salts, with a chemical composition of 60% KCN, 24%
KCl, and 16% K2CO3. The treatment temperature remains constant at 580 ◦C, lower than that of
austenitization; thus, the technique is characterized as ferritic nitriding. Under these conditions, two
chemical reactions take place:

2KCN + O2 → 2KCNO (2)

8KCNO→ 2K2CO3 + 4KCN + CO2 + (C)Fe + (N)Fe (3)

During the first reaction, potassium cyanide is oxidized to potassium oxycyanide, whilst during the
second one, atomic nitrogen and carbon are produced and adsorbed by the solid surface. The desirable
surface layer, enriched in nitrogen and carbon, is formed via simultaneous chemical reaction of the
produced species with the ferrous matrix and nitrogen in-depth diffusion, as described by Fick’ s
second law:

∂C
∂t

= D
∂2C
∂x2 (4)

After their rinsing with water to remove salt residues mechanically attached to the steel surface,
the components are subjected to a stress relief heat treatment.
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These two simultaneous mechanisms lead to the consecutive formation of two distinct
layers [16–18] on the treated surface, that both consist the so-called case depth (Figure 7):

(a) The outermost one is the product of the chemical reaction between the diffusing atoms and the
iron of the base steel and consists mainly of ε-carbonitride Fe2-3 (C,N). This layer, known as white
or compound layer, is the feature that provides high wear resistance to the underlying material.
Although its thickness does not exceed 10 μm, the compound layer contributes to the decrease of
specific wear even by an order of magnitude [17].

(b) The layer underneath is formed via the in-depth nitrogen diffusion that leads, primarily, toα-(Fe,N)
solid solution with a nitrogen content decreasing with increasing depth. In previous works [18],
it was found that the thickness of this diffusion layer is strongly affected by the exact chemical
composition of the steel grade, its level of prior thermal hardening, or cold working percentage.
Although this layer does not affect the wear resistance, it results in a field of compressive stresses
that have a positive effect on the fatigue performance of the treated components.

 
Figure 7. Representative cross-section of a tool steel subjected to Tufftriding (optical micrograph).

Compared to other gas nitriding techniques, Tufftriding is a widely applied one, mainly due to its
low cost, easy application, and high reproducibility. Nowadays, the scientific interest of engineers
applying this technique is focused on the waste neutralization and their management optimization
strategies, since from a materials point of view, the reliability of the technique is indisputable.

4.2. Degradation of Nitriding Layers and Acceleration of Base Metal Failure

In a previous work [19] concerning the comparative study of the same steel grades with and
without surface nitrocarburizing surface treatment, it was demonstrated that Tufftriding prevents
galling failure (Figure 8), i.e., motion suspension of a metal–metal tribopair due to strong adhesion
phenomena having occurred at the contact surface during dry sliding, typically observed in the case of
sliding bearings. Moreover, nitrocarburizing protects the metallic surface from extensive oxidation
(Figure 9a) that can lead to secondary tribo-corrosion mechanisms that would increase the wear rate of
the metallic component.
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Figure 8. Evolution of the friction coefficient of a tool steel grade with and without nitrocarburizing
surface treatment.

However, overloading can lead to cracking and exfoliation of the protective white layer (Figure 9b)
creating cavities on the worn surface. In dry sliding under ambient atmosphere, these cavities act as
loci of moisture accumulation that promote oxidation of the underlying diffusion zone, leading at
the same time to extensive internal oxidation [16]. Even if nitrocarburizing has a positive effect on
the dry sliding performance, a designer should take the operational limits (maximum applied load
and sliding speed) per steel grade and hardening level into account. In cases of nitrocarburizing of a
steel of low hardness, the “quasi-protective” layer would fail under milder operational parameters,
accelerating the degradation of the underlying base metal. Since it is rather costly and time-consuming
to test experimentally a material before proposing it as the suitable one for a specific application, the
development of a well-structured artificial neural network (ANN) can provide wear maps that predict
the areas of safe application [20] or areas of wear mechanism alteration [21].

 
Figure 9. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs and EDS point analysis on characteristic
areas of the worn surfaces before surface treatment (a) and after liquid nitrocarburizing (b).
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5. Case Study III: Failure of Wear-Resistant Hardfacing Overlayers

5.1. Hardfacing Overlayers Elaborated via Melting and Resolidification

In many applications, the increased resistance to surface loading is often achieved via the deposition
of composite layers, consisting of a metallic matrix reinforced by ceramic particulates. The latter are
usually oxide or carbide particles that are dispersed homogeneously in the metal. Such overlayers are
deposited with a thickness of ~300 μm up to several mm, and they exhibit high hardness and a low
wear coefficient. These properties render them ideal protection for surfaces of conjugated elements
that operate in tribo-pairs under severe loading in demanding industrial environments, whilst their
exact values are defined by both the type of the reinforcing particles as well as their percentage and
size distribution.

The common methodology for depositing composite overlays reinforced by carbide particles onto
steel base metal is based on the fundamentals of arc welding and is typically applied in filling cavities
on metallic surfaces that have been subjected to extreme abrasive wear. In this particular case, the
overlayers are referred as “hardfacings”—not simply as “surface coatings”—a term that emphasizes
their inherent properties (high hardness, low wear coefficient), beneficial for applications where
wear resistance is the prime requirement. In conventional arc welding techniques, the material to be
deposited is provided as a consumable bulk rod that contains iron, carbon, and strongly carbide-forming
elements. During hardfacing, the feedstock material at its molten state is deposited on the surface
of the ferrous base metal, part of which is also subjected to melting. The relevant weight percentage
of the material provided and the base metal, when both exist in the liquid state of total miscibility,
is called dilution, and its exact value is depended on the particular welding technique used and the
operational parameters applied. During cooling, this melt is re-solidified leading to the desirable
hard overlayer, the microstructure of which is governed by the chemical composition of the melt [22]
and the cooling rate imposed. This processing results in the dispersion of carbides—primarily of the
strongly carbide-forming elements contained in the feedstock rod—within a Fe-based matrix, having a
modified chemical composition compared to the initial one of the base metal. Typical examples of such
a structure are presented in Figure 10.

Figure 10. SEM micrographs of primary (a) chromium and (b) niobium carbides formed on an AISI
4130 steel via arc welding technique.

In a variation of hardfacing via the arc welding technique known as flux core arc welding (FCAW),
the carbide powder comprises the core of a tubular metallic-shell rod, which is used as feeding
material, so that the carbide particles are introduced in their solid state in the metallic melt and not
precipitated thereof as primary carbides during solidification, as previously described. In both cases,
the temperature at the vicinity of the metallic pool should exceed 1550 ◦C, typical of the melting
temperature of common steels. Hardfacings deposited via arc welding find wide industrial applications,
because of the low cost of the needed facilities and the occupation of non-highly-skilled personnel;
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however, the elaborated overlayers often exhibit microstructure flaws due to the rather empirical and
random way of application. These flaws, commonly pores and cracks (Figure 11), are typical of all
processes based on the gradual solidification of melts in contact with non-molten solids, deteriorating
the elements’ performance and reducing their service life. Especially in the case of manual deposition,
the non-precise control of the treatment parameters increases the possibility of such flaws. Moreover,
the occasionally prolonged exposure of the workpieces to high thermal loads results in extended
heat-affected zones and could cause distortion of the entire structure and/or detrimental transformations
of the base metal microstructure.

Besides conventional arc welding, the plasma transferred arc (PTA) [23,24] and laser beams [25,26]
are applied as non-conventional techniques for elaborating hard overlayers on steel components.
Nevertheless, the small diameter of the high-energy beam limits the melting area to a diameter lower
than 3 mm, a fact that in turn imposes multiple-step processing of larger surfaces, intensifying the
negative effects of high thermal loading. Recently, concentrated solar energy (CSE) was proven [27]
an attractive alternative for elaborating such hardfacing layers free of pores and cracks on large
dimensional surfaces.

In the following paragraph, the case of hardfacing TiC-based overlayers deposited via automated
arc melting technique is presented as a good practice example of the development of wear-resistant
composite hardfacings.

Figure 11. Microstructure flaws in hardfacing overlayers deposited manually via arc welding technique:
(a) stereoscopic image of top view, revealing the development of surface pores and cracks; (b) optical
image of a cross-section, revealing the existence of a sub-surface isolated macro-pore; and (c) SEM image
of a cross-section at the vicinity of the base metal, indicating the development within the overlayer of a
crack parallel to the interface.

5.2. Performance of TiC-Based Composite Overlayers Produced via FCAW Technique

The microstructure characteristics and the XRD analysis of both the core of the commercial wire
fed for the elaboration of the conventional FCAW hardfacing, as well as of the deposits obtained are
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compared in Figure 12. The particles’ agglomerates (Figure 12a) consist of TiC, which is the compound
of interest in the present study, and CaF2 and Si, which are the fluxing agents, whilst traces of ferrite
were also detected originating from the wire’s shell (Figure 12b). The deposit obtained (Figure 12c)
is characterized by the uniform dispersion of fine TiC particulates in the metallic matrix, with rare
presence of small size pores, and consists of only ferrite and TiC (Figure 12d).

 

Figure 12. (a) SEM micrograph and (b) X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectrum, respectively, of the core
powder of the wire used for flux core arc welding (FCAW) deposits. (c) SEM micrograph and (d) XRD
spectrum, respectively, of the obtained hardfacing layers.

The tribological in-service performance of these FCAW deposits against an Al2O3 ball is presented
in Figure 13. The friction coefficient reached immediately the steady-state stage (Figure 13a), acquiring
a constant value of 0.78 ± 0.02, which was practically the same for both applied loads. The wear
coefficient reached the steady-state conditions after 20,000 sliding revolutions (Figure 13b), tending
towards (5.45 ± 0.31) × 10−7 and (6.84 ± 0.49) × 10−7 mm3 × N−1 × laps−1 for 5 and 10 N, respectively.

Figure 13. Representative ball-on-disk testing results of the FCWA hardfacing layers (counterbody:
Al2O3 ball): evolution of (a) friction coefficient and (b) wear coefficient vs. sliding revolutions.
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SEM observations of the worn surface revealed a wear track of ~840 μm width (Figure 14a), within
which polishing lines and oxidation areas of the metallic matrix (Figure 14b) can be clearly observed,
together with the emerged fine carbides dispersion (Figure 14c). Compared to the deposits obtained
via the novel CSE technique previously mentioned [27], the friction coefficient values, as well as the
wear coefficient and the associated micro-mechanisms, exhibit significant differences originating from
the size of the reinforcing TiC particles and their dispersion in the matrix:

(a) The conventional FCAW deposits, enhanced by TiC particles of finer size, exhibit a rather metallic
nature, with high friction coefficient values, tending towards those of a typical tool steel [17] and
the relevant wear micro-mechanisms, involving polishing and oxidation of the metallic matrix.

(b) The solar surface layers, enhanced by TiC particles of larger size, exhibit the typical nature
of a ceramic-particle-reinforced metal (CPRM) composite, with the ceramic phase playing the
predominant role in the low friction coefficient values. The wear micro-mechanism is a clear
superposition of the plastic deformation of the metallic matrix and the micro-fragmentation of
the carbides, leading finally to exfoliation (Figure 15).

Figure 14. Top view SEM micrographs of the worn surface of the FCAW hardfacing layers, after
ball-on-disk testing for 200,000 sliding revolutions, applying a normal load of 10 N: (a) entire width of
the wear track, (b) and (c) successive magnifications within the wear track, demonstrating extensive
oxidation and abrasion scars along the sliding direction.
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Figure 15. Top view SEM micrographs of the worn surface of the “solar” hardfacing layers, after
ball-on-disk testing for 200,000 sliding revolutions, applying a normal load of 10 N.

The comparative results of the tribological performance of the FCAW deposits and those concerning
non-conventional CSE-obtained hardfacing layers are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Ball-on-disk tribological performance of conventional FCAW deposits, compared to CSE
overlayers [27].

Applied Load
Friction Coefficient, μ Wear Coefficient, k (mm−3.N−1.laps−1)

FCAW Deposits CSE Overlayers FCAW Deposits CSE Overlayers

5 N 0.78 ± 0.02 0.43 ± 0.02 (5.45 ± 0.31) × 10-7 (3.26 ± 0.41) × 10-7

10 N 0.78 ± 0.02 0.46 ± 0.02 (6.84 ± 0.49) × 10-7 (4.18 ± 0.42) × 10-7

6. Case Study IV: Failure of Wear-Resistant Thermal-Sprayed Ceramic Coatings

The last surface modification family of techniques widely applied at an industrial scale for the
wear protection of metallic components is thermal spraying [7,28]. Ceramic particles or bulk metallic
material in the form of rods are introduced in an area of high temperature, where they are heated
even to their melting temperatures and are accelerated toward the surface to be coated. These totally
or partially molten particles arriving at the target transmit their thermal and kinetic energy almost
instantaneously and are solidified rapidly providing the desirable coating. Nowadays, several thermal
spraying techniques are available, each one characterized by the ratio of thermal to kinetic energy
attributed to the material to be deposited, the means implemented to create the high temperature
area, and the atmosphere surrounding the accelerating particles. Ceramic materials, due to their high
tribological performance and their characteristic mechanical resistance to compressive loading [29],
also attract interest for their application as protective coatings. Typically, atmospheric plasma spraying
(APS) is applied to deposit oxide layers [30,31], whilst the high-velocity oxyfuel (HVOF) technique is
used to form carbide [32,33] wear-resistant layers.

Due to the peculiarities of the deposition technique, ceramic plasma-sprayed coatings, having a
thickness of 200–400 μm, exhibit stratified structure with interfacial roughness, which promotes the
formation of porosity (Figure 16a) and mechanical anchorage to the metallic surface. In order
to enhance the latter prior to thermal spraying, it is necessary to prepare the metallic solid
via sandblasting. This pre-processing could result in sand residues (Figure 16b) on the surface
leading to poor adhesion to the metallic substrate. In particular in the case of carbide coatings,
their deposition under non-recommended parameters of spraying technique causes their in-flight
decomposition/decarburization [34–39].
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Figure 16. Microstructure flaws developed during plasma spray deposition of (a) a titania coating
(optical micrograph), where a longitudinal crack propagated parallel to the coating/substrate interface
and (b) a WC-Co coating (SEM micrograph) of poor adhesion to the metallic substrate, due to the
presence of residues of the pre-deposition sandblasting preparation of the metallic surface.

Despite all the above microstructure flaws possibly present in a thermal-sprayed coating, their
tribological performance could be acceptable when operating under mild conditions [40]. Under more
severe service conditions, these structure flaws accelerate their degradation (Figure 17a) via vertical
cracking (Figure 17b), providing the route to the moisture or corrosive gases, to penetrate until the
metallic surface that would be hence oxidized.

Figure 17. Degradation of a composite plasma-sprayed coating: (a) after tribological service a
through-depth crack was developed below the contact area and (b) propagated through the carbide
reinforcing particles resulting in their multi-rupture.

7. Epilogue

In general, the operation of metallic parts and components as elements of a tribosystem requires
their further surface enhancement. Several techniques are available for facilitating relevant motion
of two solids in contact, which is reflected in low friction coefficient values, and/or for prolonging
their lifetime by using surface layers of lower wear rates. In this review, four cases of common
wear protective techniques were presented in order to emphasize that the wrong application of the
“quasi-protective” layer on the contact surfaces does not prevent but rather accelerate the degradation
of the metallic component.

When using an oil lubricant, a strict schedule of periodic inspection of the sum-assembly should
be followed in parallel to the periodic oil drain (oil discharge), while its selection should be made
taking into account the compatibility of the lubricant’ s additives to the metal of the solid.
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In the case of implemented diffusion coatings, as the nitrocarburized ones, the bulk hardness of
the protected component should be carefully selected, since it affects the good performance of the
wear-resistant white layer.

In the case of hardfacing overlayers elaborated via arc welding techniques, the formation of
structure flaws associated to solidification of liquid metals (pores and cracks) could be prevented by
the proper selection of processing parameters and, if possible, of an automated technique.

Finally, in the case of thermal-sprayed ceramic coatings the selection of the proper technique is
of crucial importance to avoid structural flaws that eventually lead to the rapid degradation of the
underlying metallic part.
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Abstract: This study delineates a novel finite element model to consider a pattern of process parameters
affecting the forward slip in micro flexible rolling, which focuses on the thickness transition area
of the rolled strip with thickness in the micrometre range. According to the strip marking method,
the forward slip is obtained by comparison between the distance of the bumped ridges on the roll
and that of the markings indented by the ridges, which not only simplifies the calculation process,
but also maintains the accuracy as compared with theoretical estimates. The simulation results
identify the qualitative and quantitative variations of forward slip with regard to the variations in the
reduction, rolling speed, estimated friction coefficient and the ratio of strip thickness to grain size,
respectively, which also locate the cases wherein the relative sliding happens between the strip and
the roll. The developed grain-based finite element model featuring 3D Voronoi tessellations allows
for the investigation of the scatter effect of forward slip, which gets strengthened by the enhanced
effect of every single grain attributed to the dispersion of fewer grains in a thinner strip with respect
to constant grain size. The multilinear regression analysis is performed to establish a statistical model
based upon the simulation results, which has been proven to be accurate in quantitatively describing
the relationship between the forward slip and the aforementioned process parameters by considering
both correlation and error analyses. The magnitudes of each process parameter affecting forward slip
are also determined by variance analysis.

Keywords: finite element analysis; forward slip prediction; strip marking method; multilinear
regression; micro flexible rolling; thickness transition area; 3D Voronoi modelling

1. Introduction

Strip rolling technology has been further developing rapidly in recent decades thanks to the
wide application of its products in a variety of fields, including manufacturing, construction and
energy, wherein higher quality and productivity have been of great interest to the researchers and
engineers in the field of metal forming [1–3]. For instance, Jiang et al. [3,4] investigated the rolling force,
intermediate force, roll edge contact force and wear condition, as well as the shape, profile and surface
roughness of the rolled strip in response to various process parameters like reduction, rolling speed,
initial strip thickness, using a combined numerical and experimental approach. Xie et al. [5] carried
out analytical and experimental investigations to identify the edge crack initiation and propagation
during cold rolling of low carbon steel strip with the aid of Atomic Force Microscopy and Scanning
Electron Microscopy, from which they found a lower friction coefficient, as well as a finer surface
finish, would not only prevent the microcracks, but delay the crack-initiation process in rolled strip.
Jiang et al. [6] simulated the cold strip rolling process with consideration of friction variation along
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the rolling and transverse directions based on finite element method, whereof the numerical results
had revealed the significant influence of friction on the rolling force, rolled strip shape and profile,
which were confirmed by the measured values that the developed approach was capable of improving
the accuracy of the conventional rolling model. Moreover, an elastic-plastic finite element model was
established by Jiang and Tieu [7] to analyse the strip deformation in the roll bite zone taking tension
into account, which was of great help to quantify the effects of tension and rolling speed on the hump
value at elastic entry zone, as well as determining the mixed lubricating film in the roll bite and the
elastic recovery of final rolled strips. Nonetheless, the forward slip is also a common phenomenon
during strip rolling, which reflects the difference between the strip speed and the roll speed at the exit
of roll bite. It is always a significant parameter that helps understand and determine the friction, and
also assists in tension control, as well as in preventing the occurrence of skidding [8].

The forward slip is normally analytically predictable or can be measured in both industrial and
experimental circumstances [9,10]. For instance, Heydari vini and Farhadipour [11] computed the
forward slip as a function of process parameters and strip geometry in cold rolling. Pawelski [12]
introduced an explicit analytical method for determining the forward slip during cold strip rolling,
which reproduced most predictions of classic strip theory, except for extreme cases, such as in the foil
rolling regime or for skin pass rolling. Bayoumi [13] developed a kinematic analytical approach to
predict the forward slip in hot strip rolling based on formulating a velocity field in the roll bite zone
that considers the effect of interfacial friction on the distribution of the axial velocity and longitudinal
stresses across the strip thickness. This method could yield accurate results, compared with those
of the finite element simulation, and was suitable for use in online control because of the drastic
reduction in computational time. On the other hand, Tieu, Jiang et al. [14] discussed two promising
experimental methods, which are the strip marking method and the laser Doppler method, respectively,
and Liu [10] applied these two methods to measure the forward slip in cold rolling of aluminium alloy
under lubricated condition, while the results successfully verified the effectiveness of both methods for
determining the forward slip in the laboratory rolling mill. Li et al. [8] analysed the uncertainty of
forward slip measurement using the laser Doppler method and proposed an improved laser Doppler
velocimetry system by mixing the Doppler signals with a reference frequency signal before feeding
them to the signal processors. Rolling tests of mild steel strips using the improved system showed a
fivefold accuracy enhancement of forward slip measurements under different rolling conditions and
surface roughness. Yuen [15] described an alternative approach to determine the forward slip in hot
strip rolling, which instead compared the distance the head end of the workpiece had travelled with
that the periphery of the work roll had travelled during the same time period.

Extensive investigations have shown variability in forward slip under different reductions, rolling
speeds, roll diameters, tensions, lubrication, etc., however, the microstructural effects still remain to be
identified, particularly with the micro-thin strips. Among most studies, the microstructural effects
have been characterised by the ratios of specimen thickness (T) to grain size (D) to find their interactive
relationship with the micro deformation behaviours. For example, according to Fang et al. [16], the
plastic deformation behaviour along with the fracture mode of the material produces an obvious
change when the value of the T/D ratio varies around 1. Lee et al. [17] revealed that both the maximum
blank holder force and the limit drawing ratio increased with increasing T/D ratio during micro
deep drawing of 304 stainless steel foils. They also recommended that the T/D ratio be greater than
10 for better formability and steady deep drawing behaviour. In addition, Anand and Kumar [18]
demonstrated the influence of T/D ratio on both yield stress and flow stress using ultra-thin brass
sheets, which emphasises on the modification in conventional constitutive equations when applied for
ultra-thin sheets. Raulea et al. [19] conducted a series of uniaxial tensile tests to identify variation in
the yield and tension strength when polycrystalline and single crystal aluminium sheets were adopted
respectively, as well as a sequence of blanking experiments to analyse the variation in product shape
and process force for both cases.
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In such an engineering problem, forward slip can be considered as a dependent variable, which
typical value changes for when any one of the independent variables, i.e., process and material
parameters, is altered. To estimate the relationships between these variables, regression analysis can be
carried out to explore the forms of these relationships, and this methodology has been applied in a
wide variety of prediction and forecasting situations [20]. For instance, Vorkov et al. [21] employed
multiple linear regression with workpiece and tooling dimensions as the independent variables to
deliver the prediction of contact points position between the punch and the workpiece in large radius
air bending using high-strength steels. Schmid et al. [22] predicted both major and minor strains based
on ultimate elongation and thickness of the material by linear regression so as to further determine the
whole forming limit curve geometry by performing the interpolation. Strano and Colosimo [23] also
conducted the empirical determination of forming limit diagram in sheet metal processes utilising
logistic regression model, which allowed the deduction of the probability of failure as a function of both
the principal planar strains by taking into account both the failed and safe experimental data points in
the analysis. Additionally, Hubbard et al. [24] established a two-parameter Weibull regression model
to estimate strain intensity in different strain modes using surface roughness data, which suggested
the critical strain localisation and/or failure, as well as the active deformation mechanisms in sheet
metal forming of aluminium alloy 5754.

Moreover, flexible rolling technology has been devised by Kopp et al. [25,26] to meet the increasing
demand for lightweight structures in the automotive industry, which alters the roll gap during the
rolling passes to obtain the part with varied thickness distribution along its length direction as per
the load requirements at respective locations. Liu et al. [27,28] also utilised finite element method to
analyse the influences of process parameters, such as reduction, friction coefficient and workpiece
horizontal velocity on the rolling force, forward slip and workpiece thickness profile so as to advance
the numerical investigation of flexible rolling. Therefore, the conventional strip marking method
cannot be simply applied to determine the forward slip in this newly developed technique as rolling
phase may change prior to one circumferential rotation of the roll; alternatively, two parallel ridges
have been conceived to ensure that two line markings fall within either thickness transition zone or
rolling phase with an invariable thickness, so that the forward slip can be evaluated effectively by
comparing the distances between the pairs of markings and ridges with respect to each rolling phase.

In this context, both analytical and numerical methods are utilised to determine the forward slip
of thin strips, which occurs within the thickness transition area during micro flexible rolling. The novel
finite element model developed based on strip marking method is capable of producing numerical
estimates of forward slip of mimicked aluminium alloy 5052 strips in an efficient and accurate manner
as compared with theoretical estimates obtained from the mathematical model. The variation of
forward slip in response to the variations in different process variables, such as reduction, rolling
speed, estimated friction coefficient and the T/D ratio is identified with a qualitative evaluation of
the scatter centred around it, which is due to the anisotropic nature of individual grains constructed
using 3D Voronoi tessellation technique. The relative slip between the strip and the roll caused by
the relocation of a neutral point outside the roll bite is also discovered during the rolling phase with
thinner thickness, together with an estimated friction coefficient of 0.08 or T/D ratio of 2. Furthermore,
the multilinear regression analysis followed by correlation and error estimations has been employed
to derive an equation model so as to generate reasonably accurate forecasts of forward slip of thin
aluminium alloy 5052 strips within the thickness transition zone in micro flexible rolling with different
process parameters. At last, analysis of variance is utilised to assess the significance of each process
parameter and quantify their respective contributions to the forward slip.
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2. Analytical Modelling of Forward Slip in Micro Flexible Rolling

2.1. Determination of Neutral Angle

Figure 1 depicts the forces acting on a unit width of the workpiece during the micro flexible
rolling phases to form transition zones with thicker and thinner thicknesses, respectively, wherein
the work rolls are assumed not to sustain any elastic deformation. This study is focusing on force
analysis within thickness transition zones, which represent the main characteristics in flexible rolling.
Therefore, Figure 1a,b just compare forces that act on the unit width of the workpiece during micro
flexible rolling phases to form the transition zones with thicker and thinner thicknesses, respectively,
while rolling phase with an invariable thickness is not considered in the current study, as it is the same
as the flat rolling process.

The neutral angle can be determined by considering the horizontal forces acting on the workpiece
of unit width, as well as neglecting the lateral spreading in the deformation zone. This is because
according to [29], the rolling process can be treated as a two-dimensional deformation when the
workpiece has a very large width compared with its thickness; this suits our case so that we have
neglected the lateral deformation of the material.

According to [30,31], the following equations can be obtained by solving the horizontal forces on
the unit width of the workpiece in equilibrium.

For the rolling phase with thicker thickness,∑
x = −

∫ α
θ

px sinϕRdϕ−
∫ γ
θ
τ′x cosϕRdϕ+

∫ α
γ
τx cosϕRdϕ = 0, (1)

where x refers to the horizontal axis of the two-dimensional figure in Cartesian coordinates, px is
the radial pressure, τ′x and τx are the tangential pressures in the forward and backward slip zones,
respectively, R is the roll radius, ϕ is the arc at arbitrary contact point and H denotes the initial strip
thickness. As can be seen from Figure 1, point C is the intersection of the circular arc of the upper roll
and the central line of the rolls. Thus, tangential pressures are not perpendicular to OC, but directed
tangent to the circular arc at which the neutral plane meets.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Forces acting on the unit width of the workpiece within thickness transition zones: (a) Rolling
phase to form transition zone with thicker thickness; and (b) rolling phase to form transition zone with
a thinner thickness (for the deformation area below arc AC) [32].
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Suppose (1) stress is uniformly distributed along the arc of contact between the rolls and the rolled
workpiece, namely px is regarded as a constant, and (2) friction coefficient μ remains invariable along
the arc of contact and friction between the rolls and the workpiece obeys the Coulomb’s law given by
τx = μpx [32]. Then upon integration and rearrangement, Equation (1) yields the following,

sinγ =
sinα+ sinθ

2
− cosθ− cosα

2μ
, (2)

where α is the angle of bite, θ is the tilt angle for thickness transition area, γ is the arc at the neutral
plane and μ defines the estimated friction coefficient along the arc of contact.

For the rolling phase with thinner thickness,

∑
x =

∫ θ
0 px sinϕ′Rdϕ′ − ∫ α0 px sinϕRdϕ− ∫ θ0 τ′x cosϕ′Rdϕ′
− ∫ γ0 τ′x cosϕRdϕ+

∫ α
γ
τx cosϕRdϕ = 0,

(3)

After integration and rearrangement, this equation becomes,

sinγ =
sinα− sinθ

2
− cosθ− cosα

2μ
. (4)

2.2. Determination of Forward Slip

It is postulated that the volume rates of material flow are the same at the exit of the roll bite and
the neutral plane. Thus, there exists the relationship,

vθhθ = vγhγ, (5)

where vθ, vγ are the horizontal velocities and hθ, hγ are the thicknesses of the workpiece at the exit and
the neutral plane, respectively.

Using
vγ = v cosγ, (6)

and
hγ = hθ + D(cosθ− cosγ) , (7)

The following equation can be obtained,

vθ
v

=
vθ cosγ

vγ
=

hγ cosγ
hθ

= cosγ+
D(cosθ− cosγ) cosγ

hθ
, (8)

where D is the roll diameter, while v is the circumferential velocity of the roll.
Then the forward slip can be calculated by,

Shθ =
vθ − v

v
=

vθ
v
− 1 = cosθ− 1 +

D(cosθ− cosγ) cosγ
hθ

. (9)

3. Numerical Estimation of Forward Slip in Micro Flexible Rolling Based on Strip
Marking Method

In most finite element simulations of sheet material forming processes, constitutive modelling
plays a significant role in determining the stress and strain distributions, as well as their variation
with respect to different locations in the formed part, which includes the mechanical behaviour of the
material, yield criterion, hardening rule, flow rule and so forth [33,34]. In the current engineering
application of micro flexible rolling, the material is assumed to be elastoplastic and undergo isotropic
hardening after it yields according to von Mises criterion, the flow rule being modelled by Levy-Mises
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with normality condition. Moreover, this problem can be considered as plane-strain state as the
workpiece is assumed to be very wide compared with its thickness [29].

A half symmetry 3D finite element model has been developed in ABAQUS/CAE (also known as
Complete Abaqus Environment, which is a backronym with a root in Computer-Aided Engineering) to
numerically estimate the forward slip in micro flexible rolling in accordance with the strip marking
method, as displayed in Figure 2. The roll was simplified as a rigid cylindrical shell in order to eliminate
its elastic deflection and save computational resources, and a finer mesh was assigned to the strip than
that for the roll so that the bumped ridges on the roll would leave an image on the strip, rather than
penetrating into it after the simulation process was completed [35]. Then the average forward slip may
be worked out by Equation (10) [10],

S =
l′ − l

l
× 100%, (10)

where l’ and l are the distances between the pairs of markings and ridges, respectively.

Figure 2. Schematic of strip marking method for numerical estimation of forward slip in micro flexible
rolling: (a) Finite element analysis model with two parallel ridges running axially along roll surface;
(b) enlarged profile view of the ridge; and (c) rolled strip with two line markings indented by the ridges.

As this study intends to reveal the variation of forward slip in the thickness transition area when
process variables like reduction, rolling speed, friction coefficient, as well as the ratio of strip thickness
to grain size change, a frictional interface has been defined between the outer surface of the roll and
the top surface of the strip, and the 3D Voronoi tessellation has also been applied in the strip to mimic
the polycrystalline structure of the material to be rolled.

The rolling speed is a process parameter in our work, while the numerical model has been set to
contain general, static analysis steps, namely initial contact, one type of reduction, thickness transition
and another type of reduction. The boundary conditions for different analysis steps are listed in Table 1,
where RP refers to the geometric centre of the roll, s refers to the bottom surface of the workpiece, vx, vy

and vz are the velocity components in directions x, y and z, respectively, ωx, ωy and ωz are the angular
velocity components of the roll rotating around the axes x, y and z, respectively, Δh is the reduction
amount, d is the diameter of the roll and lc is the length of the zone of contact between the roll and the
workpiece [36].
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Table 1. Boundary conditions for different analysis steps.

Step Position Boundary Conditions

Initial contact
RP vx = vy = vz = ωx = ωy = 0

ωz � 0

s vy = 0
vx � 0

One type of reduction RP vx = vy = vz = ωx = ωy = 0
ωz � 0

s vy = 0

Thickness transition
RP

vx = vz = ωx = ωy = 0
vy = ±Δhωzd

2lc
ωz � 0

s vy = 0

Another type of reduction RP vx = vy = vz = ωx = ωy = 0
ωz � 0

s vy = 0

The bilinear isotropic hardening material model was selected for the workpiece in which the basic
material data were referred to Reference [37], namely aluminium alloy 5052 with Young’s modulus E
of 70 GPa, initial yield stress σs0 of 195 MPa and tangent modulus ETAN of 292 MPa; however, different
heterogeneity coefficients have been employed to alter the tangent modulus to obtain different types
of mechanical properties. Figure 3a presents seven types of mechanical properties distinguished by
dissimilar heterogeneity coefficients, which have been assigned to Voronoi polyhedrons to substantially
reflect the inhomogeneity of individual grains that constitute the strip, as exhibited in Figure 3b.
Note that ξ, ETAN and σs0 in Figure 3a denote heterogeneity coefficient, tangent modulus and initial
yield stress for the selected material, respectively.

According to [35], the concise instructions to create a Voronoi tessellated strip and subsequently
associate its internal grains with a variety of properties are as follows:

(1) The strip is divided into several unit cubes, each containing a single nucleus.
(2) The 3D Voronoi function in computational software MATLAB is in use to create Voronoi

polyhedrons that take those nuclei as their mass centres.
(3) Different types of mechanical properties are assigned to the Voronoi polyhedrons by means of

MATLAB code to reflect the grained inhomogeneity in a real material.
(4) MATLAB finally generates a Python file containing all the geometrical and topological

information of the generated Voronoi tessellation together with property attribution of each
individual polyhedron.

(5) The Python script is imported to ABAQUS/CAE to complete the setup of grain aggregate with a
range of mechanical properties.
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Figure 3. Voronoi tessellation-based 3D construction of the strip with consideration of grained
inhomogeneity: (a) Bilinear stress-strain curves with different tangent moduli governed by
corresponding heterogeneity coefficient; and (b) mimicked microstructure of the strip where grains are
equipped with various mechanical properties.

The strip was meshed with 10-node modified quadratic tetrahedron elements (C3D10M) with
a fine mesh size of 0.04 mm to ensure a good convergence, as well as improving the mesh quality
near grain boundaries, whilst the roll was coarsely meshed with 4-node 3D bilinear rigid quadrilateral
elements (R3D4) by utilising mesh size of 0.16 mm in such a way as to prevent the nodes on the roll
surface from penetrating into the workpiece [35,38].

In general, the optimised model setting includes the simplification of the roll as a rigid cylindrical
surface and the determination of mesh sizes for both roll and strip, in order to reduce the model
complexity, save the computational time and boost both computational accuracy and efficiency.

4. Results and Discussion

Figure 4 presents the micro flexible rolled strip with a reduction of 20% to 50%, wherein red
dots indicate the locations of the marks transferred from the roll within the thickness transition area.
Furthermore, the strip was rolled at a speed of 20 cm/min and under dry friction (with an equivalent
friction coefficient of 0.13 [38]), and both initial strip thickness and average grain size were set as
250 μm, which gives the T/D ratio of 1 for this case. In the current study grain size of 250 μm has been
used, due to two main reasons, whereof one is that three types of T/D ratio can be considered, which
means the scattering effect resulted from the difference between properties of single grains can be
evaluated and compared when approximately one (T/D ratio is less than or equal to 1) or two layers of
grains (T/D ratio is equal to 2) constitute the strip; and the other is that a bigger grain size is helpful to
lessen the computation time for creating the Voronoi tessellation and performing the simulation tasks,
while the grained inhomogeneity which is a key factor leading to scattering effect can still be reflected
in spite of a large grain size.

It is clear from Figure 4 that the effective stress distribution on the profile exhibits a highly
non-uniform pattern because of the coexistence of both elastic and plastic states of stress in the
inhomogeneous granular material subjected to the applied rolling force [39].

Based on Equations (4) and (9), the theoretical value of the forward slip in this case is equal to
2.94%, whereas the numerical estimate turns out to be 3.16% (averaged result from three repeated trials
to improve the accuracy of length measurement after rolling) in accordance with Equation (10), which
error is 7.48% with respect to the theoretical estimate and can be calculated as follows:

Error =
|Theoretical Estimate−Numerical Estimate|

Theoretical Estimate
× 100%. (11)
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As the developed finite element model is capable of evaluating the forward slip by simple
calculations with measurements which produce a reasonable level of accuracy, it is utilised to identify
how different process parameters affect the forward slip within the thickness transition area in micro
flexible rolling.

Figure 4. Profile of the micro flexible rolled sample with a reduction of 20% to 50%.

4.1. Effect of Reduction

Reduction combinations of 20% to 40%, 20% to 45%, and 20% to 50% have been selected for the
rolling phase with thinner thickness, and likewise, 50% to 30%, 50% to 25%, and 50% to 20% for the
rolling phase with thicker thickness by maintaining the length of thickness transition area, but altering
the tilt angle θ. Figure 5 represents the relationship between the forward slip and the reduction for
the rolling phase with thinner thickness. It is evident that the forward slip increases as the reduction
increases, due to the fact that the increasing reduction gives rise to the increase in the displacement
volume in the thickness direction, which consequently leads to the growth of material flow in the
rolling direction, and thus, the increase in forward slip [40].

In Figure 6, the reduction combination is located on the abscissa, while the forward slip is given
on the ordinate for the rolling phase with thicker thickness. As can be seen, the forward slip undergoes
a decline because of progressively reduced material flow in the rolling direction with the decreasing
reduction. Compared with Figure 5, forward slip in this stage presents generally higher values probably
because the reduction starts with a greater value of 50%, which introduces a larger amount of forward
slip at the beginning of this stage. Moreover, the scatter of average forward slip has been noted for each
reduction combination in Figures 5 and 6. This being the case the strip comprises of approximately a
single layer of grains; consequently, the property of each individual grain has a prominent effect on the
overall deformation of the whole strip, which results in the scatter effect of forward slip with respect to
different grain compositions.
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Figure 5. Forward slip versus reduction for the rolling phase with thinner thickness.

 
Figure 6. Forward slip versus reduction for the rolling phase with thicker thickness.

4.2. Effect of Rolling Speed

The effects of rolling speed on forward slip are depicted in Figures 7 and 8 for the rolling phases
with reduction combinations of 20% to 50% and 50% to 20%, respectively, wherein the friction coefficient
is 0.13 and T/D ratio remains 1 for all cases.

As can be noticed in both figures that the increase in rolling speed can lead to the increase in
forward slip, regardless of the rolling phase with thinner or thicker thickness, which is primarily due
to the fact that a higher rolling speed results in a larger residual friction force regarding a constant
friction coefficient in the stable rolling stage, which, therefore, speeds up the plastic flow of the
material in the rolling direction, causing an increase in forward slip eventually [40]. Furthermore, the
scatter effect of forward slip resulted from the inhomogeneous microstructure throughout the strip
has also been observed, whereof the average value varies from 6.11% to 8.02% for the rolling phase
starting with a bigger reduction of 50% as the rolling speed increases from 20 to 30 cm/min (Figure 8).
This change is generally greater than that of 3.16% to 4.32% for the rolling phase starting with a smaller
reduction of 20% (Figure 7), which indicates once again that the reduction affects the forward slip in a
significant manner.
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Figure 7. Variation of forward slip with rolling speed for the rolling phase with thinner thickness.

 

Figure 8. Variation of forward slip with rolling speed for the rolling phase with thicker thickness.

4.3. Effect of Estimated Friction Coefficient

To examine how lubrication condition affects the forward slip in micro flexible rolling four types
of estimated friction coefficients have been selected to represent dry friction (with estimated friction
coefficients of 0.13, 0.18, and 0.23, respectively) and rolling with lubrication (with estimated friction
coefficient of 0.08) in accordance with previous investigations conducted by Qu et al. [36,38]. In this
section, all cases were performed with rolling speed of 20 cm/min and T/D ratio of 1.

As can be seen in Figure 9, the average value of forward slip has undergone an overall decline
from 7.86% to −3.42% as the estimated friction coefficient decreases from 0.23 to 0.08, and where
this fact can be explained by the reduced residual friction force owing to the decrease in estimated
friction coefficient, which brings a continued drop in forward slip, provided all other variables remain
unchanged [40]. It is also quite noticeable that the forward slip experiences a significant decrease or
can even be thought of as reversing from positive value of 3.16% to negative value of −3.42% when the
mimicked condition varies from dry rolling to that with the presence of lubricant; this phenomenon
occurs because the neutral point has taken relocation outside the roll bite, which means the strip sliding
takes place to a certain extent even though it succeeds to feed in the roll bite.
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For the rolling phase with reduction of 50% to 20% (Figure 10), the forward slip displays an almost
identical downward trend, but stays positive, indicating that the strip sliding no longer exists during
the rolling phase with thicker thickness in spite of the low friction coefficient of 0.08 reached. As is also
found through comparison of Figures 9 and 10, the forward slip starts to decline from similarly high
levels of 7.86% and 9.01%, respectively, which reveals that the contribution of high friction coefficient
to forward slip overwhelms that of increased reduction.

 

Figure 9. Dependence of forward slip on estimated friction coefficient for the rolling phase with
thinner thickness.

 

Figure 10. Dependence of forward slip on estimated friction coefficient for the rolling phase with
thicker thickness.

4.4. Effect of Initial Strip Thickness (or T/D Ratio)

Figures 11 and 12 exhibits the tendency of forward slip to decrease with increasing initial strip
thickness, but with a constant rolling speed of 20 cm/min and friction coefficient of 0.13 for the rolling
phases with thinner (reduction of 20% to 50%) and thicker (reduction of 50% to 20%) thicknesses,
respectively. Firstly, as is clearly seen in Figure 11 that the increasing initial strip thickness has driven a
drastic decline in the forward slip of 3.16% to −6.89%, wherein the negative value indicates that the
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neutral point has moved outside the roll bite again for a larger initial strip thickness of 500 μm during
the rolling phase with thinner thickness; the strip keeps feeding in the roll bite, along with a certain
amount of sliding though.

While in the case with thicker thickness, as illustrated in Figure 12, there is a progressive and
approximate linear decrease in forward slip from 8.99% to 3.46% as initial strip thickness increases
from 100 to 500 μm during this rolling phase without strip sliding; the primary reason for the observed
trends is that the elongation of the material in the rolling direction decreases with increasing strip
thickness, which is equivalent to decreasing the reduction that reduces the material flow along rolling
direction, and the forward slip is then declined as a result [41]. In addition, a smaller initial strip
thickness exerts a greater influence on the forward slip than that of the reduction, since it reaches quite
close values of 8.87 and 8.99 for the rolling phases with thinner and thicker thickness, respectively, no
matter whether the reduction starts at 20% or 50% in relation to the initial strip thickness of 100 μm.

Another noticeable finding observed from both Figures 11 and 12 is that the scatter of average
forward slip is smaller at the initial strip thickness of 500 μm than that for both smaller strip thicknesses
of 100 and 250 μm, which is attributable to approximately two layers of grains dispersed in the thicker
strip of 500 μm (with respect to the average grain size of 250 μm, namely the T/D ratio reaches 2),
weakening the effect of each single grain and leading to a more uniform deformation within the
material, as compared with the other two types of thinner strips (with T/D ratio less than or equal to 1)
that produce larger discrepancies across simulation results.

 

Figure 11. Tendency of forward slip with T/D ratio for the rolling phase with thinner thickness.
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Figure 12. Tendency of forward slip with T/D ratio for the rolling phase with thicker thickness.

4.5. Development of Prediction Model for forward Slip in Micro Flexible Rolling Based on Regression Analysis

The multilinear regression analysis is a powerful technique for establishing a statistical model to
predict the unknown value of a dependent variable from the known values of a set of independent
variables in a quantitative manner [35]. In the present study, the forward slip is taken as the dependent
variable y that is influenced by four types of process parameters taken as the independent variables
x1–x4, to wit, reduction, rolling speed, estimated friction coefficient and the ratio of initial strip thickness
to average grain size, respectively.

According to [35,42], the multilinear regression prediction model can be constructed as follows:

ŷi = a0 + a1xi1 + a2xi2 + a3xi3 + a4xi4 + ei, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (12)

where n is the number of observations, a0 is the intercept term, namely the predicted value of the
dependent variable ŷi when all of the independent variables xi1–xi4 is equal to zero, a1–a4 are the
regression coefficients estimated by least-squares method and ei is the difference between the observed
value yi and predicted value ŷi, which is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance σ, i.e.,
ei ∼ N

(
0, σ2

)
, and where σ can be calculated as,

σ =

√ ∑
e2

i
n− p− 1

, (13)

where p is used for the number of independent variables.
In a regression model, the effects of lower-order terms become conditional ones, not main effects

by adding interaction terms, which means that the effect of one variable is conditional on the value of
the other and it goes into full effect only when the other term in the interaction equals 0. Therefore,
the interaction terms have not been taken into account in the current regression prediction model so
as to make quantitative estimation of the main effects of reduction, rolling speed, estimated friction
coefficient and T/D ratio on forward slip, respectively, since the value changes of these process
parameters are independent of each other.
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In order to maintain the integrity of data, simulation results from both cases with thinner and
thicker thicknesses have been utilised jointly to establish one single model, wherein input variable x1,
viz. reduction, takes positive sign for the case with thinner thickness and negative for the other one.
Thus, based upon 60 groups of values of independent and dependent variables, the regression model
can be written in the following form,{

ŷi = 0.489503− 7.0693xi1 + 0.179244xi2 + 51.06542xi3 − 6.45104xi4 + ei, f or i = 1, 2, . . . , 60
ei ∼ N(0, 3.29633).

(14)

Equation (14) gives the quantitative definition of the prediction model of forward slip as a function
of independent variables. For instance, the first observation of values of x11–x14 is 0.2, 20, 0.13 and 1,
respectively, and the difference ε1 is −1.328 obtained from the prediction model. By substituting the
values of x11–x14 and ε1 into Equation (14), the predicted forward slip ŷ1 is calculated to be 2.848%.
This procedure can be applied to predict the forward slip for the other observations of values of x11–x14.

Moreover, the fitted regression model has also been validated by evaluating the strength of the
relationship between the simulated and predicted values of forward slip under different process
conditions, as well as assessing its prediction reliability in terms of Pearson correlation coefficient (r)
and root mean square error (RMSE), which are defined according to [43,44], as,

r =

∑N
i=1(yi − y)

(
ŷi − ŷ

)
√∑N

i=1(yi − y)2
√∑N

i=1

(
ŷi − ŷ

)2 , (15)

RMSE =

√√√
1
N

N∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2 , (16)

where N is the number of paired data, y is the simulated forward slip, ŷ is the predicted forward slip,
y and ŷ are the mean values of y and ŷ, respectively. In accordance with Ref. [45], the relationship
between two groups of data can be considered strong, provided that their r value is greater than
0.7; therefore, as is noted from Figure 13 that a good correlation with r of 0.9106 exists between the
simulated and predicted data. Furthermore, the equation between simulated and predicted forward
slip can be written based on the fitting of the data plotted in Figure 13, as follows:

y = 0.8205x + 0.8586. (17)

In addition, the root mean square error was calculated to be 1.7383, which indicates that the
developed regression model has reasonable capability and accuracy in predicting the forward slip
during micro flexible rolling of aluminium alloy 5052 strips with regard to a range of reduction
combinations, rolling speeds, friction coefficients and T/D ratios.
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Figure 13. Correlation between the simulated and predicted values of forward slip under different
process conditions.

Finally, in order to investigate the magnitudes of each process parameter affecting forward slip,
variance analysis has been carried out in accordance with [38], and the results are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Variance analysis for identification of significance of each variable.

Source S df V F Contribution Rank

x1 279.737 5 55.947 16.974 25.82% 2
x2 13.453 2 6.727 2.041 1.24% 4
x3 248.439 3 82.813 25.125 22.93% 3
x4 360.338 2 180.169 54.663 33.26% 1
e 181.298 55 3.296 16.74%

Total 1083.265 67 100.00%

S, df and V in Table 2 denote the sum of squared deviation, degree of freedom and variance,
respectively, and F value is the ratio of variance of each variable to that of the error (e) between the
simulated and predicted forward slip which is 3.296 in the present study. According to the size of F
value, the ratio of strip thickness to grain size is believed to be the factor that has the most significant
influence on forward slip.

Based on the value of Contribution in Table 2 which is defined as the ratio of sum of squared
deviation for each factor to the total sum of squared deviation, the ratio of strip thickness to grain size
is ranked first among the four process parameters, with most contribution of 33.26% to the forward
slip, which is followed by the reduction with its contribution of 25.82%. The next influential parameter
is the estimated friction coefficient with the contribution of 22.93%, while the rolling speed has little
significant influence on the forward slip with the contribution of only 1.24%.

5. Conclusions

This study aims to identify the influence of process parameters on forward slip within thickness
transition zone in micro flexible rolling of submillimetre thick strips based on the finite element method,
through which numerical estimations of forward slip for a range of process conditions can be obtained
in an intuitive and accurate manner as compared with theoretical calculations. A summary of the main
points in the present study is presented as follows:
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1. In view of the force equilibrium condition, as well as the material flow characteristics within the
roll bite, the 2D analytical models are established to determine the neutral angle and consequently
the forward slip of the thin workpiece during micro flexible rolling phases with thicker and
thinner thicknesses, respectively; the theoretical results obtained from mathematical models
indicate that an increase of reduction, rolling speed or estimated friction coefficient leads to an
increase of the forward slip, while a larger initial strip thickness suggests a smaller value of it.

2. In order to provide a more intuitive and practical evaluation of forward slip, a novel 3D finite
element model with bumped ridges on the roll is created based upon strip marking method
to mimic the rolled strip with two line markings indented by the ridges within the thickness
transition zone; meantime, the 3D Voronoi tessellation polyhedrons equipped with different
mechanical properties are employed to represent the inhomogeneous grain structure in the
material, through which the qualitative and quantitative estimation of the microstructural effect
on the forward slip can be conducted in terms of the ratio of strip thickness to grain size, namely
that the forward slip decreases as the initial strip thickness increases with regard to a constant
average grain size within thickness transition zones; however, for the rolling phase with thinner
thickness, the forward slip shows a negative value of −6.89% when the T/D ratio is 2, which
suggests a relative sliding between the strip and the roll.

3. Numerical simulations are performed with regard to the mechanical properties of aluminium
alloy 5052, whereof the results are found to have reasonable accuracy by comparison with the
theoretical estimates, viz. that the difference between the numerical and theoretical results ranges
from 5.95% to 10.92% among all cases, which reveals that the newly developed finite element
model is suitable to analyse the forward slip and its influential factors respecting the thickness
transition area in micro flexible rolling.

4. The variation of simulated forward slip in response to the variations in process parameters is in
reasonable agreement with theoretical results, to wit, that for either rolling phase with thinner or
thicker thickness, the forward slip generally exhibits an increasing trend along with increased
reduction, rolling speed or estimated friction coefficient, whereas it shows a decrease in response
to rising T/D ratio; nevertheless, negative values of forward slip are observed for cases with
estimated friction coefficient of 0.08 and T/D ratio of 2, respectively, during the rolling phase with
thinner thickness, namely that the neutral point no longer resides within the roll bite, and the
relative sliding between the strip and roll is incurred under these conditions.

5. The scatter effect of forward slip is qualitatively assessed taking advantage of 3D Voronoi
modelling which highlights the heterogeneous nature of the material, viz. that each individual
grain contributes more to the macro deformation of a thinner strip consisting of fewer grains,
leading to a larger scatter of material flow in the rolling direction and consequently a bigger
difference during determination of forward slip in the thickness transition zone, and vice versa.

6. A multilinear regression prediction model is constructed based on simulation results obtained
from both cases with thinner and thicker thicknesses, which is afterwards validated through
both correlation and error analyses, since a good correlation with r of 0.9106 exists between the
simulated and predicted data, and the root mean square error is estimated to be 1.7383; the
developed statistical model displays reasonable capability and accuracy, and can, therefore, be
utilised to reasonably predict the forward slip of thin aluminium alloy 5052 strips under various
process conditions during micro flexible rolling phase with a variable strip thickness.

7. According to the analysis of variance, the ratio of strip thickness to grain size is regarded to be
the most significant factor with its contribution of 33.26% to the forward slip, which is followed
by the reduction with the contribution of 25.82% and the estimated friction coefficient with
that of 22.93%, whilst the rolling speed hardly significantly influences the forward slip with the
contribution of only 1.24%.
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Abstract: Bendability is a crucial property of automotive parts, which describes the ability of
extruded profiles to be formed to shape, without the appearance of discontinuities that will have an
adverse effect on the mechanical properties and their energy absorption capacity (crashworthiness).
Anisotropic behavior exhibited by Al alloy extrusions has been documented due to the nature of the
hot working process. In the present article an attempt is made in order to determine the main factors
influencing bending properties in longitudinal and transverse to extrusion direction, which are also
related with anisotropic behavior. Mechanical testing, microscopic examination and finite element
analysis were applied in the frame of the current investigation. The findings were indicative that
grain morphology and orientation (texture), especially on the surface zone of the extruded profiles, as
well as morphology and distribution of the constituent particles are strongly related with formability.

Keywords: automotive; 6063 Alloy; EBSD; bendability; fractography; modeling; texture

1. Introduction

Previous works in this field have highlighted the role of process parameters on microstructure and
texture and it has been found that the fracture mode of tensile specimens and therefore the ductility
is strongly related with the cooling rate that followed the soaking thermal treatment [1–4]. More
specifically, slower cooling rates, i.e., air cooling, resulted in a higher amount of intergranular fracture
and lower ductility, relatively to the amount of transgranular ductile fracture that was observed after
water quenching.

In one of the studies, the effect of microstructure on formability is examined, where the anisotropic
behavior of extruded samples is attributed to both grain morphology and distribution of primary
particles [5]. The role of the constituent particles, as well as the dispersoid particles is also discussed
by S. Das et al. [6] and A. Vazdirvanidis et al. [7]—while investigation of AlFeSi particles formation
and their transformation during heat treatment is discussed in [8–10]. In reference [11], the role of
directionality in mechanical properties is mentioned. Lower bending angles were reported with the
bending axis parallel to extrusion direction, while a correlation between bendability and ductility
was found. D.J. Lloyd noticed macroscopic cracking on the outer bent surface with the following
sequence and by increasing bending strain: (i) slip band and shear bands formation within the grains,
(ii) rotation and displacement of grain boundaries, (iii) increase of the number of grain boundaries
exhibiting displacement, (iv) final rupture assisted by cracking of intermetallics, and development of
discontinuities by shear bands and also on grain boundaries due to precipitates [12].
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The role of texture is also crucial in the examination of automotive alloys properties [13]. It has been
reported that a high amount of deformation texture compared to random texture on the surface zone of
the profiles leads to an increase of shear bands formation during bending within each grain [14]. In the
same work, the role of the size and distribution of constituent particles, especially on the free surface
of bent specimens, is highlighted. Texture examination including Taylor factor maps are correlated
with bendability in work presented by H. Inoue [15]. Extrusion temperature also plays a significant
role in mechanical strength development of 6xxx Al-alloys. According to Reference [16], extrusions
processing at a temperature below recrystallization (120 ◦C), offers a great advantage towards strength
and ductility, stimulating dynamic precipitation and/or accelerated precipitation processes. Based
on Reference [17], pre-aging treatment of extruded 6082 Al alloy at 175 ◦C for 30 min, after solution
heat treatment, has a beneficial role, eliminating the negative delay effect. It results in a stable alloy
microstructure when kept at room temperature for 24 h, improving the final mechanical properties.

In this paper, the factors that influence formability of 6xxx series alloy extruded profiles for
the automotive industry are examined by means of (i) microstructure characterization by optical,
electron microscopy and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), (ii) mechanical testing involving
tensile and bending tests and (iii) finite element analysis of stresses and strains in extrusions during
mechanical testing.

The effects of grain structure and texture, especially near the surface and size and distribution of
AlFeSi intermetallic particles on bendability are examined. The aim of the project is to determine the
microstructure properties that are related with the mechanical properties of the material and through
the proper configurations to optimize the manufacturing process in order to achieve high formability.
The outcome of this study has significant value in understanding the contribution of texture and second
phase particle orientation to the formability and failure susceptibility of Al 6xxx profile for automotive
applications. This is an original industrial R&D work, while there is only limited published research
addressing these issues from a consolidated point of view.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials Production

6xxx series extruded profiles were manufactured by industrial trials. The alloy studied in this
work is 6063 (0.20–0.60% Si, 0.35% max Fe, 0.10% max Cu, 0.10% max Mn, 0.45–0.90% Mg, 0.10%
max Cr, Zn, Ti, remainder Al, all are expressed in wt.%). The samples have been provided by ETEM
Bulgaria S.A. Extrusions with complicated cross-sections differing in the wall thickness (2.9 mm vs.
3.2 mm) were produced. The profiles had been artificially aged under the same, industrial, aging
process to peak age, reaching a T6 metallurgical condition.

2.2. Mechanical Testing

Tensile and three-point bending tests were performed using an Instron 5567 30 kN ((Instron,
Norwood, MA, USA) electromechanical testing machine at ambient temperature. Tensile tests were
conducted at a constant speed of 10 mm/min according to ISO 6892-1 standard. Tensile specimens were
extracted from the original aluminum profile for testing parallel to the extrusion direction. Three-point
bending tests (transverse and longitudinal) were performed using 20 mm/min speed, according to
the instructions of VDA 238–100 and ISO 7438 standards. Tests stop criteria was set at 10% load
drop. Roller span distance was set at two times the specimen thickness plus 0.2 mm. Specimens were
extracted from the middle of the external profile face. Due to the profile geometry sample sizes of
50 × 25 mm2 were used. Measurement of bending angles was manually performed after the end of
test. Higher bendability is associated with high bending angle values.
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2.3. Microstructure Characterization

Macroscopic examination of the fracture surfaces from tensile tests and 3-point bend tests was
performed by a Nikon SMZ 1500 (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) stereo-microscope. Optical microscopy
examination was conducted using a Nikon Epiphot 300 inverted metallographic microscope equipped
with an image analysis software (Image Pro Plus, Rockville, MD, USA). The samples were first
examined in as-polished condition for revealing AlFeSi intermetallics density and morphology. This
information was provided as input to FEM software for modeling the 3D response of the material to
tensile stresses. Polarized light illumination was applied after Barker’s electrolytic etch for revealing
grain structure and bright field illumination after HF immersion etching.

High magnification microscopic and fractographic observation was performed using a FEI XL40
SFEG SEM (FEI, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). EBSD analysis was performed with an EDAX Hikari
XP camera (EDAX, Mahwah, NJ, USA) on longitudinal cross-sections (extrusion direction coincides
with TD and normal direction with ND coordinates).

2.4. Finite Element Analysis

The morphology, size and distribution of the AlFeSi intermetallic particles together with their
influence on the response of the different areas of the material to tensile stresses were simulated via
finite element analysis (FEA). The present approach is to simulate the Al-matrix behaviour based
primarily on the second phase particle morphology and the stress- fields, derived by the presence
of harder particles distributed in the microstructure. Hence, it is considered that the density of the
intermetallic phase is not a predominant factor of the presented results, as it is also supported by
the non-coherency (absence of strong metallurgical bonding) of the second phase particles with the
matrix. Further information concerning the influence of impurities on properties and processing of
Al alloys are presented in Refs. [18,19]. The aim of this task was the detection of (i) areas where high
stress concentration can occur, (ii) potential differences of stress and strain distribution between areas
with dense or sparse intermetallic particles distribution and (iii) differences in the response of the
material in the longitudinal and transverse to extrusion direction. For the simulation, the commercial
FEA software LS-DYNA™ was used. The model consisted of a rectangular aluminum body with
dimensions of 38.1 μm × 38.1 μm × 4.57 μm, while eleven particles were scattered inside the aluminum
body. The distribution of the particles is presented in Figure 1.

The size of the particle ranges from approximately 0.4 to 3.2 μm in length and 0.4 to 1.5 μm in
width. In order to be more realistic with the simulation, the size, shape and distribution of the particles
were based on actual metallographic observations of the experimental samples, as presented in Figure 2.
The particle shapes involved wedge type, needle type and circular type particles. The needle and
circular type particles were modeled via icosahedra, in order to simplify the meshing process.

The numerical model was meshed using approximately 1.1 million tetrahedral elements.
The generated mesh in both the aluminum body and the particles is presented in Figure 3. It is
worth noting that the mesh in the particle cavities of the aluminum bodies matched that of the
corresponding particles, in order to avoid any numerical flaws caused by mesh incompatibility.

The mechanical properties used for the current numerical analysis are presented in Table 1.
Both for the aluminum body and the particles a bilinear elasto-plastic material model (MAT
24—PIECEWISE_LINEAR_PLASTICITY [20]) was used.
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Figure 1. Particles distribution in aluminum body for FEA: (a) Top view and (b) side view imaging.

Figure 2. Optical micrograph showing intermetallic particles in Al 6063 alloy sample (observation
parallel to extrusion). Wedge, needle and circular type particles can be seen.
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Figure 3. Generated mesh: (a) Particle mesh and (b) Aluminum body mesh.

Table 1. Mechanical properties used in the FE models.

Material
Density
(kg/m3)

Young’s
Modulus

(GPa)

Poisson’s
Ratio

Yield
Strength—YS

(MPa)

Tensile
Strength—TS

(MPa)

Tangent
Modulus

(MPa)

Al 6063 2700 70 0.33 234 272 680.85

Particle
material 3580 [18] 139.2 [21] 0.31496 [21] 2700 [18,19] - -

It is worth noting that due to the lack of material property references for the AlFeSi phase particles
in literature and because this analysis is mainly aimed at the mechanical behavior of the Al body,
the mechanical properties of Al3Fe mentioned by Belov et al. [18] and Gaillac et al. [21] were used
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for the particles. For the yield strength of the Al3Fe particles, the empirical rule deeming it equal to
approximately HV/3 was used, as presented by Belov et al. [18] and Glazoff et al. [19]. The aluminum
mechanical properties were exported from the tensile tests performed on the samples (see Section 3.1).

Via the finite element model, two different loading scenarios were investigated. In the first
scenario, a uniform tensile load of 150 MPa was applied along two opposite sides of the aluminum
body, aligned with the extrusion axis. In the second scenario, the same uniform tensile load of 150 MPa
was applied in two opposite sides of the aluminum body, but transverse to the axis of extrusion. The
two different loading scenarios are presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Loading scenarios: Load aligned with the extrusion direction (Scenario 1) or transverse to the
extrusion direction (Scenario 2), (Top view). Each scenario was separately simulated.

3. Results

3.1. Tensile Testing and Fracture Modes

Ten (10) tensile specimens were retrieved from each profile section (10 from the profile with
2.9 mm wall thickness and 10 from the profile with 3.2 mm wall thickness). The results of the tensile
tests are summarized in Table 2. One representative stress-strain curve from each profile is given in
Figure 5a (see also Figure 5b for extrusion section). It is shown that the 2.9 mm thick samples attained
higher yield and tensile stress values (239 and 271 MPa), but lower elongation at fracture (10.3% vs.
12%) signifying lower ductility as this can be determined by elongation at fracture. The respective
values for the 3.2 mm thick sample were 229 MPa yield strength, 261 MPa tensile strength and 12.0%
elongation at fracture. The two materials were in the same metallurgical condition and had similar
tensile to yield strength ratio values (1.13), which leads to the conclusion that the differences in the
mechanical properties should be related with grain morphology. Stereoscopic micrographs of the
fracture surfaces are given in Figure 5c,d. It is readily observed that the 3.2 mm thick sample exhibited
higher amount of area reduction at fracture.
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Table 2. Tensile tests results (mean and standard deviation of ten measurements).

YS (MPa) TS (MPa) Percentage Elongation at Fracture (%)

2.9 mm 3.2 mm 2.9 mm 3.2 mm 2.9 mm 3.2 mm

239 ± 14 229 ± 9 271 ± 2 261 ± 1
10.3 ± 0.6

(95% Confidence
level = ±1.2%)

12.0 ± 0.7
(95% Confidence

level = ±1.4%)

Figure 5. (a) Stress-strain curves showing lower strength and higher ductility for the thicker sample. (b)
Macrograph of the aluminum profile cross-section, showing the wall area from which the mechanical
testing specimens were retrieved, the wall thickness corresponds to the initial tensile specimen thickness.
Stereoscopic micrographs of the fracture surfaces from tensile tests, (c) 2.9 mm thick sample and (d)
3.2 mm thick sample. Higher reduction of area is observed in (d).

The fracture surfaces were also examined with an electron microscope. In Figure 6, it can be
observed that the less ductile sample exhibited a high amount of intergranular fracture, especially on
the subsurface regions and a low amount of dimple fracture (mixed fracture mode). The prevailing
mechanism is microvoid coalescence on the grain boundaries caused by Mg2Si precipitation and
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nanoscale precipitates free zones formation [1,7]. Ductile dimpled fracture follows a significant extent
of permanent plastic deformation, which is shown even macroscopically by cross section reduction
(necking). At the microscopic level, voids are generated around second phase particles, and at the
centre of the necked region, where the stress triaxiality is maximum. A recent review of the fracture
mechanisms is presented in [22].

Figure 6. (a–d) SEM fractographs, fracture surface of tensile specimen with 2.9 mm thickness. Mixed
fracture mode consisting mainly of intergranular fracture and lower percentage exhibiting dimpled
morphology. Grain facets and triple joints are highlighted.

It is noteworthy that higher amount of intergranular fracture relatively to dimple fracture is
observed on the surface region of the 2.9 mm sample.

On the other hand, the more ductile, 3.2 mm sample exhibited a uniform, equiaxed dimpled,
fracture surface (Figure 7). No significant variation in the fracture mode between surface and inner
regions was observed.

In both cases, no other microstructural defects such as inclusions or porosity, that could impair
ductility, were identified with electron fractography in both samples.
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Figure 7. (a–d) SEM fractographs, fracture surface of tensile specimen with 3.2 mm thickness. Mostly
dimpled ductile fracture is observed.

3.2. Three Point Bending Testing

Three (3) transverse and three (3) longitudinal bend tests were performed with tests being
interrupted at 10 percent load drop. The results of three-point bend tests are given in Table 3. Similar
bending angle values were reported in longitudinal tests for all specimens (approximately 102◦).
Regarding the transverse tests, lower bending angle values were exhibited in 2.9 mm thick specimens
(96◦) and higher in the 3.2 mm thick specimens (115◦). This is an indication that transverse testing
could be preferred in the specific alloy and metallurgical condition, when highlighting of bendability
in different samples is sought.

One representative load-distance curve from each test is given in Figure 8. Samples with 3.2 mm
thickness attained higher load values in both longitudinal and transverse directions, as it was anticipated
by their higher thickness values—especially in longitudinal direction where the bending angle was
almost identical.

Metallographic examination of bent specimens revealed “roughening” at the surface and shear
bands formation, accompanied by formation of intergranular discontinuities, mainly on the surface,
but also in the subsurface regions (Figure 9). It is also shown that in 2.9 mm thick sample excessive
cracking occurred in transverse tests compared to longitudinal tests which accounts for the drop of the
load and the lower bending angle values (Figure 9a,b). In 3.2 mm sample transverse testing led to
more intense surface “roughening”, but longer subsurface cracks were formed in longitudinal testing
(Figure 9c,d).
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In the same figure, it is also observed that even though both materials are fully recrystallized,
with equiaxed microstructure, near the surface coarser grains that reduce mechanical properties can
be found. The grain boundary interface of such grains is in many cases the stress concentration and
cracking initiation region (see Figure 9d).

In Figures 10–13 representative (a) macrographs of the bent areas at 10% load drop, (b) high
magnification optical micrographs (cross-sections) of the bent areas, (c) and (d) SEM micrographs of
the microstructure in HF etched condition and (e) macrographs of the bent areas at 180◦ bend angle,
are given from longitudinal and transverse tests. From the examination it could be deduced that:

• Formation of discontinuities can occur on grain boundaries as a result of different accommodation
of strain in neighboring grains. Shear bands are observed traversing different grains on the
surface and subsurface regions (see Figure 13b). In Figures 10b, 11b and 13b it is readily seen
that the prevailing fracture mode is intergranular and cracking was preferentially formed in the
subsurface regions.

• Formation of discontinuities also occurred between constituent intermetallic particles inter-
and transgranularly. The size and morphology and general appearance of the intermetallic
particles for this type of Al-alloy, as they have been identified by optical and electron microscopy
constitute typical evidence of Al-Fe-Si secondary phase that have been subjected to deformation
processing (extrusion). In Figures 10d and 12d representative SEM micrographs are given showing
discontinuities formed between adjacent particles inside the grains. In Figures 11d and 13d it can
be seen that during bending testing intermetallic particles also promoted cracking since strain
could not be accommodated by such brittle phases.

• Mg2Si precipitates contribute to voids nucleation on grain boundaries favoring the intergranular
fracture mode. Precipitates are preferentially formed on double and triple grain boundary regions
during artificial aging. Grain boundary debonding observed in Figure 10d, Figure 11c,d, Figures
12c and 13c is associated with this precipitation behavior as well as the potential occurrence of
precipitate free zones (PFZs), which are very narrow (expected to be tenths of nanometers thick
in T6 condition) and therefore they can be only discerned by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM).

• The outer surfaces of the samples bent by 180 degrees were completely fractured for 2.9 mm
sample in transverse testing (Figure 10e), but were only roughened in the other three cases
(2.9 mm—longitudinal test, Figure 11e, 3.2 mm sample transverse and longitudinal tests, Figures 12e
and 13e).

Table 3. Results of bending tests (three tests in every category). Tests were interrupted at 10% load drop.

Longitudinal Tests Transverse Tests

2.9 mm wall thickness 3.2 mm wall thickness 2.9 mm wall thickness 3.2 mm wall thickness

Bending
Angle (o)

Max Load
(N)

Bending
Angle (o)

Max Load
(N)

Bending
Angle (o)

Max Load
(N)

Bending
Angle (o)

Max Load
(N)

102 3340 102 3725 96 3820 115 4830
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Figure 8. Indicative load—extension curves for longitudinal (solid lines) and transverse (dashed lines)
bend tests for 2.9- and 3.2-mm thick samples.

Figure 9. Bent specimens with tests being interrupted at 10% load drop, optical micrographs, polarized
light illumination. Cross-section transverse to bending line showing roughening of the outer surface,
shear bands formation and intergranular cracking initiation. (a) Sample 2.9 mm thickness (transverse
test), (b) sample 2.9 mm thickness (longitudinal test), (c) sample 3.2 mm thickness (transverse test) and
(d) sample 3.2 mm thickness (longitudinal test).
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Figure 10. (a) Macroscopic image of bent specimen sample with 2.9 mm thickness (end of bending
test at 10% load drop, transverse bend test with bend line parallel to extrusion direction). (b) Optical
micrograph, cross-section A-A’ showing heavy, partly intergranular cracking on the surface. (c,d)
SEM micrographs, grain boundary debonding and rupture. (e) Macrograph, end of bending test at
180 degrees.
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Figure 11. (a) Macroscopic image of bent specimen sample with 2.9 mm thickness (end of bending test
at 10% load drop, longitudinal bend test with bend line transverse to extrusion direction). (b) Optical
micrograph, cross-section B-B’ showing mainly intergranular cracking on the surface. (c,d) SEM
micrographs, grain boundary debonding and rupture. (e) Macrograph, end of bending test at
180 degrees.
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Figure 12. (a) Macroscopic image of bent specimen sample with 3.2 mm thickness (end of bending
test at 10% load drop, transverse bend test with bend line parallel to extrusion direction). (b) Optical
micrograph, cross-section C-C’ showing partly intergranular cracking on the surface. (c,d) SEM
micrographs, grain boundary debonding and rupture. (e) Macrograph, end of bending test at
180 degrees.
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Figure 13. (a) Macroscopic image of bent specimen sample with 3.2 mm thickness (end of bending test
at 10% load drop, longitudinal bend test with bend line transverse to extrusion direction). (b) Optical
micrograph, cross-section D-D’ showing partly intergranular cracking on the surface. (c,d) SEM
micrographs, grain boundary debonding and rupture. (e) Macrograph, end of bending test at
180 degrees.

3.3. Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD)

The microstructure and the texture of the extrusions was examined by electron backscatter
diffraction. In Figure 14 the grain structure maps from a mid-thickness location for both 2.9- and
3.2-mm thick samples are given. The latter exhibited a finer microstructure with 59 μm average grain
size versus 85 μm for the thinner section (both with equiaxed morphology).
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Figure 14. Grain structure derived by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD): (a) 2.9 mm thickness
sample and (b) 3.2 mm thickness sample. The grain structure was finer in 3.2 mm sample in the middle
of the section, but also on the surface region.

Additionally, Taylor factor maps from the surface of the profiles were retrieved (Figure 15).
Examination revealed secondary grain growth phenomena in 2.9 mm thick sample, which are expected
to lead to premature failure in mechanical testing. Purple arrows indicate potential locations for stress
concentration, attributed to the specific orientation of the neighboring grains. The higher the difference
in Taylor factor values and the higher frequency of such interfaces the more possible is that the material
will fail during bending or any other forming process.

Figure 15. Taylor factor maps, secondary recrystallization was observed in 2.9 mm thick sample (a).
Arrows indicate areas that exhibit anisotropic response to deformation and high stress concentration (a)
sample with 2.9 mm thickness, (b) sample with 3.2 mm thickness. More prone to crack initiation are
boundaries between blue and red colored grains.
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3.4. Finite Element Analysis

3.4.1. Effect of Load Application Direction

From the finite element analysis, the Von Mises stress fields on the Al 6063 body were depicted
and evaluated. Since the particles were located in different positions along the thickness (4.57 μm) of
the aluminum body, various cross-sections of the sample were examined. In Figure 16, the Von Mises
stress fields of a cross-section around the middle of the sample’s thickness for both loading scenarios
are presented. The cross-sections presented in Figure 16 are located in a height of approximately 1.4 μm
towards the positive values of the X-axis (the bottom of the aluminum body is located at a height of
X = 0 μm in the model).

Figure 16. Mid-thickness cross-section Von Mises stress fields (units in MPa): (a) Load aligned with
extrusion direction and (b) load transverse to extrusion direction. The particle positions are given
as reference.

Observation over Figure 16 revealed a correlation between the loading direction and the induced
stress fields on the sample. More specifically, in Figure 16a, where the load axis is aligned with the
extrusion direction, and thus with the approximate alignment of the particles as well, some high
stress values can be seen in the particles concentration region (also see Figure 1a). On the contrary, in
Figure 16b, where the load axis is transverse to the extrusion direction, the lowest stress values are those
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observed in the particle concentration region, as the induced stress fields are “moving” around this
area, thus indicating that higher energy is required to cross the aforementioned particle concentration
area. This fact indicates that, given the direction of the loading, the presence of the particles can act
either as a “path” or a “hindrance” for the induced stresses, as the particle elongation caused by the
extrusion leads to high stress fields in the elongation direction over its transverse axis.

Furthermore, the aforementioned particles elongation can lead to stress fields merging in the
case of collinear loading-to-extrusion direction scenario, given that the distance between two different
particles in the direction of the loading is relatively small and the stress field intensity is high enough.
This fact can be seen between the stress fields of “P3” and “P4”, “P4” and “P5” and between “P6”, “P7”
and “P8”, although the addition of the stress field of “P7” in this case gets overshadowed from the
wider “P6” stress field. On the other hand, a lower intensity, stress fields merging is observed in the
case of the transverse load axis-to-extrusion direction scenario, only between the “P1” and “P10” and
between the “P2” and “P11” particles, which are outside the particles concentration region.

Further examination of Figure 16 reveals a rather expected behavior, where high stress loci
appear in the edges of the particles that are relatively (given that the particles are rotated from the
extrusion direction axis by a few degrees) aligned to the loading axis, while low stress loci appear
in the corresponding transverse direction. By taking into account that the relative rotations of the
particles are in all three directions of the workspace, the existence of particles in different depths along
the thickness of the sample can affect the induced stresses in higher of lower cross-sections. This is
clarified in Figure 16a, where the existence of particle “P3” causes a branching of the stress merged in
“P6” and “P4” stress fields.

Regarding the stress values observed in Figure 16, in both loading scenarios the induced stresses
have locally surpassed the applied 150 MPa. The stress fields surpassing the applied value are mainly
a result of stress concentration near the ends of the particles (with respects to the loading direction
in each loading scenario), with the majority of stress fields being approximately 160–185 MPa in the
first loading case (Figure 16a) and 150–170 MPa in the second loading scenario (Figure 16b). The
maximum stress values observed in these scenarios appear near some sharp edges of certain particles,
with their values approximately 190–210 MPa in Figure 16a (observed in “P4”, “P6”“P7” and “P8”)
and 170–185 MPa in Figure 16b (observed in “P1”, “P6”, “P7” and “P10”). Given that all of the
above-mentioned stress fields are present in the interfaces between the particles and the aluminum
body, a debonding between the two is considered highly possible. Based on the definition of stress
concentration factor K (Equation (1)), given by Carvill [23], the stress concentration factors for the
above-mentioned stress fields are calculated in Table 4.

K =
σmax

σapplied
(1)

Table 4. Stress concentration factors (K).

Stress Fields Loading Scenario 1 Loading Scenario 2

Majority of observed stress fields 1.07–1.23 1.00–1.13
Maximum valued stress fields 1.27–1.40 1.13–1.23

Especially for the particles concentration region, a comparison between Figure 16a,b reveals that
stress concentration in the first loading scenario is severely amplified, while the stress fields in the
same region in the second loading scenario are rather relaxed. The respective stress concentration
factors are approximately 1.07–1.23 for the first scenario, compared to 1.00–1.13 for the second scenario.
Thus, it can be concluded that the particle elongation from the extrusion combined with their dense
distribution can lead to high intensity stress field, which is not observed when the load is applied
transversely to the particle elongation axis.
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3.4.2. Effect of Particle Aspect Ratio

The importance of particles shape and aspect ratio is further clarified from the results presented
in Figures 17 and 18, respectively.

Figure 17. Comparison between the induced stress fields of “P6” and “P8” (units in MPa): (a) first
loading scenario and (b) second loading scenario.
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Figure 18. Comparison between the induced stress fields of “P3” and “P7” (units in MPa): (a) first
loading scenario and (b) second loading scenario.

From the results presented in Figure 17, the importance of particle shape is examined. In this case,
the two particles have similar alignment and comparable sizes, thus the induced stress fields are overall
close in value. However, since “P8” is a wedge type particle with sharp edges, some significant stress
fields are concentrated in the corners of the wedge. On the other hand, no such stress concentration
exists in the case of the much smoother needle type particle “P6”. This observation is similar to both
loading scenarios, although the induced stress values between the two are different.

In Figure 18, a comparison between the induced stress field in particles “P3” and “P7” is presented.
In this case, the two particles are a needle type and a circular type respectively, with different aspect
ratios and in both cases no sharp corners exist. From the comparison between the two, the induced
stresses around the two particles have similar maximum values. However, because of the equiaxed
morphology of “P7”, its induced stress field is continuous and has mostly the same intensity throughout
its periphery, while the corresponding stress field of “P3” is varying across its periphery. Additionally,
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the stress fields of particle “P7” are very similar in both loading scenarios, while the same is not true
for the stress fields of “P3”. From the above analysis, it can be concluded that globular particles can act
as constant stress raiser points regardless of the direction of loading, while the effectiveness of load
direction becomes more important in non-equiaxed particles.

4. Discussion

The fracture surface of 2.9 mm thick sample from tensile testing was mainly intergranular but also
exhibited dimples, with the higher ratio of intergranular to transgranular fracture occurring on the
surface regions. This could be explained by the high stress concentration occurring due to presence of
secondary recrystallized grains with approximately millimeter size which lower the ductility. A very
coarse grain is very likely to have many neighboring grains with high difference in Taylor factor values.
As a consequence, these grains will respond in a different manner to applied stresses during forming
(in this case bending) leading to high stress concentration and ultimately fracture. This is the case of
the grain interfaces highlighted in Figure 15.

From the obtained results, it is clear that the sample with the finer mean grain size in the matrix
and the surface layer with no coarse grains had better formability. It is therefore necessary to attain a
fine, equiaxed microstructure when high bendability is sought. It was observed that the strength of the
sample with the coarser structure was higher. This is attributed to the higher amount of precipitation
that occurred on the 2.9 mm thick sample. The examination of the size and distribution of Mg2Si
precipitates remains as future work (TEM) since their size could not be resolved with optical and
scanning electron microscopy. The amount of natural aging that also affects seriously the resulting
strength and that could lead to the observed differences in strength was not provided and should
always be taken into account when mechanical properties of 6xxx series alloys is examined.

Both extrusion samples exhibited high bendability in longitudinal tests. However different
behavior and generally bigger variation was observed on transverse tests. It is assumed that transverse
bend testing is a more decisive mechanical test for determination of formability performance and
for comparing different materials. Results also revealed that except from the 10 percent load drop
tests it is suggested to perform 180 degrees bend tests, as the sample with the poor bendability was
catastrophically fractured and the samples with the acceptable bendability were folded, exhibiting
only orange peeling.

The formation of discontinuities in bending testing is strongly related with shear banding
phenomena. Metallographic examination of bent samples showed that once stresses are concentrated
on the grain boundaries, shearing can progress easily by “cutting” the neighboring grains in a mixed
inter- and transgranular, fracture mode (low ductility fracture). The intergranular fracture mode is
assisted by cracks formed between neighboring AlFeSi intermetallic particles producing microvoids
and also by the fact that these particles are fractured during straining as a result of their brittle behavior.
Consequently, the chemical composition of the alloy, which is directly related with the number of
Fe-containing phases has a significant role in bendability, but should be regarded when comparing
samples or alloys with different amount of Fe and Si.

Bendability is seriously affected by the metallurgical condition since this governs (i) the amount
of Mg2Si precipitation and the potential of grain boundary dissipation which occurs due to the
cross linking of grain boundary precipitates and (ii) the presence of PFZs that constitute lower
strength inter-crystalline regions. Higher bendability could be expected in T7 condition where the
matrix is considerably softened or in underaged condition where no appreciable hardening has been
performed. Si content is crucial in reducing the amount of Si grain boundary crystals precipitation that
decrease ductility.

The results of FEM analysis showed that high stress concentration occurs at the edges/tips of the
intermetallic particles, especially on the more elongated and/or sharply angular particles. A maximum
concentration factor of 1.4 was calculated for the collinear load axis-to-extrusion direction loading
scenario, while 1.23 was calculated for transverse load axis loading scenario.
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Noticeable differences in the stress fields and the response of the metal in the longitudinal and
transverse to extrusion direction were observed. More specifically, the direction of loading and its
relative angle to the extrusion direction can completely change the pathing of stress fields inside the
aluminum body, and thus any possible crack path formed. However, the direction of loading seems
to have little effect on the stress induced fields of smaller particles, which operate as constant stress
raiser points.

Comparing the areas with dense and sparser distribution of intermetallic particles it is readily
observed that between closely spaced particles the stress fields are quite more intensive by a factor
of 1.07–1.23 in the collinear load axis-to-extrusion direction loading scenario and 1.00–1.13 in the
transverse load axis-to-extrusion direction loading scenario. Also, in the case of the former loading
scenario, stress field merging occurs, thus the induced stress field paths completely change.

Based on the calculated stress values and the concentration of high stresses around the
aluminum-particle interfaces, the possibility of debonding between the two is highly probable.
In this case, any such point can be considered as a crack initiation point.

According to these results it could be said that:

• The resulting strength in tensile testing is strongly affected not only by grain structure but also by
the amount of precipitation and the alloying addition as well as other factors affecting precipitation
behavior such as natural aging, homogenization conditions, cooling rate after homogenization,
solution heat treatment or extrusion (thermo-mechanical treatment) etc. This could provide an
explanation for the higher strength of 2.9 mm thick sample, which had coarser microstructure
than the 3.2 mm sample.

• Ductility in tensile testing and bendability are strongly related with grain size and morphology
especially on the subsurface zones as well as in the bulk material. It is believed that cracks are
easily nucleated in coarse grained material and once formed they can propagate through low
ductility grain boundary regions or highly stressing shear bands cutting the grains transgranularly.
It is easier to reveal any differences in bendability through transverse tests either by selecting 10%
load drop as stop criterion or simply by bending by 180 degrees.

• Fe and Si should be considered when comparing the bendability of different alloy samples.
Constituent particles have been proved by FEM to create high stress intensity fields during
stressing, in both longitudinal and transverse directions. Especially when they have wedge-type
morphology, significant stress fields were derived in their corners’ area. This finding comes in
agreement with metallographic examination findings where microvoids are formed between
adjacent particles and this is the reason for the desired low Fe content in alloys with high crash
performance and high ductility.

• FEM was successfully performed by applying tensile stresses parallel and transverse to extrusion
direction in order to simulate the performance of the α-AlFeSi particles in the surface region of
the profiles during 3-point bending tests in the longitudinal and transverse direction respectively.
A possible explanation for the fact that the maximum load values in 3-point bending tests were
observed in transverse direction could be given by finite element analysis. The model showed that
among closely spaced elongated intermetallic particles the stress fields that develop are higher in
intensity in the longitudinal tests and therefore the profiles are more prone to crack initiation and
propagation in the respective tests.

• The role of globular particles is the same for transverse and longitudinal testing and this could
apply not only for constituent particles but also for similar morphology precipitates.

• EBSD analysis and Taylor factor mapping can provide a valuable means in characterization
of bendability not only by presenting an accurate grain structure but mainly by revealing
crystallographic data related with the response of the material to stresses signifying potential
locations for crack initiation.
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5. Conclusions and Further Research

A thorough study including microstructure characterization, mechanical testing and finite element
analysis of 6063 alloy profile samples was performed in order to determine the factors governing
strength, ductility, bendability and also de-codify the role of the intermetallic particles in applied
stresses. It is proposed that bendability of 6xxx series alloy extrusions can be easily evaluated by
three-point bending tests, especially on the transverse direction but also with ductility as this is
calculated by tensile tests. Precipitation behavior and metallurgical condition are the more crucial
parameters for strength while grain morphology is more important in bendability, when comparing
samples with the same metallurgical condition.

1. The load direction was proved to be important by both actual tests and FEM. Transverse testing
proved to be more decisive in the determination of the more formable material as both samples
had the same bendability in the longitudinal tests. Statistical analysis of bending results was not
in the scope of the present research, but has been planned as a future work.

2. Texture analysis should be included in formability related projects in order to perform a more
complete characterization of the role of the resulting texture from extrusion especially in the more
sensitive surface regions where stress is concentrated and fracture initiation is expected. This
type of analysis would include Taylor factor mapping for revealing the frequency and location
of interfaces with high Taylor factor values, mean grain size analysis which can be precisely
performed by EBSD in aluminum alloys (fine grains cannot be resolved by optical microscopy
affecting calculation of the mean grain size), calculation of the amount of recrystallization by
grain boundary angle misorientation maps, etc.

3. Finite element analysis has been proved very useful in the explanation of resulting loads in 3-point
bend tests by revealing the respective stress fields formed between the intermetallic particles
in the aluminum matrix, while the role of these particles as stress raisers especially according
to their morphology was revealed. It can be inferred that globular particles can act as constant
stress raiser points regardless of the direction of loading, while the effectiveness of load direction
becomes more important in non-equiaxed type particles.

4. Further testing and analysis by EBSD will follow in order to reveal the role of various
recrystallization texture components, especially cube or rotated cube texture, as well as the
role of grain boundaries misorientation in crack assisting or arrestment. Additional FEA will
be also performed by simulation of bending testing in order to verify the observed bending
performance of the extrusions and optimize their performance by selecting the proper heat
treatment after extrusion.
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Abstract: There are many cases when in large power equipment (such as a turbine or compressor)
asymmetrically loading on bearings due to thermal deformations, production inaccuracies, or simple
deflection of the shaft occurs. This asymmetrically loading means misalignment of rotor against
stator in angle more than several tenths of a degree and it has an influence on a journal and thrust
bearings. Over the last few years, thanks to increasingly precise manufacturing, solutions that can
eliminate this phenomenon have been revealed. In the case of the thrust bearing, it is a system of very
precise manufactured levers, which are in close contact each to other, so they have to be not only
properly designed from the geometrical point of view but the important role plays a quality of the
functional surfaces of these levers. The article deals with the surface treatment effect on tribological
properties of 34CrNiMo6 steel used for the production of bearing levers, which are the critical parts
of a newly developing self-equalizing thrust bearing. The samples with cylindrical and plate shapes
were produced from 34CrNiMo6 steel as representatives of the most suitable geometries for contact
surfaces. All samples were heat-treated. The surfaces of some samples were treated by electroless
nickel plating or nitriding, some of the samples were treated by tumbling. Gradually, the surface
roughness, microhardness, metallographic analysis and the influence of selected types of surface
treatments on the wear for individual samples were evaluated within the research presented in the
article. As the testing methods for evaluation of tribological properties were selected Pin-on-disc
test and frequency tribological test. The results showed that the best tribological properties achieved
samples treated by electroless nickel plating compared with the nitrided or only heat-treated samples.

Keywords: tribological properties; wear; surface treatment; self-equalizing bearing

1. Introduction

Today, the energy industry must deal with two interrelated trends. The first trend is the
ever-increasing demand for electricity worldwide and the second trend is the continuously the rising
price of power. This situation can be solved in two ways, either to build new installations (or whole
power plants) with greater efficiency or to improve (increase efficiency) existing installations [1].
One way or another, the worldwide annual need for rotating machines (e.g., turbines, compressors,
generators, turbo-gearboxes, etc.), which is already now in several thousands, will grow [2].

In order to manufacturers of rotary machines flexibly respond to the growing demand for
high-performance machines with high efficiency, designed for specific applications in specific operating
conditions, and to maintain their market share, they must use top quality components. Undoubtedly,
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one of the key parts of the power machine are bearings that make a significant contribution to the
overall power loss of the machine. It is a reason, why the manufacturers of such rotary machines place
the highest demands on the bearings [3].

In machinery, to absorb the axial forces, the hydrodynamic thrust bearings are used, especially
where the use of antifriction bearings is unsuitable in terms of dimensional limits, service life, high
load, or difficult access during assembly [4]. When applied correctly, the plain bearing saves weight,
space, bears more load, requires less maintenance and resists vibrations better than a roller bearing.
On the other hand, an incorrect application can cause the relative surface interaction of the sliding
bearing components that can lead to material loss at the points of contact, i.e., wear. Depending on the
type of contact and movement of the bodies, wear is realized by various mechanisms, e.g., adhesive,
abrasive, erosive or cavitation [5,6]. Wear resistance is a critical property directly affecting the life of
bearings and surface properties. Therefore, knowledge of the mechanical and tribological properties
of a material makes it possible to predict to a large extent its surface resistance to various forms of
wear [7].

2. State of the Art

It often happens in real practice, especially in large rotary machines, that between stator and
rotor necessary parallelism of active bearing and thrust collar is not guaranteed, what results in
reduced bearing capacity. This misalignment can be caused by many factors (thermal dilatation, shaft
misalignment, “inaccuracy” in production, etc.), the magnitude of which is dependent on the peripheral
speed and the load [8]. The phenomenon of deflection of the shaft collar from the bearing axis during
operation (up to several tenths of a degree) has been known for several decades, but at present, the only
solution, that is capable to equalize misalignment between shaft and bearing axis, is the solution using
the system of levers inside so-called a self-equalizing bearing, presented in Figure 1 [9,10].

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Axial slide bearing with the self-equalizing segment, (a) real view; (b) illustration of force
transfer by means of levers.

Due to the different mergers between global bearing manufacturers in recent years, there are
currently only three major global suppliers that produce this type of bearings as standard—i.e., not as
a special project. They are Waukesha (USA, Scotland), Kingsbury (USA, GB, Germany), Miba (John
Crane) (USA, Germany). Each of these manufacturers uses, to a greater or lesser degree, a different
design and manufacturing technology.

At least two elements are required for the slide bearing—the bearing itself and the rotor collar.
The sliding bearing contains segments to which lubricating oil is supplied. Each segment is a separate
carrier part of the bearing. The bearing surfaces (both bearings and shaft collars) are completely
separated by an oil film with a thickness of approx. 20–40 μm. The oil film avoids the risk of contact
and therefore abrasion of the bearing surfaces [11].

Self-equalizing thrust pad bearings consist of the following basic parts (Figure 2):
(1) bearing body/housing;
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(2) thrust pad;
(3) self-equalizing element (lever);
(4) nozzle;
(5) floating pressure element.

Figure 2. Self-equalizing bearing with levers (1—bearing body/housing, 2—thrust pad, 3—self-
equalizing element (lever), 4—nozzle, 5—floating pressure element).

The most important (and critical) part of the axial self-aligning bearing assembly is the equalizing
element—the lever. For every thrust, the pad is necessary to use 2 levers. It means that for example at
18 pads bearing is necessary to use 36 levers.

The aim of the set of levers is to distribute the load evenly over the entire circumference of the
bearing. The evenly distributed load is then transferred to the bearing housing and subsequently
to the machine frame. The lever system must be designed and manufactured so that it is capable
of transferring the pressure/force exerted on the lower part of the bearing to the upper part of the
bearing [12], i.e., that the thrust pads are always in contact with the shaft collar. (Figure 3).

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. The principle of the lever tilting, (a) without the shaft deflection (misalignment); (b) at the
shaft deflection (misalignment).

Ideally, the forces acting on the lever should be the same everywhere, but because of the passive
resistance and the inappropriate geometry of the levers, these forces are different. In the case of an
incorrectly designed bearing construction, it occurs to the undesirable wear of levers [13,14], as shown
in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Comparison of the unworn surface of the lever (left side) with worn (right side highlighted
in red).

The biggest problem is often incorrect machining of the geometrical/micro-geometrical shape
of the functional surfaces [15]. For example, if the machining technology or strategy is incorrectly
selected, the surfaces may be undulating and thus do not meet the theoretical requirements for an
ideal wedge surface, respectively for an ideally designed shape. The functional surfaces can also be
deformed by thermal loading of the components [16].
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The roughness of the functional sliding bearing surfaces plays an important role. Too much
roughness can cause rapid wear, damage or destruction of the functional surfaces if the lubrication is
insufficient [17]. It is always better for the flow of medium if roughness on the sliding surface of slide
bearings with white metal is low. (The white metal is a bearing metal, usually on a tin or lead basis,
which is applied to the sliding surface of the bearing due to a certain “fuse” if the oil supply would fail
or there would be some overload in the bearing and the oil film is broken. In this case, the bearing
will be damaged and not the shaft that is many times more expensive). Regarding surface on levers
(i.e., without white metal), low roughness in the range Ra 0.6–4.5 is secure (it doesn’t occur there to
micro-welds, and either adhesive part of the wear is not significant) [18,19]. At high sliding speeds,
the surface roughness can change the flow pattern of the medium from laminar to turbulent. A great
influence on the bearing function has the choice of a suitable oil, which under the operating conditions
of the sliding bearing should have such a viscosity so that a hydrodynamic wedge is created [19].

The material of the levers must, therefore, possess sufficient mechanical and tribological properties,
taking into account also aspects of surface integrity. According to Pantazopoulos [20], if are known
the loading conditions and the maximum (undetected) crack or minimum (detectable) crack size,
specified that can be accurately measured by quality control, then also a minimum fracture resistance
(toughness) of the material can be ascertained and the information can be used for material selection or
during the design stage. Based on this approach, the wear and tribological properties of the material of
newly developed self-equalizing bearing have been investigated with the goal to evaluate the quality
of a contact surface and, already in the design stage, to judge the suitability of the material, including
the selected types of its surface treatments, for production of this bearing and its implementation into a
large power equipment.

There are several materials that can be used for this purpose, but one of the most commonly
used in the production of bearings and which meets the required characteristics of a highly stressed
functional component is DIN 34CrNiMo6 steel [21]. Based on the long-term experience of the bearing
producers with this material, and based on the current studies, this steel was also selected as a material
for the production of bearing prototype and for the study within this research.

It is one of heat-treated low-alloy steel with a high hardenability and strength, which contains
nickel, chromium, and molybdenum. Moreover, the 34CrNiMo6 steel exhibits very good toughness
properties with a Charpy V-notch at a very low temperature. In the actual production process,
the typical heat treatment of this steel involves two stages, quenching and tempering. The 34CrNiMo6
steel can obtain high strength after quenching to a fully martensitic microstructure, while the ductility
and toughness can be improved with tempering [22].

Popescu et al. [23] studied the effects of bulk tempering on the hardenability and temper-ability
of 34CrNiMo6 steel. The experiment investigated the correlation between the hardness achieved
after high tempering of products and their equivalent diameter and the heat and time parameters of
tempering. Cochet et al. [24] investigated the heat-treatment parameters of the 34CrNiMo6 steel used
for shackles. The results firstly provided a validation of the input data and the prediction of the phase
volume fractions and the resulting hardness, which showed that the proposed approach could yield
a very good representation of the material properties. The results showed that the heat-treatment
method could significantly improve the mechanical properties by changing the nucleation rate and
growth rate of austenite. Researchers Ge & Wang [25] studied the effect of the tempering temperature
on the microstructure and mechanical properties of the 34CrNiMo6 steel during a tempering process.
Low-cycle fatigue behaviour of 34CrNiMo6 high strength steel was investigated systematically under
fully reversed strain-controlled conditions at room temperature by Branco [26]. Li et al. [27] found
that the mechanical properties of the 34CrMo4 steel gas cylinders were significantly improved after
hot drawing and flow forming plus a designed heat treatment, compared with the base material.
The observations of microstructure features such as grain size, sub-grain boundaries, and residual
strain support the increase in mechanical properties due to the proposed manufacturing process.
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Maniee [28] carried out a comparative study of tribological and corrosion behaviour of plasma
nitrided 34CrNiMo6 steel under hot and cold wall conditions. The wear test was performed by
pin-on-disc method. The results showed that nitriding under hot wall condition at the same temperature
provided slightly better tribological and corrosion properties in comparison with cold wall condition.

Microstructure and Tribological Properties of Laser Forming Repaired 34CrNiMo6 Steel were
studied by Huang [29]. He also observed that the wear mechanism of laser forming repaired samples
is abrasive wear; whereas that of the substrate is abrasive wear and fatigue wear.

Despite the fact that 34CrNiMo6 steel is used quite often in bearing production [30], there are
not many studies that deal with its tribological properties in detail, and therefore, it was necessary
to investigate whether this material could be used to design and to manufacture a new type of the
self-equalizing bearing that would be able to operate a longer time, more safely and with higher
efficiency compared to the existing bearings implemented into a high-power rotary machines (such as
turbines or compressors). The study was performed as a part of extensive and long-term research that
was divided into several stages: from the development of new geometry of self-equalizing bearing
elements, through the investigating their kinematic, dynamic and tribological behaviour, up to final
testing of the newly designed bearing prototype including its implementation into real operation.

The specific goal of investigation that is elaborated in this article was to study the tribological
properties of the self-equalizing bearing elements produced from EN/DIN 34CrNiMo6 steel and to
find the most suitable type of their functional surface with respect of technology of design. To find
the optimum variant of contact surfaces from both geometry and wear rate (bearing life) points of
views, the influence of selected types of surface treatment on the functional surface properties was also
analysed. The obtained results will make it possible to predict a large extent the surface resistance of
the material to various forms of wear and it can give an answer on the question if it is reasonable to
manufacture the functional surfaces of the levers with low roughness in a higher cost or to produce
them with higher roughness in less expensive cost.

3. Experimental Samples Design

3.1. Geometry of Samples

In addition to the quality of functional surfaces and some aspects of technology, as the most
important criteria affecting the wear and contact behaviour of functional surfaces, the geometry of
the levers had to be taken into account when designing samples for experimental investigation of the
tribological properties of 34CrNiMo6 steel.

The geometry of the samples for experimental testing was built upon the research carried out
in a previous stage (not presented in this paper), in which several variants of the lever geometry
were gradually designed to create a functional model of the newly developed bearing. The kinematic
functionality of all variants was verified by a simple test to measure the maximum misalignment of the
levers. Based on the test results, which confirmed that the stiffness and overall kinematics of the rocker
arm were found to be the best, the following lever shapes (profiles) and their contact were considered
for subsequent tribological tests (Figure 5):

(1) “Cylinder/Cylinder” + “Cylinder/Cylinder”;
(2) “Cylinder/Cylinder” + “Cylinder/Plane”;
(3) “Cylinder/Plane” + “Cylinder/Plane”.
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5. Variants of contact surfaces of lever, (a) Cylinder/Cylinder contacts on both sides of a
lever, (b) Cylinder/Cylinder contact on the left side and Cylinder/Plane contact on the right side,
(c) Cylinder/Plane contacts on both sides of a lever.

It would be unnecessary to produce complete levers for functional surface wear tests, and therefore,
a simplified solution was adopted and the samples were designed in the form of a roller with the
dimensions that corresponded to the rounded surface of the lever and in the form of a plate that
represented the lever contact plane. Thus, in the experiment, the specimens had the shape of a 12 mm
diameter cylinder and a 25 mm length, or a plate of 25 × 25 mm2, which correlated with the size of a
lever for a reference bearing with 18 pads. An example of the cylindrical sample is in Figure 6.

 

Figure 6. A tested cylindrical sample.

3.2. Material of Samples

In view of the above, EN/DIN 34CrNiMo6 chromium-nickel-molybdenum heat-treated steel was
chosen for levers and therefore also for the production of experimental samples. The practical use of
chromium-nickel-molybdenum steel is based on the long-term operational reliability of the supplied
products. It is a steel with high hardenability for highly stressed machine parts. In the treated state,
it has a very favourable strength-to-yield ratio and a high toughness which hinders the propagation
of fatigue cracks. The steel is therefore characterized by high fatigue limit values for alternating and
combined stresses. It has high strength, high toughness and good hardenability [31].

Chemical composition of the 34CrNiMo6 steel is in Table 1.

Table 1. Chemical composition of the 34CrNiMo6 steel.

Component C Mn Si P S Cr Ni Mo V Cu Al

(wt.%) 0.34 0.793 0.282 0.0196 0.0052 1.72 1.55 0.221 0.0092 0.193 0.0194

3.3. Technological Conditions of Samples Production

Since the selected sample shape is in the form of a cylinder, turning technology has been selected
as the sample production technology. The surface roughness of the sample, which plays an important
role in tribological tests, can be influenced by suitably selected machining conditions.

The machining was carried out on a machine EMCO MAXXTURN 25 (EMCO GmbH, Hallein,
Austria). A bar with a diameter of 25 mm was selected as a semi-finished product. In the first step, the
bar was roughened to ϕ D = 13 mm using a changeable insert ISCAR CCMT 09T304-SM (ISCAR Ltd.,
Haiger, Germany); consequently it was finished to a diameter of ϕ D = 12 mm using a changeable
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insert ISCAR DCMT 11T304-F3P (ISCAR Ltd., Haiger, Germany) and finally it was cut to a length of
L = 25 mm. The machining process of sample production is presented in Figure 7.

 

Figure 7. Production of cylinders for experimental testing.

The parameter that most influences the surface roughness during turning is a feed [32], therefore
5 different feeds per revolution f = 0.08; 0.12; 0.16; 0.2; 0.24 mm were chosen to monitor the wear of the
cylinders. The next machining conditions were:

cutting speed: vc = 120 m·min−1;
cutting depth: ap = 0.5 mm;
Coolant: Blasocut BC35 Kombi −5% + 95% water;
feed per revolution: f = 0.08; 0.12; 0.16; 0.2; 0.24 mm.

All samples were subsequently treated after turning according to the recommendations for this
material. The quenching was carried out in oil from a temperature of 830–860 ◦C and tempering during
the temperatures ranged from 630 ◦C to 660 ◦C. The hardness of the base material was 330 HB.

At the same time, due to the load requirements of the levers, it was necessary to harden
the functional surface of the levers. Based on existing research, scientific studies [33–40] and
practical applications, the electroless nickel plating and nitriding were chosen as technologies
for a surface reinforcement to enhance the tribological properties of the levers. These
technologies can be used as a final surface treatment after finishing without additional
grinding. Tumbling on an OTEC DF3 machine (OTEC GmbH, Straubenhardt, Germany) was
also used as an intermediate between possible surface hardening for half of the samples
(Samples No. 55-108). After several tests, the following tumbling parameters were selected.

Tumbling type Towed;
Rotor speed 40 rpm;
Rotation bracket 90 rpm;
Immersion depth 420 mm;
Lift Not used;
Medium H4/400;
Clockwise tumbling time 3 min;
Counterclockwise tumbling time 3 min;
Total time 6 min.

3.4. Number of Experimental Samples

Each process is influenced by a number of specific factors that can be actively managed. At the
output of these processes is then expected a certain result. Such a result is called a response. DoE (Design
of Experiments) is a strategy in which the effects of several factors are studied at once by testing them at
different levels. The task of DoE is then to find such a combination of factors that the process response
is as accurate as possible. The response should then be monitored at several points in the experimental
space. Tracking each point requires both time and cost, and this is important to realize. Therefore,
it depends very much on how many points and how they are located in the experimental space [41].
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With regard to the above-mentioned factors entering the process of production of experimental
test samples (Section 3.3), it was not appropriate to choose a central composite plan, an application
of which would require a very large number of samples, that would mean, besides the economic
demands, a great time of experiment realization. Due to this reason, a “custom plan” was designed
for the experiment. Orthogonality, rotation, etc., are also maintained in the design. According to this
custom-designed plan, the production of testing cylinders was also planned, taking into account the
following factors:

(a) Load contact pairs “Cylinder/Cylinder = C/C” and “Cylinder/Plane = C/P”.
(b) Parameter x1—feed per revolution: f 1 = 0.08 mm; f 2 = 0.12 mm; f 3 = 0.16 mm; f 4 = 0.2 mm;

f 5 = 0.24 mm.
(c) Parameter x2—surface hardening: with or without tumbling, nitriding or electroless nickel plating.

A total of 108 cylinders with an assigned number and associated characteristics according to
Table 2 were produced. In order to reduce the number of experiments, the plates were only ground
and possibly surface reinforced. The wear was then monitored on a roller.
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4. Preliminary Tests

4.1. Surface Roughness Investigation

After machining, it was measured the surface roughness of every cylindrical sample. The following
parameters have been measured within the research of surface roughness: Ra—arithmetical average
deviation from a mean line, Rz—ten-point height of irregularities, Rk—core roughness depth,
Rpk—reduced peak height, Rvk—reduced valley depths, profile, Mr1—material portion 1 determined
for the intersection line which separates the protruding peaks from the roughness core profile,
Mr2—material portion 2 determined for the intersection line which separates the deep valleys from the
roughness core profile, A1—Peak area and A2—Valley area.

In the beginning, on a selected set of samples, the surface roughness was measured by means
of both Mahr MarSurf M300 (MAHR GmbH, Göttingen, Germany) and 3D scanning ALICONA
measuring devices (Alicona Imaging GmbH, Graz, Austria). After comparison of all parameters
recorded by both measuring devices, no significant differences between measures were found. So,
due to a large number of samples and since the measuring by means of ALICONA was significantly
longer, authors decided to use 2D analysis and measure surface on 3 spots and calculate an average
value of every parameter. The representative parameters Ra (μm) (arithmetical average deviation from
a mean line) and Rz (μm) (ten-point height of irregularities) have been chosen for presentation in
the paper because they clearly express the behaviour of surface roughness achieved after machining
with different cutting feeds. The results have been plotted by means of the graph shown in Figure 8.
The parameters Rk, Rpk, Rvk, A1, A2, Mr1 and Mr2 were used for the Abbott curves construction (see
Section 5.1.2, Figure 20).

Figure 8. The surface roughness of tested samples.

From the graph bellow, it is evident that it managed to produce the cylinders, which surface
roughness differed in a jumping way and which unambiguously corresponded to the used feed rate
during machining as follows:

f 1 = 0.08 mm ≥ ~Ra 0.6

f 2 = 0.12 mm ≥ ~Ra 1

f 3 = 0.16 mm ≥ ~Ra 2

f 4 = 0.2 mm ≥ ~Ra 3

f 5 = 0.24 mm ≥ ~Ra 4.5.
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At the same time, it can be stated from the measurement results that the surface roughness of the
cylinders decreased after tumbling. For the samples with a roughness that was initially low, this drop
was not as striking as for cylinders that had initially greater roughness.

4.2. Microhardness and Metallographic Analysis

Although the selected steel EN/DIN 34CrNiMo6 is not considered to be nitriding, it is often
nitrided in practice. The samples treated after machining and also samples with a hardened surface by
nitriding and electroless nickel plating were analysed through the micro-hardness test HV 0.05 (or HV
0.025) to determine to which the depth could be expected a higher material resistance.

Within the preliminary tests, a microstructure of the tested samples was also evaluated.
The samples were cut longitudinally and crosswise—perpendicular to the intended direction of
damage by means of a metallographic saw. They were also embedded in the preparation mass,
metallographically ground and polished. Metallographic sections were subsequently etched using
Nital 3% and then documented using the metallographic microscope MULTICHECK PC 500 (AVYAC
MACHINES SAS, Veauche, France). The evaluation only several types of samples with different
surface treatment is presented in the article. Their microstructures are shown in Figures 9–12 and they
are described below.

  

Figure 9. Sample without surface treatment, observation on the edge of the cylinder—magnified 100×
(left); detail—magnified 500× (right).

  

Figure 10. Nitrided sample—white layer thickness magnified 200× (left); sample centre magnified
500× (right).
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Figure 11. Sample electroless nickel-plated, turned with a feed of f 1 = 0.08 mm—surface with marked
layer thickness—magnified 200× (left); sample center—magnified 500× (right).

 

Figure 12. Sample electroless nickel-plated, turned with a feed of f 1 = 0.24 mm—surface with marked
layer thickness—magnified 200× (left); sample center—magnified 500× (right).

The microstructure of a sample without surface treatment, machined with the feed per revolution
f 1 = 0.08 mm is presented in Figure 9. The sample was treated by refinement without next surface
hardening. According to Figure 9, the structure of the outer surface is the same as in the core of
the material.

Nitriding sample, machined with the feed per revolution f 1 = 0.08 mm is presented in Figure 10.
The sample exhibited a white layer thickness of about 15–20 μm, which was compact and didn’t show
an inconsistency. The average microhardness of the sample in the core was HV 0.05 = 395.

The microstructures of the samples hardened by electroless nickel plating machined with the feed
per revolution f 1 = 0.08 mm (the surface roughness ~Ra 0.6 μm) is presented in Figure 11 and with the
feed per revolution f 5 = 0.24 mm (the surface roughness ~Ra 4.5 μm) is presented in Figure 12.

Cylinders hardened by electroless nickel plating have the same layer thickness of approximately
7–8 μm. The layer follows the relief of the surface, it is consistent and without any visible defects.
The base material corresponds to the hardness values required in the material tables, but the surface
micro-hardness values were lower than expected. The measured microhardness (HV 0.025) of both
fine and roughly turned samples with Ni coating deposition is presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Microhardness (HV 0.025) of fine and roughly turned samples with Ni coating deposition.

HV 0.025

f 1 = 0.08 mm f 1 = 0.24 mm

Cross-Cut Longitudinal Cut Cross-Cut Longitudinal Cut

Surface Core Surface Core Surface Core Surface Core

Average
Value

621 392 225 382 451 375 671 386

Deviation 18 19 23 13 108 17 11 26
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It is clear from Table 3 that the surfaces of cylinders machined with the feed per revolution
f 1 = 0.08 mm are harder compared to the samples machined with f 5 = 0.24 mm. The hardness of the
roughly turned surface (and especially of the crosswise cut) is lower. However, this can be influenced
by the fact that at a higher roughness at the measured point, the layer is not compact, but there is a
“softer” base underneath.

5. Tribological Behaviour of 34CrNiMo6 Steel

5.1. Pin-on-Disk Test

At the first stage of tribological properties of 34CrNiMo6 steel investigation, a testing
device—tribometer “PIN-ON-DISC” was designed and manufactured at the WBU in Pilsen.
The principle of testing was as follows. Two cylinders were placed in the machine. One specimen
was fixed firmly to the tribometer arm holder and the second to the movable holder. The operational
load was carried out using weights (utilization of gravitational force). By a movement of the samples
relative to each other, a contact load was simulated. After reaching the prescribed number of cycles of
contact, the test was discontinued and both samples were turned to be tested in another contact area or
to be the samples exchanged. The samples clamping in a holder and the complex view on tribometer
used at the testing process are shown in Figure 13.

  

Figure 13. The samples clamping in the holder (left) and the complex view on tribometer (right).

In order to follow the development of the damage, a gradual increase of cycles in the series was
chosen: 1.8 × 103; 5 × 103; 10 × 103 and 20 × 103 cycles. The sample movement speed was 3 rpm,
and the load was selected at 5 N or 10 N. At the end of the test, the generated tribological traces were
examined by the stereo magnifying glass. To compare a degree of the wear of all samples, the wear area
was selected as a measured parameter. The area better interprets the relative wear than e.g., the track
width. The example of wear is presented in Figure 14.

 

Figure 14. The example of a wear.

5.1.1. Wear Measuring and Observation

Measured were always the samples that were fixed to the bottom bracket because these samples
showed a more measurable and more regular trace of wear. The measurements were done by making
photographs where the length and width of the track were measured. If the track tapered, the track
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was divided into multiple rectangles, and their area was then added together. It was necessary to use
2–3 images per one track evaluation, depending on the created length. In the case of nickel-plated
specimens, there was generally no continuous measurable trace. Mostly, only the peaks were worn out
after machining. In this case, the tracks had to be measured, averaged and then summed.

Since there is a possibility that the oil layers between the levers may break due to very high
Hertzian pressure and there may be limit lubrication between the contact surfaces [42] (see Figure 15),
authors decided not to use the oil lubricant. The second reason for not using oil or other lubricant was
to accelerate the wear process during the test. It can also be said at this point that the finally produced
levers were tested under real conditions (i.e., with lubricant) and the measured wear after long-term
tests were very low (or none), so the levers comply with the standard requirements for their safety and
reliable operation.

Figure 15. Lubrication regimes.

The wear results of all samples are shown in Figure 16 and examples of cylinders’ wear for
individual types of surface hardening are shown in Figures 17–19.

 

Figure 16. Graphs of all cylinders’ wears—measured on the tribometer.
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Figure 17. Sample No. 11—20×magnification, 1.8 × 103 cycles of 5 N load (left); Sample No. 55—10×
magnification, 5 × 103 cycles, 5 N load (right).

  

Figure 18. Sample No. 49—10×magnification—5 × 103 cycles, 5 N load (left); Sample No. 13—20×
magnification—5 × 103 cycles 5 N (right).

 

Figure 19. Sample No. 5—20×magnification, 1.8 × 103 cycles of 5 N load (left); Sample No. 27—20×
magnification, 20 × 103 cycles, 5 N load (right).

The samples without surface treatment showed relatively similar abrasion resistance, despite
differences in surface roughness. The following pictures in Figure 17 show the damage development
of samples No. 11 and 55, which were evaluated as the worst in the tribological test.

For presentation in the article, the sample No. 49 was selected as a representative of nitriding
samples. In Figure 18, the picture on the left side shows the beginning of the damage and on the right,
there is a significant breakage (the layer has ceased to function). The effect of surface roughness was
manifested only in the samples with higher roughness values.

The smallest wear was measured at the samples, which were hardened by electroless nickel
plating. In Figure 19 is presented wear of the sample No. 5 reached after 1.8 × 103 cycles at a force of
5 N load. As another example can be selected sample num. 27, which didn’t show any wear even
after 50 × 103 cycles at 5 N load, because only a discontinuous trace was created that was difficult to
measure. Therefore, the sample was loaded again at 100 × 103 cycles by a force of 10 N load. On this
sample, in the most stressed area, it was already possible to find a continuous measurable trace with
measured surface damage of approximately 920 μm. However, even in this case, it cannot be said that
this sample would behave as worn out.

The measured values were statistically processed by ANOVA analysis, which shows the best results
for surface and wears analysis. This statistical method consists of evaluating the relationships between
the variance of the selected sets. The essence of the method is to perform the so-called decomposition
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of the total variance into two sub-variations, namely the variation caused by the influence of individual
factors and on a part called “noise”, which can be assumed to occur accidentally. The statistical
significance of the ratio between these components is then tested in this method. Generally, this method
makes it possible to verify whether the monitored factors have a statistically significant effect on the
monitored quantities [43].

The monitored factors included: displacement, surface condition (surface hardening) and the
number of cycles. In this analysis, some pairs of factors, at which were supposed they could be
statistically significant were also studied. When evaluating all these parameters, it was found that the
factors Feed, Surface Condition, Number of Cycles, and the factor pairs “Feed-Surface Condition” and
“Surface Condition-Number of Cycles” have been statistically significant.

5.1.2. Discussions

Summary from the used surface treatments point of view

It is clear from the table and graphs above that the best wear performance was achieved on
samples treated with electroless nickel plating. These coatings, whose hardness is not significantly
higher than that of the other types of coatings tested, exhibit excellent tribological properties due
to very good lubricating properties. However, due to the relatively thin deposited layers, it is to be
assumed that in the event of the layer destruction, the next damage will be rapidly increasing.

The hardness of the nitrided layer was recorded in relatively small depths. However, samples with
the nitrided surfaces showed higher wear resistance compared to samples without surface treatment.
Due to the small thickness of the hard layer, rapid delamination and spreading of damage occurred.
In the early stages of the test, nitrided specimens seemed to have an effect of surface roughness, where
a concentration of damage has occurred primarily on the profile peaks that prevented a relatively long
time of spreading of the next degree of layer degradation.

Samples only heat-treated showed no difference in a surface quality in dependence on tumbling.
Already in the early stages of loading, a worn area was formed on the surface, which rapidly increased.

Summary from the surface roughness point of view

It is also evident from the above graphs that the samples machined with higher feeds per revolution
(f 3–f 5) came out best from the surface roughness point of view. Subsequent surface tumbling had little
or no effect on wear. Within the experimental study, the Abbott-Firestone’s curves (AFC) were used for
surface roughness evaluation. These curves graphically describe the distribution of material within the
profile height and they can be also used for assessing the functional properties of surfaces and their
possible exploitation. The principle of AFC construction (according to the standard ISO13565-2:1996)
is in Figure 20a, while an example of an AF curve obtained by means of the software belonging to
the Mahr MarSurf M300 device (MAHR GmbH, Göttingen, Germany) for sample number 55 is in
Figure 20b.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 20. Abbott-Firestone’s curves, (a) construction according to the standard ISO13565-2:1996;
(b) AFC obtained by means of software belonging to the Mahr MarSurf M300 device for sample No. 55.
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Problem of Mahr MarSurf M300 (MAHR GmbH, Göttingen, Germany) or Alicona (Alicona
Imaging GmbH, Graz, Austria) software for data processing is that it can generate only one particular
Abbott-Firestone’s curve, and so it is impossible to compare different AF curves in the same ratio.
So, the measured values Rk, Rpk, Rvk, A1, A2, Mr1 and Mr2 were used for the bearing area curves
construction using MS Excel software (version 1911, Microsoft corporation Inc., Redmond, WA, USA)
application. They were plotted based on the principle presented in Figure 20a, what provided a
possibility to compare them in one chart and easy to evaluate. The bearing area curves of selected
cylinders are presented in Figure 21.

Figure 21. The bearing area curves of selected cylindrical samples (No. 1–54 without tumbling and
No. 55–108 with tumbling).

Looking at the bearing area curves in Figure 21, it can be seen how at feeds f 4 and f 5 the curves are
steep. The peaks at the feed f 5 reach 16–17 μm. During the initial run-in, the “peaks” usually reduced
to about 0.07 μm. Since the levers are in contact with each other, this value needs to be doubled. Such a
value (~0.015 μm) is already critical, as the production of the levers should be within an absolute
accuracy of about 0.03 mm. The bearing at worse accuracy can no longer absorb deflections higher
than 0.1◦. If almost 50% of the manufacturing tolerance is “decreased” only due to surface roughness,
it unnecessarily increases the cost and complicates production, as more levers would have to be thrown
out due to inaccurate.

Another important aspect is that when using higher feeds (and hence higher roughness values),
a higher coefficient of friction between the levers results. Given that the levers are flooded with oil, it is
not exactly possible to specify how much the roughness of the functional surfaces affects the mutual
rolling movement of the levers.

5.2. Frequency Tribological Test

Considering the need to specify the real tribological properties of the levers, a special test facility
(Figure 22) was built at WBU in Pilsen, technical prerequisites of which are close to the real conditions
of bearing operation.

  

Figure 22. Frequency tribological testing device: Detail of adjustable holders and vibration exciter;
(left), detail of samples positioning with the indication of movement possibilities (right).
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The oscillating motion was selected on the principle of a frequency exciter with a frequency
generator that can work in a fluent frequency change from 0 Hz to 10 MHz. Scanning of vibration
intensity was continuously performed using an accelerometer set with a possibility to display measured
results at an oscilloscope and to record measured data on PC.

The aim of the proposed frequency load experiments was to compare the behaviour
of selected surface treatments and to monitor their response to the frequency load.
The frequency test was performed for both the Cylinder/Cylinder assembly and the
Cylinder/Plate assembly without lubrication and with the following loading conditions:

contact force: 15 N;
feed: ±0.2 mm;
oscillation speed: 50 Hz;
a number of oscillations: 1 × 106.

Two samples were relatively positioned to each other. The upper sample was firmly clamped in a
horizontal bracket and the lower sample was mounted on a movable arm where an operating load
was applied through the lever. The core of the electromagnetic coil was resiliently attached to the arm,
causing the respective oscillations. Their frequencies were set at 50 Hz, which are the closest to the
expected operating frequency of future machine parts.

Within the frequency tribological tests, the samples made from 34CrNiMo6 steel were used,
which were either only heat-treated, either nitrided or nickel-plated. Wear documentation was made
using a stereo magnifying glass. Due to the fact that very different roughness of samples was in the
experiment, using the volume of wear for the evaluation would be burdened with a high error. Since all
samples had the same diameter, the wear area and width seemed to be sufficient value for compare.
The measurement was carried out by dividing the track according to pictures and then the obtained
areas were summed up. The wear width was averaged based on the figures.

It can be stated that all deviations were less than 10%. A minimum of three repetitions of
measurements was performed on each sample and if there were any doubts (e.g., the deviation was in
the range of 8 to 10%), the samples were tested five times.

5.2.1. Configuration “Cylinder/Cylinder”

The purpose of this test was to achieve a point contact between the samples and thereby achieve
a simulated probable load during the operation of the levers in the turbine when contacting the
Cylinder/Cylinder types of surfaces.

The configuration of tested samples was as it is shown in Figure 23 below. Two 12 mm diameter
cylinders with the same roughness, provided with the same surface treatment, were offset at 15◦ to
each other and loaded against each other by the weights.

 

Figure 23. Test configuration–position of cylinders with respect to each other.

The graph in Figure 24 provides a wear comparison between individual samples. The best
results achieved the samples treaded by electroless nickel plating. Their worn area was about half
in comparison to nitrided samples and a quarter in comparison with samples, which surface was
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not treated. However, it cannot be unequivocally said that these surfaces will exhibit four times the
resistance to untreated real parts, which will, in addition, be intensively lubricated.

Figure 24. Frequency load (all samples of configuration Cylinder/Cylinder together).

Moreover, some samples showed some fragmentation of the nickel-plated coating at the edge of
the trace. The size of these fragments was in the range of units up to tens of micrometre. Due to the oil
film thickness of the bearing, which is in the range of 25–40 μm, this value is already critical.

The nitrided specimens showed about a half less wear than the untreated specimens, so the nitride
layer partially retained its properties despite the revelation of the base material.

Significant amounts of oxides formed in the process of rubbing the samples against each other
appeared on the untreated and nitrided samples. For nickel-plated samples, this amount was smaller.
This can be attributed to the very good natural lubricating properties of the nickel surface. Documented
wears on selected samples are shown in Figure 25.

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 25. The example of wears of selected samples at tested configuration Cylinder/Cylinder.
(a) Sample No. 10 without surface treatment (only heat-treated), 10×magnification; (b) sample No. 66
nitrided, 10×magnification; (c) sample No. 15 treated by electroless nickel plating, 10×magnification.
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5.2.2. Configuration “Cylinder/Plate”

The configuration of tested samples for testing the Cylinder/Plate combination of surfaces is
shown in Figure 26. A 12 mm diameter cylinder, provided with the same finish as the plate, was
loaded against the plate with weights. Comparison of wear between individual samples is evaluated
by means of the graph presented in Figure 27.

Figure 26. Test configuration–position of a cylinder with respect to the plate.

 
Figure 27. Frequency load (all samples of configuration Cylinder/Plate together).

From the point of view of worn-out surfaces, the nickel-plated samples were again the best.
The wear area of these samples was about half, compared to uncoated and nitrided samples. In this
configuration (i.e., Cylinder/Plate), the nickel-plated surface did not prove to be easily susceptible to
delamination and dividing in larger portions and thus to the risk of an accident related to oil lubrication.
The wear area of the nitrided and uncoated samples was not very different. Here, it depends probably
on the thickness of the layer [44].

The worn area of the plate was in all cases about 20% larger than that of the cylinders. Documented
wears on selected samples are shown in Figure 28a–c.
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(a) 

  

(b) 

  
(c) 

Figure 28. The example of wears of selected samples at tested configuration Cylinder/Plate. (a) Samples
without surface treatment (only heat-treated): Plate No. 2—30×magnification (left); Cylinder No. 16,
30×magnification (right). (b) Nitrided samples: Plate No. 14—measurement of layer fragments, 30×
magnification (left); Cylinder No. 17—detail of degradation of nitrided layer, 63×magnification (right).
(c) Samples treated by electroless nickel plating: Plate No. 32, 40×magnification, (left); Cylinder No.
72, 20×magnification (right).

6. Conclusions

Two types of contact surfaces (Cylinder/Cylinder and Cylinder/Plate) were selected for
investigation tribological properties of 34CrNiMo6 steel in the production of a newly designed
self-equalizing thrust bearing. Except that all samples were heat-treated, and some of the samples
were treated with tumbling, next two types of surface treatment were selected for the surface quality of
bearing levers improvement, i.e., nitriding and electroless nickel plating.

Within preliminary tests, the surface roughness, microhardness HV and microstructure of the
samples were analysed. The tests confirmed the high influence of the feed on surface roughness. At the
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same time, it could be stated from the measurement results that the surface roughness of the cylinders
decreased after tumbling.

When studied the microhardness (HV 0.025) of fine and roughly turned samples with Ni
coating deposition, the results show that surfaces of cylinders machined with the feed per revolution
f 1 = 0.08 mm are harder compared to the samples machined with f 5 = 0.24 mm. The hardness of the
roughly turned surface (and especially of the crosswise cut) is lower. However, this can be influenced
by the fact that at a higher roughness at the measured point, the layer is not compact, but there is a
“softer” base underneath.

Tribological properties of samples were investigated experimentally within Pin-on-Disc and
Frequency tests focusing on the wear and surface roughness evaluation. It was observed that the
most likely mechanism of wear was abrasive and partially adhesive. It can be also stated based on the
results that in all cases the best tribological properties have achieved samples treated by electroless
nickel plating compared with the nitrided or only heat-treated samples. The effect of tumbling was
not significant.

Within the frequency test of contact surfaces pair Cylinder/Cylinder, the best results achieved
the samples treaded by electroless nickel plating. Their worn area was about half in comparison to
nitrided samples and a quarter in comparison with samples, which surface was not treated. However,
the problem needs to be looked at comprehensively—whether in terms of the kinematics of the
mechanism it seems to be the most suitable variant of the Cylinder/Cylinder assembly, and in wear
tests, this assembly already showed defects in layer delamination—which is undesirable. This claim
was confirmed in subsequent static tests that are not part of this article. Therefore, it was decided to
use levers with kinematic Cylinder/Plate pairs when testing prototype self-aligning bearings.
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Nomenclature

ap depth of cut (mm)
vc cutting speed (mmin−1)
f feed per revolution (mm)
rpm revolution per minute (min−1)
Ra arithmetical average deviation from a mean line (μm)
Rz ten-point height of irregularities (μm)
C/C Cylinder/Cylinder contact surfaces
C/P Cylinder/Plate contact surfaces
R refinement
N nitriding
ENP Electroless Nickel Plating
Rk core roughness depth: Depth of the roughness core profile
Rpk reduced peak height Average height of protruding peaks above the roughness core profile
Rvk reduced valley depths: Average depth of valleys projecting through roughness core profile

Mr1
material portion 1: Level in (%): determined for the intersection line which separates the protruding
peaks from the roughness core profile
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Mr2
material portion 2: Level in (%), determined for the intersection line which separates the deep
valleys from the roughness core profile.

A1 Peak area
A2 Valley area
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